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ABSTRACT. 

Introduction of new systems for clarifying work responsibilities 

within organisations require careful design. By fundamentally 

altering the way individual duties are defined impacts dramatically 

on organisational and sociotechnical systems. In this research a 

case study is used to explore the development and implementation 

of a system of Job Modelling for process management. The need 

for a holistic approach to change is highlighted. 
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SECTION 1. 

INTRODUCTION 



1. INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing turbulence and complexity of the business environment many 

organisations are struggling with the challenge presented by change (Wardman

O'Reilly, 1995). Frequently, the challenge is focused around where people fit in the 

change equation. Many planned changes in organisations are unable to be effectively 

implemented because of the relationship those doing the planning have with those 

directly affected by the change. 
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According to management philosopher Charles Hampden-Turner (1990), the 

difficulties arise because an organisation is a living system. While a planner may have 

a purpose or direction in mind for the organisation, as a living system the organisation 

contains elements that have their own energy, purpose and direction. Planners who 

have experienced success in managing dead systems, will struggle to manage living 

systems, if they carry over assumptions about how elements of systems can be treated. 

The globalisation of business has added to these difficulties. Managers may attempt to 

introduce techniques or practises that have been developed in organisations operating 

in significantly different cultures, by managers holding different assumptions about 

people and change. Trompenaars ( 1994) has described how managers in English

speaking democracies, such as New Zealand, are more likely to treat people as 

instruments than are managers in Asia or Latin countries such as Spain or Mexico. 

Similarly, New Zealand managers are more likely to view change analytically (with 

planning treated as separate from implementation), where Asian managers will view it 

holistically (Hampden-Turner, 1993). Attempts by New Zealand organisations to 

introduce practises developed in Japan, are likely to find that people involved in 

organisational systems act in ways that they have not expected. 

Some organisations respond to these difficulties by attempting to perfect the techniques 

while continuing to treat people as instruments. Others withdraw from attempts at 

improving or changing systems involving people, or allow people to have whatever 

systems they want. A growing body of literature advocates approaches to this dilemma 



based upon partnership between people at different levels of the organisation (Block, 

1993). 
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This research explores organisational attempts to introduce change, looking at the 

change from a holistic viewpoint. It uses a case-study approach, tracking the outcomes 

of a New Zealand company's work to increase productivity and gain competitive 

advantage through better management of its human resources. The nature of this study 

lends itself to use of action research as a method of investigation. With action research 

investigators recognise that they are involved in the process of change, provide context 

to actions planned and taken, and explore what can be learned from the results 

achieved. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

Most organisations seek to improve their capacity to achieve the results that are 

important to them. Because people are central to the achievement of organisational 

goals many attempts at improvement centre around how they are managed. 

Approaches to managing people are influenced by a variety of factors, including the 

way the discipline of Human Resource Management has developed, cultural dynamics 

and economjc influences on orgarusations. 

This section reviews literature around some of the major themes shaping organisational 

approaches to managing people. 

2.1 Development of Human Resource Management (HRM) in context 

The practice of Human Resource Management(HRM) has emerged in conjunction with 

the evolution of the nature of work itself. Therefore, it is necessary to trace the 

development of HRM in a social-historical perspective, as the different theoretical and 

practitioner approaches have been a result of changes within social, economic and 

political environments. In other words, as society has changed, so too has the nature of 

work and consequently the way the work is managed. Today, HRM is in the process of 

revolutionising, again, the way people are perceived within the "wQrk eQuati<m", 

However, it is important to understand the reasons and recognise the symptoms of past 

management practice in order to appreciate the need for change and to understand the 

potential resistance to change. 

At the turn of the century, with the advent of Industry, the nature of work underwent 

dramatic changes. The skjlls associated with craftsmanship were broken down into 

component parts and transposed into mass production. Consequently a new concept of 

work organisation arose, as with mass production came a shortage of skjlled labour 



pools. The increasing difficulty in locating and hiring skilled people was the main 

impetus for the development of Scientific Management (Toulson, 1995). 
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Frederick Taylor's (191 I) Scientific Management approach was built on the principle 

of the division of labour, which he saw as a vehicle for increasing output per man hour 

(Wall and Martin, 1987). The explicit logic behind this was that greater dexterity 

would arise when employees "specialised" in small functions of the process; not having 

to change from one task to another would save time; employees were more likely to 

invent labour saving devices if the focus ofwork was narrowed and learning times 

would be reduced by the fragmentation of work. It was believed that this would 

produce savings in training and reduce the need for skilled labour which would 

inadvertently mean cheaper labour. This logic was coupled with the assumption that 

management should assume responsibility for the design of jobs and control the 

execution of work " ... management was to assume more regulation and 'workers' less, 

over how and when work was to be completed. There was a separation between 

planning and control on the one hand, and 'doing' on the other" (Wall and Martin, 

1987, p.175). 

Due to job fractionalisation, skilled employees were made supervisors to ensure that 

unskilled workers did the job correctly, thus controlling the workplace activities. As a 

result, the emphasis switched away from the employees being responsible for the work 

to supervisors ' holding' responsibility. Consequently, workers were often not able to 

identify with the final product and tended to experience greater levels of dissatisfaction 

(Dewe, 1989). 

The revolution in Industrial Psychology came in the form of the Hawthorne Studies 

(see Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1939) which were a series of field experiments that 

helped to highlight the complexity of work behaviour (Landy, 1989). They concluded 

that organisations were not just formal structures "they are social structures, in which 

people interact, seek acceptance from and give approval to fellow workers, and find 

enjoyment not only in the work, but also in the social exchange that occurs while doing 

the work" (Hodgetts, 1980, p.15). 
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The Human Relations approach "established the importance of the work gro.up and 

highlighted the fact that the social relationships that develop between members of a 

group are a powerful motivating force" (Dewe, 1989,p.8). "Elements ofboth Scientific 

Management and Human Relations approach are still prominent today. That is, both 

schools of thought suggested important principles for management that are major 

elements of current organisational practice" (Mitchell, 1982,p.25). 

During the 1950's and 60's organisations experienced sustained economic growth, 

organisational expansion, prosperity and security (Dewe, 1989). Traditional Personnel 

Management during this time was concerned with stability and maintenance of the 

status quo. "It led to the development of massive bureaucratic structures in industry 

and personnel management was very much associated with maintaining this stability 

and order, through ' fire-fighting' activities designed to get things back onto an even 

keel" (Toulson, 1995, p.6). 

Personnel Management in New Zealand has been partly based on the British idea of 

welfarism and has also been restricted by a highly regulated Industrial Relations system 

(Toulson, 1995). This has in part prevented a more proactive role for management, 

however with the advent of global competition in the 1980's a major change took place 

with respect to industry. Individual workers were now the focus of an "untapped 

resource of unlimited potential. Developing and utilising the individual's potential 

became the objective of the Human Resource Movement" (Dewe, 1989, p.9). 

Torrington (1988, cited in Grant, 1988) suggests that Personnel Management is 

directed at fmding and training employees, arranging pays and contracts and explaining 

company expectations. Human Resouce Management, on the other hand, starts from 

the organisation's need for human resources emphasizing strategy and planning. 



Beer and Spector (1985) identified basic assumptions that underlie the policies of the 

Human Resource Management (HRM) transformation. 

Human Resource Management 

Proactive - provides systems-wide intervention 

and cultural change 

People perceived as social capital capable of 

development 

Seeks power equalization for trust and 

collaboration 

Emphasises open channels of communication 

Based on participation and informed choice 

Personnel Management 

Reactive - piecemeal in response 

to specific problems 

People perceived as variable cost 

Bargaining and confrontation 

Control of information flow 

Compliance and control from top 
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Walton (1985) describes this fundamental paradigm shift as "the new HRM Model 

composed of policies that promote mutuality, mutual goals, mutual influence, mutual 

respect, mutual rewards and mutual responsibility. The theory is that policies of 

mutuality will elicit commitment which in tum will yield both better economic 

performance and greater human development" (cited in Beer and Spector, 1985, p.23) 

2.2 Strategic Focus of Human Resource Management 

The field of Human Resource Management (HRM) consists of various practices used to 

manage people in organisations which have commonly been grouped into 

subdisciplines of selection, training, appraisal and rewards (Fombrun, Tichy and 

Devanna, 1984). Each of the various HRM functions have evolved in relative isolation 

from one another, with little coordination across disciplines. In other words, each 

function bas evolved through technical innovations focusing primarily on a micro

perspective of individual functions (Wright and McMahan, 1992). Schuler and Walker 

(1990) believe Strategic Human Resource Management (SHRM) to be "a set of 

processes and activities jointly shared by human resources and line managers to solve 

people related business problems" (p.7). Guest (1989) suggest "human resource 
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management is fully integrated into strategic planning~ that HRM policies cohere both 

across policy areas and across hierarchies and that HRM practices are accepted and 

used by line managers as part of their everyday work" (p.48). 

In a highly competitive environment production efficiency and flexibility have become 

essential. The role of senior management now is not to make the final decisions, but to 

make sure the decisions the team is making are ones that fit in with the vision of the 

company " ... such profound decentralisation requires a high level of training and 

support and demands that such factories become learning organisations, encouraging a 

culture of continuous improvement and of risk-taking. The learning process begins 

when an organisation realistically evaluates its present position by comparing itself 

with the roadmap of its vision in order to identify opportunities for improvement" 

(Yarwood, 1993, p.63). 

Strategic planning is the process through which the basic mission of an organisation is 

identified, its objectives are set, and the allocation of resources to achieve these 

objectives are specified (Latham, 1984). Mason and Mitroff(1981) describe the 

complexity of strategic planning as ( 1) numerous complicated linkages among 

organisational and environmental elements (2) dynamic and uncertain environments (3) 

ambiguity of available information ( 4) lack of complete information and ( 5) conflicts 

concerning the outcomes of decisions among interested parties. Such complexity often 

forces top managers to draw inferences and assumptions about their organisations and 

environments from available information, then try to defme and solve problems. 

Hamel and Prahaland (1989) describe this system as a "strategy hierarchy" in which 

"corporate goals guide business unit strategies and business unit strategies guide 

functional tactics" (p. 75). In other words, senior management formulates strategies 

and lower levels execute them. However such a dichotomy undermines 

competitiveness by "fostering an elitist view of management that tends to 

disenfranchise most of the organisation. Employees fail to identify with corporate 

goals or involve themselves deeply in the work of becoming more competitive" (p75). 

Such elitist strategy formulation restricts creativity and innovation as other perspectives 



from functional levels throughout an organisation are not considered, potentially 

leaving conventional thinking ('wisdom') unchallenged. 
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Planning needs to take place within the context of the goals of the individual, the 

group and the organisation (Lippett, 1982). First, by setting goals and developing 

strategies to achieve them; and second, by translating that strategy into detailed 

operational programs and ensuring that the integral plans are carried out. The 

management of Human Resources must become an indespensible consideration in both 

strategy formulation and implementation (Fombrun, et. al., 1982). 

2.3 Attaining Competitive Advantage through Human Resource Management 

There has been a growing recognition of the crucial link between work organisation 

and competitiveness. Especially since the 1980's, organisations have become more 

concerned with enhancement of productivity rather than improvement of working 

conditions for the sake of higher worker morale per se and industrial peace. 

"Intensifying competition in globalised markets has made enterprise survival 

dependent upon continuous improvement in productivity, in product and service 

quality and in speed of delivery" (Muneto, 1996,p.37). 

Changes in the way work is organised vary considerably, designed mostly to "adapt 

work organisation to new technologies, make work more flexible and responsive to 

volatile market demands, and enhance workers' contributions to the continuous drive 

for higher quality and productivity" (Muneto, 1996,p.55). 

According to Dawson (1_995) companies should addre~s the following key factors in 

their quest for international competitive advantage: 

( 1) Development of clear links with customers for more rapid response to market 

shifts. 

(2) Development of closer relationships with suppliers to cut inventory costs, ensuring 
~ 

on time quality deliveries. 



(3) Appropriate choice and integration of new technology for the purpose of attaining 

strategic advantage. 

(4) Use of benchmarking to identify performance gaps. 

(5) Adoption of flatter organisational structures to improve communication and 

decision-making. 

( 6) Implementation of Human Resource practices which remove demarcations and 

promote teamwork, flexibility and commitment. 

(7) Establishing employee training schedules, develop career paths and appropriate 

remuneration practices. 

(8) Continuous and simultaneous improvement in quality, cost and delivery. 

Dawson also stresses that the approach needs to be holistic rather than piecemeal and 

aligned to the company's strategic objectives. 
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To maintain competitive edge, an organisation needs to develop its own human skills, 

so the strategy of:HRM moves to a development strategy ... here the reliance is on 

intervention by training rather than by rules to modify behaviour. Fombrun, Tichy and 

Devanna (1984) suggest that if global competition is to be met, enterprises will have to 

be planning to sell products and services that are not yet known. 

"In an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, one sure source of lasting 

competitive advantage is knowledge ... successful companies are those that consistently 

create new knowledge, disseminate it widely throughout the organisation and quickly 

embody it in new technologies and products" (Nonaka, 199J,p. 70). Nona.ka describes 

such enterprises as "knowledge-creating" companies whose sole business is continuous 

innovation. 

2.4 Attaining Competitive Advantage through Economies of Scale 

In some industries it is far cheaper to have production carried out by one firm rather 

than by a number of different firms. One reason this may occur is because of 

economies oflarge scale production (Baumol, Blinder, Gunther and Hicks, 1992). 



Economies of scale are savings that are acquired through increases in quantities 

produced. In other words, when output goes up by say 10 per cent, total cost goes up 

by less than 10 per cent, so that the average cost, which is the ratio of total cost to 

quantity (TC/C) will fall. Production is said to involve economies of scale if when all 

quantities are doubled, the quantity of output has more than doubled. Production 

functions with economies of scale lead to long-run average cost curves that decline as 

output expands. Supply by a number of smaller competing firms will be far more 

costly and use up larger quantities of resources than supply of goods by a monopoly. 

The most important advantage of 'bigness' is to be found in those industries in which 

technology dictates that small-scale operation is inefficient. 
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Some current Human Resource practices work against economies of scale. For 

example, Lawler (1990) suggests that traditional pay systems based on a bureaucratic 

model has produced high wage and benefit costs which cannot compete effectively on 

the world market. Many organisations have tried to reduce their Human Resource 

costs by downsizing and cutbacks in pay (that is, Human Resources are considered 

merely a variable cost). However, past a certain point this approach cannot continue if 

a certain level of service and production is to be maintained (Pojidaeff, 1995). 

"The only competitive advantage then left is in human productivity and recreating an 

organisational climate that support and enhances it" (p.4). Thinking now needs to 

occur at the 'bottom' of the organisation as well as at the 'top', this needs to become 

the basis of a pay structure rather than hierarchical position. This unharnessing of 

human talent and innovation can be, when managed appropriately, the main source of 

gaining competitive edge. 

McLagan ( 1989) views job design as a process of assigning or reassigning outputs to 

jobs based on (1) the organisation's current and future needs (2) the current capability, 

motivation and development priorities of individuals and (3) the current capabilities 

motives and development priorities of others in the organisation or work team. "HRM, 

organisational development and job design need to be flexible, provide appropriate 

guidance for decision making under uncertainty and reflect strategies and future needs 

of the business" (McLagan, 1989 ,p.369). One approach having these features is 
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flexible Job Modelling. This process views an organisation as an open social system 

that is constantly changing in response to outside influences and provides a conceptual 

framework for integrating all HR systems. "Because outputs, not individual job 

descriptions are the basic building blocks of job design, individual jobs can be highly 

flexible and draw on unique individual competencies to assure optimal use of the 

competencies available to the team" (p.384). 

2.5 Contrasts between Eastern and Western Philosophies of HRM. 

Deeply ingrained in the traditions of Western management is the perception of the 

organisation as a machine for "infonnation processing" (Nonaka, 1991). The success 

of highly competitive companies in Japan, like Honda, Canon, Matsushita, NEC, Sharp 

and KAO, is primarily due to their "ability to respond quickly to customers, create new 

markets, rapidly develop new products and dominate emergent technologies" (Nonaka, 

1991,p. 72). This has been described by Nonaka as Japan's unique ability to manage 

the creation of new knowledge. While both West and East recognise that relative 

competitive advantage determines relative profitability, " ... the first emphasizes the 

search for inherently sustainable advantages, the second emphasizes the need to 

accelerate organisational learning to outpace competitors in building new 

advantages"(Hamel and Prahaland, 1989, p. 64) 

Dobson and Starkey (1993) believe Japan's success is due to their ability to innovate by 

"leveraging resources to achieve unattainable ends. In comparison, the emphasis in 

most Western firms has been on Strategic fit. Rather than 'leveraging resources to 

achieve the impossible' Western firms tend to trim ambition to match available 

resources" (p. 98). Both models recognise the need for consistency in action across 

organisational levels. However, the Japanese believe business-functional consistency 

comes from allegiance to intermediate-term goals, with lower level employees 

encouraged to invent how these goals will be achieved, opposed to the Western belief 

of tightly restricting the means the business uses to achieve strategy so-as to establish 

more predictable business-functions (Hamel and Prahalad, 1989). In addition, when 

Western organisations experience difficulties in instilling new paradigms of thinking 

they typically put it down to "communication" problems, with the unstated assumption 
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that if only downward communication were more effective - "if only middle 

management would get the message straight" - the new program would quickly take 

root (Hamel and Prahaland, 1989). The need for upward communication is often not 

considered or taken to mean anything more than feedback. In contrast, Japanese 

companies win "not because they have smarter managers, but because they have 

developed ways to harness the "wisdom of the anthill"" (Hamel and Prahaland, 1989, 

p. 75). 

Dobson and Starkey (1993) describe the Japanese system as a set of shared rules and 

beliefs about how to deal with Human Resources. The focus reflects the belief that a 

key source of strategic success is the maximum utilization of available "human assets". 

The main strategic thrusts are as follows: (1) Emphasis on the internal labour market 

made up of employees with the desired skills both technical and social to induce 

employee longterm employment (2) A unique company philosophy with a 

sense of meaning and future direction and (3) New employees undergo an intensive 

period of induction to teach them what it means to be part of the company. 

Management systems need to be operationalised through specific management 

techniques, in which employee skills are developed continuously through job rotation, 

focusing on a broad range of skills and ongoing training; employees should be 

appraised on a variety of criteria including contribution to team achievement, rather 

than just individual results; work needs to be structured to be carried out by teams 

which are given the maximum autonomy possible - expected to maximise agreed 

organisational goals; decision making must be preceded by extensive consultation; and 

concern between management and the managed is seen as mutual. (Dobson and 

Starkey, 1993). The emphasis is strongly on internal growth as a means of ensuring the 

survival of the corporation. 

Main factors that account for the National differences include the lack of Human 

Resource Management expertise available within corporations and the labour relations 

traditions such as employers perception of managerial prerogatives and union attitudes 

towards participative management (Muneto, 1996). "On the one hand, many unions 

are still wary of adopting this approach because it exposes them to the risk of being 
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drawn into managerial interests. On the other hand, a growing number of unions have 

opted for this strategy because their involvement can guarantee that direct participation 

serves not only to further management's productivity and quality objectives, but also to 

enhance the quality of work" (p.54). 

In today's competitive business envirorunent, delays in adopting the latest technology 

can be costly. The same can be said for not adopting improved management 

techniques. However, unlike machines, management techniques cannot be introduced 

in isolation to the rules and beliefs about its people. Imai ( 1986) describes the main 

difference in management techniques between Eastern and Western philosophy is the 

focus on results in the West compared to the process in the East. This fundamental 

difference in Eastern terminology is known as KAllEN, which means continual 

improvement. This approach is based on a holistic view of organisations which 

incorporates management philosophy along with specific techniques. 

2.6 The Use of Theory in HRM 

Organisational research often treats the modem corporation, and its managerial control 

as a naturally occurring, rather than politically created, forum (Deetz, 1990). However, 

what we know about the relationships between dimensions of organisational structure 

and communication practices can be used to provide a framework to attain greater 

understanding about how to respond to and guide "exigencies" in organisational life 

(Harrison, 1992). 

Lippitt (1982) outlines the following linkages as related to organisations: 

(1) Organisational Structure - divisions oflabour and authority. If not clear, confusion 

results, work can be repeated or not done, resulting in conflict. . 

(2) Organisational Processes- internal dynamics that interact with structure 

(3) Levels of Organisational Processes - intrapersonal (an individual's relatedness with 

self), interpersonal (member to member), group (organisational role patterns) and 

intergroup (group to group relationships; the interdependance of subsystems in an 

organisation). 
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Although scientific research is typically aimed at describing empirical relationships 

between categories of organisational phenomena and explaining why these 

relationships exist, the importance of any theory lies in the understanding it provides of 

why certain relationships exist and why at times different behaviour patterns emerge 

(Dewe, 1989). For example, what influences peoples' behaviour, what satisfactions 

and dissatisfactions people derive from their work, and how is that behaviour is 

directed and sustained, can be examined in a systematic, scientific way (Dewe, 1989). 

Theoretical perspectives provide a way of thinking, a way of conceiving problems and 

a means through which research and action can be articulated, developed and explained 

(Cummings, 1987). 

Brief and Dukerich ( 1991) describe the difference between what is «useful" and what 

is «practical" as "the difference between being prescriptive versus descriptive, between 

supplying factual answers versus posing provocative questions and between advocating 

a particular solution versus promoting further deliberation" (p. 341 ). The presumption 

in theory's practicality lies in "its ability to sensitize one to what may be, and not to 

predict firmly what will be" (p. 328). Miner (1984) construed a "useful" theory as one 

which has "clear implications for practice and application in some area of management 

of organisational functioning" (p. 297). "Realists, unlike many positivists, do not 

identify explanation with prediction; a successful prediction is a welcome addition to a 

successful explanation rather than something intrinsically related to it" (Outhwaite, 

1983, p.324).Briefand Dukerich (1991) encapsulate these different perspectives 

" ... thus a useful theory is one whose results are known a priori; and a realist 

perspective tells us this cannot be for theoretical knowledge is fallible knowledge" 

(p.331). 

Baritz (1960, cited in Susman and Everad, 1978) wrote that "if the values and goals of 

managers were accepted as given by organisational behaviourists ... the theories 

intended to be useful are constructed to meet the needs of managers. However, if the 

prescriptions derived from a theory lead to outcomes which favour management at the 

expense of, or to the exclusion of, subordinates for example, the ethics of the 
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prescription may be called into question" (p. 61). Brief and Dukerich (1991) epitomise 

the use of theory "by providing evidence and argument, the organisational behaviourist 

as educator, can supply a vision for the future and challenge the imagination" (p. 341 ). 

"The increasing emphasis in academic circles upon matters of epistemological 

validity, methodological rigor, and theoretical abstraction is widening the gulf 

between the rational goals of academic social science and the incremental praxis of 

social research utilization. Educating for a new type of professional specialist ie the 

applied social scientist, internally employed and familiar with the eclectic methods of 

diagnosing social problems and designing and developing social policies, may provide 

a solution" (Van de Val,et.al., 1976, p.l73). 

Because the introduction of processes such as Job Modelling and Kaizen have such a 

major impact on the way people in an organisation go about their work, a wide range of 

theories ofHRM will have a bearing on how that introduction can best be done, and on 

why organisation members act the way they do. In this section we will review theories 

relating to the function ofHR systems; motivation; introduction of new technology; 

stress; and management style. 

2.6.1 Function of HR Systems 

Once management has articulated a philosophy about people, it can begin to focus on 

the design of the HR. system (Fombrun, Tichy and Devanna, 1984 ). Human Resource 

Management (HRM) includes such activities as job analysis, employee selection, 

performance appraisal, training, motivation, labour relations, decision making and 

leadership. To be effective, the organisation's HR. strategy should be integrated with 

its business strategy (Adler and Bartholomew, 1992). Simpler and Wilson (1992, cited 

in Dawson, 1995) argue that HRM holds the hope for economic advantage through 

providing "supporting strategies, structures and systems which will enable people to 

identify with the organisation's vision and contribute to the organisation's goals in 

which they feel they have a stake" (p. 47). 



HRM is increasingly recognised as an important force in driving organisational 

effectiveness for the following reasons: 

(1) HR. activities have a major impact on individual performance and hence on 

productivity and organisational performance. 

(2) The ability of organisations to innovate depends upon creating an organisational 

context supportive of innovation. 

(3) The quality of strategic decisions made in organisations is linked to the quality of 

HR. data that feeds into the decision-making process. 
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(4) Success in the implementation of strategic objectives depends to a great extent on 

how well the organisation has carried out its HR. cycle and selected the right people, 

measured the proper behaviours, rewarded progress against the strategic objectives, 

and developed the skills needed to ensure the success of the strategy. 

(Fombrun, Tichy andDevanna, 1984, p. 51) 

Performance is a function relating to all parts of the HR. cycle. For example, selecting 

people who are best able to perform the jobs defined by the structure, appraising their 

performance for the appropriate and equitable distribution of rewards, motivating 

people by linking performance to a reward system, and developing employees to 

improve current performance and prepare them for possible opportunities in the future 

(see Fig 2.1) 

... . . . 

Fig 2.1 The HR. Cycle (Fombrun, Tichy and Devanna. 1984. p. 41) 

By aggregating data collected for performance appraisal purposes, an organisation can 

develop a profile of its existing skill mix. 
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2.6.2 Motivation 

The problem of how to manage employees so they become and remain concerned with 

productivity has puzzled and frustrated managers for generations (Locke and Latham, 

1990). The best they can do is to try to develop HR. systems that will increase the 

probability that the right people are chosen and are motivated to do the right things on 

the job. Such systems need to include a comprehensive job analysis to ensure the 

development of valid selection procedures for hiring and promotion purposes, valid 

performance appraisal systems to ensure that the person is measured on the "right" 

things and receives appropriate feedback, effective training procedures to ensure that 

the person is adequately developed and labour relations that are conducive to employee 

motivation (Locke and Latham, 1990). Simply providing skill based pay so that people 

will be motivated to enrol themselves in training courses is not enough to improve 

individual capability (Lawler, 1985). It is essential that the HR system ensure people 

have good "pre-employment skills, effective learning opportunities and a high degree of 

motivation. 

"During the 1950's and 1960's research encouraged a more proactive, change-oriented 

research approach by describing how jobs should be redesigned and both challenged 

work simplification, not only by suggesting a wider range of tasks be included in jobs, 

but also by advocating that more autonomy and control be afforded to employees over 

the execution of work" (Wall and Martin, 1987, p. 64). Cox and MacKay (1982) found 

that machine-paced, repetitive work to be associated with higher levels of reported 

stress, but that high 'attentional demands' and socializing could serve to alleviate this 

effect. Broadbent (1985, cited in Wall and Martin, 1987) argued that job demands 

(work load and pacing) have effects primarily on anxiety, social isolation operates on 

depression, and repetitive unskilled work mainly effects job satisfaction. 

The Job Characteristics Model (Hackman and Oldham, 1980) has been simplified to an 

approach concerned with direct causal links between job characteristics and outcome 

variables, with growth need strength indicated as a moderator (Wall and Martin, 1987). 

The Model specifies five core job dimensions· relevant to job attitudes ~nd behaviour. 
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These are task variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and task feedback. 

"By (differentially) affecting the 'critical psychological states' of experienced meaning, 

responsibility and knowledge of results, the five core job characteristics are predicted 

to promote work motivation and job satisfaction and to reduce labour turnover and 

absenteeism" (Wall and Martin, 1987, p. 65). 

The second main development concerns the concept of the autonomous work group 

(Wall and Martin, 1987). The major feature is that they provide for a high level of self 

determination by employees over the management of their everyday work. "Typically 

this involves collective control over the pace of work, distribution of tasks within the 

group and the timing and organisation of breaks; also the participation in the training 

and recruitment of new members" (Gulowsen, 1972; cited in Wall and Martin, 1987, p. 

65). Originating from goal-setting theory (Umstog, Mitchell and Bell, 1978) is that the 

provision of autonomy requires clear performance objectives and feedback, and it is 

this which motivates performance (target setting/feedback leads to increased level of 

motivation which improves individual/group performance). On an organisational level, 

the assumption is that autonomous work groups will develop rapid and flexible 

response to production needs which improves organisational performance (Wall and 

Martin, 1987). 

2.6.3 The Introduction of New Technology 

The emergence of high technology, and particularly automated systems has been 

likened to the 20th Century Industrial Revolution (Turnage, 1990). A recent study 

which investigated the success of the implementation of office technologies, found that 

40 per cent had not achieved their intended results, even though less than 10 per cent of 

the failures were technical in nature (Bikson and Gutek, 1984). The major causes for 

failure, they found, were human and organisational; such as unclear problem definition, 

poor technology management, poor planning and lack of training. 

Although many companies are turning to manufacturing technologies as a way to 

counter increased foreign competition, poor worker productivity, old factories and a 



recession in the manufacturing sector (Majchrzak, 1988), it has been estimated that 

United States firms currently face a 50-70 per cent failure rate upon implementation 

(Ettlie, 1986a). Experts in organisational theory and manufacturing design warn that 

expectations for productivity gains will only be achieved by adapting management 

methods, HR methods and policies, and organisational structures and designs to the 

new technology (Majchrzak, 1988). This implies that the "socio-technical" (Pasmore 

and Sherwood, 1978), or "macroergonomic" (Hendrick, 1986) approach may be 

essential to reveal how firms can achieve gains in productivity by optimizing the fit 

between new technologies and their surrounding organisational context (Turnage, 

1990). 

2.6.4 Tbe Causes and Consequences of Stress within Organisations 
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International Labour Organisation ( 1993) argues that "stress has become one of the 

most serious health issues of the twentieth century" (p. 65). Considerable attention has 

focused on the negative impact of role stress in the form of role ambiguity and role 

conflict. These role perceptions have been associated with work dissatisfaction, lower 

performance, job-induced tension and the propensity to terminate employment (Kahn, 

Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek and Rosenthal, 1964; Morris and Snyder, 1979; Szilagyi, 1977; 

cited in Mossholder, et. al. , 1981). 

Systematic research on the impact of stress suggests that it can influence physical and 

psychological wellbeing and even the course of an individual 's career (Baron and 

Greenberg, 1990). Stress keeps an individual off balance physiologically and upsets 

one's internal chemistry by inhibiting the function of the immune system thus leaving 

the body vulnerable to disease and infection (Kalat, 1993). 
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The research findings ofVoges et. al. (1982), reviewed by Shouksmith (1985) suggest 

the following as major occupational or work-based stressors: 

(I) Stressors specific to job-tasks 

(2) Role ambiguity - lack of clarity in the job specification causing uncertainty about 

the range or extent of tasks which have to be performed. Inadequacy of training can 

also produce role ambiguity. 

(3) Role Conflict- two or more aspects of the job may call for incompatible responses 

from the job incumbent, causing role conflict. 

(4) Task Loads - task overload occurs when events happen too quickly or when too 

much infonnation has to be processed or when the physical or mental effort of the 

job becomes too great. Task underload, having too little or nothing to do for 

extended periods, can also Iea<t to srress. Loaa vartauon wntcn Is teo extensive or: 

too rapid can be a stressor. 

(5) Interpersonal Relations- any work situation can produce stress through the 

interactions with other work colleagues being poor or inadequate. Supervisors, 

colleagues and those supervised can all cause stress. 

(6) Job Conditions- the physical nature of the work place, the constraints of a specific 

organisation, and the nature of imposed sanctions can also act to cause stress in any 

job. 

According to the interactionist approach, reducing the stressful ness of a job involves 

firstly identifying those aspects of the job which are stressful then introducing 

moderators to reduce stress sources or to help the worker cope with those stressors 

which are present. Among variables thought to influence the occupational stress 

process are worker control (Spector, 1986), social support (House, 1981) and locus of 

control (Spector, 1982; Parkes, 1989). 

Karasek's (1979) demand-control model suggests that when the psychological demands 

of a job are high and control over the job is low, health status and well-being are 

lowered. However, when demands and control are high, the individual will experience 

an increased motivation to perform. The co~cept that the interaction between control 
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and stressors lessens the impact upon well-being has been described by Fisher (1989) 

as having an " intuitive appeal" and would seem to have a logical basis. Ideas such as 

job autonomy and participation in decision-making are clearly related to worker 

control, since they relate to an individuals capacity to change aspects of the 

organisational environment (Daniels and Guppy, 1994). Stress is viewed by Lowe and 

Northcott ( 1995) as the result of "psychologically demanding work and job designs 

which do not allow workers sufficient opportunity to make decisions or to use their 

skills in responding to job demands. Over time, these conditions may result in a range 

of mental and physical health problems and in diminished organisational productivity 

through increased absenteeism, turnover and reduced employee performance" (p.420) 

2.6.5 A Need for a Change in Management Style -

from Patriarchy to Partnership. 

According to Ackoffs (1981) model, the Industrial Revolution ' s image of the 

corporation likened the power/authority of the corporate owner to that of God (Heller, 

1985). "As God had created the universe and man to serve Him, so the creators/owners 

of the corporations had created the Industrial organisation and the employees to serve 

themselves" (p.489). Heller describes the gradual decline of the authority of the 

organisation in society as (a) a shift in the base or source of organisational authority 

and (b) a loss of commitment and identification on the part of organisational 

memberships. 

The nature of work organisation has shifted from work simplification and 

standardization to process integration within technological systems (Landy, 1989). 

Consequently, the way work is managed requires a fundamental shift in thinking. 

Instead of breaking a job down into component parts for workers to execute, 

technological systems have rejoined the component parts and the worker now needs an 

understanding of the underlying processes. It follows, that if the worker is now 

responsible for monitoring underlying processes of production, management now need 

to be responsible for the coordination of those processes within production. In other 

words, management must recognise people as resources that can add value to the 



production process (Sherwood, 1988). "The creative challenge is to link people and 

technology in ways that optimize both the potential of the technology and the 

contributions of people" (p. 8). 
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To implement this fonn of partnership, management must change its ways of thinking 

primarily in three areas: the ways of viewing people, its ways of viewing work and its 

ways of viewing the role of management (Sherwood, 1988). "When management 

thinks of people principally as a variable cost (which can almost always be reduced) 

then it is most likely to seek changes in technology or in work methods (resulting in 

less labour input) as ways of controlling costs. However, if management views people 

as both resources and collaborators in the competitve marketplace, it is more likely to 

seek ways in which everyone's commitment, competence and intelligence can be 

aligned behind the company's purpose" (p.8). Block (1993) describes this as choosing 

partnership over patriarchy. 

According to Block, patriarchy is based on the fundamental belief that in order to 

organise effort towards a common goal, people need to concentrate on maintaining 

control, consistency and predictability. This belief detennines the need for a clear line 

of authority and decisions about policy, strategy and implementation become the 

responsibility and prerogative of the leader(s). However, patriachy's need for control, 

consistency and predictability becomes its own obstacle, as it takes the accountability 

from the middle and the bottom of the organisation. 

"Patriarchy creates the bureaucratic mindset ... that high control creates low 

risk ... when patriarchy asks its own organisation to be more entrepreneurial and 

empowered, it is asking people to break the rules that patriarchy itself created and 

enforces ... with power, privilege and rewards concentrated at the top, it is patriarchy 

itself that breeds selfcentredness and self interest and gives rise to the ponderous kind 

of internal political environment we call bureaucracy. If the issues of real power, 

control and choice are not addressed and renegotiated then our efforts to change 

organisations become an exercise in cosmetics." (Block, 1993, p. 26). 
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SECTION 3. 

CASE STUDY: Departmental/Operational Analysis 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION TO CASE 

The Dairy Industry is indicative of the changes in work organisation, mainly due to 

technological advancement. It started as a cottage industry in which individual farm 

units processed their own milk to make butter, cheese and other dairy products for their 

own consumption. Eventually, the market demanded higher volumes of produce which 

led in tum to the need for improved efficiencies. 

As machinery was developed to process greater volumes of product, factories were 

established and jobs created to operate component parts of the process. In line with 

Taylor's Scientific Management practice (1911) jobs on production lines had a 

comparatively narrow focus, resulting in simplified, repetitive tasks for workers. The 

overall responsibility for production rested with supervisors and managers, which led to 

an autocratic style of management based on command and control. 

It was believed that individual workers were probably not capable of appreciating or 

accepting responsibility for any more than their designated jobs, so the nature of work 

meant that ' thinking' and planning remain the right of management while the ' doing' 

was expected to be undertaken by the workers. Such organisation of responsibilities 

was reasonably successful while the size of individual factories was still moderate. 

However, as technology advanced to provide opportunities to produce greater and 

greater volumes, it became less and less efficient for factories to operate independently. 

Rather than replicate resources, factories began to amalgamate to form larger 

companies in order to capitalise on the economies of scale. 

Today dairy factories have the technological capacity to produce extraordinary 

volumes, however the skills associated with operating and managing the technology 

have changed dramatically. A greater understanding of the underlying process is 

essential, hence the kind of person and their focus of the job has effectively changed 

from manual operator to process technician. As a result, this has created several 

fundamental paradigm shifts in the way work needs to be organised. Subsequently, this 

has led to work restructuring in the quest to J:!laximise efficiency potentials. 
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The following case study traces one such "restructure" within a Dairy Company in New 

Zealand. One of the key objectives of Senior Management was to initiate a partnership 

between management and workers in an attempt to convince workers to move from the 

stronghold of a union-based collective contract to performance-based, individual 

contracts. However, the initiative was being met with reluctance to change, which 

Senior Management blamed on "the culture of the organisation" and "communication 

problems". The following report provides an holistic analysis in an attempt to tease

out some of the fundamental issues that are creating the resistance and thus preventing 

the necessary changes. 

The analysis will consist of two main perspectives. Firstly, the restructure will be 

assessed on a departmental or operational basis to ascertain, and try to alleviate, 

problems at the "hands-on" level. Secondly, an analysis of organisational systems, and 

case scenarios, to assess what supporting structures are in place to energize (or prevent) 

the change process. 

3.1 Description of the Organisation 

The organisation consists of seven Production Halls, a central Laboratory, Maintenance 

and Service Department, Production Stores Department, Transport Department, and 

Administration which includes a Marketing Department, the Organisational 

Development Team, Information Services, Payroll and an Accounting and Finance 

Department. The Company employs around 900 people and services over 2000 

suppliers. 

The area of concern in this current analysis focuses primarily on the Production Halls, 

however it is also necessary to understand how the Halls interact with other 

departments to gain a full appreciation of outside constraints impacting on the 

operation. 
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3.2 Methodology 

As our research methods and techniques have become more sophistocated, they have 

also become increasingly less useful for solving the practical problems that members of 

organisations face (Susman and Evered, 1978). 

Kurt Lewin (1946~ cited in Susman and Everad, 1978) introduced the term "action 

research" to denote a pioneering approach toward social research, which combines the 

generation of theory with changing the social system through the researcher acting on 

or in the social setting. Action research can be perceived as a cyclical process 

consisting of 5 phases: diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating and 

specifying learning (Susman and Everad, 1978). Fundamentally, action research is 

oriented toward the future as it generates instruments for (1) alleviating the immediate 

problematic situation and (2) generating new knowledge about system processes. 

According to Dubin (1976), theory is "the attempt to model some aspect of the 

empirical world ... a good theory enables one to both predict what will happen given a 

set of values for certain variables and to understand why this predicted value should 

result" (cited in Wright and McMahan, 1992, p. 296). In action research, theory 

provides a guide for what should be considered in the diagnosis of organisational 

situations, as well as for developing potential courses of action to deal with problems 

as they arise. Lippett (1982) says this fonn of systems analysis makes "a problem 

understandable offering possible avenues for its solution and establishing criteria for 

the selection of the best alternative" (p. 32). 

Paramount to the action researcher, is the recognition that the objectives, the problem 

definition and the method of the research must be generated from the process itself 

(Susman and Everad, 1978). Although the consequences of selected actions cannot be 

fully known ahead of time, appropriate action is based on knowing how key actors 

define their present situations so that planned actions are more likely to produce their 

intended outcomes, by co-producing solutions through collaboration with the people 

the problem is impacting on (Ackoff and Emery, 1972). 
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The action researcher brings theoretical knowledge as well as experience in the 

problem-solving process, while the "clients" bring practical knowledge and actual 

experience of the situations in which they are trying to solve problems. "Neither client 

nor researcher has better knowledge; in a sense they are both experts" (Susman and 

Evered, 1978, p 597). The success, or failure, of action research pivots on the 

understanding of the values of relevant actors, as this is what guides the selection and 

commitment of particular solutions. Accordingly, a methodological mix that combines 

in depth interviewing, qualitative data analysis and the use of grounded concepts will 

produce a contextual perspective more applicable to an organisational environment 

than a purely empirical approach (Van de Val, et. al., 1976). 

Secord (1986) suggests that an action researcher "must search for and describe the 

structural enablements and constraints that play a part in creating the problem, and 

s/he must find a way of transforming these elements to create the kind ofsituation 

desired" (p. 219). 

3.3 The Change Process 

The management of change, and especially the management of culture change 

literature, suggest that there are specific conditions which advance or impede managed 

organisational change and certain stages through which managed change needs to 

progress (Storey and Sisson, 1993). Robert Fritz (1989) describes the creation process 

as (1) developing a vision of what you want to create (2) finding what your current 

reality is and (3) working to move from current reality to the point where you can say 

your vision has been reached. Fritz believes the most common mistake organisations 

make is the omission of step (2), as without fully realising the deficiencies of the 

present situation, the discrepancy between what you have and what you want is 

unclear. Acknowledging the discrepancy forms a creative tension which then seeks 

resolution. 
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In the current research, the researcher's role was to communicate and clarify the need 

for change and to develop a site wide system to achieve the desired changes. The 

system of diagnosing and analysing current and future needs was based on Western 

concepts of Human Resource Management and incorporated Eastern philosophy using 

the KAIZEN Model as a reference point and framework from which to gauge the 

change process. Participative management techniques were adopted throughout the 

process, with an overarching rule that decisions were made by, and discussed with all 

those the decision would ultimately impact on. Although this would seem to slow the 

process down, it would potentially create a far more effective end result, as the system 

would incorporate all user-perspectives and hence greater acceptance of the final 

product. 

Fritz's process of vision, current reality, and action, fits into the action research model 

in the action taking phase. The company had conducted its own diagnosis and had 

determined the need for process management based around Job Modelling. The 

researcher' s role involved acting as a change agent in the action taking phase, with 

Fritz' s model as a guiding principle. 

3.4 Process of Tracking Results 

Two main fonns of data were collected. Section 3 describes a system of Job Analysis 

using a Job Modelling approach. This was developed by operationalising the KAJZEN 

Model into a scale which was used to determine levels of accountabilities and 

competencies needed for individual skill units within the Dairy Industry Skills Matrix. 

This system is included in Appendices 2-5 and departmental results presented in Table 

3.1. 

Section 4 is a qualitative analysis of organisational systems which highlight the need 

for a holistic approach to change. The data comprised of a opinions collected from 

production managers and supervisors regarding existing systems. This was collected in 

the form of notes from meetings and transcripts from interviews during the 

development phase of section 3 



3.5 Description of the "Vision" 

The researcher was employed by the company to develop a Training Needs Analysis 

system to achieve the following objectives: 

I . To allow full integration of positions across site ie to standardise positions so 

operational and managerial levels are transferable between departments. 
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2. To create a broader focus within positions to increase flexibility and provide a basis 

for multiskill in g. 

3. To flatten the structure to reduce hierarchical constraints and improve 

communication channels and the ability to respond quickly to market demands. 

4. To provide perfonnance measures to encourage a move away from the Dairy 

Workers' Award (collective contracts) toward Perfonnance-Based Pay (individual 

contracts). 
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3.6 Description of the "Current Reality" before intervention 

The Company had recently undergone a management restructure. The main reasoning 

behind this was to create a Site Manufacturing Team (SMT) which focused on the 

whole site and try to remove barriers between departments. The consequence of the 

restructure effectively meant nearly all positions were moved up a 'rung' on the 

organisational chart (see Fig 1.1) 

Board ofDirectors 

Packing Staff 

Original Structure 

I Packing Staff 

Restructure 

Fig 3.1 Original Structure vs Restructure in Organisational Chart for Company 

The justification for this was two-fold. Firstly, substantial technological advancement 

potentially eliminated traditional "hands-on" positions which have been replaced with 

computer operated controls. Secondly, higher management roles were modified to 

enable more efficient and effective response to constantly changing market demands 

(see Fig 3.2) 



Positions 

SMT 
(Provide strategic direction) 

Manager 
(Oversee and monitor process) 

I 
L8 Supervisors 

(Oversee and monitor process) 

I 
Operators 

New Responsibilities 

Market Mix - corporate level environmental analysis 
competitive analysis and development of procedures 
for control and implementation. 
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Product Mix - makes decisions and provides information 
about staffing, performance evaluation and reward systems 
employee development and industrial relations from a 
content as well as strategic perspective. 

Development of systems to enable managers to implement 
strategies. Update and maintain records and provide 
strategic maintenance programs to enhance production. 

Implementation of systems. Monitor operation and 
identifY problems before they arise as well as ensure 
production flow. 

Fig 3.2 Outline of new responsibilities with respect to restructure. 

However, although the logic for the changes appeared sensible, the restructure was not 

accompanied by a redefinition of roles or supported with the necessary training needed 

to enable people to fulfil their new roles effectively. The areas of responsibility 

appeared ill defined, resulting in increased levels of role stress and a tendency of 

individuals (both management and operational) to settle back into previous roles. The 

net effect left a gaping hole in the management's ability to oversee the operation as a 

whole, which ultimately impacted on production. 

For example, the role of both supervisor and operator were changed dramatically. 

Historically, supervisors were general "fix-it" men for operators. If a problem should 

arise the operator would call on the supervisor who would rectify it by either fixing it 

themselves or calling in the relevant people to fix it for them. Since the restructure, 

supervisors were being called upon more to fill the role of what use to be the Assistant 

Manager - this involves a much closer liaise with production management and calls 

upon Human Resource skills such as training and development, recruitment, and 

performance appraisals. 

At the same time operators were now expected to solve their own problems and 

identify production bottlenecks and potential trouble areas. As one can imagine, the 

skills needed to perform to the new standards were at times chasms apart from what the 



job once was. This was being met with a reluctance to change or an inability to 

perform. Consequently, production was suffering as operational problems were not 

being identified early enough to prevent it effecting the process further down the line. 

In addition, when a problem did occur, operators often did not have the skills to fix it 

themselves and were resorting to calling on supervisors as they had done in the past. 

Generally, the lines of accountability had been somewhat confused by the shifts in 

management lines. This was highlighted by the following symptoms: 

• Supervisors' focus on task-oriented activities 

• Health and Safety and Quality System bottlenecks 

• An inability for management and/or supervisors to implement decisions 

• Mixed messages across the Company about training and position 

requirements 
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• Production down time/ grades/ loss of product with the introduction of new 

equipment 

• An inability to maintain and integrate systems which could aid performance 

eg Quality, Training, OSH, Health and Safety 

• High levels of stress reported by Production Managers due to high work 

loads and lack of control over resourcing and capital expenditure within their 

departments 

• Expressions of dissatisfaction by Supervisors due to lack of control over 

work organisation and their own training 

(For an example of a full departmental analysis see Appendix 1.) 

Consequently, there was an obvious need to redefine areas of responsibilities and 

provide the training and resources to allow individuals to fulfil their new roles. In the 

past, development efforts had been seen in rather static terms and training was directed 

toward maximising some presently perceived functional need. However, the 

organisation needed to become more long-term and strategic in its outlook, by 

matching training efforts of today to the strategic needs of tomorrow. As well, 



Managers needed to spend more time planning what their Human Resource needs 

would be three to five years from now, instead of being concerned only with 

maintaining a full staff on a day to day basis. 

The impact of changing technology on skill requirements and the way these demands 

are met is of central interest here. Training is required when the job functions and 

performance standards for a job change. As new functions are added to a job, 

employees must be thoroughly trained to perform them. Also, as jobs become more 

automated, employees need to be made aware of the new standards. 
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The process of identifying actual training needs across the company could be relatively 

mechanical once positions are clearly defined. However, the problem here was to 

ensure all parties were in agreement with the fundamental job analysis. For example, it 

was my impression that there were substantial discrepancies between the SMT, 

Production Management and the Job Incumbent as to what exactly the new 

responsibilities entailed. 

The first step was to find a point of agreement as to what processes were involved in 

each position and to ascertain any significant differences between perceptions at 

different levels (ie SMf, Production Management/Supervisors and Job Incumbent). 

From here we would be able to identify (and rectify) discrepancies between what 

people were currently doing and what the position prescribed in relation to the process. 

We could then identify training needs according to technical and behavioural 

competencies in line with the processes involved in the job (see Fig 3.3). As well, we 

could ascertain whether an individual needed to complete the task themselves and/or 

have an understanding of the processes involved to enable effective supervision so that 

others could complete the task according to performance criteria. 



Performance 
Criteria 

Technical 
Competencies 

Training recommendations in 
line with positions 

Fig 3.3 Aligning Training Recommendations with Positions 

Behavioural 
Competencies 

In summation, production was reflecting the reactive nature of its management. 

Problems were tending to snowball before they are sorted, which was ultimately 

costing the company in either lost production, maintenance or product quality. 

Consequently, the foundations of the Training Needs Analysis needed to be based on 

the analysis of job functions within and between departments. 
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3. 7 Moving from the "Current Reality" towards the "Vision" 

In this section the system we developed will be described in detail in order to try to 

rectify the discrepancy between the Vision and the Current Reality. Firstly, I will 

outline the KAIZEN Philosophy and describe how this was incorporated to develop 

departmental structures~ Secondly, explain the use of the Dairy Skills Matrix in the 

creation of a system of Job Analysis to produce Job Models for individual positions; 

Thirdly, 1 will assess the 'usefulness' of such a system in terms of strategic planning 

and monitoring organisational performance; And finally, I will discuss existing 

organisational constraints which ultimately prevented the full utilization of the system. 

3.7.1 Departmenta l Structures and the KAIZEN Philosophy 

Often in a rigid hierarchy, communication becomes a problem. The extra levels create 

barriers for both upward and downward exchanges which potentially inhibits the 

organisation's ability to respond quickly to market and operational needs. As a result, 

the emphasis becomes the maintenance of the status quo and a reactive approach to 

production ie reacting when things go wrong, rather than continual improvement which 

would prevent things going wrong in the first place. This describes the fundamental 

difference between a results-oriented and a process-oriented approach to management. 

The KAIZEN Philosophy incorporates this logic in a structural model of organisations, 

which focuses on process rather than position and improvements within the process 

rather than maintenance and repair. 

The following is a summary of the key features of the philosophy. It is not intended to 

represent a full analysis of the model, rather it is to provide a foundation from which 

systems of analysis were developed. 



THE KAIZEN PHILOSOPHY: 

Process-oriented Management vs Result-oriented Management 

(from KAIZEN by Masaaki Imai) 
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The process-oriented way of thinking bridges the gap between process and result. The 

process is considered just as important as the obviously intended results, in that 

processes must be improved before you get improved results. 

The role of the manager in process-oriented thinking is supportive and stimulative and 

is directed at the improvement of the processes, while the controlling role is directed at 

the outcome or result (see Fig 1.1). In other words, management need to support 

people's efforts to improve the processes. 

Efforts for improvement 

i 
Support and Stimulate Control with ckot and stick 

t 
Process-criteria Resutttriteria 

Fig 3.4 Process-oriented criteria vs Result-oriented criteria 

Process-criteria call for a longer-term outlook since they are directed at people's efforts 

and often require a behavioural change. Reviewing performance of employees tends to 

emphasise attitudinal factors whereas result-criteria are more direct and short term. 



Management and the Structure of the Organisations 

According to the KAIZEN Model, management has two major components: 

• Maintenance 

• Improvement 

Maintenance refers to activities directed toward maintaining current technological, 

managerial and oeprating standards. 
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Improvement refers to those activities directed toward improving current standards. 

Management must first establish policies, rules, directives and procedures for all major 

operations thereby seeing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and giving employees 

a gauge by which to measure performance. Maintenance of SOP can then be assessed 

by two main categories. 

Maintenance of SOP 

~ ~ 
Able to follow standard Unable to follow standard 

but do not 

Perfonnance Management Provide training or review 
(Discipline) and revise standard so that 

people can follow it. 

By contrast, improvement refers to establishing higher standards. Once this is done, it 

becomes management's maintenance job to see that the new standards are observed 

(see Fig 3.5) 



Quality Control CQC) Circles 

QC Circles are usually directed toward improvements in the workforce, yet support 

systems, such as training and resourcing, are crucial. 
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Result-oriented management tend to evaluate effectiveness of QC circles in terms of 

the money saved or profit gained as a result of their activities. However, it is difficult to 

quantify the level of effort within process-oriented management. In essence, 

management should make a conscious effort to establish a system that supports and 

encourages process-criteria, while giving full recognition to result-criteria. For 

example, process-oriented management need a suggestion system which incorporates 

incentives by providing rewards in proportion to the savings and/or increased output 

attained. Process-criteria rewards are more often recognition and honour geared to the 

effort made. 

Both process-criteria and result-criteria need to be established at every level of 

management between: 

• top and middle management 

• middle management and supervisors 

• supervisors and workers 

In summary, process-oriented managers generally made decisions based on both 

process-criteria and result-criteria and are concerned with: 

• Performance Management 

• Time Management 

• Skill Development 

• Participation and Involvement 

• Morale 

• Communication 
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Top Management 

Middle Management Improvement 

Supervisors 

Workers 

Fig 3.5 Perceptions of Job Functions- The KAIZEN Model 

The model represents the proportional time commitment allocated to job functions, ie 

Improvement and Maintenance. 

KAIZEN incorporates both gradual and incremental improvements as a result of 

ongoing efforts and innovation. Innovation involves a drastic improvement in the status 

quo as a result of a large investment in new technology and/or equipment (see Fig 1.3) 

New 
Operating 
Standard 

r Innovation 

Fig 3.6 Innovation plus KAIZEN 

If standards exist only in order to maintain the status quo, they will not be challenged 

so long as the level of perfonnance is acceptable. KAIZEN, on the other hand, means a 

constant effort not only to maintain, but to constantly upgrade standards. 

The strength of this form of management lies in its successful development and 

implementation of a system that acknowledges the ends while emphasising the 

means. 
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The KAIZEN philosophy impacts on all levels within the hierarchy of an organisation. 

Fib 2.7 outlines the necessary cornrnitement by each level for its success. 

TOP MIDDLE SUPERVISORS WORKERS MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT 
Be determined to Deploy and implement Use KAIZEN in Employ KAJZEN 
introduce KAIZEN as a KAIZEN goals as function roles through the suggestion 
corporate strategy directed by top system and small group 

management through activities 
policy deployment and 
cross-functional 
management 

Provide support and Use KAIZEN in Improve communication Practice discipline in the 
direction for KAIZEN functional capabilities with workers and workshop 
by_ allocating resources sustain high morale 
Establish policy for Establish, maintain and Support small group Engage in continous self 
KAIZEN and cross- upgrade standards activities (such as development to become 
functional goals quality circles) and the better problem solvers 

individual suggestion 
system 

Realise KAIZEN goals Make employees Introduce discipline in Enhance skills and job 
through policy KAJZEN conscious the workshop perfonnance expertise 
deployment and audits through intensive with cross education 

training programmes 
Build systems, Help employees develop Provide KAIZEN 
procedures and skills and tools for suggestions 
structures conducive to problem solving 
KAIZEN 

Fig 3.7 Hierarchy ofKAIZEN Involvement 

3.7.2 Incorporating the KAIZEN Philosophy into Departmental Structures 

A necessary condition for organisational effectiveness is the existence of organisational 

communication, coordination and control mechanisms that allow the performance of 

individuals to come together in a synergistic manner (Galbraith, 1973). McPhee 

(1985), points out, that when one designs organisational structure, one is 

simultaneously choosing the communication practices of the organisation. Employees 

need to have a clear picture of what management functions they are expected to 

perform, as neglecting this step makes the profile of the managerial/operative mix 

inherently inaccurate (Grant, 1988). 
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Hackman (1986) identifies four different functions that must be fulfilled when work is 

done in an organisation: 

1) Someone must actually execute the work. 

2) Someone must monitor and manage the work process - collecting and interpreting 

data about how the work is proceeding and initiating corrective action as needed. 

3) Someone must design the performing unit and arrange for organisational supports 

for the work - structuring tasks, deciding who will perform them, establish core 

norms of conduct in the work setting and making sure people have the resources and 

supports they need to cany out the work. 

4) Someone must set direction for the organisational unit- determining the collective 

objectives and aspirations that produce the myriad of smaller tasks within the 

organisation. 

Under a strict hierarchical structure, these roles were clearly defined and taken as being 

the sole purpose of the designated position. For example, the Manager set the 

direction, the Assistant Manager would design the performing unit, Supervisors would 

monitor and manage work processes and Operators would actually execute the work. 

Although, it is important that these functional areas are covered, assigning sole 

responsibility to individuals removes the ownership of the overall process away from 

those actually executing the work. In other words, how can operators be responsible 

for the final product if they only do as they are told and have no input as to how the job 

is done? 

The KAIZEN Model acknowledges this by allocating planning and organising 

responsibility in the form of a support structure for the function of the operation. That 

is, the purpose of management is not to tell lower units what to do and how to do it, 

rather it is to coordinate resources to achieve the objective of the organisation. In 

essence, it is the process not the position that determines the structure of the 

organisation. And it is the responsibility of all members of the organisation to 

maximise the potential of all resources. 



With this in mind, we developed a Management Team structure which would enable 

input from those closer to the operation, thus creating a proactive environment and 

clearer channels for communication. 

Old Hierarchy 

Manager 

Assistant Manager 
(Process functions) 

Management Teams 

D Manager 
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··&Process Production 

·" 
Supervisors 

(Production functions) 

Fig 3.8 Comparing Structures on a Functional Basis 

Basically, the Process Assistant role is functionally similar to the Assistant Manager. 

However, within a management team structure, the role is ultimately rotated around the 

team. This has a dual benefit of increasing the awareness and understanding of the 

process of all members of the team and provididing a broader base for the Manager to 

call upon. 



Manager 

Process Assistant 

Production Supervisor 

Operator 

Fig 3.9 How to test structures are in line with the KAlZEN line 

Fig 3.9 shows how the model can be used as a gauge to measure levels of functional 

and/or organisational accountabiliyies within organisations. According to this model, 

the internal structure will enable management to be proactive rather than reactive. 

For example, if we were in a reactive mode, the line would shift further up (see Fig 

3.10). 

Manager Planning & / 
Process Assistant 

Organising 7 
Production Supervisor / Functional 

Operator / 
Fig 3.10 A reactive mode of organisational accountabilities 
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Ifthere was too much planning and not enough "doing", the line would shift further down (see Fig 3.11). 

Manager 

Process Assistant Planning & Organising 

Production Supervisor 

Operator Functional 

Fig 3.11 An overemphasis of planning and organising 
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3.7.3 Developing a scale from the KAIZEN Model 

From the Model, I developed a scale from which we couJd depict levels of 

accountabilities associated with positions (see Fig 2.8). For example, Operators do and 

record things on an hourly basis and report daily; Production Supervisors look after the 

operation on a daily basis and report weekly ( eg shift supervision, daily stock control, 

performance management, trouble-shooting etc); Process Assistants collate this 

information on a weekly basis and plan and report on a monthly basis ( eg development 

and maintenance of systems- Health and Safety, Quality, OSH, HACCP etc, ensuring 

training is up to date, internal and external liaison, stock control, audits etc.); finally 

the Manager coordinates this information on a monthly basis and reports and plans on 

a one to three monthly basis. As well, this position is the link between the strategic 

direction of the organisation and the operation. 

Manager 

Process Assistant 

Production Supervisor 

Operators 

Planning & Organising 

"Support" 

"Operational" 

Fig 3.12 Developing a Scale from the "KAIZEN line" 



Manager 

Process 
Assistant 

Production 
Supervisor 

Operators 
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Fig 3.13 Operationalising the KAIZEN line 

Positions were then divided into a "doing" and "reporting" unit from which the "KAIZEN line" could be transposed into a number on a scale. 
(See Fig 3. 13) 

I 
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"DO" "REPORT" 

Monthly 3 Months 
21/24 = 0.875 

Weekly Monthly 
4 weeks per month 

15/24 = 0.625 

Daily Weekly 
7 days per week 

9/24 = 0.375 

Hourly Daily 
24 hours per day 

3/24 = 0.125 



These numbers were then identified on a scale of 1 to 3, so individual tasks could be 

assigned on a level of accountability. 

For example, a score of 1 means to action (or execute) the task, 2 means to supervise 

the task (ie, ensure task is completed) and 3 means to monitor the task (ie, collate 

results and provide feedback). 

1 2 3 

Action Supervise Monitor 

On a continurn this could be represented as: 

Functional Planning/Organising 
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I have called this the "Human Resource Callibrator" (see Fig 3.14) because it allows 

you to "call ibrate" accountabilities of positions to ensure all functions of the process are 

completed and the results monitored in order to trace perfonnance. 
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Fig 3.14 Human Resource Callibrator: developed from K.AIZEN Model 

(1) 

0 

Manager = 2. 75 

(2) 

0 

Process Assistant = 2.25 

(3) 

0 

Production Supervisor = 1.75 

(4) 

0 0.125 

l 1.2~ 
Operator = 1.25 

(1) Manager 

(2) Process Assistant 

(3) Production Assistant 

( 4) Operators 

0.375 

1.15 

Fig 3.15 The "K.AIZEN Line" 

0.5 0 .875 1.0 

0.5 0.625 1.0 

2 .2~ J 

0.5 1.0 

J 

0.5 1.0 

2 1 J 

Action Supervise Monitor 

2 3 

Functional Planning/Orga 
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3.8 Tbe Dairy Industry Skills Matrix and Job Analysis 

The Dairy Industry Skills Matrix is a document put together by the New Zealand Dairy 

Group, which identifies all the skills associated with manufacturing processes within 

the Dairy Industry. It was designed through a consultative process allowing input by the 

majority of dairy companies throughout the country. 

The skills matrix is a grouping of skill units into horizontal and vertical groupings 

A skill unit, or "unit of competence", is a grouping of one or more skill elements. The 

original skills matrix contains 22 main sections, each of which has several subsections 

which contain over 400 skill units. Although this docwnent has been subsequently 

updated and simplified, the 1993 version contained detail that was necessary for the 

purpose of Job Analysis. In fact we needed to extend this version to incorporate 

managerial skills as well as operational skills. After extensive consultation with this 

particular company's Production Managers and Supervisory levels we identified the 

skill units not covered in the original document and added them to the matrix. These 

were in areas such as: 

PRODUCTION 

REGULATORY 

Milk Allocation 

Production Planning 

Stock Control 

Organisation of CIPs 

Plant Cleaning Regimes 

Interdepartmental Liaison 

Internal Orders 

Maintain and Update ofiSO Manuals 

Training Needs Analysis 

Audits 

Occupational Safety and Health 

Pathogen Awareness 

Customer Contractural Requirements 



Non-Conformist Corrective Action 

Resource Management 

External Contracts 

MARKET/CUSTO:MER LIAISON 

DOCUMENTATION 

FINANCIAL 

PERSONNEL 

New Zealand Dairy Board 

Visits 

Complaints 

Contact Points 

Review of Customer needs and specifications 

Status against plan 

Promix 

Functional Grading 

Grade Note Analysis 

Dispensations 

Retests/isolation testing 

PAMs 

Departmental Budgets 

Acceptance and review ofPas 

Claims 

Training Needs Analysis 

Setting Review Objectives 

Performance Appraisals 

Assess team progress 

Recruitment 

Liaison with senior management 
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TECHNICAL Trials 

CIP/Plant Improvements 

Plant Projects 

Maintenance Review and Implementation 

(See Appendix 2. for a full copy of the developed Dairy Industry Skills Matrix.) 
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This version was then simplified to list the units and the elements only, and the Matrix 

was used as a reference to clarify the meaning of individual elements. 

The list was then formatted into a departmental matrix, with positions running 

horizontally across from individual skill elements (see Appendix 3.). The reason for 

this was that the Skills Matrix incorporates all tasks involved within the production area 

of the dairy industry; the departmental matrix depicts all positions within operational 

areas. Therefore, combining the two would ensure that all tasks were assigned to a 

position. 
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3.9 Job Models 

Flexible Job Models help create an atmosphere of continuous improvement. Because 

the focus is on the ends rather than the means, new ways of working are always 

possible. "For example, floor sweepers who see their jobs as 'sweeping the floors' are 

limited to innovations in 'sweeping' technology. On the other hand, sweepers who see 

their job as 'producing a clean floor' can draw on a far broader range of innovation" 

(McLagan, 1989,p.385) 

A Job Model is a selection of skill units from the skills matrix which a person needs to 

be able to perform that job competently. However, rather than creating a series of job 

models independent of others within the department, this system enables a total 

overview of the process. As each task or skill is assessed, a level of responsibility can 

be assigned to each position, using the scale described in the previous section. 

That is: 

I = Action (the element or task) 

2 =Supervise (ie ensure the task is completed) 

3 =Monitor (ie collate results and provide feedback) 

In addition to this scale, the Skills Matrix also lists basic competencies an individual 

needs to be able to perform to the required level. In other words, they are not actual 

tasks but the behavioural or knowledge skills needed to be able to perform competently. 

In the creation of the Job Model, such competencies were indicated by the number zero 

(#0). 
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To make a Job Model, each element is assessed according to who does what and a level 

of functional responsibility is allocated accordingly (Using the scale discussed earlier). 

For example: 

Positions 

Element Manager Process Asst Prodn Sup Operator 

1.2.1Investigating Accidents #3 #2 #] #0 

This means that the Production Supervisor actually 'Actions' the investigation of any 

accidents, the Process Assistant ensures that it has been done, the Manager needs to 

'Monitor' the collation and feedback to staff and the Operator needs an understanding 

of the processes involved. Once a departmental matrix is completed, the ACCESS 

program sorts the data to produce individual Job Models for positions and separates the 

elements into functional responsibilities (#1, #2, #3) and competencies (# 1). (See 

Appendix 4. for example of departmental Job Models.) 

This initial process was completed by the researcher in conjunction with individual 

Production Managers from the seven Production Halls across site. This enabled the 

Managers to gain a total overview of the processes within their departments and gave 

them an opportunity to discuss other aspects of job design while assigning functional 

responsibilities to positions. 

However, this was not the final product. The initial printout of individual job models 

and departmental matrixes was then discussed in depth with the job incumbents and 

management teams to ensure all "user-perspectives" were considered and people were 

in agreement with the content and context of their jobs. This I believe is the greatest 

strength of the system as it provides the flexibility and content needed to gain a much 

broader understanding of the processes involved within departments, while appreciating 

the context in which the process is operating. Also, by allowing individuals to 

contribute to the design of their own job aided in the ownership of responsibilities 

depicted by the Job Model (McLagan, 1989) . . 



3.10 The System as a Strategic Tool 

To gauge the consistency of positions across site the functional responsibilities of 

individual positions needed to be compared between departments and against the 

KAIZEN Model. This was achieved by the following process: 

1) Competencies (#0) were separated from Functional Responsibilities (#1,#2, #3) 
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2) The average score for Functional Responsibilities was found for all positions within 

all departments ie the total score for all elements divided by the number of elements 

assessed. 

3) Elements that referred to less than 5 of the 7 departments were eliminated to include 

Functional Responsibilities representative of entire site, not department specific. 

4) Comparisons were then made between positions in different departments, and 

against the "KAIZEN line". 

Table 3.1 summarises the results on a departmental and organisational basis. The 

bottom column represents the "KAIZEN line". Fig 3.16 showa how the results can be 

represented graphically against the ''KAIZEN line". 

It is important to understand that these figures relate to what managers and management 

teams would like to have in place for jobs, they emphasise that this is not what they 

were currently working with. As well, the physical makeup of individual departments 

has an influence over the level of delegation and coordinating roles Managers could 

assume. 

For example, the Cheese department consists of over 50 workers and several teams of 

supervisory staff. In essence, this means that the Manager has got a greater support 

beneath him, but also dictates that his coordinating role is potentially more complex. 

Milk Treatment and Casein are much smaller departments in tenns of staff numbers, 

but the volume of throughput (of product) is high. Cream Products and Powder 1 & 2 

are both older departments, consequently, the role of the Manager tends to be more 

"hands-on" than other departments due to the older technology. Finally, both WPC and 

Powder 3 & 4 have had, and will continue to have extensive development to keep up 

with an increased demand. 



Table 3.1 Averages for functional responsibilities for positions across departments 

CHEESE 

MILKT 
CASEIN 
CREAMP 
WPC 
PI &2 

P3&4 

TOT 
MEAN 
Std Dev 

KAIZEN 
LINE 

Where: 

Manager Asst 
Manager 

2.51 2. 10 

2.12 
1.98 

2. 12 
2.13 

1.68 

2.05 1.8 

2.10 1.94 
.26 0.18 
2.75 2.25 

I = Action 
2 = Supervise 
3 = Monitor 

Process Prodn 
A sst A sst 

1.85 1.27 

1.42 1.42 
1.70 1.32 

1.51 1.62 
1.49 1.11 
1.39 1.32 

1.45 

1.56 1.36 
0.18 0.16 
2.25 1.75 

L7 L5A L5B L4 Packing 
Supervisor 

1.51 1.0 1.0 
1.06 1.03 1.04 

1.0 1.0 
1.1 1 1.0 1.0 

1.40 1.0 1.0 1.15 

1.0 1.25 
1.07 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1.16 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 
0.20 - - - -
1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.75 

1. 2. 3. 
or I I I 

Action Supervise Monitor 
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Packing Techinical 
Staff Officer 

1.0 

1.0 

1.05 

1.0 1.05 

- -
1.25 1.25 



Manager (2.51) 

Process Assistant (2.85) 

Production Assistant (1.27) 
~~~------------~ 

Operators (1.0) 

Manager (2.12) 

Process Assistant (1.42) 

Production Assistant (1.42) 
~~~------------~ 

Operators (1.03) 

Manager (1.98) 

Process Assistant ( l. 70) 

Production Assistant (1.32) 

Operators( 1. 0) 

Manager (2.12) 

Process Assistant (1.5 1) 

Production Assistant ( 1. 62) 

Operators (1.0) 

Manager (2.13) 

Process Assistant (1.49) 

Production Assistant ( 1.11) 

~~~------------~ 

Casein 

~~~------------~ 

~~~------------~ 
Operators (1.0) 

WPC 
Manager (1.68) 

Process Assistant ( 1.3 9) 

Production Assistant (1.32) 
~L-~------------~ 

Operators (1.0) 

Manager (2.05) 

Process Assistant (1.80) 

Production Assistant (1.45) 

Powder 1 and 2 

~~~------------~ 
Operators (1.0) 

Powder 3 and 4 
Fig 3.16 Departmental results represented on graphs 
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3.10.1 How to use the results 

Although individual differences between departments must be taken into consideration, 

the figures can be related to compare: 

1. Positions between departments to ensure consistency and potential 

integration across site. 

2. Individual positions against the "KAIZEN line" for reference to a strategic 

level. 

For example, the role of the Manager varies from Cheese@ 2.51 to Powder 1&2@ 

1.68, which means that the management role in Cheese is closer to a "monitoring" role 

while Powder 1&2 is more "supervisory". These differences could be explained by 

individual differences such as the age and size of the department (see above). However, 

detailed differences could be traced through a comparison of departmental matrixes ti 

identify exactly where the differences are. 

Reference to the KAIZEN line provides an indication of how individual departments, 

and the organisation as a whole, can become more proactive (see Fig 3.16). For 

example, the KAIZEN line approximates the score of management at 2.75, which is 

close to "monitor" on the scale. This means that the role of the manager needs to be 

primarily coordinating, interpreting results, providing feedback and planning for the 

future. As can be seen from the Table of results, all departments are below this figure, 

which probably represents the reactive nature of the current organisation. However, it 

provides a yardstick to work towards and indicates to managers that maybe they could 

be delegating more of the "hands-on" operation so they could concentrate more on 

planning and organising. 
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2.11 The "Usefulness" of the System 

The 'usefulness' of such a system in terms of strategic planning and monitoring 

organisational performance is in its ability to track individual positions by the processes 

involved and to use the Job Model as a basis for assessing the skills needed to perform 

to the desired level. In other words, the Job Model is the foundation ofHR systems 

such as Performance Evaluation, Training Needs Analysis, Recruitment and Selection, 

Succession Planning and Performance-Based Pay Incentives (see Fig 3.17). 

The Job Model proved its usefulness at the company in its capacity to provide a basis 

for all the systems outlined above. While the systems design appeared to be functional, 

it seems that it will not be able to be utilised fully due to reasons that relate more to the 

process of implementation, rather than the design of the system. This will be explored 

further in section 4 of the thesis. 



Person Specification 
- outline necessary qualifications, 
relevant experience, personal 
qualities, etc. 

CareerPathing 
Succession Planning 

Mass/ 
One off 

JOB MODEL 
- list of processes/technical 
competencies/behavioural 
competencies 
- general description of duties 
and responsibilities 

ROSTERS 
- people requirements in 
line with function requirements 

Fig 3. 17 Flow Chart showing relevance of Job Models to other HR Systems 

Performance Appraisals 
- in line with performance criteria 
(see Skills Matrix) 
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~----------------------~;~ 

compare performance appraisal with 
expected standard and assess whether 
discrepancies are due to training deficiency 
or some other need 

Training Requirements 
- in line with positions 
ie Training Needs Analysis aut~ori 

On-the-job Off-the-job 

Other - eg physical 
components of job 

motivation/incentive 
communication, etc 

- refer relevant 
section in training 
manuals 

- refer relevant course 
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3.12 Summary 

In this case, individual Job Models were developed by their respective Management 

Teams to create comprehensive Job Descriptions (see Appendix 5.) which were then 

used as the basis for Individual Contracts. As a result of the consultative process, 

individuals had a greater understanding of the expectations associated with the 

Management Teams and there was sitewide acceptance, in principle, of a move toward 

Performance-Based Individual Contracts. 

The most relevant measure of the success of this exercise was the fact that there was no 

resistance from the union and acceptance was voluntary. This is in contrast with 

previous attempts to introduce major changes to HR systems such as the introduction of 

individual contracts and performance-based pay, where the union opposed any 

initiatives which might change the power of collective bargaining. However, 

individuals were still sceptical of the motives of the Company, which is what senior 

management deemed as "the culture preventing the change". 

However, if this statement were correct, it would follow that "the culture" would not 

have allowed a sruft to management teams and individual contracts. The following 

section will argue that it is not "the culture" which shapes the organisation, rather there 

is a circular relationship between culture and the organisation. In other words, the 

culture within the organisation is shaped by systems and behaviours within the 

organisation, which in turn creates an organisational culture which reflects its 

environment. 
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SECTION 4. 

CASE STUDY: Organisational/Systems Analysis 
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4.0 Introduction 

The success of the Job Modelling and introduction of process-oriented management 

will be affected by organisational systems. In this section we will review key systems. 

Using Lewin's framework, this is the evaluating learning and specifying learning phase. 

Throughout the action-taking phase of any action research, data is produced that 

provides opportunity for specific learning. Data took the form of opinions expressed by 

managers in the organisation regarding the job modelling system and its 

implementation. 

This data emphasised that the major difficulties experienced by managers, and therefore 

the greatest opportunities for learning related to implementation issues. In particular, 

these emphasised the need for a holistic approach to process-oriented management, 

incorporating strategic direction, organisational systems and management philosophy. 

In this section major areas of specific learning are examined in relation to HR. theory. 

4.1 The Function of BR Systems 

The organisation had no formalised site-wide system in place to monitor performance, 

determine training needs or determine future staffing requirements unless departments 

initiated programmes independently. The strategic direction had not been 

operationalised into a plan indicating specific requirements, as key decision makers 

believed that such an exercise was either not possible or a waste of time. 

For example, when the team leader of the Organisational Development Team (ODT) 

was asked to clarify the strategic direction for the development process, she said: 

" ... this Company is changing so quickly that we need to learn to manage by the seat of 

our pants ... the changes set the Strategic Direction, we can 't". Similarly, when the CEO 

was asked the same question, be replied " ... by the time we formalise a strategic 

direction it's usually out of date and needs- changing anyway". 



Consequently developmental decisions were potentially based on criteria that changed 

depending on individual management beliefs and the resources available at the time. 

In addition to this, the ODT claimed that such a structured approach did not allow 

individuals enough "autonomy" over their own development. 
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For example, the researcher worked with each of the individual managers to determine 

an approximation of training needs for positions within their departments for the 1996 

training period. Training files were updated and reformatted to provide individuals and 

management teams with an overview of skills needed for positions. Every individual 

within the seven departments was interviewed by either the researcher or their manager, 

to establish lists of training requirements for departments. However, the leader of the 

ODT decided this system did not allow individuals enough choice over the training they 

received. Subsequently she produced a form listing all the training courses available, 

which went out to all employees indicating that they were free to do any training they 

wanted. 

Although Production Managers protested that such a system gave them no control over 

budgetary restraints and it made coordination of the winter maintenance program and 

holiday scheduling impossible, their requests were ignored and the "self assessment" of 

training needs went ahead. The training for that year was considered highly successful 

as the company had a record attendance, however the relevance of the training or the 

impact this had on departmental budgets was apparently not considered. 

The training needs of an organisation need to be assessed in relation to the 

organisation's strategic direction to determine a clear direction for the training itself 

(Cooper, 1995). Otherwise, training expenditure can easily accelerate uncontrollably or 

become a forgotten entity. Training needs should be assessed on an objective basis, as 

what an individual wants in the way of training is not necessarily what is needed 

organisationally. In other words, the training investment needs to be assigned within a 

strategic context. 

• 



Organisations have the responsibility to train in relation to: 

• organisational systems, policies and procedures 

• skills required for the position 

• maintenance of "technical currency" of staff 

• "up-skilling" for those promoted to new positions 

• providing a "bank" of trained personnel to fill positions should they become vacant 

• provision for individuals to initiate qualifications necessary to further their own 

career withjn the organisation. 

(Cooper, 1995) 
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To utilise training dollars and resources most effectively, one must first determine 

exactly the location, scope and magnitude of the training needed (Moore and Dutton, 

1978). An organisation needs to adopt a systematic, objective determination of training 

needs. Kinzie (1990) noted that significant questions have emerged about the capability 

of individuals to manage their own learning in an effective way. Liking does not 

necessarily imply learning. 

In this case, it appeared that the ODT believed that if the organisation gave employees 

what they wanted, their satisfaction would increase which would lead to improved 

performance. The Job Modelling approach is based on the assumption that training 

should be used to develop workers' competence; that this will lead to improved 

performance, and in turn to increased satisfaction. 

Which of these models does the research support? 

Organisational researchers have been investigating the relationship between job 

satisfaction and job performance for decades. For the most part, they have been 

unsuccessful in finding strong or consistent correlations between the two (Brayfield and 

Crockett, 1955; Vroom, 1964; cited in Fisher, 1980). Early Human Relations theorists 

tended to believe that more satisfied workers were more productive ( cf Roetlisberger 

and Dickson, 1939). However, recent theoretical (Fisher, 1980), empirical and 
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correlational evidence (Vroom, 1964) discredits the 'satisfaction causes performance' 

view. In fact, the expectancy theory provided a theoretical basis for the opposite belief, 

that high job performance can lead to high job satisfaction under the appropriate 

conditions (Lawler, 1971; Locke, 1976). 

Locke ( 1976) defined job satisfaction as an emotional response to a set of value 

judgements that we make about our job. In this sense an emotional response is 

determined by how satisfied/dissatisfied a person is based on the concept of a 

discrepancy between what you want from a job, what you believe your job is offering 

you and how important what you want from your job is to you. Petty et. al. (1984) 

emphasises that even though satisfaction does not necessarily lead to higher 

performance, dissatisfaction could result in lower performance. It is usually 

hypothesised that dissatisfied workers are most likely to leave an organisation, as a way 

of reducing their dissatisfaction (Locke, 1975, 1976). 

Fisher (1980) attempts to explain why expecting job satisfaction to correlate with 

performance is somewhat dubious. He says that although general attitudes do seem to 

have some predictive power, they can only be counted on when the criterion is 'general 

behaviour' rather than specific, single-act criterion like a measure of job performance. 

"To predict job performance, one should have greater success using a more specific 

measure of attitude, such as satisfaction with job facets that seem to be relevant in a 

particular situation, or better yet, attitude toward the act of performing well on the job" 

(p.611). 

Work is a central human activity not only in terms of the total amount oftime spent in 

it, but also in its relation to social and personal identity (Deetz, 1990). Deci and Ryan 

(1985; cited in Locke and Latham, 1990) argued that intrinsic motivation is based on a 

need for self determination (choice) and competence. Accordingly, intrinsic motivation 

is maximised when an individual is free from external constraints and from internal 

doubts and compulsions, feels a strong internal locus of causality, undertakes 

challenging tasks, and receives positive but non-controlling feedback regarding 

performance. From a motivational standpoint,. Ryan (1970) believes that an 
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individual's actions in a specific situation needs to be evaluated in the context of what 

that person is trying to do in that situation, as people differ greatly in their ability, their 

knowledge and the strategies they use to perform tasks. Consequently, one of the main 

reasons people perform differently is because they have different goals (Locke and 

Latham, 1990).Smith (1992) describes a Training Needs Analysis as the process by 

which the instructional needs of the organisation are identified and interpreted prior to 

the preparation of a training plan. Training is regarded as the "fuel to sustain 

competitive advantage" (Bogan and English, 1984; cited in Gray, 1996). 

What appeared to happen in this scenario was that, in an attempt to "empower" 

individuals, the company effectively "disempowered" its management. This resulted in 

demotivation managers and sent a message to management teams that they did not have 

full control over their performance as someone above them was making up the rules. 

4.2 Motivation 

In an attempt to motivate employees the company introduced a performance-based 

bonus system for its salaried staff. The system was such that at the beginning of the 

season, performance objectives were set by the individual and signed off by senior 

management. The individual was then expected to forfeit 10 per cent of the total salary, 

which would be reimbursed at the end of the season if all performance objectives were 

met. As a performance incentive, an additional 10 per cent bonus was achievable if 

performance exceeded the original performance objectives. 

At the end of the first season, senior management realised that bonus payments were 

likely to be greater than anticipated and decided that original objectives had been set 

too low. Senior managers decided unilaterally to reduce bonus payments. It was 

assumed that to change objectives retrospectively would be acceptable. 

Production manager's stated that they felt senior management had renegged on the 

original agreement and that they had been effectively demotivated in terms of achieving 

at that level again. As well, their dissatisfaction was communicated to lower levels 
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within their own departments. Supervisors stated the belief that the system was a sham 

and that the company could not be trusted, indicating that production managers had 

passed on their opinion. One manager left the organisation soon after this, citing the 

Performance-Bonus system as one of his main reasons for leaving. Ironically, a system 

designed to be a primary motivator to improve performance, ended being a main source 

of contention and dissatisfaction for the people it was supposed to work for. 

Contributing to the systems failure was the subjective way the original objectives were 

set, based on manager's "best guesses". A better outcome could have been achieved by 

having performance measured objectively within a framework of a formalised strategic 

direction. Alternatively, original objectives could have been honoured and adjusted the 

following season. A third option would have been to take a partnership-based 

approach, with production managers and senior managers working together to find a 

solution suitable to both parties. 

Motivation, capability and communication, in turn, are not produced by a single design 

feature, rather, it is through a complex set of interrelated conditions and systems which 

allow for the development and monitoring of performance for the present and future 

operation. Increasingly, management commentators are advocating more partnership 

approaches which emphasise systems interrelated with all aspects of the organisation, 

rather than specifying individual features (Block, 1993). 

"The challenge of new organisational arrangements centres on the successful 

management of change from a system based on a detailed division of labour, where 

employees are closely observed and directed by supervisors and an adversarial and 

combative system of employee relations is the norm, to one where individual tasks are 

being replaced by group activities and where employees are taking on control 

responsibility previously carried out by higher ranking personnel and a more 

harmonious system of employee relations is being encouraged through participative 

management" (Dawson, 1995, p. 48). 
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4.3 The Introduction of new technology 

The Company has had to expand at an extraordinary rate in order to maximise its 

advantage of economies of scale. The last two decades has been comprised of a series 

of mergers with smaller companies throughout the region. The company has developed 

as the volume of throughput has increased and the technology which can handle the 

volumes has changed. Consequently, in order to keep up with the changes, decisions 

about internal development have been based on speed of delivery and implementation, 

as lost time equals lost production and lost production equals lost profit. 

As a result, the company has adopted a "consultant" approach to development, whereby 

"experts, are brought in to recommend what equipment is best to handle the required 

production. Installation is commissioned out and often it is not until that stage that 

workers are given the opportunity to see how the equipment operates. Consequently, 

workers had been allowed no input prior to actual operation which meant that 

equipment development decisions have been made independently, rather than an 

integrated approach to consider other equipment and systems already in operation. 

In addition to this, training time was often not allocated due to budgetary constraints 

imposed from outside departments, or training time only concentrated within the "off 

season". For example, a Supervisor was asked "what is the standard procedure for the 

introduction of new equipment in the plant?". He replied" ... sometimes we're not even 

given the service manuals ... what we do is wait til the off season, then we pull it apart 

and try and work out how it operates ... we just hope nothing goes wrong until then!,. 

This reflects a reactive approach to management and a lack of a planned and integrated 

strategic direction. Development decisions need to be made in relation to existing 

systems and technology. It is unfair to assume workers will be responsible for the 

operation if they have been given no guidance, training or opportunity for input during 

the development phase. 
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The introduction of new technology tends to disrupt functional and hierarchical 

organisational structure, change the nature of specific jobs, and dislocate people from 

prior jobs to enable advantages in production flexibility and quality control. The 

installation of these technologies constitutes a major technical and social innovation. 

Hazlehurst et. al. (1969) concluded that future operators will have less need to 

manipulate the work, exhibit motor dexterity, or work fast, while at the same time they 

will be asked to exhibit considerable cognitive skill and judgement " .. . in order to 

effectively perform monitoring tasks, the worker will have to have an extensively 

expanded knowledge of underlying principles and processes" (p. 79). 

From a socio-technical perspective, an organisation consists of structural and process 

characteristics, as well as social and personal characteristics " ... inextricably bound to 

form a system" (Landy, 1989). "Sociotechnical organisational theory emphasises the 

relationship between individuals and technology, rather than individuals independant 

of those technologies or individuals with respect to tasks or machines. From a 

contingency perspective the sociotechnical approach implies an attempt to find the best 

match between social systems and technical systems rather than exaggerate the 

importance of one at the expense of the other"( p. 569.). 

4.4 Tbe Need for Participative Management. 

Production Managers regularly expressed feelings of inadequacy over controlling their 

own performance levels. They believed that restrictions such as not having charge of 

training within their departments, staffing numbers and control over capital expenditure 

for maintenance and improvement projects was inhibiting their ability to achieve, and 

this lack of autonomy was causing them great stress. 

For example, Production Managers were not "allowed" to approve capital expenditure 

over $500. Rather, company policy dictated that for any amount needed over $500 a 

quote be attained by the department, this was then sent to the sit manufacturing team 

(SMT) for their approval, who then sent it to senior management for their approval. If 

all approval was gained, the Manager could then complete the purchase. However, 
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approval was not automatic. Often the quote and proposal was sent back to the 

department for changes to the original proposal or to seek cheaper quotes. Apparently, 

it was not uncommon for the proposal to be returned 3 or 4 times, by which time the 

problem had often become worse and/or the motivation to make the improvement had 

been lost. 

One Supervisor was asked how this process affected his job. He replied ''I'll give you 

an example, see this packing line ... on the first stage the bag has to go through a guider 

to take it to the next phase to get filled, then it gets weighed ... eventually the bag is 

sealed and loaded on trays ... Well, that guider never used to be there. What was 

happening was the bag was often missing the slot and bags of powder were falling off 

the line. It got so bad that we had to employ someone fulltime just to make sure the bag 

went into the slot. I knew what was needed, but do you think I could get that damn 

guider made? ... Honestly, I wanted to nail one of those Senior Managers against the 

wall just so they could see for themselves ... God we were losing on lost product, at least 

one job just watching to stop it happening, and me ... I was stressed out ... I couldn't get 

to meetings and I was always getting in trouble for missing bloody meetings! ... It took 

them over 3 months before someone come down and had a look". 

Decision-making within the organisation was centralised at the point of senior 

management. This was preventing individuals within departments to make 

maintenance decisions as they were needed and to maximise the gains from 

improvement opportunities as they arose. The lack of autonomy over capital 

expenditure decisions was creating stress, as potential productivity gains were being 

restricted by decisions made outside the department which inadvertently inhibited the 

individual or team's performance. According to Jac Fitz-enz (1995) a manager's 

performance is measured by the results of the department. The results are a reflection 

of the manager's ability to direct human, financial and technological resources to 

achieve departmental objectives. 
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Pojidaeff ( 1995) highlights the need for adopting participative approaches to change 

and warns that there is a need for more control over decision-making if the change is to 

be perceived as real rather than cosmetic. 

"Many organisations recognise the need for change, but are reluctant and afraid to 

implement the core principles and provide a truly participative work environment. As a 

result, they do not engage the whole organisation in the change process - the process is 

still being managed and controlled at the top. Only when everyone is deeply engaged 

in and responsible for change is it going to be successful. Pretence oftotal 

participation throughout the organisation only results in cynicism, poor motivation and 

decreased productivity" (Pojidaeff. 1995, p. 46). 

Benefits of employee involvement include: increased job satisfaction for employees and 

increased commitment to the organisation~ greater success in managing change~ more 

effective use of tacit knowledge~ lower turnover and absenteeism and in some cases, 

significantly improved productivity (Anonymous, 1995). The basic concept is that 

people who are closest to the work are more likely to know the most about solving 

problems in their area (Broadwell, 1995). An additional benefit is that people become 

more motivated when they have control over their own performance. The group 

process may also be important in gaining commitment to and acceptance of decisions 

among individuals who ultimately will be responsible for implementing such decisions 

(Mason and Mirtroff, 1981). Lewin (1951) argued that when there are reasons to 

suspect that goal commitment may not be high, a goal is more likely to be accepted 

when people have a voice in setting it rather than having it assigned to them. According 

to Sashkin (1984), non-participation may be pyschologically and physiologically 

damaging, and because participation may increase productivity, or at a minimum, not 

decrease it, therefore participation should be an ethical imperative. 

Mitchell ( 1982) summarise the positive and negative aspects of group decision making. 

They describe the assets of participation to include a greater accumulation of 

knowledge, an ability to gain a broader perspective of the issues, a higher degree of 

satisfaction with the decision and it can be used as an important communication and 
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political device. However, the downside or liabilities associated with group decision 

making include the speed of the process is reduced, the decision often results in 

compromises and it can limit the management's ability to act quickly and decisively if 

necessary. 

Wall and Lischeron (1977) describe participation as consisting of three interrelated 

elements: ( 1) the types and levels of interaction that take place between the people 

participating (2) the flows of information that take place between parties and (3) the 

nature and extent of the influence of one party on another over the decisions being 

taken. Gowler and Legge (1978, cited in Hornby and Clegg, 1992) emphasise that 

organisational design can have a powerful influence on the way in which key actors 

perceive and interpret their own and others' roles in the participative process. In other 

words, the form in which participation takes place is strongly influenced by the 

organisational context within which it is undertaken. 

Vertical conflicts in an organisation (ie conflicts among parties to an authority relation) 

usually arise because superiors attempt to control the behaviour of subordinates, and 

subordinates resist such control (Pondy, 1967). A typical bureaucratic reaction to 

subordinate resistance is the substitution of impersonal rules for personal control. 

Many factors influence goals and values along the vertical dimension of an 

organisation, therefore, because subordinates feel they cannot rely on superiors to 

identify with their goals, autonomy becomes important. In essence, an individual's 

mistrust of the organisation creates a culture which requires more autonomy (ie 

participation) while on an organisational level, the need to implement "strategy" leads 

to a more autocratic style of management which is perceived as a reduction of 

autonomy (Pondy, 1967). Hence the dissonance creates conflict. 

Power plays a major part in the interactions occurring in organisational life (Pfeiffer, 

1981 ). The key role oftoday's "leaders" differs from traditional roles in that the main 

functions are in monitoring and facilitating the team in performing its own regulation. 

However, although Tannenbaum (1968) found that power in organisations is not finite 

but can expand, there remains a widespread belief that to empower others is to lose 
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power oneself. Part of management's claim to authority has been linked historically to 

its ability to monopolise access to information (Harrison, 1992) This has been 

described by Hollander and Offerman (1990) as one of the main causes for resistance by 

management in using more participative techniques when initiating a change. 

The desired restoration of 'mental sets' and the associated reshaping of behavioural 

patterns is indicative of a major cultural change (Storey and Sisson, 1993). Such a 

change has its foundation in concepts of 'vision', 'mission', 'values', 'customer 

orientation', and quality. This presents a cohesive philosophy and a sense of direction, 

by expressing core values and provides a yardstick against which to measure behaviour 

and performance (Connock, 1991). However, a 'market orientation' forced on an 

inflexible organisation and an uncommitted or fearful workforc.e is unlikely to produce 

the intended cultural and behavioural changes(Storey and Sisson, 1993). The 

production of mission, vision and value statements can subsequently be viewed 

cynically as yet another way to control. 

Authority is undergoing a challenge. As society, technology and organisational 

structures adapt to the changes needed to maintain competitive advantage, changing 

patterns of management are often described as a "loss" or "erosion of authority" 

(Heller, 1985). Viewing loss of authority from a perspective of cultural change, 

however, provides an alternative and possibly less threatening view. It sets the change 

required within a longer term focus, "into the context of a revitalization process 

characterised by successive stages of loss and substitution" (Heller, 1985, p. 491 ). 

A company is not a machine, but a living organism (Nonaka, 1991 ). "Much like an 

individual, it can have a collective sense of identity and fundamental purpose" (p. 72). 

People are resources that need to be developed and trusted~ they are not just variable 

costs that need to be controlled. When employees care and have the resources/skills 

they need to get their jobs done a large part of the fixed overhead allocated to 

supervision is no longer required and the functions of management shift (Sherwood, 

1988). This in itself could lead to a source of competitive advantage, as the number of 

levels required in the hierarchy may be less, but it could also create a sense of insecurity 
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throughout management who in turn could react defensively to the change process in an 

effort to protect their own positions, thus the potential for senior management to 

sabotage their own change initiatives exists. 

"The dispersal of power and the spread of participation could set off amplifying 

feedback loops in which declining central power leads to greater rivalry throughout the 

organisation, or to passive loyalty, both of which will block the creativity that the 

Organisational Development programme is supposed to unleash" (Stacey, 1993, p. 191) 

Wallace (1961) asserts that what leads a revitalisation movement is a vision of a 'goal 

culture', an ideal that is compared with unsatisfactory features of the existing culture. 

However, the main problem for organisations is the "ownership" of the vision. 

"Ownership resides with those who craft and create a vision. A statement created for a 

team to endorse is not owned by the team (or the rest of the organisation). Notice too 

that the vision here is used to define a culture or a set of values to be lived. A vision 

created for others to live out is patriarchy in action. There is no ownership in 

endorsement or enrollment. 

The belief that crafting the vision is primarily a leadership-at-the-top function 

defeats, right at the beginning. the intent of driving ownership and responsibility 

toward those close to the work ... as soon as top management creates a vision statement 

for the rest of the organisation to embrace, the parenting relationship has begun again, 

only this time cloaked in the robe of partnership" (Block, 199 3, p. I 9 I). 
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SECTION 5. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
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5.0 Conclusion 

The organisation within the Case Study insisted that they truly desired a more 

participative workplace and had supposedly adopted such a strategy.However, by 

leaving the same structures and systems in place continued to support extrinsic control. 

For a truly participative workplace to survive, strategy, structure and all systems must 

be supportive of intrinsic motivation (Pojidaeff, 1995). 

To empower employees, is more than just formally subscribing authority and control; 

an organisation needs to manage the new autonomy. Human Resource Management is 

not purely about making up the rules for everyone to follow, it is about enabling people 

to take on additional responsibility, to set performance goals and to monitor their own 

performance. 

"Just as the engineering department is concerned with the design of equipment, the 

maintenance department is concerned with the running of the equipment and the 

manufacturing people are concerned with turning out quality products, at the least, the 

Human Resource department should be concerned with job behavioural analysis. That 

is, the Human Resource department should be concerned with what it is that the people 

in the engineering, maintenance and manufacturing departments must do (behaviours) 

to be proficient in their respective functions" (Latham, 1984, p. 100) 

Organisations today face multiple environmental forces affecting their survival, growth 

and success (Lippitt, 1982). We need to see an organisation as a social, technological, 

economic and human system within which organisational development processes can 

direct organisational renewal through purposeful and planned change. Organisations do 

not need to simply react to their environments as a ship might to waves (Trompenaars, 

1994). They can actively select, interpret, choose and create their environments much 

like sailors on a ship might choose the destination, set the sails and use the forces of its 

environment to aid its journey. 

Organisational culture appears to be central to the success of actions taken in the 

company studied in this research. Throughout the period of the research, when 



difficulties arose in implementation of the Job Modelling process or work processes 

related to it, senior managers would often explain the difficulty as the organisation's 

"culture" being resistant to change. 

What is culture? 

Culture has been described as "a pattern of basic assumptions used by a group in 

resolving problems and taught to new members as the correct way to think, feel and 

perceive in relation to those problems" (Schein, 1990, cited in Ramsey and Ramsey, 

1996,p.1). 
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Fombrun, Tichy and Devanna (1984) define organisational culture as the "emergent 

pattern of beliefs, behaviours and interaction that uniquely characterize the organisation 

as it operates within an industrial and social context" (p. 203). The nature of an 

organisation's culture can be analysed by studying the stories people in the organisation 

tell (Stacey, 1993). 

"Culture comes in layers. like an onion. To understand it you have to peel it layer by 

layer. On the outer layer are the products of culture ... expressions of deeper values and 

norms are deeper within the onion and are more difficult to identify ... What is taken for 

granted, unquestioned reality is the core of the onion" (frompenaars, 1994. p. 8). 

Culture has been perceived to offer the key to competitive advantage by unlocking 

consensus, flexibility and commitment (Storey and Sisson, 1993). However, 

organisational culture reflects the belief systems within the organisation itself, it doesn't 

just happen. Edgar Shein (1984) describes culture as the "pattern of basic assumptions 

that a given group has invented, discovered or developed in learning to cope with its 

problems of external adaptation and internal integration" (p. 180). For example, if 

people are told that their input is valued, but their requests for change of procedures or 

policies are met with ridicule, or worse, changes to their working conditions, people 

will be forced to decline future input and review their belief system of the organisation 

itself "Loose, dispersed organisations depend on people liking and trusting each other. 



A culture of excitement, of question and experiment, of exploration and adventure 

cannot survive under a reign of fear" (Strange, 1993, p. 151 ). 

Comments by managers that the existing culture created problems indicated that they 

perceived a need for new patterns of belief, behaviours, interactions and assumptions. 

The comments, though, also give rise to a problem. 
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The problem with using culture as a reason for things going wrong, lies in the level of 

abstraction involved. Chris Argyris ( 1990) cites use of high level abstraction as a 

defensive routine that enables people to avoid embarrassment and threat. Saying "the 

culture is to blame" is a broad enough abstraction or generalisation to make it difficult 

for others to disagree with the diagnosis. It is also non-specific, so that no individuals 

can be held accountable for their part in any failure. In this way, diagnosing a failure as 

a "culture problem" gives people a sense of having identified something of significance, 

while not increasing the organisation ' s capacity to achieve better results. 

Rather than speaking at this high level of abstraction, there is great value in specifying 

the patterns of decision making that need to be changed. In the previous section we 

identified a number of these cultural patterns. They were: 

Taking actions on different systems within the HR. function without these being 

coordinated through reference to the organisation's strategic direction. 

Making unilateral decisions on HR. systems, such as the performance-bonus system, 

while assuming that people's responses will not affect the quality of the decision. 

Introducing new technologies without making corresponding adjustments to social 

or HR. systems, such as training. 

Restricting manager's autonomy while holding them responsible for achieving 

challenging goals. 
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From this study we can conclude that changes to the way organisations manage the 

work of people within them require managers involved to examine and sometimes 

modify the way in which they make decisions. The need for modification of patterns of 

decision making is typically signalled by difficulties experienced by people within the 

organisation, and these difficulties frequently occur between levels in the organisation. 

5.1 Implications for Future Research 

Implications from the present study fall into two main categories; operationalising the 

KAIZEN Model to create Job Models for process management and the need for a 

holistic approach for the implementation of change. 

The use of action research methods provided a framework linking diagnosis with 

action. The main advantage of this technique was its ability to generate learning 

opportunities for the organisation as a whole. Combining qualitative analysis with Job 

Models provided a method of"quantifying a philosophy". Continual improvement 

through KAIZEN is described by Masaaki Imai as the secret to Japan's economic 

success. Operationalising the KAlZEN concept provided a model to gauge levels of 

accountabilities throughout the process. 

The present study revealed a number of further opportunities for research: 

1. The present study focused primarily on one company. Research to test 

generalizability within the Dairy Industry is needed. 

2. Developing contracts of accountabilities suggests Job Modelling has application to 

other Industrial processes. Future research adopting other processes would help 

validate the system. 

3. Implementation gives the opportunity to develop ideas of partnership. 

4. The action research technique was a effective tool in the management of change. 

Practice in this form of methodology would highlight further application of 

theoretical concepts. 



5. A scale of 1-3 was used in the present study to operationalise the KAIZEN Model. 

Future research needs to incorporate test reliability using the same, and different 

scales to determine levels of functional responsibilities. 
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6. The Job Model has been described as the basis of other HR. systems due to a 

systematic approach to Job Analysis. Further development is needed to formalise the 

link between Job Models and training needs analysis, recruitment and selection nd 

performance incentive systems. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

Example of Departmental Analysis. 



Department: WPC 

This report describes: Current Organisation of Work 
Work-stations within the department 
Nature of work in stations 

1 



Organisation ofWork 

-The Control Room consists of 7 Work Stations, including a General Hand. The 
Whey room is separate with 1 operator. One Supervisor per shift, co-ordinates the 
operation. 

- The organisation of work centres on the operation of the plant. Each work station 
monitors, maintains and coordinates several plants, silos and lines (see following 
sections for details). 

- The centralised control room ensures continual operation through planning and 
communication between operators of different plants (Lactic UF, Low Fat, Alamin 
Plant, Evaporator and Drier) 

- Current bottlenecks have been identified as: 
Managerial Functions such as: 

Training 
Budgeting 
Capital work 
Health and Safety 
Future Planning 
Production Overview ie monitoring quality and yields 
Completion of non- conformances from audits and HAC CPs 
Evaluating KPis 
Monitoring P A tonnages and spec changes 
Review and process testing results 
WPNZ liason 
etc. 

Packing Line Supervisory Functions as detailed in following section 

- Current Staff Levels 

4 X 8 Operators (including General Hand) 
4 X L8 Supervisor 
1 X L 7 Operator Packing Room 
5 X Packing Staff 
1X Manager 
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WORK STATIONS 

EVAPORATOR & DRIER 
&BLENDER 

ALAMIN PLANT (Wet and Dry) 

D 
... -················-... 

.·ot-<' · -. . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ : 

· .. Geiier·ru·Haiici'"_.. 

Dot-< 

SUPERVISOR 

CHEESE UF & RO 

D 
ot---<0 

D 
LOW FAT 

LACTIC UF 

WHEY ROOM 
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NATURE OF WORK. General description of duties operating plants- Lactic 
UF, Low Fat, Alamin, Evaporator & Drier) 

Hands-on at screen Monitoring & Recording Outside Control Room 
Start-up Records Pre-start checks ( approx 
-startup - total solids 20 min) 
- sanitiser UF silos - operational parameters -shut silos 
- prestart checks on screen solids, pressures, temps - check seals for leaks 
- selection of silos - run numbers Samples (approx 30 min) 

- batch numbers - sanitiser solution 
45min - 1 hour - start times -pH 

-sign-off checks -staggered 
- set up samples (every 1 0 min, take 
-whey time samples) 

Operation Log sheets Micro samples (beginning, 
- CIP of silos every 6 hrs -every hour mid, end) - every 6 hrs 
- CIP of whey lines, mid - log micro samples (approx 5 min) 
run. (beginning, mid and end) Samples 

* Process Control Charts - sanitiser solution 
16- 18 hrs -pH 

-staggered 
(every 1 0 min take 
samples) 

ShutDown Record Turn off Peroxide Pumps 
- select up whey lines - total volumes 
-automatic -stop time 

- total run time 
- total permeate & 
retentate 

(approx 45 min each time) Log 
-samples 

CIP Monitor CIP Manually dose all 
- make selections - temperature chemicals 
- decide level of CIP - chemical strength -caustic 
short/long - ultra clean 
- select lines -hypo 

-acid 
Sample all chemical doses 

( approx 2 - 3 hrs each -titrate 
time) -check pH 

Micro samples of lines 
Other Monitor and log Mise 
-Flux -flux - check filters 
- Promix (job numbers and - check flow rate - hose down plant floor 
assist where necessary) -flux 

- organise appropriate 
people to fix faults 
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General Hand 

While on Production - take pH readings every hour 
- empty presses 
- check hopper 
- get samples from drier 
- hose down spilt product 
- ensure silos closed properly 
- keep eye on clarifiers 

While not on Production 
-foaming 
- general cleaning up 

Packing Staff 

Proce~ (i) I 1 (ii) I 1 (iii) I 1 (iv) 

(I) Watching - bulkfill 
- bagfill 
- bag presenter 
- top up scales 

(ii) Check - weight scales 
-printer 
-sampling 
- writing weights 
-troubleshooting 

(iii) & (iv) Handstacking 
Labelling Bags 
Forklift to wrapper - manually 
Barco ding 
Stacking palletiser 
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Problems identified by Supervisor 

Position is hands on operator as well as supervisor 
- no time to train 
- no flexibility 
- introduced technology eg barcoding, no time to train 
- can't attend meetings 
- communication of change of spec often confused 

Staffing Issues 
- high turnover due to -job repetition 

- no appreciation of entire job 
- no scope for training 
- low levels of job satisfaction 

- refusal to come back on call 

Suggested Improvements 
- Automate process (I) and (ii) to free up supervisor 
- Replace handstacking with pelletiser 
- Automate label process 
- Train staff in barcoding procedures 
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POINTS FOR DISCUSSION 

Description of duties for operators include operation of one plant at a time - Operators 
are coordinating up to 5 plants at a time 

Possible rnisperception of Operators doing nothing as plant stand-by means basically 
responsible for plant for the whole shift and breaks are taken in Control Room. 

Operators are currently monitoring process 
- need to check how much time logging results 
- appear not to "trust" plant reliability 
- could be training issue 

- process control 
-interaction with PRTs 

- could be other ways to reorganise work 

Two points of flexibility 
- General Hand could be incorporated in Operators Team 
- Lead Operator take over from Supervisor 
- Supervisor freed to do managerial duties and still be available on call 

if needed. 
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APPENDIX2. 

Developed Dairy Industry Skills Matrix. 



DAIRY INDUSTRY 
SKILLS MATRIX 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEVELOPWG JOB MODELS 
THIS VERSION DOES NOT INCLUDE 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 



DEFINITION OF TER.i.'\-IS (IN TERMS OF THEm USE IN THIS MATRIX) 

Skill 
A skill is the ability to do, to make, or to perform competently in a given setting. In 
the skills matrix, skills are expressed in terms of elements. An example from the matrix 
is "Comply with critical hygiene requirements". 

It should be noted that skill is more than knowledge. Skill is the application of 
knowledge and personal, physical and mental characteristics for competent 
performance. 

Skills Matrix 
A skills matrix is a grouping of skill units into horizontal and vertical groupings. For 
example, the dairy industry skills matrix has 22 main sections, each of which has 
several subsections, and several levels of difficulty. 

Level of Difficulty 
Each section and subsection has one or more levels of difficulty. Each level is 
numbered in ascending order of difficulty. 

Skill Unit 
Can also be called a "unit of competence". A skill unit is a grouping of one or more 
skill elements, that are of a similar level of difficulty. These elements are also grouped 
in such a way that if a person performs any one of them, they are likely to perform 
other elements in the unit. There are over 400 skill units in the skills matrix. 

Skill Element 
,. 

A skill elt:;ment is a key skill. Each skill unit comprises one or more skill elements. 

~nge statement 
A range statement is an explanatory statement which provides meaning and context. 
In the skills matrix, there are three types of range statements: The matrix range 
statement, unit range statements, and element range statements. Element range 
statements often provide examples of the types of activities covered by the element. 
Sometimes e."'<.aailple conditions, situations, or other expressions are provided, 
depending on what is appropriate to the element. 

Job i\'Iodels 
A Job Model is a selection of skill units from the skills matrix which a person needs to 
be competent in to be able to perform that job competently. Skill units can be selected 
from anywhere in the skills matrix. 



Finding your way around the matrix 

Section Number 

1 Generic Competencies L Subsection Name 

This unit covers basic competencies gained prior to or during 
etc... ~ 

Range Statement 
Element 1 Work with others 

This element covers activities such as: recording numbers/words 
on log sheets, log books, forms, etc ... 

Element 2 Record Information 

This ·element covers etc ... 

Unit 1.1 2 Seeking & providing information 

exercises of initiative etc. 

Level.. 



1 Generic Competencies -1.1 Working Together Printed: 22-May-96 Page 

1.1 Working Together 

Unit 1.1.1 Basic Competencies 
This unit covers basic competencies gained prior to or during induction to a processing and/or packaging site in the dairy industry. Legislation, 
codes of practice, company standards and specifications relevant to this unit are those specified in relevant company, site, and departmental 
procedures, manuals, notices, and signs. 

Element 1 Work with others 

This element covers activities such as: working in a team; explaining what, or how to do something; questioning someone to find out facts; 
planning when you should do things; responding to an inquiry for information; finding out information by speaking to other people; exchanging 
information (liaise) with other people. 

Element 2 Record information 

This element covers activities such as: recording numbefSIWords on log sheets, log books, forms etc; writing sentences on log sheets. log 
books, forms etc 

Element 3 Comply with critical hygiene requirements 

This element covers activities such as: personal hygiene, moving through red line areas, footbaths, changng into inside footwear/clothing, 
ensuring hair covered and overalls kept off the ground 

Element 4 Count, add and subtract numbers 

Element 5 Follow safety and emergency procedures 

This element covers activities such as: following safety procedures (eg protective clothing, safety lockout procedures); following emergency 
procedures (eg fire & evacuation procedures); using emergency equipment (such as fire extinguishers); identifying obvious workplace 
hazards (eg slippery ffoors, loose safety guards, sharp edges on moving parts) 

Unit 1.1.2 Seeking & providing information 
This unit covers exercise of initiative in the seeking and provision of written and verbal information for effective group and team worl<. 

Element 1 Seek & provide information 

This element covers activities such as: finding out the needs of customers, cDents, co6eagues; providing information to customers, clients, 
colleagues: presenting information at team meetings (eg shift chang&-avers, shift meetings, worl<-section meetings); questioning someone to 
find out the facts when someone is with-holding or is having difficulty expressing information 

Element 2 Write memos, letters or brief reports 

This covers written communications which involve more than simple recording of data or information. It does not cover the writing of a full 
formal report. Examples of such communications include requisition orders, worl< orders, speedimemos, job cards, breakdown reports, taking 
notes or minutes at a meeting 

Unit 1.1.3 Facilitating & representing workgroups 
This unit covers facilitation of group and team worl<, and presentation and representation of information to worl< groups. 

Element 1 Facilitate a small group discussion 

This element covers activities such as: getting someone to agree to do something; resoMng an issue with a difffcult or complaining person; 
helping a group of people reach an agreed outcome; getting a group of people outside your worl< team to agree to do something 

Element 2 Present and represent information 

This element covers acdvities such as: representing your siteldepartmentlworl< group at a meeting; presenting feedback to 
site/departmentlworl< group 

Unit 1.1.4 Formal meetings, reports & negotiation 
This unit covers formal aspects of group and team worl<. 

Element 1 Write. formal reports 

This covers the writing of formal reports that require issues to be clearly identified and discussed; and conClusions which are supported with 
loge and reason 

Element 2 Negotiate with others 

This covers to_rmal negotiation of worl< activities and objectives with others as part of group and team worl< 

Element 3 Chair meetings . 

This covers routine and non-routine meetings held to deal with speciffc items (eg consultative committee meeting, health & safety committee 
meeting, production/service planning meeting) 

Unit 1.1.5 Formal presentations 
This covers lectures or formal presentations which require advanced planning and in-depth preparation. 

Element 1 Conduct lectures and formal presentations 

1.2 Safety 

Unit 1.2.1 First aid 
This unit covers provision of ffrst aid to the level of StJohn Ambulance Association First Aid Certificate or equivalent. First aid is the first 
assistance or treatment gven to a casualty before the arrival of a quaKfied expert or ambulance. First aid is administered to preserve life; 
prevent the injury or condition becoming worse; and to promote recovery. 

Element 1 Administer first aid 

This element covers activities such as: CPR. mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, chemicals, bums and scolds, shock, ~ures, joint & muscle 
injuries, wounds and bleeding, unconsciousness, poisoning, frostbite & heat exhaustion 



1 Generic Competencies - 1.2 Safety Printed: 22-May-96 Page 

Unit 1.2.2 Accident investigation and prevention 
This unit covers investigation and prevention of accidents in the workplace. II also covers health and safety hazard identification and auditing 
in compliance with OH&S legislatio11 and codes of practice, and company policies and procedures. 

Element 1 Investigate accidents 

This element covers activities such as: investigate accident & file report; recommend accident prevention measures 

Element 2 Conduct safety audits and identify workplace health and safety hazards 

1.3 Maths and Statistics 

Unit 1.3.1 Basic maths 
This unit covers basic calculations including volumes, areas, square roots, logs, averages and standard deviations. 

Element 1 Perform basic calculations 

This element covers activities such as: multiplication; division; calculation and interpretation of percentages 

Element 2 Calculate volumes, areas, square roots & logs 

This element covers activities such as: calculate and interpret square root; calculate area; calculate volume; calculate and interpret 
logarithms/exponents 

Element 3 Calculate averages & standard deviations 

This element covers activities such as: calculate and interpret average; calculate and interpret standard deviation 

Element 4 Prepare graphs and charts 

This element covers aciMties such as: prepare charts and graphs (eg ron charts, histogram, pareto, pie charts) 

Unit 1.3.2 Simultaneous equations 
This unit covers simultaneous equations, condensing calculations, signiffcance testing and regression testing. 

Element 1 Solve simple simultaneous equations 

This element covers activities such as: soMng simple simultaneous equations (eg mass balances with less than 3 streams, working out 
chemical amounts required to produce a speciffc chemical solution/reagent) 

Element 2 Condense calculations 

This element covers activities such as: condensing a series of calculations into one mathematical expression 

Element 3 Calculate significance, normality, and probability 

This element covers activities such as: calculate and interpret tests of signiffcance (eg student t, chi square); calculate and interpret tests of 
normality; calculate and interpret probability 

Element 4 Perfonn statistical regressions 

This element covers activities such as: perform a regression to identify causal factors 

Unit 1.3.3 Complex simultaneous equations and Analysis of Variance 
Element 1 Complex simultaneous equations 

This element covers activities such as: soMng complex simultaneous equations (eg mass balances with more than 3 streams) 

Element 2 An.alyse variance 

This element covers activities such as: calculate and interpret one-way and two-way analysis of variance 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

Unit 1.4.1 Minor tasks and scheduling 
This unit covers plannmg and/or scheduling of r'T.inor aw:r.ts (examples afl1: determining optimum daily ronning times (start/stop) in a multiple 
plant operation, determining daily mlklproduct quota intakes/despatches toffrom a site or factory, determining daily materials requirements, 
deterrrining daly work schedule for one or more people). 
This unit also includes the monitoring of these events to ensure they happen as planned/scheduled. 

Element 1 Plan and/or schedule minor activities 

This element covers activities such as: arrange for a number of things to happen; plan who does what when; arrange for materials/resources 
as required; communicate with participants 

Element 2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of minor activities 

This element covers activities such as: implement plan/schedule; monitor progress against a plan; communicate with participants 
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1 Generic Competencies - 1.4 Planning and Organising Printed: 22-May-96 Page 

Unit 1.4.2 Medium projects and scheduling 
This unit covers proj ects that involve two or more people and last for two or more weeks. It also covers the planning and/or scheduling of 
medium events (eg: establish and i1f'lplement a worl<lshfft roster covering a period of one or more weeks, establish and implement a holiday 
roster covering one or more weeks, establish and implement a plant/production schedule covering one or more weeks, establish and 
implement plant hygiene cleaning schedule covering one or more weeks, establish and implement a materials requirements schedule covering 
one or more weeks, determine mt1klproduct quota intakes/despatches to/from a site or factory covering one or more weeks, establish and 
implement a maintenance schedule fasting one or more weeks. estabHsh and implement a lab sampling and testing schedule lasting one or 
more weeks) 
This unit also includes the monitoring of these events to ensure they happen as planned/scheduled. 

Element 1 Plan and/or schedule medium projects/activities 

This element covers activities such as: prepare a timetable for a project; prepare a schedule; estimate the time and resources required to 
complete a project; communicate with participants 

Element 2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of medium activities 

This element covers actMties such as: implement plan/schedule; monitor progress against plan; communicate with participants 

Unit 1.4.3 Major projects and scheduling 
This unit covers planning of major events (eg: a plant refit) or schedui ng a series of major actMties over a period of one or more months (eg a 
factory production schedule of daily requirements of raw product, non-dairy ingredients, packagng materials, daily production tonnages, 
stores and despatches). 
This unit also includes the monitoring of these events to ensure they happen as planned/scheduled. 

Element 1 Plan and/or schedule major projects/activities 

This element covers activities such as: conduct feasibility study; obtain/evaluate price tenders; prepare a project/activity budget; prepare 
schedule/critical path 

Element 2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of major activities 

This element covers activities such as: implement plan/schedule; monitor progress against plan; communicate with participants 

Unit 1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 
Production Co-ordination involves the planning, implementation and monitoring of production schedules that wil meet customer and company 
expectations with regard to quality, quantity and efffciency of operation. 

Element 1 External Liaison 

Act as the trrst One of contact with all companies etc that have direct intruence on the running of the process. This may include NZDB, 
WPNZ. NZDRI, MAF, TELARC etc. 

Element 2 Internal Uaison 

Act as the trrst One of contact with other departments within the company. This wil cover issues such as lab grading, production scheduling, 
policy changes, SMT liaison etc.] 

Element 3 Production Planning 

Set up production plans to ensure that product manufacture wif meet the requirements of existing and up earring PA's. 

Element o4 Process Control 

Monitor process variables to ensure that yields are being maximised and that production specifications are being met. 

Element 5 Specification Control 

Be fnvo/ved fn the setting and acceptance of the speciffcations for al product manufactured within the process. 

Element 6 Performance Monitoring 

Set departmental objectives that can be periodicaly assessed to detenrine the efffciency being achieved within the department 

Element 7 Quality Control 

Take responsiblity for instigating and monitoring systems that wil ensure the quaftylfntegrity of al product. This may include, but not be 
lrmed to HACCP systems, internal and external auats, lab reporting, non conformance issues and folowup, tracebacks, etc. 

Element 8 Other 

Act as the trrst point of contact for al other issues that may affect production within the department. This may involve deaing with supply 
trrms, arrangng trials, etc. 

1.5 Quality 
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Unit 1.5.1 Documenting procedures 
This unit covers documentation of exis ting procedures. The unit does not cover the development of new procedures nor the improvement of 
existing procedures. However it do.s include handling of data and information associated with quality assurance systems such as QA 
documents, customer complaint forms, NCR reports, quality manuals, document audits and quality improvement data collection techniques. 

Element 1 Document an existing procedure 

This element covers activities such as: lfnd out what actuaUy goes on; prepare flow charts; describe procedure in steps; review with those 
who pelform procedure; submit for approval 

Element 2 Control information quality data 

This element covers activities such as: ReceMng, issuing and recording distJibution of controUed documents (eg product specilfcations); 
Assemblet1ssue/retrieve production QA documents (eg log sheets); Receive and report customer complaints; collating, checking and lffing 
Non Conformance Reports 

Element 3 Audit single procedure or document 

This element covers activities such as: verify a critical production operation; check that a production document is tiDed in correctly 

Element -4 Identify opportunities to apply quality improvement techniques 

This element covers activities such as: general observation of production operations and activities; reviewing production process 
performance; reviewing product/service quality results; consulting with others; 

Element 5 Use quality improvement data collection techniques 

Examples of quality Improvement data coUection techniques are: measles charts, check sheets, flow charts, distJibution graphs, pareto 
charts, fishbone charts, ron charts (control charts), CUSUM charts, mean and range charts, scatter charts, CEDAC). 

Unit 1.5.2 Operating procedures 
This unit covers development, implementation. standardisation of new or improved operating procedures, data analysis and review 
comp6ance aud'lting and quafty Improvement techniques. 

Element 1 Develop operating procedures 

Examples of operating procedures include procedures for starting up a plant. procedures for keeping track of product movement, procedures 
for attending a breakdown calout, procedures for ordering spare parts. 

Element 2 Implement and standardise new or improved procedures 

Element 3 Analyse/review quality data 

This element covers activities such as: Col ect and analyse customer complaints; CoDect and analyse Non Conformance Reports; CoUect 
and analyse production ron data; 
Analyse product/raw materials speciffcations; Conduct product quafty fai ure traceback 

Element -4 Conduct a compliance audit 

Examples of compliance audits are audits of operational procedures. production/QA documents. and verification of corrective action 
implementation. 

Element 5 Select quality improvement data collection methods 

Examples of quality improvement data co/Jection techniques are: measles charts, check sheets. flow charts. distribution graphs, pareto 
charts. fish bone charts, ron charts (control charts), CUSUM charts, mean and range charts, scatter charts. CEDAC). 

Element 6 Use quality Improvement tools to determine problem cause and generate possible solutions 

Unit 1.5.3 Quality Management Systems 
This unit covers the selection of an appropriate quafty system standard. and the implementation and maintenance of a quafity management 
system to that standard. Examples of quafity management standards are ISO series 9000, NZCPS, NZCLMP. 

Element 1 Develop/maintain quality management system 

This element covers activities such as: selecting standards; co-ordnating people setting up sub-system procedures; ensuring that systems 
are being implemented and audited; ensuring corrective action is being taken; reviewing quafty system operation 

Element 2 Assess. interpret. report and rec:OI'1TI1ef'ld action following a production run analysis or product failure traceback 

Element 3 Prepare producthnaterial speclflcatJon 

This element covers activities such as: Review customer requirements; Review plant/process capabMy; Draft speciffcation; Review and 
ffnalse speciffcation 

Element -4 Conduct system audits 

Examples of a system audit include: audit a quafty management system against a quaity management system standard eg ISO 9002; audit 
a product safety programme against an approved product safety programme standard 

Element 5 Select and test possible solutions that have been generated using QIP techniques 

Element 6 Implement successful problem solution 

Utilises statistics for problem solving and process control. 
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Unit 1.5.4 Regu latory 
This unit covers all procedures and programs that must be established and maintained in accordance to Company standards. 

Element 1 Product Safety Pr;gram 

Establish and maintain a product safety program in line with Product Safety Manuals eg HACCP, NCCA, Pest Control etc. 

Element 2 Customer Audits 

Define the responsibility for customer audits and liaison. 

Element 3 Company Policies 

Establish and maintain Company policies, eg /SO 9002, Health and Safety, BuHding Codes, etc. 

Element 4 ContractorNisitor Control 

Establish and maintain procedures to control contractors and visitors (refer to Control of Contractors Manual). 

1.6 Supervision 

Unit 1.6.1 Coaching & guiding 
This unit covers coaching and guiding people in the carrying out of their duties. While those who do this will often be supervisors, the unit is 
not restricted to supervisors. Although the giving of verbal instructions and demonstration of procedures is included as an example of some of 
the activities involved in coaching and guiding, the unit goes much further than this. (Conducting on-job-training is covered by unit 1. 7.a. 1.). 

Element 1 Coach and guide people in their wortc 

This element covers activities such as: provide coaching and guidance to people; set goals & objectives with people; check that people are 
performing tasks co"ectJy; allocate work to people; five verbal instructions or demonstrate procedures; ensure that resources (materials, 
supplies, etc) are available when needed 

Unit 1.6.2 Staff development 
This unit covers assessment of staff performance, and the provision of feedback, counselling and discipline in order to develop and improve 
staff performance. It also covers factrrtation of difficult work group situations. 

Element 1 Assess staff performance, and provide feedback & counselling to people 

This element covers activities such as: asess staff performance and five feedback; counsel staff with personal problems; discipline staff for 
breaches of work rules 

Element 2 Facilitate and arbitrate difficult wortc group situations 

This element covers activities such as: fact1itate a group of disruptive and negative people; arbitrate between staff who have a dispute 

1. 7 Training 

Unit 1.7.1 Conducting on job training 
This unit covers conducting of on-job training. The on-job trainer wiU be competent and experienced in the job in which the trainee will be 
trained, but may not necessarily be a supervisor. 

Element 1 Conduct on-job training 

This covers on job training such as training how to drive a forldift, how to operate packagng or production plant, how to perform a 
chemicaVmicrobiologcal analysis, how to repair plant and equipment, how to operate a wordprocessor 

Unit 1.7.2 Managing t raining 
This unit covers determination of staff training needs, the arrangement of on-job and/or off-job training, and foUowup to ensure that training 
objectives have been achieved. Scope refers to the training needs of a designated group of staff. 

Element 1 Manage staff training 

This element covers activities such as: determine staff training needs; arrange on-job or off-job training; develop and maintain staff training 
recordslcapabiBty chart 

1.8 Workforce Planning 

Unit 1.8.1 Workforce Planning 
Worl<lorce planning involves determining future staff 18quirements to ensure the rationale for staffing decisions maximises potential and 
cl8stes outcomes in line with the strategc dil8ction of the organisation. 

Element 1 Job Models 

Establsh 6st of sl<il units that make up Job Model 

Element 2 Training Needs Analysis 

Determine training in fine with skills needed for the Job Model 

Element 3 Selection and Development 

Identify best "person/job" 1ft for the Job Model eg Selection Criteria, Cal8er Pathing, Succession Planning, Performance Evaluation etc. 

Element 4 Rosters and Shifts 

This includes: ensuring sufffcient cover for production, time tabling of holdays, allocation of staff for induction and training, coordinating 
temporary and permanent staff and detemining cal backs. 

1.9 Personnel 

Unit 1.9.1 Performance Management 
Element 1 Performance Management 

This involves monitoring staff performance and providing fee~k. and developing staff through appropriate delegation of responsibility and 
authority. 
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Unit 1.9.2 Employee Relations 
Element 1 Employee Relations 

This elemant covers counseUing ana coaching and providing support through the EAP scheme for staff in cfTfffcult situations as weD as 
communicating staff development requirements on a one to one basis. 

Unit 1.9.3 Industrial Relations 
Element 1 Industrial Relations 

This element involves negotiating industrial relations issues with affected parties and avoiding potential industrial relations difficulties in the 
workplace. 

1.10 Team Leading 

Unit 1.10.1 Leadership 
Element 1 People Skills - Leadership 

This element involves providing effectiVe leadership to a team, group, or cross functional team; MotiVating staff for best performance; 
Encouragng the generation of new ideas; providing clear meaningful direction; GMng feedback on performance to staff and coUeagues and 
communicating the company's vision and strategc plan. 
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2.1 Office Equipment 

Unit 2.1 .1 General office equipment 
This unit covers operation of gener~l oftfce equipment. General oftfce equipment includes any general oftfce equipment relevant to the 
person's position such as photocopier, fax machine, computer printer, and binder. It should be noted that operate in terms of this unit means 
the ability to use the full range of features applicable to the relevant equipment. At this level, the person wiU operate the equipment in 
accordance with supplier or company site operating procedures. 

Element 1 Operate general office equipment 

This element covers activities such as: use fuU features of general oftfce equipment (eg enlarge/reduce, collating, singe to double sided on 
photocopier; speed dialling, short codes on fax); conduct basic maintenance on general oftfce equipment (eg dear paper jams, replace toner 
cartridges on photo-copiers); arrange for servicing of general oftfce equipment as necessary 

Unit 2.1.2 Evaluation of office equipment 
This unit covers evaluation of oftfce equipment. Evaluation means the assessment of the relative attributes of equipment and the making of a 
recommendation according to the assessment. It does not include the making of a decision of which equipment to purchase or use. 

Element 1 Evaluate costs and specifications of office equipment 

This element covers activities such as: evaluation of suitability for use of new or used oftfce equipment; evaluation of cost/benefit of oftfce 
equipment; determination of specifications for oftfce equipment 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 

Unit 2.2.1 Filing/Petty Cashllmprest cheque account/Receiving Money. 
This unit covers ffling of data and information. Filing may be electronic or hard copy, and includes any filing relevant to the person's position. At 
this level, the person uses filing systems and procedures as determined by a senior clerical person, supervisor, or by management. 

Element 1 File records/information 

This element covers activities such as: ffle and retrieve records, update ff/e records, cross reference ff/es where appropriate (eg cross 
reference index for alpha and numerical ffles) 

Element 2 Operate petty cash system 

This element covers activities such as: check approvals; issue cash; check receipts and change add up; reconcile and reimburse petty cash 

Element 3 Operate imprest cheque account 

This element covers activities such as: check authorisation; obtain signatures; issue cheques; update cheque regster 

Element 4 Receive payment by cash or cheque 

This element covers activities such as: receive payments; issue receipts; code receipts; balance receipt book to banking 

Unit 2.2.2 Developing & implementing filing and record systems 
This unit covers development and implementation of new filjng and record systems. At this level the person has the skil to assess need, 
develop the most appropriate system, and implement the system. 

Element 1 Develop new filing and record systems 

This covers the development of new ffing and record systems; the improvement of existing ffllnglrecord systems 

Element 2 Implement new filing and record systems 

This element covers activities such as: the implementation of new filng and record systems; the implementation of improvements to existing 
!fling and record systems 

2.3 Invoices, Reconciliations, and Reports 

Unit 2.3.1 Debtors/Creditors invoices 
This unit covers processing of debtors and creditors invoices in accordance with company or site poicies and procedures. Debtors invoices 
include any debtors invoices relevant to the person's position. 

Element 1 Process debtors invoices 

This element covers activHies such as: obtain relevant information; prepare invoices and credit notes; despatch invoices and credit notes; 
print debtors statements; generate and run debtors reports; age debtors; process payments 

Element 2 Process creditors invoices 

This element covers activities such as: receive invoices and maintain regster; check invoices to order end goods receipts; obtain 
authorisation for payment; enter invoices into computer systemldr6W cheques; folow up queries; process credit notes and request credits; 
Ieise with creditors 

Unit 2.3.2 Reconciliations 
This unit covers recon~ation (matching) of two or more dfferent sets of data and checking for variances. Examples of reconciiations include 
reconcifng bank statement against general/edger, debtors statements against general/edger, stock takes against stock records. production 
records against Dairy Board records. 

Element 1 Reconcile two different sets of data 

This element covers activities such as: obtain two sets of data; check for variances; write up reconciiation 

Element 2 Action reconciliation variances 

This element covers actMties such as: make adjustments as appropriate (eg joumal entries, request for credit, writ&-offs) 

Unit 2.3.3 Management infonnation reports 
This unit covers preparation of management information reports such as production tonnages and grade results, payment reports, factory 
performance reports, maintenance reports, wages and overtime reports. 

Element 1 Prepare management information reports ;:;-

This element covers actiVIties such as: prepare report manually or from computer; check report; despatch report 
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2.4 Payroll 

Unit 2.4.1 Wage/salary payments 
This unit covers collection of times/;eets or time cards, checking of time sheets or time cards, distribution of wage and salary payments to 
employees, and responding to queries regarding payments and paysJips. Scope covers these activities in respect to a shift, department, 
operating unit, or site. 

Element 1 Collect timesheets, distribute wages and salaries, and resolve pay queries 

This element covers activities such as: collect time sheets or time cards; check timesheets or time cards; distribute wage/salary payments; 
respond to pay queries 

Unit 2.4.2 Process wage/salary payments 
This unit covers processing of wage and salary payments. Scope covers the processing of wage and salary payments for a company or site . 

Element 1 Process wage/salary payments 

This element covers activities such as: calculate wage/salary payments manuaUy or by entering timesheets or timecards into a computer 
system; ensure payments are correctly authorised 

Unit 2.4.3 Payroll administration 
This unit covers maintenance of a payrol system for a company or site. 

Element 1 Administer payroll system 

This element covers activities such as: maintain staff payroll records; staff engagements and transfers: staff terminations; employee 
allowances; employee deductions; prepare earnings certiffcates; ACC documentation and preparation; providing infonnation and processing 
documentation for employee benelfts (eg medical insurance, superannuation, staff cards, etc); safety documentation; reconciliation of wage 
system to general/edger 

2.5 Public/Customers 

Unit 2.5.1 Telephone switchboard PABX/Mail and couriers/Reception and site visitors. 
This unit covers operation of a telephone PABX switchboard for a site, mal and couriers, reception and site visitors. 

Element 1 Operate telephone PABX switchboard 

This element covers activities such as: Operate telephone switchboard/PAS><; Take messages and foUow up queries; Answer standard 
queries (eg job vacancies) 

Element 2 Dist.ributeldespatch mail and parcels 

This element covers activities such as: receive/distribute incoming mail/parcels; despatch maiVparce/s 

Element 3 Welcome visitors and deal with visitor queries 

This element covers activities such as: welcome visitors; follow visitor record procedure; respond to visitor queries; keep reception area tidy. 
Visitors includes all visitors as well as customers, clients, suppliers, and staff. 

Element 4 Arrange and co~rdinate visits to site 

This element covers activities such as: arrange and coordinate visits to site; organise catering, accommodation, meetings: talk with 
customers or clients to establish a relationship; answer questions from customers and members of the pubHc 
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3.1 External Cleaning 

Unit 3.1.1 External cleaning 
This unit covers external cleaning Ot building, equipment and surrounds in accordance with company/site hygene requirements, procedures. 
and codes of practice. 

Element 1 Clean external building, equipment, and surrounds 

This element covers activities such as: clean external building areas eg walls, roofs, guttering, paving, surrounds; identify problem cleaning 
areas/trouble spots: free obstructions from pipes and valves; clean external equipment; dispose of rubbish; clean air filters & air filtration 
systems; clean/test strength of chemicals in footbaths; clean insect screens and air filters; clean out cooling towers 

3.2 Internal Cleaning 

Unit 3.2.1 Internal cleaningNinyl cleaning and polishing. 
This unit covers cleaning of external surfaces of plant and equipment, and cleaning of internal building areas, floors, walls, ceilings, stairwells, 
cupboards, etc to company/site hygene requirements, procedures, and codes of practices. 

Element 1 Clean internal building areas and surfaces, and external plant & equipment surfaces 

This element covers activities such as: clean infernal worX areas and surfaces (eg plant & equipment surfaces, walls, floors, ceilings); 
clean/test strength of chemicals in footbaths 

Element 2 Clean, strip and polish vinyl surfaces 

This element covers activities such as: strip and prepare vinyl surface; polish vinyl surface 

3.3 Grounds Maintenance 

Unit 3.3.1 Grounds, lawns and gardens 
This unit covers maintenance of grounds, lawns and gardens on dairy company sites and properties. It covers the use of lawn mowers, 
tractors, weed-eaters, chemical sprayers, gardening fools and equipment. 

Element 1 Maintain grounds, lawns, and gardens 

This element covers actMties such as: mow lawns; operate weed-eater and/or weed-sprayer; prune trees/shrubs 

3.4 Laundry 

Unit 3.4.1 Issue laundry; collect and despatch soiled laundry 
This unit covers receipt and issue of laundry, and the coHection and despatch of soiled laundry. 

Element 1 Sort, fold and issue laundry 

This element covers activities such as: fold, sort and issue overaUs; deliver to lockers 

Element 2 Collect and despatch dirty laundry 

Unit 3.4.2 Launder overalls 
This unit covers laundry of clothing, mats, towels, cloths, etc. If also covers the repair, or a"angement of repairs, to clothing. 

Element 1 Launder overalls etc 

This element covers actMties such as: launder overals, mats, towels, cloths, etc; repair clothing (eg zips, tears); fix labels (eg to clothing) 

3.5 Cleaning Equipment 

Unit 3.5.1 Cleaning equipment 
This unit covers use of cleaning equipment such as washing machines, dishwahers, wet/dry scrubbers, floor polishers, motorised sweepers, 
and portawashers (low or high pressure cleaners/water blasters). 

Element 1 Use cleaning equipment 

3.6 Pest Control 

Unit 3.6.1 Pest control 
This unit covers development and maintenance of a pest control programme. Pests include rodents, birds, insects, spiders. cats. 

Element 1 Develop and maintain pest control program 

3.7 Lifting Equipment 

Unit 3.7.1 Operate lift hoist 
This unit covers operation of manual and mechanical lifting equipment such as endless chain hoists and power winches. 

Element 1 Operate lift hoist 

This element covers activities such as: determine correct load weight; secure and /iff load; place and release load 
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4-1 Cafetaria 

Unit 4.1.1 Food preparation & sales 
This unit covers preparation and sale of food and beverages in a site or departmental cafetaria. 

Element 1 Prepare food/beverages 

This element covers activities such as: preparation of meals, sandwiches, cakes, small goods. tea, coffee. 

Element 2 Sell and serve food and beverages 

Unit 4.1.2 Special food preparation 
This unit covers the preparation of food to special customer requirements which are outside of normal duties such as preparation of additional 
food and beverages for parties of visitors, preparation of food and beverages using Bmited or unfamiliar facilities, and preparation of food for 
people with special dietary needs. 

Element 1 Prepare food and beverage.s for special customer requirements 

• 
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5.1 Liquid Product Storage and Handling 

Unit 5.1.1 Liquid Rroduct transfer 
This unit covers transfer of liquid products. Uquid products covers any liquid product relevant to the site such as milk, cream, buttennilk, 
skimmifk, whey, vegetable oils, and water. (Note that this unit does not apply to the nonnalloading or unloading of tankers as carried out by 
tanker drivers. Loading and unloading of tankers as carried out by tanker drivers has different perfonnance criteria, and is covered in unit 
17.2.a.1). 

Element 1 Transfer liquid product 

This element covers activities such as: unload/load product fromtfo tanker; transfer product from one department to another department; 
fi!Vempty product silos or tanks 

Element 2 CIP tanks, silos and lines 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Unit 5.1.2 Silo management 
This unit covers management of liquid product in silos or tanks to optimise silo volume utilisation and product quality. 

Element 1 Manage silo filling and emptying to optimise silo spac.e and product quality 

Unit 5.1.3 Abnormal milk or product 
This unit covers acceptance or rejection of abnonnal milk or product and detennination of action required foUowing such a decision. M1Jk or 
product includes any product relevant to the site such as milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, and vegetable oils. 
Element 1 Accept/Reject abnormal product 

5.2 Separation/Clarification 

Unit 5.2.1 Separation/clarification I 
This unit covers operation of a separator(s) or clarifier(s) to separate or clarify product. Product includes any product relevant to the site such 
as milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, and vegetable ois. At this level. the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, 
and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor. or management. 

Element 1 Operate separator or clarifier to separate or clarify product 

Operate plant means: start separator/clarifier and place on product; monitor and adjust separator/clarifier; take separator/clarifier off/on 
product during temporary production delay; take separator/clarifier off product at end of production ron; shutdown (stop) separator/clarifier 

Element 2 CIP separator/clari fier 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Strip, clean, and reassemble solid bowl separator 

Unit 5.2.2 Separation/clarification II 
This unit covers operation of a separator(s) or clarifier(s) whie deaing With operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Clear and restart separator/clarifier 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment faiures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump fa11ures. plant/pipe 
blockages. fire and following from emergency shutdowns. This s~ covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 2 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: separator/clarifier seal falure; separator/ciarifier bowl not dosing correctty; abnonna/ noise or vibration in 
separator/clarifier; incorrect separator/clarifier discharge; separator/clarifier not coming up to speed; incorrect back-pressures on 
separator/clarifier 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of separated product out of spec on fat %; incorrect back-pressures on separator/clarifier 

Unit 5.2.3 Separation/clarification Ill 
This unit covers operation of a separator(s) or clarifier(s) whie deafng with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonna/. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolVe the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Strip and reassemble a separator or clarifier 

This covers stripping and assembly of bowl and disks of self-desJudgng separator/clarifier 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnonna/ noise or vibration in separator/clarifier; separator/clarifier seal failure; separator/clarifier bowl not 
closing correctly 

Element 3 Detennine cause of abnormal operati ng conditions 

This covers determination of whether the cause of the condition arises from a process, mechanical, or electrical nature. This element covers 
activities such as: separator/clarifier out on overload; separator/clarifier not coming up to speed; incorrect separator/clarifier discharge 
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Unit 5.2.4 Separation/clarification IV 
This unit covers determination and setting of separation/clarification plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures. process 
volumes per hour) and materia/S/1n-gredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine separation/clarification plant operating parameters and specifications to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of separated/clarified product out of spec on micro 

5.3 Heating and Cooling plant 

Unit 5.3.1 Heating/cooling I (direct & indirect heaters & coolers) 
This unit covers operation of heating and cooling plant to heat and cool product (eg pre-heating, thermalising, pasteurising, cooling). Product 
includes any product relevant to the site such as milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmi/k, whey, vegetable oils and water. Plant includes any direct 
or indirect heating and cooling plant used for heating and cooling product. At this level. the operator operates the plant as per parameters, 
guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate heating and cooling plant & equipment 

Operate plant means: start heater/cooler and place on product to heat/coo/ product; monitor and adjust heater/cooler; operate divert system 
when product temperature outside set parameters (If applicable); take heater/cooler off/on product for temporary hold of production; take 
heater/cooler off product at end of production run; shut down heater/cooler, clear and restart after power surge/failure; shut down (stop) 
heater/cooler 

Element 2 CIP heating/cooling plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-plactJ cleaning regmtJ 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blown seals in heater/cooler; blocked heater/cooler 

Unit 5.3.2 Heating/cooling II (direct & indirect heaters & coolers) 
This unit covers operation of heating and cooling plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
thtJ knowledge and abifrty to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skin 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Strip and reassemble heating/cooling plant/equipment 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect temperature/pressure differentials; product contamination (eg micro. heating/cooling medium) in 
heater/cooler 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked heater/cooler; blown seals in heater/cooler; cause of product contamination (eg micro, 
heating/cooling medium) in heaterlcooltJr; incorrect temperature/pressure differentials; incorrectly assembled heater/cooler 

Unit 5.3.3 Heating/cooling Ill (direct & indirect heaters & coolers) 
This unit covers determination and setting of heating/cooling plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materialsAngredienf/recipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine heating/cooling plant operating paramete.rs and specifications to achieve product specification 

5.4 Standardising/Batching/Mixing 

Unit 5.4.1 Standardising/batching/mixing I 
This unit covers operation of standardisinglbatchinglmixing plant to mix up to two products to a speclffed composition. Product includes any 
product relevant to the site such as milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, vegetable ois, or their derivatives. At this level, the operator 
operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

E.lement 1 Operate standardlsinglbatchinglmixing plant 

Operate plant means: start standardisinglbatching/Trixing plant and place on product; monitor and adjust plant to mix 2 streams (eg 
skim/cream); take standardi:singlbatchinglmixing plant off/on product during production; take standardisinglbatchinglmixing plant off product 
at end of run; shut down (stop) standardisinglbatching/mixing plant 

Element 2 CIP standardl.sing/~tchinglmixlng plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Clear and restart standardisinglbatching/mixing plant 

This covers situations such as services. plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures. plant/pipe 
blockages, ffre and foUowing from emergency shutdowns. This skill covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 
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Unit 5.4.2 Standardising/batching/mixing lla 
This unit covers operation of a standardisinglbatchinglmixing plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify 
means having the knowledge and /Jbility to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the 
essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect mixing of product; incorrect quality, quantity, type of raw product; malfunction of mixing 
plant/equipment 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect quality, quantity, type of raw product 

Element 3 Operate standardising/batchingfmixing plant to mix 3 or more streams 

Operate plant means to start. monitor and adjust, take plant on/off product during production, take plant off product at end of run, shutdown 
plant 

Element 4 Isolate and reprocess product 

Unit 5.4.3 Standardising/batching/mixing Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of standardisinglbatchinglmixing plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process 
volumes per hour) and materiaiSifngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine standardisinglbatching/mixing plant operating parameters and specifications to achieve product 
specification 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers determination of whether the cause of the condition arises from a process, mechanical, or electrical nature. This covers 
conditions such as: malfunction of mixing plant/equipment 

5.5 Dosing/application of Product or Ingredients 

Unit 5.5.1 Dosing/application of product or ingredients I 
This unit covers operation of dosing/application plant to dose or apply product or ingredients to a specified composition. or at a specified 
application rate. Examples of products or ingredients are vitamins, minerals, lecithin, salt, mineral acids, alkali, starter and water. At this level, 
the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or 
management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought 
from others, but the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Ope.rate dosing/application plant to dose or apply product or ingredients 

Operate plant means: start dosing/application system to dose/add to product; monitor and adjust dosing/application system; take 
dosing/application plant off/on product during production; take dosing/application plant off product at end of run; shut down (stop) 
dosing/application plant 

Element 2 CIP dosing/application plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Clear and restart dosing/application plant 

This covers situations such as services. plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and following from emergency shutdowns. This skil covers the ablity to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services faiure. 

Element 4 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: air locking in dose/application mix; doselapplicatkJn system faults (eg pump blockage, tructuations, failure); 
dosing/application mix temperature too higMow; 
incorrect agitation/mixing of dose/application mix; incorrect concentration of dose/application mix; incorrect injection/application of 
dose/application mix; incorrect type of dose/application ingredient (eg wrong type of salt, vitamin); insuftfcient dose/application mix 

Element 5 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: air lock in doselappication mix; dosinglappication rnx temperature too higMow; incorrect agtation/mixing of 
dose/appication mix; 
incorrect concentration of dose/application mix; insutffcient dose/application mix 

Unit 5.5.2 Dosing/application of product or ingredients II 
This unit covers operation of dosing/application plant whie dealng with operating condtions of the nature /den tiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the conation in most situations. 

Element 1 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: dose/application system faults (eg pump blockage, tructuations, failure); incorrect injection/application of 
dose/application mix; incorrect type of dose/application ingredient (eg wrong type of salt, vitamin) 

Unit 5.5.3 Dosing/application of product or ingredients Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of dosinf¥application plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes 
per hour) and matetia/Sifngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specmcation. 

Element 1 Determine dosing/application operating parameters and specifications to achieve product specification 

5.6 Process Systems (Pumps, Pipes, Valves) 
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Unit 5.6.1 Process systems I 
This unit covers detection and resolution of plant and service conditions such as those identified in this unit. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a-condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: motors/pumps/fans out on overload; abnormal temperature, noise, vibration of motors, pumps, fans. etc; 
blocked product filters; loose/broken air-tine to valve; caustic dosing lines blocked; incorrect level in balance tank; leaking pump seal; leaking 
unions, flanges. pipes; loose belts to pumps, fans, etc; manual valves in incorrect position; product not recirculating (eg valve fault); pump air
locking; loss of airMater/steam pressure 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: leaking unions/ flanges; manual valves to correct position 

Unit 5.6.2 Process systems II 
This unit covers detection and resolution of plant and service conditions such as those identified in this unit. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: faulty photo-cells, limit switches, proximities; controDer staying in manual (i.e. will not change to automatic); 
faulty non-retum valve; incorrect position of remote-actuated valve; pump starving/cavitation; pumps/fans failure to start through ' lock-out• 
sequence or incorrect feedback; steam condensate trap leaking or blocked 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked pipes or lines 

Unit 5.6.3 Process systems Ill 
This unit covers detection and resolution of plant and service conditions such as those identified in this unit. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnonnal high pressure pump or booster pump noise; faulty temperature/pH probes; pump impeller running 
in wrong direction; valve actuator malfunction (eg through oil in air line); variable-speed drive fault 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of pump air-locking; faulty non-retum valve; pump starving/cavitation 

Unit 5.6.4 Process systems IV 
This unit covers detennination of whether the cause of conditions such as those identified in this unit arise from a process. mechanical, or 
electrical nature. This skill enables time and cost savings through quicker resolution of the condition. For example, an electrician can be called 
if the cause is an electrical fault, or the process can be adjusted if the cause is a processing condition. 

Element 1 Determine cause of abnonnal process system condition 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect level in balance tank (eg level transmitter, high inflow, etc); motors/pumps/fans out on overload; 
product not recirculating (eg valve fault); abnormal high pressure pump or booster pump noise; abnonnal temperature, noise, vibration of 
motors, pumps, fans. etc; incorrect position of remote-actuated valve; pumps/fans failure to start through "'ock-out sequence·; valve actuator 
malfunction 

5.7 CIP- General Operation 

Unit 5.7.1 CIP- general I 
This unit covers detection and resolution of CIP conditions such as those identified in this unit. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability 
to deal with a concfition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is that the person has the 
knowledge and experience to resolve the condition In most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnonnal CIP conditions 

This covers conditions such as: loss of CIP solution; product residues caused by Incorrect cleaning or rinsing from previous cleaning; 
blocked CIP nozzles or spray-bans; CIP solution contaminated by product; CIP supplylretum pump tripped, air-locking; incorrect CIP 
cleaninglsanitising solution strength; incorrect CIP routing (eg valve; flow-plate in incorrect position); incorrect temperatures or flow set-points; 
lnsutrfcient pressure to washerslspray-baUs; leak in CIP One to nozzles, spray-balls, washers; product storage tankslsios not drained 

Element 2 Recti fy abnonnal CIP conditions 

This cover.s conditions such as: blocked CIP nozzles or spray-balls; incorrect CIP cleaning/sanitising solution strength; incorrect CIP routing 
(eg valve; flow-plate in incorrect position); leak in CIP fine to nozzles, spray-balls, washers; loss of CIP solution; product storage tanks/silos 
not drained 
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Unit 5.7.2 CIP -general II 
This unit covers detection and resolution of CIP conditions such as those identified In this unit. Rectify means having the knowledge and abt7ity 
to deal with a condition and restore.it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is that the person has the 
knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal CIP conditions 

This covers conditions such as: damage to plant & equipment caused by cleaning chemicat. incorrect CIP sequence; incorrect cleaning (eg 
high bug count; product deposits); product contaminated by CIP 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal CIP conditions 

This covers determination of whether the cause of CIP conditions such as in the examples arise from a process. mechanical, or electrical 
nature. This covers conditions such as: cause of product contamination of CIP solution; cause of contamination of product by CIP chemical; 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal CIP conditions 

This covers conditions such as: adjust CIP process to remove and prevent product residues; CIP supplylretum pump tripped, or air-locking; 
incorrect CIP cleaning (eg washing, rinsing, temps, flows, chemical concentration); incorrect CIP sequence; incorrect temperatures or flow 
set-points; insuMcient pressure to washerslspray-bals 

Unit 5.7.3 CIP - general Ill 
This unit covers determination of CIP cleaning regme to clean plant in place. CIP cleaning reljme includes activities such as determining type 
and concentration of chemicals, cleaning sequences, cycle times, temperatures, and flow rates. 

Element 1 Determine CIP clean ing regime 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 
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6.1 Ultrafiltration 

Unit 6.1.1 Ultrafilt(ation I 
This unit covers operation of ultrafiltration plant to filter product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site such as milk, 
cream. buttem11Jk, sl<immifk, whey, vegetable oils and water. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and 
specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate ultrafiltration plant 

Operate plant means: start up UF plant and place on product; monitor and adjust UF plant take UF fine off/on product during production; shut 
down UF line at end of production 

Element 2 CIP ultrafiltration plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: high UF module operating temperatures; poor quaUty raw product (eg pH, temp, milky); leaky membranes; 
low solids in retentate; product out of spec on protein; UF line not receiving feed supply 

Element 4 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: lack of feed to UF line; low so6ds in retentate 

Unit 6.1.2 Ultrafiltration II 
This unit covers operation of ultrafiltration plant while deaUng with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sl<iU is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust uHrafiltration plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust UF plant (from rjven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product specification 

Element 2 Clear and restart u ltrafiltration plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electticity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and folowing from emergency shutdowns. This SX. covers the abiity to clear and restart the plant affer such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fouling of membranes; product out-of-spec through fines in raw product 

Element 4 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of poor qualfty raw product; cause of product out of spec on protein; fouling of membranes; high UF 
module operating temperatures; leaky membranes 

Unit 6.1 .3 Ultrafiltration Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of ultrafiltration plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures. process volumes per 
hour) and materialstfngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Oetennine UF operating parameters and specifications to achieve product specifiation 

6.2 Electrodialysis Oemineralisation 

Unit 6.2.1 Electrodialysis I 
This unit covers operation of electrocialysis plant to demineralise product to specification as wei as dismantfir1g, cleaning and reassembly of 
electrodialysis plant. Product includes any product relevant to the site such as milk, cream, buttermilk, sl<immilk, whey, vegetable oils and 
water. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guide6nes, and specifications set by an experienced operator, 
supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and abiflty to deal with a concition and restore it to normal. Assistance 
may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most 
situations. 

Element 1 Operate electrodialysis plant 

Operate plant means: Start electrodialysis (E. D.) plant and place on product; Monitor and adjust E.D. plant; Take E.D. plant off/on product 
during production; Take E.D. plant ofr product at end of production run; Shut down (stop} E. D. plant 

Element 2 CIP electrodialysis p lant 

CJP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating condHlons 

This covers conditions such as: blocked filters on E.D. plant; blown manifolds and leaks on E.D. plant; frothy product 

Element 4 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked filters on E. D. plant 

El ement 5 Dismantle, clean, and reassemble E.D. plant 
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Unit 6.2.2 Electrodialysis II 
This unit covers operation of an electrodialysis plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a..condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Clear and restart electrodialysis plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and following from emergency shutdowns. This skill covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: chemical supply failure to E. D. plant rising stack pressures on E.D. plant water pressure too higMow to 
E.D. plant 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blown manifolds on E.D. plant chemica/leaks; chemical supply failure to E.D. plant de-gasifier stoppage; 
failure of plant to start; high product conductivity; hydraulic pressure ffuctuations; stack amperage too high; frothy product; higMow water 
pressure to E.D. plant; overffow of whey balance tank to E.D. plant; rising stack pressures on E.D. plant; unenefljsed gate switch 

Unit 6.2.3 Electrodialysis Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of electrodialysis plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materialst1ngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine E.D. plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of product out of spec on micro or yeast and mould; cause of product not meeting demineralisation 
specification; incorrect hydraulic stack pressures 

6.3 ton Exchange Demineralisation 

Unit 6.3.1 ton exchange I 
This unit covers operation of ion exchange plant to demineralise product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site 
such as milk, cream, buttermilk. skimmilk, whey, and vegetable oDs. At this level. the operator operates the plant as per parameters, 
guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor. or management. 

Element 1 Operate ion exchange plant 

Operate plant means: Start Jon Exchange (I.E.) plant and place on product; Monitor and adjust I.E. plant; Take I.E. plant off/on product 
during production; Take I.E. plant off product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) I.E. plant 

Element 2 Regenerate ion exchange plant 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: chemical supply failure to I.E. plant 

Element 4 Operate demineralisation plant to demineralise wate.r 

Operate plant means to check and start I.E. plant. monitor and adjust I.E. plant, shutdown I.E. plant 

Element 5 Regen water demin plant 

Element 6 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect quality of demineralised water 

Element 7 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect quality of demneraOsed water for CIP of UF plant; highAow de min water; incorrect pH in water 

Unit 6.3.2 Jon exchange lla 
This unit covers operation of ion exchange plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature /den tiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiU is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolVe the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust ion exchange plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust I.E. plant (from gven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fouOng of plant; higMow water pressure to I.E. plant; chemical supply failure to I.E. plant; chemica/leaks; 
high product conductivity; incorrect process selection; feed balance tank overffow 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked mters on I.E. plant; unrecovered I.E. feed balance tank; rising stack pressures on I.E. plant; blown 
manifolds on I.E. plant; frothy product 
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Unit 6.3.3 lon exchange Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of ion exchange plant operating parameters (eg temperatures. pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materials/ingredient/recipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Detennine ion exchange plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of product not meeting demineralisation specification 

6.4 Reverse Osmosis 

Unit 6.4.1 Reverse osmosis I 
This unit covers operation of reverse osmosis plant to filter product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site such as 
milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, vegetable oils and water. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, 
and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate reverse osmosis plant 

Ope.rate plant means: Start R.O. plant and place on product; Monitor and adjust R.O. plant; Take R.O. plant off/on product during production; 
Take R.O. plant off product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) R.O. plant 

Element 2 CIP reverse osmosis plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regime 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fouling membranes; high conductivity in membranes; incorrect pH, bar pressure, temperature, total soUds; 
fouUng of filter (i.e fines) 

Unit 6.4.2 Reverse osmosis II 
This unit covers operafion of reverse osmosis plant while deaDng with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust reverse osmosis plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust RO plant (from gven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product specification 

Element 2 Clear and restart reverse osmosis plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and foUowing from emergency shutdowns. This skiU covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fouOng of membranes; leaky membranes; high conductivity in membranes; incorrect pH, bar pressure, 
temperature, total soUds; fouUng of filter (i.e fines) 

Unit 6.4.3 Reverse osmosis Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of reverse osmosis plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materialslingredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Detennine reverse osmosis plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

6.5 Filter Press 

Unit 6.5.1 Filter pressing I 
This unit covers operation of a filter press to filter product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site such as milk, 
cream, buttermilk, skimmHk, whey, vegetable oils and water. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and 
specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a 
condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sJal is that the person has the knowledge 
and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Bement 1 Operate filter press 

Operate plant means: Prepare filter press for production; Monitor and adjust filter press to press batches of product Shut down filter press at 
end of production 

Element 2 Adjust filter press plant from given startlng parameters 

This means to adjust filter press plant (from gven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product 
specification 

Element 3 Clear and restart filter press 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, lfre and following from emergency shutdowns. This skil covers the abiUty to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rrtetify the cause of the plant/services fat7ure. 

Element 4 CIP filter press 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 5 Detect & recti fy abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect slurry feed supply; leaky cloths; incorrect slurry solids 
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Unit 6.5.2 Filter pressing II 
This unit covers operation of a filter press while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and abHity to deaf with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiU is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolVe the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fouling of cloths 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of poor quality raw product; fouling of cloths; leaky cloths 

Unit 6.5.3 Filter pressing Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of fflter pressing plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materiafsAngredientlrecipe specmcations to achieve product specmcation. 

Element 1 Oetennine filter press plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 
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8.1 Evaporation 

Unit 8.1.1 Evaporat ion I 
This unit covers operation of evap;),gtion plant to evaporate product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site such as 
milk, cream, buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, vegetable oils and water. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, 
and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor. or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with 
a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge 
and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate evaporation plant 

Operate plant means: Check and start evaporator on water and change to product; Monitor and adjust evaporator; Take evaporator off 
product for temporary production delay; Take evaporator off product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) evaporator 

Element 2 CIP evaporation plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regime 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: condensate ffooding; condenser cooUng water too hot ffooding of evaporator effects 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: ffooding of effects; low feed level in buffer tank 

Unit 8.1.2 Evaporation II 
This unit covers operation of a evaporation plant while deaUng with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust evaporation plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust evaporation plant (from given starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changing to another product 
specification 

Element 2 Clear and restart evaporation plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment faiures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and foUowing from emergency shutdowns. This skill covers the ability to clear and restart the plant atrer such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: insufficient coveragellfow over evaporator caUandria tube; vacuum leaks 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: condensate ffooding; hot condenser cooling water; inconsistent solids from evaporation 

Unit 8.1.3 Evaporation Ill 
This unit covers operation of evaporation plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of concentrate out of spec on micro; vacuum leaks; insufficient coveragelffow over evaporator 
calandria tube 

Unit 8.1.4 Evaporation IV 
This unit covers determination and setting of evaporation plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures. process volumes per hour) 
and materialslfngredient/recipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Detennine evaporation plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

This includes setting of pre-heat conditions and conffguration to gain correct product viscosity, WPNI, heat stabiity 

8.2 Homogenisation 

Unit 8.2.1 Homogenisation I 
This unit covers operation of homogenisation plant to homogenise product to specification. Product includes any product relevant to the site 
such as milk. cream. buttermilk, skimmilk, whey, vegetable ois and water. At this level, rhe operator operates the plant as per parameters, 
guidelines. and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability 
to deaf with a condition and rastore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sd is that the person has the 
knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate homogenising plant 

Operate plant means: Start homogeniser and place onto product; Monitor and adjust homogeniser; Take homogeniser off/on product during 
temporary production delay; Take homogeniser off product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) homogeniser 

Element 2 CIP homogenising plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regime 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal operation (eg noise, oil pressure) of homogeniser; fluctuating homogeniser pressures; incorrect 
homogenisation pressure set-points; leaking homogeniser seals 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This co"!.rs conditions such as: incorrect homogenisation pressure set-point 
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Unit 8.2.2 Homogenisation II 
This unit covers operation of homO{lenisation plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Stripfassemble homogenisation plant 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incoffect calibration of homogeniser gauges 

Element 3 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of premature wear of homogeniser seals 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal operation (eg noise) of homogeniser; cause of incorrect homogenisation; cause of micro 
contamination of product from homogeniser; fluctuating homogeniser pressures 

Unit 8.2.3 Homogenisation Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of homogenisation plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materialstfngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine homogenising plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

8.3 Casein (wet-side) Curd Production 

Unit 8.3.1 Casein (wet-side) I 
This unit covers operation of wet-side casein plant to produce casein curd to specification. Casein curd includes any type of casein curd such 
as lactic acid, mineral acid, and rennet casein curd. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and 
specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a 
condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skR is that the person has the knowledge 
and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate wet-side casein plant 

Operate plant means: Operate wet-side casein plant Monitor and adjust casein plant Take plant off/on product for temporary production 
delay; Shut down casein plant 

Element 3 CIP wet-side casein plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 4 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: flow fluctuations: lfnes losses; high ffnes passing through system; incorrect cooing temp, pH. loading, or lfne 
curd during dewaterln~ incorrect curd consistency; incorrect curd size from mincer or sizer; 
incorrect hot wash temperature; incorrect particle size, clarity of whey, and temperature during dewheyin~ incorrect wash/cooking 
temperature, particle size, pH of wash-water, or production rate during washing 

Element 5 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: curd buildup on screens during production; holes in wash screen; incorrect curd consistency; incorrect hot 
wash temperature; product surge during silo change; wash tuMank overffow during production or shutdown; blocked decanters, tubs or 
presses during shutdown; plant blockages during production 

Unit 8.3.2 Casein (wet-side) II -silo coagulation (lactic and rennet/mineral acid 
coagulation/caseinating. 

This unit covers monitoring of si/o(s) to produce coagulant to specification for lactic acid casein, rennet casein, or simiar casein products 
relevant to the site. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guideines, and specifications set by an experienced 
operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Monitor silo to produce c~gulant to specification 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: layering of curd in sio 

Element 3 Monitor temperatures, skim-now and precipitation pH to produce coagulant to specification 

Element 4 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect acid strength; incorrect temperature parameters for coagulation; incorrect washing temperatures 
through plant 

Element 5 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: no acid or heat at coagulation 

Element 6 Operate caseinating plant 

Operate plant means: Check & start caseinating plant Monitor & adjust caseinating of casein curd; shut down caseinating plant 

Element 7 CIP caselnating plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 8 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: higMow pH of casein curd; incorrect alkaline addition 
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Unit 8.3.3 Casein (wet-side) Ill 
This unit covers operation of wet-side casein plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a-condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust wet-side casein plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust wet-side casein plant (from gven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product 
specmcation 

Element 2 Adjust wet-side casein plant when services fluctuate 

Adjust plant to maintain product to specmcation when services (eg water pressure, air pressure, steam pressure) fluctuate 

Element 3 Clear and restart wet-side casein plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, ffre and following from emergency shutdowns. 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of ffnes losses; cause of contaminated rework; high tines passing through system; incorrect cooling 
temp, pH, loading, or fine curd during dewatering; incorrect pat1icle size, clarity of whey, and temperature during dewheying; incorrect 
wash/cooking temperature. pat1icle size, pH of wash-water, or production rate during washing 

Element 5 Determine caseinating plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 6 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: alkaUne addition parameters; pH control; high pump pressures due to incorrect rpm, temps, total solids; 
blocked product feed system; higMow pH curd size 

Unit 8.3.4 Casein (wet-side) IV 
This unit covers detennination and setting of wet-side casein plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour)and materialsAngredlentlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine wet-side casein plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

8.4 Drying - (Powders and Caseins) 

Unit 8.4.1 Drying I 

22 

This unit covers operation of drying plant to dry product to specification. Product includes any dry products relevant to the sit9 such as 
wholemt7k powder, buttermilk powder, skimmilk powder, whey powder, casein, and caseinates. At this level, the operator operates the plant as 
per parameters, guideUnes, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate drying plant 

Operate plant means: Check and start drier and place on product; Monitor and adjust drier; Take drier off product for temporary stop/hold of 
production: Take drier off product and shut down drier; Shut down, clear. and restart drier after pump, fan, power, air heater. etc failure 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked fluid bed or deck; incorrect depth of powder on fluid bed or decks; jammed rotary/cycle valves or 
venturis; powder buildup on internal surfaces 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked cyclones; cause of powder out of spec on moisture; blocked deck; situation arising from tuming heat 
off decks or fluid beds too earty 

Element 4 CIP drying plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 
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Unit 8.4.2 Drying II 
This unit covers operation of drying_plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature Identified. Rectffy means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust drying plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust drying plant (from given starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product specification 

Element 2 Clear and restart drying plant after major power failure 

This covers clearing and restarting drier system after major power fat1ure 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of powder build up on internal surfaces; cause of powder out of spec due to scorched particles; 
pressurising of drier; airfocking of fines system; cause of higMow air pressure to rotary valves; nuctuating temperature control in drier; 
splattering or wetting of drier or decks; shutting down drier too soon leaving product in drier; cause of powder out of spec on micro 

Element 4 Clean/install nozzles 

This covers: Remove, disassemble, dean, and reinstaU nozzles 

Element 5 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect lance anges and heights; incorrect nozzle pressures; incorrect spray pattern; leaking spray nozzles 

Element 6 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: spray nozzles not set up correctly; leaking spray nozzles; incorrect lance anges and heights 

Element 7 Remove atomiser, clean and install in drier 

This covers conditions such as: removeAnstal atomiser to drier; remove and dean atomiser wheels; detect low/high atomiser temperature; 
detect excess vibration 

Element 8 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

Detect & rectffy lfooding of atomiser wheel; detect failure of atomiser to start; detect oi pump not running detect low or high oil pressure 

Element 9 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: adjust drier when casein curd too wet to produce casein to specmcation; surge of casein causing lfooding of 
drier; blocked (casein) feed chute to drier 

Unit 8.4.3 Drying Ill 
This unit covers operation of drying plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectffy means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiU is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: drier dose to ffre, dose down and rectffy cause; cause of powder out of spec on colour; cause of powder 
out of spec on insoluble particles; cause of powder out of spec on micro; cause of powder out of spec on particle size; situation arising from 
fan faiure 

Unit 8.4.4 Drying IV 
This unit covers determination and setting of drying plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) and 
materialsfmgredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine drying plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions for Functional Milk Powders such as: cause of powder out of spec on coffee; cause of powder out of spec on sludge; 
cause of powder out of spec on dispersibiDty; cause of powder out of spec on particle SOP 

Element 3 Rectify abnonnal ope.rating conditions 

This covers conditions for Nutritional (Infant) Powders such as: cause of powder out of spec on tumbler test; cause of powder out of spec on 
solution appearance; cause of powder out of spec on dilution appearance; cause of powder out of spec on heat stability 

Element 4 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conadions for Functional Protein Products such as: cause of powder out of spec on wettabiity; cause of powder out of spec on 
hydratkJn viscosity; cause of powder out of spec on so/ubiity; cause of powder out of spec on cispersibility; cause of powder out of spec on 
particle size: cause of powder out of spec on suspension stability 

8.5 Powder Blending 

Unit 8.5.1 Powder blending I 
This unit covers operation of powder blencing plant to blend dry product to speciffcatkJn. Dry product includes any dry products relevant to the 
site such as wholemilk powder, buttennilk powder, skimmilk powder, whey powder, casein, and caseinates. At this level, the operator 
operates the plant as per parameters. guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor. or management. 

Element 1 Blend powder to specification 

This element covers activities such as: Calculate quantities, times, blending sequence, etc to achieve product specification; Start, monitor 
and adjust powder blending to blend product to specification · 

8.6 Powder Sifting and Conveying 
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Unit 8.6.1 Sifting and conveying I 
This unit covers operation of sifting and conveying plant to sift and convey product. Product includes any dry products relevant to the site 
such as wholemilk powder, buttermilk powder, skimmilk powder, whey powder, casein, and caseinates. At this level. the operator operates 
the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. Rectify means 
having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of 
this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate powder sifting and conveying plant 

Operate plant means: start, monitor and adjust sifting and conveying system 

Element 2 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked dust collector; blocked powder conveying lines; hole or leaks in sifter screen; incorrect conveying 
temperature or pressure; incorrect sifter screen tension; incorrect sifter vibration or motion; blocked conveyors 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked dust collector; blocked powder conveying lines; blocked venturi/rotary valve; disconnected socks; 
blocked conveyors 

Unit 8.6.2 Sifting and conveying II 
This unit covers operation of sifting and conveying plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect conveying air dehumidiffcation; incorrect conveying temperature or pressure 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers concfrtions such as: incorrect conveying air dehumidification; incorrect conveying temperature or pressure 

Unit 8.6.3 Sifting and conveying Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of siffing and conveying plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes 
per hour) and materialstfngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine sifting and conveying plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

8.7 Casein Tempering and Milling 

Unit 8.7.1 Tempering & milling I 
This unit covers operation of tempering and milling plant to temper and mil casein and casein type products to specification. At this level, the 
operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. 
Rectify means having the knowledge and abt7ity to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but 
the essence of this sl<iD is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate tempering and milling plant 

Operate plant means: Start, monitor and adjust, and stop casein mil; Start, monitor and adjust, and stop casein tempering 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of product sticking in temperin!Ybfencing bins; high product temperature when mi/Dng; •wrap-on· of 
casein or "bum-on· of caseinate; incorrect/fluctuating feed rate to casein mil 

Unit 8.7.2 Tempering & milling II 
This unit covers determination and setting of tempering and miJiing plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures. process volumes 
per hour) and materialstfngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine tempering and milling plant operating P<~rameters to achieve product specification 

This covers: tempering parameters to condition casein for miling; mi/lng parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of incorrect particle size 
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9.1 Decartoning, Shiving, Melting, and Re-working 

Unit 9.1.1 Decartooing 
This unit covers operation of decartoning plant to decarton product. Product includes any product relevant to the site. At this level, the 
operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management 

Element 1 Operate decartoning plant 

Operate plant means: Start, monitor and adjust a decartoning machine to decarton product 

Element 2 Operate shiving and melting plant 

Operate plant means: Start, monitor and adjust a shiver to shive product; Start, monitor and adjust a me/fer to melt product 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: product too soft/hard to shive; foreign matter in melted product; shiver knives blunt; too much buttermilk in 
melter when melting butter; too much heat/water in butter 

Element 4 Operate butter reworking plant 

Operate plant means: Start, monitor and adjust a butter reworker to rework butter/cream products 

Element 5 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: butter/product too hard to rework (eg too cold); product too hard/soft for packers 

9.2 Vacreat ion 

Unit 9.2.1 Vacreation I 
This unit covers operation of vacreation plant (or similar heat treatment and deodorisation plant) to heat treat and deodorise product to 
speciffcation. Product includes any cream products relevant to the site. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, 
guidelines, and speciffcations set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability 
to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others. but the essence of this skil is that the person has the 
knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate vacreation plant 

Operate plant means: Start vacreator and place on product; Monitor and adjust vacreator; Take vacreator onlotr product during production; 
Take vacreator otr product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) vacreator 

Element 2 CIP vacreation plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal noises during start-up and running of vacreator; milky condenser taifwater; vacreator flooding 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: milky condenser tail water; vacreator flooding; blocked cream filters 

Unit 9.2.2 Vacreation II 
This unit covers operation of vacreation plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Clear and restart vacreation plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, ffre and following from emergency shutdowns. This s~ covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal noises during start-up and running of vacreator; cause of vacreated cream out of spec on micro; 
foss of or low vacuum: incorrect plant operation (eg past. temp. low); oily melted butter 

Unit 9.2.3 Vacreation Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of vacreation plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) 
and materiaiSifngredient/recipe speciffcations to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine vacreatlon plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

This element covers actMties such as: Determine steam/cream ratio, temperatures. fat% tor treating cream for butter making 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal o perat ing conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of ffavour defects in vacreated cream; cause of cream in silo layering or geling 

9.3 Butter Making (Fritz) 
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Unit 9.3.1 Buttennaking I 
This unit covers operation of fritz buttermaking plant to make product to specification. Product includes any butter and butter blends relevant 
to the site. At this level, the operata~ operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, 
supervisor. or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance 
may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most 
situations. 

Element 1 Operate fritz buttermaking plant 

Operate plant means: Set butter plant starling parameters from crystallising and log-sheet information; Start up buttennaking plant and place 
on product; Monitor and adjust butter make; Take butter maker off/on product during temporary delay in production; Shut down butter maker 
at end of production 

Element 2 CIP fr itz buttermaking plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: crystaHised salt in salt system: geUed cream; incorrect product through-put rate; incorrect temperatures of 
cream and water; plant running dry, causing mechanical damage; receival of incorrect spec information eg salflunsalted; separating screen 
coUapse 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of moisture or salt content too high or too low; cause of out-of-spec product; incorrect product through
put rate; incorrect worker rpm; incorrect spec information eg salflunsalted; situation when product drawn from the wrong sio 

Unit 9.3.2 Buttennaking II 
This unit covers operation of fritz buttennaking plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the 
knowledge and ability to deal with a conattion and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is 
that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate fritz buttermaking plant (advanced) 

This element covers activities such as: Achieve "break" quickly when cream conditions vary eg temp!Tat too higMoo low; Adjust butter 
making to cope with incorrect crysta/6sation; Cope with cream fat changes of 36%-44" in sio or between sios 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect temperatures of cream and water; motor overloads eg pumps, chum, working section 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: high fat loss in buttermilk through incorrect chuminr; loss of vacuum; variance in chum rpm; separating 
screen coUapse 

Unit 9.3.3 Buttennaking Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of fritz buttermaking plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per 
hour) and materiaiSifngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine fritz buttermaking plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: gelled cream; high fat loss in buttermik; ipase attack or high free fat 

9.4 Fat Mix Plant Operations 

Unit 9.4.1 Fat mix I 
This unit covers operation of fat mixing plant to mix and work product to specification. Product includes any cream product and vegetable 
blends relevant to the site. (Note that blending of products to specified composition prior to the mixing and working process is covered in the 
Standardising/Batching/Mixing section, i.e. 5.4). At this level, the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guideines, and speciffcations 
set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and abiity to deal with a condition and 
restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this SX. is that the person has the knowledge and experience 
to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate fat mixing plant 

Operate plant means: Start up fat mx plant and place on product; Monitor and adjust fat rrix plant; Take fat mix plant off product, put back on 
product during production; Take fat mix plant off product at end of production run; Shut down (stop) fat mix plant 

Element 2 CIP fat mixing plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal noise of motors, scraped surface coolers, pin workers; fractures or layering in product incorrect 
temperature of fat mix plant for type of product; leaks in scraped surface coolers and pin workers; scraped surface coolers or pin worker 
motors not drawing correct amps; vibration in scraped surface coolers and pin workers; control system fault, eg computer programme lockup 
after power failure 

Element 4 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: scraped surface coolers or pin worker motors not drawing correct amps 

Element 5 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fat mix plant freeze-up during start-up 
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Unit 9.4.2 Fat mix II 
This unit covers operation of fat mi'X plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust fat mixing plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust fat mixing plant (from given starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changing to another product 
specification 

Element 2 Adjust fat mixing plant when services nuctuate 

Adjust plant to maintain product to specification when services (eg water pressure, air pressure, steam pressure) fluctuate 

Element 3 Clear and restart fat mixing plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump fat7ures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and following from emergency shutdowns. This skill covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessan7y include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 4 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect scraped sutface cooler and pin worker rpm for product type 

Element 5 Detennine cause of abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: shafts on scraped surface coolers or pin workers not tuming 

Element 6 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of fat mix out of specification on moisture; cause of fat mix out of specification on salt; cause of fat 
mix out of specification on sediment; fractures or layering in product; incorrect scraped sutface cooler and pin worker rpm for product type; 
incorrect temperature of fat mix plant tor type of product; incorrect batch calculations 

Unit 9.4.3 Fat mix Ill 
This unit covers operation of fat mix plant while deaUng with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: dosing water not sterilised; cause of fat mix out of specification on iodine value; cause of fat mix out of 
specification on peroxide value; cause of fat mix out of specification on flavours: cause of fat mix out of specification on micro; cause of fat 
mix out of specification on fat % 

Unit 9.4.4 Fat mix IV 
This unit covers determination and setting of fat mix plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) and 
materialslfngredienf/recipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Detennine fat mixing plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

This element covers activities such as: Re-programme recipes to correct fat mix not meeting specification; Determine recipe and operating 
parameters to achieve product specification 

9.5 Anhydrous Milk Fat 

Unit 9.5.1 Anhydrous milkfat I 
This unit covers operation of anhydrous milkfat (AMF) plant to make product to specification. Product includes any anhydrous milkfat products 
relevant to the site. At this level, thtJ operator operates the plant as per parameters, guideintJs, and specifications set by an experienced 
operator, supervisor. or management 

Element 1 Operate AMF plant 

Operate plant means: Start AMF plant and place on product; Monitor and adjust AMF plant; Take AMF plant off/on product during production 
for temporary hold/delay; Take AMF plant off product at end of run; Shut-down (stop) AMF plant 

Element 2 CIP AMF plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal flavour or pH in raw cream: loss of "phase• 
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Unit 9.5.2 Anhydrous milkfat II 
This unit covers operation of AMF Plant while dealing with operating condftions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condftion and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiU Is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condftion in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust AMF plant from given starting parameters 

This means to adjust AMF plant (from gven starting parameters) to produce product to spec when changng to another product specification 

Element 2 Adjust AMF plant when services fluctuate 

This element covers actMties such as: Adjust plant when services or materials fluctuate/change; Produce AMF in spec when raw cream 
outside 38%- 42% fat (i.e. 30%- 44%) 

Element 3 Clear and restart AMF plant 

This covers situations such as services. plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and toUowing from emergency shutdowns. This skiD covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services faiure. 

Element 4 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: fat floating In balance tanks after CIP clean of AMF plant impending loss of "phase • 

Element 5 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers condftions such as: cause of AMF out-of-spec on a/kainity; cause of AMF out-of-spec on dissolVed oxygen; cause of AMF out
of-spec on tree-fatty-acid; cause of AMF out-of-spec on moisture; cause of buttermilk out-of-spec on fat%; cause of caustic emulsion in 
AMF; cause of loss of "phase·; cause of low vacuum in dehydrator 

Unit 9.5.3 Anhydrous milkfat Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of AMF plant operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) and 
materialslfngredientlrecipe specifications to achieve product specification. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a 
condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the person has the knowledge 
and experience to resolVe the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Determine AMF plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: abnormal flavour or pH in cream 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of raw cream partiaUy churned; cause of AMF out-of-spec on peroxide; cause of buttermilk out-of
spec on micro; cause of buttermilk out-of-spec on nitrates 
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10.1 Starter Production 

Unit 10.1.1 Bulk starter production I 
This unit covers production of bulk starters for cheese. lactic acid casein, or other products relevant to the site that require bulk starter. Starter 
means any single or multiple strains of microbial and/or mould cultures relevant to the site. At this level, the operator operates the plant as per 
parameters, guidelines, and specmcations set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Make bulk starter 

This element covers activities such as: sterilising starter medium; cooling starter medium to inoculation temperature. inoculation of starter 
medium: monitoring of starter incubation 

Element 2 CIP bulk starter plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regime 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: inactive starter; incorrect inoculation of pot. incorrect starter incubation or storage temperatures; over-ripe 
starter; water sucked into pot or faulty water seal 

Element 4 Use direct vat set starters 

This element covers activities such as: receive and store DVS starters; monitor storage of DVS starters; inoculate siloSifanks with DVS 
starters 

Unit 10.1.2 Bulk starter production II 
This unit covers operation of bulk starter production plant whl7e dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: high phage/micro levels; incorrect rotation of starter strains; incorrect sterilising and conditioning of air for 
starter pot 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of inactive starter; high phage/micro levels; incorrect starter incubation or storage temperatures; 
incorrect sterilising and conditioning of air for starter pot 

Unit 10.1.3 Starter selection and control 
This unit covers selection and control of starters for the manufacture of product. Product includes any cheese, casein, or dairy products 
relevant to the site that require starter. Rectify means having the knowledge and abiity to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. 
Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the 
condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Select starters and determine conditions for the manufacture of product to specification 

This element covers activities such as: Select starter type and ratios appropriate for product type; Alocate starter strains and backup strains 
to ensure supplies of starter strains; Select bulk starter growing medium (eg milk, SMP) taking into account time of season, milk quality, total 
solids, etc to achieve required specifications 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect rotation of starter strains; causes (relating to starter) of incorrect acid development during cheese 
making 

10.2 Cheese Curds and Whey 

Unit 1 0.2.1 Curds and whey I 
This unit covers production of curds and whey for cheese making using either manual or mechanised vats or tanks. Cheese refers to any 
cheese type relevant to the site. At this level, the operator operates as per parameters, guideines. and speciffcations set by an experienced 
operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate cheese curds and whey plant 

This element covers activities such as: Start cheese vatSifanks plant to make cheese curds; Monitodadjust cheese valsitanks plant. Shut 
down cheese vatSifanks plant 

Element 2 CIP cheese curds and whey plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme. This &lament covers activities such as: C/Piclean chHse valsitanks plant 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: no starter in valsitanks; over cooked valsitanks; over-primed vatSifanks; over/under stirred vatSifanks; slow 
valsitanks; no rennet added to valsitanks 

Unit 10.2.2 Curds and whey II 
This unit covers production of cheese curds and whey while detling with operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Clear and restart cheese curds and whey plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment faiures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, fire and following from emergency shutdowns. This s1<il covers the abifty to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of slow vatSifanks; cause of no starter in vatSifanks; cause of over/under stirred vatSifanks; cause of 
no rennet added to vatSifanks 
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Unit 10.2.3 Curds and whey Ill ... 
This unit covers detennination and setting of cheese curds and whey plant operating parameters (eg temperatures. pressures, process 
volumes per hour) and materials/ingredient/recipe specifications to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine cheese curds and whey parameters and conditions to achieve product specification 

This element covers activities such as: Oetennine starter. set-time, cutting speeds, cook, etc to achieve product specifications 

10.3 Dry Salted Cheese 

Unit 10.3.1 Draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting I 
This unit covers operation of draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant for dry-salted cheese making. Dry-salted cheese refers to any dry
salted cheese type relevant to the site. At this level, the operator operates as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an 
experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate cheese draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant 

This element covers activities such as: Check, stalt up draining, cheddaring, mil6ng. and salting plant; Monitor and adjust draining 
cheddaring, milling, and salting plant; Take draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant off product at end of production run; Adjust salt 
applicator to apply specified rate of salt; Shut down draining, cheddaring, millng, and salting plant 

Element 2 CIP cheese draining, cheddaring, milling plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: curd depth too highAow; faults on draining belts; mil blockage or breakdown; product pH too highAow at 
miJJing; salt/moisture too highAow; salter malfunction 

Unit 10.3.2 Draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting II 
This unit covers operation of draining, cheddaring, mimng, and salting plant for the manufacture of dry-salted cheese while dealing with 
operating conditions of the nature identified. Rectify means having the knowledge and ab«ty to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. 
Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sl<il is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the 
condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant (advanced) 

This covers conditions such as: Check and adjust curd "ramp•. belt speed, and stirrers as appropriate for cheese type; Monitor and adjust 
mill to obtain correct "finger" size and through-put rate; Shut down, clear, and restart draining, cheddaring, miDlng, and salting plant after 
power. pump, mechanical, etc failure 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: salter malfunction; cause of miD blockage or breakdown; faults on draining belts; cause of curd depth too 
highAow 

Unit 10.3.3 Draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting Ill 
This unit covers defemination and setting of draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant operating parameters and 
materials/ingredient/recipe specifications for the manufacture of dry-salted cheese to achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine cheese draining, cheddaring, milling, and salting plant operating parameters to achieve product 
specification 

This element covers activities such as: Determine curd •ramp·, belt speed, and stirrers to achieve product specification; Determine salt 
application rate to achieve product specification 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of product pH too higMow at milling; cause of sa/tlmoisture too higMow 

10.4 Casomatic Operation 

Unit 1 0.4.1 Casomatic or press-vat I 
This unit covers operation of equipment such as pressing vats or casomatics for the manufacture of brine-salted cheese. Brine salted cheese 
includes gouda, edam, pannesan. and other brine-salted che&se varieties relevant to the site. At this level. the operator operates as per 
parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management 

Element 1 Operate casornatlcs or pressing vats 

This element covers activities such as: Check and stalt up casomatic (or press-vat) and place on product; Monitor and adjust casomatic (or 
press vat) to produce cheese blocks; Adjust tapping times, do temp. stop, or empty out for production delays; Take casomatic (or press vat) 
off product at end of production run; Shut down casomatic (or press vat); Set casomatic up for CIP 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: lumps in buffer tank; faulty curd pump; cheese block too moist, dry, or crombly; jammed knife; variation in 
block sizes; incorrect pressing pressures 

Unit 10.4.2 Casomatic or press-vat II 
This unit covers operation of casomatics or similar cheese pressing plant whie deaing with operating conditions of the nature identified. 
Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but 
the essence of this skil is that the person has the knowfedge and experience to resdve the condtion in most situations. 

Element 1 Adjust pressing for down-stream specs 

This element covers activities such as: Adjust tapping times, and curd.whey ratio to achieve downstream pH and moisture spec; Adjust curd 
level in press vat to achieve downstream specs 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: lost computer sequence in casomatics; faulty curd pump; jammed knife; cause of over-moist. dry, or crumbly 
cheese blocks; variation in block sizes; causes of incorrect pH of cheese (relating to molding); incorrect pressing pressures 

10.5 Brine Cheese Molding 
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Unit 1 0.5.1 Mold changing 
This unit covers changing of molds used for brine salted cheese making. Brine salted cheese includes any variety of brine salted cheese 
relevant to the site. At this level, tht~-operator operates as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, 
supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Change cheese molds 

This element covers activities such as: Remove, replace, inspect, and store molds; Reject damaged molds; Detect incorrect size of molded 
cheese; Repair, or arrange for repair of damaged molds 

Unit 10.5.2 Brine cheese molding I 
This unit covers operation of cheese molding equipment to mold brine-salted cheese. Cheese molding equipment includes cheese press 
groups, demo/ding equipment, and mold washing equipment. Brine salted cheese includes any brine salted cheese variety relevant to the site. 
At this level, the operator operates as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor. or 
management. 

Element 1 Operate cheese molding plant 

This element covers activities such as: Determine correct mold for cheese type/spec; Determine quantity of molds required to meet 
production requirements; Check and start press group, demolder, and mold washer; Monitor press group, demolder, and mold washer; Shut 
down press group, demolder, and mold washer at end of production run 

Element 2 CIP cheese molding plant 

C/P means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regime. 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect pH of cheese 

Unit 10.5.3 Brine cheese molding II 
This unit covers determination and setting of cheese molding parameters (eg pressures and pressing times) to achieve product specification. 
Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but 
the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Determine cheese molding parameters to achieve product specifications 

This element covers activities such as: Determine pressure and pressing times appropriate to cheese type/spec 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of incorrect size of molded cheese 

10.6 Cheese Brining 

Unit 1 0.6.1 Cheese brining I 
This unit covers brining of cheese. Brine salted cheese includes any brine salted cheese variety relevant to the site. At this level, the operator 
operates as per parameters, guide6nes, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Brine cheese 

This element covers activities such as: Check strength and quality of brine solution; Place cheese in brine as specified for cheese type; 
Remove cheese from brine after specified brine time 

Unit 10.6.2 Cheese brining II 
This unit covers determination and setting of brining parameters and conditions to achieve product specification. Brine salted cheese includes 
any brine salted cheese variety relevant to the site. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to 
normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve 
the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Determine brining parameters to achieve product specifications 

This element covers activities such as: Determine brine conditions, position of cheese in brine, and time in brine to achieve cheese 
specification; Adjust temp, salt, pH, sediment, micro level of brine to spec 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: causes of incorrect (brine) salting of cheese; cause of incorrect salt levels in cheese: cause of temp too 
higMow in brine solution; cause of pH too higMow in brine solution; cause of product buoyancy problems; causes of high micro in brine 
solution 

10.7 Pannesan 

Unit 10.7.1 Pannesan re-conditioning 
This unit covers re-conditioning of parmesan cheese. Parmesan cheese includes any parmesan variety relevant to the site. At this level, the 
operator operates as per parameters, guidelines, and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Recondition pannesan cheese 

This element covers activities such as: Determine if parmesan suitable for packing or reject; Inspect, clean, and sanitise parmesan cheese; 
Recondition (clean, wash, and dry) parmesan cheese for packing 

Element 2 Tum green parmesan 

This element covers activities such as: tum cheese over: tum board over Green parmesan curing refers to the lfrst stage of curing of 
parmesan prior to the main curing stage. 

Element 3 Tum parmesan cheese 

This element covers activities such as: tum each cheese 1/8- 114 tum; check fans at the completion of turning. 
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Unit 1 0.7.2 Green pannesan curing 
This unit coven; curing of ·green· p.:rmesan to speciffcation. Green parmesan curing refen; to the tfn;t stage of curing of parmesan prior to 
the main curing stage. At this level. the operator cures the green parmesan as per parameten;, guidelines, and speciffcations set by an 
experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to 
normal. Assistance may be sought from othen;, but the essence of this skin is that the pen;on has the knowledge and experience to resolve 
the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Cure green parmesan to specification 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This coven; conditions such as: parmesan not (green) curing correctly; causes of mould growth on boards 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This coven; conditions such as: causes of mould growth on boards; causes of parmesan not (green) curing correctly 

Element 4 Cure parme~n cheese 

This element coven; activities such as: Monitor and adjust curing process to cure parmesan to specification; Rectify causes of parmesan not 
curing correctly 

Element 5 Operate parmesan grating and drying plant 

Operate plant means: Check and start grating, drying, and blending plant; Monitor and adjust grating, drying, and blending plant to produce 
grated parmesan; Shut down grating, drying, and blending plant; Clean grating, drying, and blending plant 

Element 6 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This coven; conditions such as: comitrol, pr&-breaker. and blender faults; product not meeting speciffcation 

Unit 10.7.3 Parmesan curing 11/grating and drying 
This unit coven; determination and setting of parmesan curing parameten; (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) and 
materfalsAngredienVrecipe specifications to achieve product speciffcation. As wei the deterrrination and setting of grating and drying plant 
operating parameten; (eg temperatures, pressures, process volumes per hour) and materiaJsAngredents/recipe specifications to achieve 
product speciffcation. 

Element 1 Determine parme~n curing parameters to achieve product specifiation 

This coven;: Determine curing parameten; to achieve product speciffcatfon; Determine green curing parameters to achieve product 
speciffcation 

Element 2 Determine parmesan grating and drying plant operating parameters to achieve product specification 

This element coven; activities such as: Determine blending recipe and set process parameten; to achieve product specification 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operat.ing conditions 

This coven; conditions such as: lfuidisation problems during drying; incorrect environmental concitions 

Element 4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This coven; conditions such as: causes of product not meeting speciffcation; lfuidisation problems during dryin{J incorrect environmental 
concitions 

10.8 Speciality Cheese 

Unit 1 0.8.1 Molding, salting, and ripening I 
This unit coven; molding, salting, and ripening of specialty cheese. Specialty cheese indudes any specialty cbeese types such as blue mould, 
white mould, and smear cheese relevant to the site. It coven; the use of mechanical or manual moiding, salting and ripening equipment as 
relevant to the site. At this level, the operator molds. salts, and ripens cheese as per parameteiS, guideines, and specifications set by an 
experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Mold specialty cheese 

This element coven; activities such as: Sanitfse and assemble cheese hoops; Fil hoops. tum, de-hoop and trim cheese; Prepare right 
number of frames and shelves for day's make 

Element 2 Dry ~It and ripen specialty cheese 

This element coven; activities such as: Apply salt to surface of cheese (If applcable) appropriate to cheese type; Cleen and sanitise racks, 
molds, plastic mats, frames .. shelves; Make up mould solution; Spray cheese with mould solution; Tum cheese In chiler to obtain correct 
mould/smear growth, shape; Pierce cheese by machine or hand (If applicable) appropriate to cheese type; Move cheese (When dry-salting) 
along shelves according to age; Check and record temperature in ripening 100m; Record pH, number cheeses, type, date of manufacture; 
Rectify werped trays and racks; Test pH of cheese 
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Unit 10.8.2 Molding, salting, ripening II and smear cheese 
This unit covers molding, salting, altd ripening of specialty cheese while deaUng with operating conditions of the nature identified and 
application of smear solution for the production of smear cheese. Rectify means having the knowledge and abiUty to deal with a condition and 
restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sl<iU is that the person has the knowledge and experience 
to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Monitor and adjust molding, salting, and ripening of spedalty cheese 

This element covers activities such as: Manually adjust curd levels to ensure correct weights when milk solids and curd vary; Calculate 
number of hoops required per vat, Oetennine labeiUng and coding details appropriate to cheese type and spec; Take lab samples (eg 
moisture, salt, micro) 

Element 2 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect weight of cheese 

Element 3 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This. covers conditions such as: causes of incorrect weight of cheese 

Element 4 Make up smear solution 

This element covers activities such as: Make up solution of pamaricin; Make up paint solution appropriate for cheese type; Make smear 
(White, orange) solution 

Element 5 Apply smear 

This element covers activities such as: Apply smear appropriate to type of cheese 

Unit 10.8.3 Molding, salting, and ripening Ill 
This unit covers determination and setting of specialty cheese mal<ing parameters, conditions and materialsAngredientlrecipe specifications to 
achieve product specification. 

Element 1 Determine specialty cheese making parameters to achieve product specification 

This element covers activities such as: Determine recipes, starters, moulds, make procedures, curing, etc to achieve specialty cheese 
specifications; Adjust make to produce cheese to spec when mik solds vary {eg 1.5%); Determine turning times of cheese hoops to achieve 
cheese specif1cations; Determine readiness of cheese for wrapping; Regrade incorrect export samples; Monitor and adjust temperature and 
humidity in curing/ripening rooms; Monitor and adjust cheese ripening conditions to achieve cheese ripening specification 
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12.1 Continuous Dry-Salted Cheese Pressing 

Unit 12.1.1 Dry-salted cheese block-forming I 
This unit covers operation of continuous pressing plant for the continuous pressing of dry-salted cheese curds, the cutting out of cheese into 
blocks, and the placing of blocks of cheese into bags. This covers the use of any such equipment relevant to the site. An example of such 
equipment is a wincanton tower. At this level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and specifications set by an 
experienced operator, supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to 
nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve 
the conaltion in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate continuous dry-salted cheese pressing plant 

This element covers activities such as: Start-up plant (eg towers) for blocking out cheese; Monitor and adjust plant (eg towers), block out, 
and bag cheese to specification; Shut down/clear out plant (eg towers) at end of production run 

Element 2 CIP continuous cheese pressing plant 

C/P means to clean plant with in-place cleaning regme 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect ~nishlshape of cheese block; incorrect weights; tower stop; incorrect operation (eg valves. pumps. 
limit switches, sequence) 

Element -4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of incorrect ~nishlshape of cheese block; incorrect weights 

Unit 12.1.2 Dry-salted cheese block-forming II 
This unit covers operation of continuous cheese pressing plant while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identified. It also covers 
the detennination and setting of operating parameters (eg temperatures, pressures, vacuums, times, process volumes per hour) to achieve 
product speciffcation. 

Element 1 Detennine pressing, vacuum. and holding times 

This element covers activities such as: Determine pressing, vacuum, and holding times to achieve required density of cheese 

Element 2 Clear and restart continuous cheese pressing plant 

This covers situations such as services, plant & equipment failures eg electricity supply, steam supply, air supply, pump failures, plant/pipe 
blockages, ~re and following from emergency shutdowns. This sJ<il covers the ability to clear and restart the plant after such situations. It 
does not necessarily include being able to rectify the cause of the plant/services failure. 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: cause of tower stoppage 

Note: We need to include examples of the type of causes of tower stoppage an operator at this level could be expected to rectify? 

12.2 Rapid Cooling of Packed Product 

Unit 12.2.1 Rapid cooling of packed product 
This unit covers rapid cooling of product Product includes any product such as cheese and butter relevant to the site. At this level the 
operator operates the plant as per parameters, guideines and speciffcations set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate rapid cooling plant 

This element covers activities such as: Set-up rapid cooler for change of batch, pack or product type; Start and monitor rapid cooler to cool 
packed product to speciffcation; ManuaHy operate rapid cooler during system failure 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: faulty operation (mechanical, electrfca/, sequence) of rapid cooler 

12.3 Consumer Cheese 
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Unit 12.3.1 Debinning, deboxing and stripping/cutting cheese blocks, cheese shredding and 
packing" 

This unit covers debinning or depalletising, deboxing, and stripping of cheese for consumer packing or further processing. Cheese includes 
any type of cheese relevant to the site. At this level the person performs duties as per parameters, guidelines and specifications set by an 
experienced operator. supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Debin, debox and strip cheese 

This element covers activities such as: Oebin and de-box cheese; Visually check each block for foreign matter, mould; Remove bags, place 
cheese on line to cutter 

Element 2 Cut blocks of cheese to specified size and shape 

This element covers activities such as: Set-up cheese cutter to cut cheese; Cut cheese to size; Detect broken wires; Detect soft and/or 
crumbly cheese; Rectify cause of cheese cutter not cutting to correct sizel..veights 

Element 3 Operate cheese shredding plant 

This element covers activities such as: Set up shredder parameters to achieve customer specification; Set up, start and monitor shredder to 
shred cheese to specification; Disassemble and clean shredder 

Element 4 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect shredding of cheese; product contamination from shredder or syloid 

Element 5 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: product contamination from shredder or syloid 

Element 6 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blunt knives; broken wires; cheese units coming through too fast; crumbly cheese; jamming caused by soft 
cheese; machine jams 

Element 7 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: broken wires; cheese units coming through too fast; jamming caused by soft cheese; machine jams 

Element 8 Manually pack specialty cheese 

This element covers activities such as: Record shelf fife and/or orignal cheese type; PaintlwaxlmanuaHy wrap cheese according to cheese 
type; Make up carton, prepare labels and codes; Prepare, clean cheeses for packing; Clean worf< area, floors, tables, etc 

Unit 12.3.2 Consumer cheese packing II 
This unit covers setting up, monitoring, and adjustment of consumer cheese packing machines. Consumer packing machine includes any 
such machine relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Setup, monitor and adjust consumer cheese packing machine 

This element covers activities such as: Start and monitor cheese packing machine to pack cheese to specification; Adjust stroke length, 
regstration (eye). packing speed to achieve specification 

Unit 12.3.3 Consumer cheese packing Ill 
This unit covers selection and grading of cheese for consumer packing to meet customer specmcations. 

Element 1 Grade cheese for consumer cheese packing 

12.4 Liquid/Semi Liquid Packing (Consumer/Bulk) 

Unit 12.4.1 Liquid/semi liquid pack filling I 
This unit covers operation of filffng plant for mling bulk or consumer packs with Oquid or semi-liquid products. Products include any Dquid and 
semi-liquid products relevant to the site such as milk, yoghurt, cream, fat-mix, and butter. At this level the operator operates the plant as per 
parameters. guidelnes and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and abiHty to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skil is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate liquid/semi liquid pack filling plant 

Operate plant means: Start/monitor/adjust fflling plant to ffl packs; Set-up fflling machine for change of pack size and/or product type; Shut 
down filling plant; Clear out and reset ffler (eg after computer fault or power failure) 

Element 2 CJP liquid/semi liquid pack filling plant 

CIP means to clean plant with in-place cleaning rerjme 

Element 3 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: ff/1ing machine incorrectly assembled; incorrect alignment or faulty photo ceHs, proximities, limit switches; 
incorrect operation (eg rams, valves, pumps, sequence) of machine 

Element 4 Rectify abnonml operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blockage of If/ling plant; cause of incorrect ffnish of pack; cause of incorrect weights; cause of product 
contamination from filling equipment; incorrect assembly of fi/Bng machine 

Unit 12.4.2 Liquid/semi liquid pack filling II 
This unit covers setting up and adjustment of Uquid and semi-iquid packing plan{ to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Setup/adjust liquid/semi liquid pack filling plant 

This efamant covers activities such as: Sat basic/operational mechanical alignments; Set pack height space; Sef/adjust for correct operation 
(eg rams. valves, pumps, sequence) of machine; Set infeed and outfeed timing; Set air/Vacuum pressures; Lubricate filler ::;.... 

Element 2 Setup/adjust liquid/semi liquid pack filler for different product characteristics and environmental conditions 

This element covers activities such as: Setup/adjust for different product characteristics and environmental conditions (eg density, viscosity. 
temperature) · 
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Unit 12.4.3 Liquid/semi liquid pack filling Ill 
This unit covers overhauling and re"lwilding of liquid/semi liquid nlling plant. and design/modification of such plant. 

Element 1 Overhaul liquid/semi liquid pack filler 

Element 2 Design/modify liquid/semi liquid pack filler 

12.5 Dry Products Packing (Consumer/Bulk) 

Unit 12.5.1 Dry product pack filling I 
This unit covers nffing of consumer or bulk packs with dry products. Dry products includes any dry product relevant to the site such as milk 
powders, caseins, caseinates. whey protein concentrates, whey powders, cheese powders, and cocoa prep. At this level the operator 
operates the plant as per parameters, guidefines and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor. or management. Rectify 
means having the knowledge and ability to deaf with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the 
essence of this sf<iU is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate dry products pack filling plant 

Operate plant means: Start-up and monitor/adjust filling plant to nH packs to specification; Set-up fifTing machine for change of pack size 
and/or product type; Shut down nlling plant 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect operation (eg valves, pumps, limit switches, sequence) 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating condit.ions 

This covers conditions such as: blockage of nlling plant; cause of incorrect nnish of pack; cause of incorrect weights 

Element 4 Operate bag folding or presenting equipment 

Operate means: Manually fold or present bags to sealer; Start and monitor bag fofdedpresenter to present bags to sealer; Adjust 
folder/presenter for correct folding of bags 

Unit 12.5.2 Dry product pack filling II 
This unit covers setting up and adjustment of dry product pack filling plant to the level indicated in this unit. 

Element 1 Setup and adjust dry products pack filling plant 

This element covers activities such as: Set basic/operational mechanical aDgnments; Adjust augers (eg heights, speed,); Visual check of 
auger clearances; Set pack height space; Set infeed and outfeed timinr; Set air/Vacuum pressures; Lubricate lilfer 

Element 2 Set up and adjust dry product pack filler for different product characteristics and environmental conditions 

This element covers activities such as: Setup/adjust for different product characteristics and environmental conditions (eg density, ffowability, 
humidty) 

Unit 12.5.3 Dry product pack filling Ill 
This unit covers overhaul, rebuilding, and design/modification of dry product pack filing plant. 

Element 1 Overhaul dry products pack filler 

Element 2 Design/modify dry products pack filler 

12.6 Consumer/Bulk Bag, Sachet, Sealing 

Unit 12.6.1 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets I 
This unit covers seaing of bags. sachets and 8ners. This includes any such sea6ng plant relevant to the site used for seaDng or sewing of 
bags, sachets, or Uners. At this level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guide6nes and specifications set by an experienced 
operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate pack sealing equipment 

This element covers activities such as: Start and monitor sea6ng equipment to seal pack to specification; Shut down and clean sealer 
equipment; 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect mechanical operation (eg valves, pumps, sequence); incorrect alignment or faulty photo ceHs, 
proximitles, Omit switches; incorrect seaKng equipment operation (eg 6d seals, seaJ..bars, heat elements, seamers); Detect incorrect seaDng 

Unit 12.6.2 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets II 
This unit covers operation of sealing or sewing equipment whie dea6ng with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. Rectify means 
having the knowledge and ability to deaf with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of 
this skil is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

E.lement 1 Rectify abnormal operat.ing conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect mechanical operation (eg valves, pumps, sequence); incorrect a6gnment or faulty photo cells, 
proximities, limit switches; incorrect sea6ng equipment operation (eg lid seals, seaJ..bars, heat elements. seamers); cause of incorrect sealing 

Unit 12.6.3 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets Ill 
This unit covers detennination and setting of operating parameters such as temperatures, pressures, vacuums, times, pack-type (eg size. 
nlm, 6ners, sachet) to meet packing specifications. ::;-

Element 1 Determine sealing parameters 
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Unit 12.7.1 Gas f lushing I 
This unit covers gas flushing of pacted product, with the exception of gassing of powder in specialised gas chambers. Product includes any 
gas-flushed product relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and specmcations set by 
an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it 
to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skiD is that the person has the knowledge and experience to 
resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate gas flushing plant to gas flush product 

This element covers activities such as: check and start gas ffushing plant, monitor and adjust gas ffushing plant; shut down gas ffushing plant 

Element 2 Rectify abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect gas ffushing 

Note: we need more examples of the type of causes of incorrect gas ffushing that a person at this level could be expected to rectify 

12.8 Product Cartoning 

Unit 12.8.1 Mechanised and Manual cartoning I 
This unit covers mechanised and manual cartoning of product. This includes the operation of any such equipment relevant to the site. At this 
level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and specmcations set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Operate mechanised cartoning plant 

Operate plant means: Start and monitor cartoning equipment to carton product to speciffcation; Shut down and clean cartoning equipment 

Element 2 Manually carton product 

This element covers activities such as: Manually carton product or consumer packs as specmed 

Unit 12.8.2 Mechanised cartoning II 
This unit covers setting and adjustment of mechanised cartoning plant, and the rectification of conations such as those indicated in the unit. 
Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but 
the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Setup and adjust mechanised cartoning plant 

This element covers activities such as: Setup/adjust alignments and check sequencing 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect gue temperature; incorrect gue distribution; faulty carton forming; damaged components 

Unit 12.8.3 Mechanised cartoning Ill 
This unit covers overhauling and design of modifications to mechanised cartoning equipment. 

Element 1 Overhaul mechanised cartoning machine 

Element 2 Design/modify mechanised cartoning machine 

12.9 Product/Pack Weighing 

Unit 12.9.1 Weighing (automatic and manual). 
This unit covers operation of automated and manual weighing equipment. This includes any such equipment relevant to the site. At this level 
the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guideUnes and speciffcations set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate automated weighing equipment 

Operate means: Set-up weighing equipment for new pack or product type; Start and monitor weighing equipment to weigh product/packages 
to speciffcation; Check tare weight of weighing equipment 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: faulty operation of weighing equipment and reject mechanism 

Element 3 Manually weigh product or pack 

This element covers activities such as: Tare scales; Weigt! product or pack; Record correct weight on product or pack; Record weight on 
weight sheet 

12.10 Coding 

Unit 12.10.1 Mechanised coding, printing, and embossing I 
This unit covers coding, printing or embossing of packs. Packs include any type of product packagng relevant to the site. At this level the 
operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and speciffcations set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or manegement. 

Element 1 Code, print or emboss product pack 

This element covers activities such as: Start and monitor codnr;tprintinr;tembossing equipment to code pack to speciffcation; Detect faulty 
cocing or printing 

Unit 12.10.1 Manual coding or stamping 
This unit covers manual coding or stamping of product or packages. It Includes any such manual coding or stamping relevant to the site. At 
this level the person codes or stamps as per parameters, guidelines and specmcations set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Manually code product or package 

This element covers activities such as: Hand stamp packs for code as specified; Detect faulty coding or printing; Rectify faulty coding or 
printing 
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Unit 12.10.2 Mechanised coding, printing, and embossing II 
This unit covers operation of mechanised coding, printing, or embossing equipment while dealing with operating conditions of the nature 
identified. Rectify means having the knowledge and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from 
others, but the essence of this skill is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Set up coding or printing of product or package 

This element covers activities such as: Set-up coding equipment for new batch, pack or product type 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: faulty coding or printing 

12.11 Metal Detection 

Unit 12.11.1 Metal Detection 
This unit covers operation of metal detection equipment. It includes any such equipment relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates 
the equipment as per parameters. guidelines and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor. or management. 

Element 1 Operate metal detector 

Operate means: Check metal detector for product type and detection specmcations; Start and monitor metal detector to detect specmed 
type/size metal in product 

Unit 12.11.2 Metal Detection II 
This unit covers calibration of metal detectors. 

Element 1 Calibrate metal detector 

12.12 Palletising/Binning and Conveying 

Unit 12.12.1 Palletising/Binning (manual) 
This unit covers manual palletising, and or manual binning of product and or the assembly of bulk bins. Product includes any product relevant 
to the site. At this level the person works to parameters, guide8nes and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Manually palletise or bin product, and/or assemble bins 

This element covers activities such as: Manually stack product on pallets; Manually bin product; Select bin parts and assemble bulk bins; 
Strap paOets or bins; label paUets or bins 

Unit 12.12.2 Pallet ising/Binning (mechanised) 
This unit covers palletising or binning of product using a paOeliser or robot. This includes any paUetisers or robots relevant to the site. At this 
level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Operate palletiser or robot to palletise or bin product 

This element covers activities such as: Start and monitor paletiser or robot to palletise or bin product as specmed; Set-up palletiser or robot 
for new batch, pack or product type 

12.13 De - Palletising/Binning 

Unit 12.13.1 De - Palletising/Bin tipping I 
This unit covers operation of de-pa/lelisation and/or bin-lipping plant. It includes any de-palletising or bin tipping plant relevant to the site. At this 
level the operator de-palletises or tips bins as per parameters, guidefines and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Operate de-palletlsing or bin tipping plant 

This element covers activities such as: Start, monitor/adjust depalletiserlbin Iipper 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: faulty operation of depaletiserlbin tipper 

12.14 Pallet Shrouding 

Unit 12.14.1 Pallet shrouding/stretch-wrapping 
This unit covers shrouding or stretchwrapping of packaged product. It includes any shrouding or stretchwrapping relevant to the site. At this 
level the operator shrouds or stretchwraps as per parameters. guidelines and specifications set by an experienced operator. supervisor, or 
management. 

Element 1 Shroud or stretchwrap pallets or bins 

12.15 Cleaning Packing Equipment 

Unit 12.15.1 Cleaning packing equipment 
This unit covers cleaning of packing equipment. It Includes any packing equipment relevant to the site. At this level the operator cleans as per 
parameters, guidelines and specmcalions set by an experienced operator, supetyisor, or management. 

Element 1 Clean packing equipment 

This element covers activities such as: Strip packing plant and equipment; clean packing plant and equipment; reassemble packing plant and 
equipment 

12.16 Can Clinching 
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Unit 12.16.1 Clinch ing I 
This unit covers operation of can clinching plant. It includes any such plant relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates the plant as 
per parameters, guidelines and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate can clincher 

Operate means: Check and start clincher; Monitor clincher; Stop clincher; Clean clincher 

Unit 12.16.2 Clinching II 
This unit covers setting up and adjustment of can clinching plant. 

Element 1 Setup and adjust can clincher 

This element covers activities such as: Complete initial clincher setup; Adjust clincher for can heights and diameter; Adjust timing and 
alignment of clincher. Check for and repair damaged components 

Unit 12.1 6.3 Clinching Ill 
This unit covers advanced adjustment of can clinching plant, the ovemaul of such plant, and the design of modifications to such plant. 

Element 1 Adjust. and overhaul can clincher 

This element covers activities such as: Adjust cDncher roDs, clearance, and height; Adjust cffncher for changes in product or component 
characteristics (eg density, trow ability; end diameter, ffange width, amount of compound, seaming stock thickness); Select roll prome to suit 
plate thickness, size and type dimpler, base plate pre-load; Ovemaul and rebuild cDncher 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: powder in seals; imploding or exploding cans 

Element 3 Design/modify can clincher 

12.17 Powder gassing chamber 

Unit 12.17.1 Pow der gassing chamber I 
This unit covers operation of a powder gassing chamber. It indudes any such plant relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates the 
plant as per parameters. guidelines and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate gassing chamber 

Operate means: Check and start gassing chamber; Monitor gassing chamber; Stop gassing chamber; Clean gassing chamber 

Unit 12.17.2 Powder gassing chamber II 
This unit covers setting, adjusting and servicing of powder gassing chamber(s) to the level indicated. 

Element 1 Setup, adjust and service powder gassing chamber 

This element covers activities such as: Complete initial setup of chamber; Change oven doors; Adjust pusher strokes; Changer pusher rails; 
Set guide rails; Adjust sensor position; Lubricate chamber; Replace door seals; Adjust bridges and dead plates for smooth can transfer 

Unit 12.17.3 Powder gassing chamber Ill 
This unit covers tuning of powder gassing chamber(s) to optimise performance, and the determination of the cause of operation conditions 
such as those indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Optimise powder gassing chamber, and determine cause of abnormal operating conditions 

This element covers activities such as: Tune chamber to optimi$8 for different powder and conditions; Determine cause of high residual 
oxygen; Determine cause of inadequate vacuum and rec1ify; Determine cause of inadequate gas in can and rectify 

12.18 Can Seaming 

Unit 12.18.1 Can seaming I 
This unit covers operation of can seaming plant. It includes any such plant relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates the plant as 
per parameters, guidelines and speciffcations set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate seamer 

Operate seamer means: Check and start seamer; Monitor seamer; Stop seamer; Clean seamer 

Unit 12.18.2 Can seaming II 
This unit covers setting up and adjustment of can seaming plant to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Setup and adjust can seamer 

This element covers activities such as: Complete initial setup of seamer; Adjust seamer to suit can height and diameter. Adjust timing and 
algnment; Check and repair damaged components 

Unit 12.18.3 Can seaming Ill 
This unit covers advanced setting and adjustment of can seaming plant to the/eve/ indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Setup and adjust can seamer 

This element covers activities such as: Adjust seamer to produce seam to speciffcation; Adjust seam roll clearance and heights; Select 
correct seam rol profile; Set baseplate pre-load pressure 

12.19 Convey ing 

Unit 12.19.1 Conveying I 
This unit covers operation of conveying equipment. It covers any conveying equipment relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates 
the equipment as per parameters, guidelines and specifications set by an experienced ope~r, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate conveyors 

This element covers activities such as: Start and monitor conveyors, etc to convey product without damage; Adjust conveyors (minor. eg 
guide rails) 
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Unit 12.19.2 Conveying II 
This unit covers setting, adjusting, and servicing of conveying equipment to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Setup, adjust and service conveyors 

This element covers activities such as: Setup/adjust heights, levels, speeds, alignments, sensor positions; Lubricate conveyors 

Unit 12.19.3 Conveying Ill 
This unit covers ovemaul, design, and selection of conveying equipment. 

Element 1 Overhaul/rebuild conveyor 

Element 2 Design/modify/select conveyors 

12.20 Component Handling machines 

Unit 12.20.1 Component handling I 
This unit covers operation of component handling machines such as spoon droppers, rec/osure applicators, label applicators, leaflet inserters 
etc. This unit covers any such machines relevant to the site. At this level the operator operates the plant as per parameters, guidelines and 
specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate component handling machine 

Operate component machine includes: Check and start machine; Monitor machine; Shut down machine; Clear minor jams; Stop machine; 
Clean machine 

Unit 12.20.2 Component handling II 
This unit covers setting up and adjusting component handBng equipment to the /eve/Indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Setup, adjust and service component handling machine 

This element covers activities such as: Complete initial setup of machine; Make size changes; Conduct routine maintenance and adjustment 

Unit 12.20.3 Component handling Ill 
This unit covers diagnosis and rectmcation of component handfng machine faults, and the design/modification of such machines. 

Element 1 Diagnose faults and rectify component handling machine 

Element 2 Design/modify component handling machine 
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13.1 Dry/Cool Stores 

Unit 13.1.1 Dry/coQ.! stores I 
This unit covers receival and storage of product and materials. Product and materials include any product and materials relevant to the site. 
Storage includes dry storage, cool storage, cold storage, and any other type of product and material storage relevant to the site. At this level, 
the person receives and stores product and materials in accordance with set procedures and systems. Rectify means having the knowledge 
and ability to deal with a condition and restore it to nonnal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this skill is that the 
person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Receive and store product or materials 

This element covers activities such as: Process inwards product/materials; Detect discrepancies between product and documentation; 
Place/store product and materials correctly in store; Store and maintain condition of product to correct conditions 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: damaged packagng; product or packagng in poor condition; Detect shortage of product 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: damaged packagng 

Unit 13.1.2 Dry/cool stores II 
This unit covers retrieval and loading out of product and materials. At this level, the person retrieves and loads out product and materials in 
accordance with set procedures and systems. 

Element 1 Retrieve, transfer, and despatch product or materials 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect product transfer instructions; non-conforming containerS/trucks 

Unit 13.1.3 Dry/cool stores Ill 
This unit covers handling of conditions relating to receival, storage, and despatch of goods and materials at the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: incorrect product transfer instructions; non-confonning containerstfransport; product delivered/received 
to/from incorrect site 

13.2 Fumigation 

Unit 13.2.1 Fumigation 
This unit covers fumigation of stores and other bw1dings relevant to the site. Fumigation is carried out in accordance with site procedures and 
regulatory requirements. 

Element 1 Fumigate stores or buildings 

This element covers activities such as: Mix fumigation chemicals; Fumigate stores {or factory or other room); Maintain security during 
fumigation; Conduct basic servicing of fumigation equipment 

13.3 Mobile Load Shifting Vehicles 

Unit 13.3.1 Load shifting vehicle I 
This unit covers operation of load shitring vehicles. Load shitring vehicles include any such load shitring vehicle relevant to the site such as 
forklifts. front-end loaders, Hi-ab light crane vehicles. 

Element 1 Operate load shifting vehicle 

This element covers activities such as: Operate load shitring vehicle to load/unload goods; Operate load shitring vehicle to transport 
goods/materials 

Element 2 Detect abnonnal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: unusual noises in load shitring vehicle; equipment overheating; leaking hydraulics 

Unit 13.3.2 Load shifting vehicle II 
This unit covers operation of load shitring vehicles to transport difficult goods or to transport goods under difficult situations. The essence of 
this unit is that operation involves a level of skil signiffcantly higher than in unit 13.3.a.1. 

Element 1 Operate load shifting vehicle to shift difficult goods or under difficult situations 

This covers conditions such as: transport difficult goods {eg pipes, liquids, fann machinery, people in safety cages); load/place/retrieve goods 
in difficult places (eg confined space/height); difficult surfaces; load fuming equipment 

13.4 Slip-sheeting 

Unit 13.4.1 Slip-sheeting 
This unit covers use of push-pull equipment to slip-sheet goods. 

Element 1 Use push/pull unit to slip-sheet goods 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: ripped s/ipsheet 

13.5 Swing-lifting/gantry 
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Unit 13.5.1 Swing-lifting/gantry 
This unit covers loading and unloaciiflg of ISO containers using equipment such as swing-lifts, gantry-crane, and large forl<Jifts. 

Element 1 Load and unload ISO containers 

This element covers activities such as: Operate swing lift/gantrylforl<Jift to load/unload ISO containers; Check swing liftlgantrylforl<Jift and 
notify if repairs required for safe operation 

13.6 Shunting 

Unit 13.6.1 Shunting 
This unit covers shunting of wagons on a rail siding. 

Element 1 Shunt wagons on rail siding 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: Detect and rectify when Railway wagons not on time 

13.7 Stock control 

Unit 13.7.1 Receival, storage & issue of stock items 
This unit covers receival, storage, and issue of stock items. Stock items includes any stock such as spare parts and consumable stores. 

Element 1 Receive and check goods 

This element covers activities such as: Receive and check goods deUvered from suppliers; Identify discrepancies between goods received 
and goods ordered; Assign inventory number to stock items 

Element 2 Place and store goods 

Element 3 Locate and issue goods from store 

Unit 13.7.2 Ordering, Stores Maintenance and Security. 
This unit covers ordering (and foDowup of ordering) of stock items and maintenance of storage conditions and stores security. Ordering may 
be internal to the company (eg to company purchasing officer) or external to suppliers. 

Element 1 Order stock items 

This also covers activities such as: Deal with back orders; Rectify goods arriving without a purchase order; Rectify wrong item supplied by 
vendor/purchasing; Rectify incorrect requisition orders (eg no job numbers, no authorisation); Rectify carrier deDveries to wrong place; Obtain 
emergency orders 

Element 2 Maintain condition and security of stores 

This element covers activities such as: Maintain security of stores; Check store temperatures/conditions; Check repairs to stores, 
equipment, and machinery are carried out 

Unit 13.7.3 Inventory levels 
This unit covers control of inventory levels. 

Element 1 Control inventory levels 

This element covers activities such as: Conduct stock take; Identify and inform suppie!Sipurchasing of poor perforrring items; Maintain stock 
at re-order levels; Identify redundant stock items; Identify slow moving stock items; Identify non-stock requests; Rectify after hours issues 
incorrectly recorded 

Unit 13.7.4 Purchasing 
This unit covers purchasing of stock, and control of critical stock items. 

Element 1 Purchase and control critical stock items 

This element covers activities such as: Purchase stock items; Request quotes for parts/spares/contracted services; Purchase non-stock 
requests; Purchase alternative items when normal supplies no longer avaiabfe; Uaise with suppliers over supply/price of goods; Rectify price 
on invoice not matching quoted price; Uaise with plant managers to identify new critical plant requirements and redundant plant requirements; 
Decide what to do with redundant stock; Worlc out re-order levels for stock 

13.8 Local Market Sales 

Unit 13.8.1 Local market sales 
This unit covers safe of product within New Zealand. 

Element 1 Sell product on the local market 

This element covers activities such as: Receive customer inquiries and quote prices; Obtain product (eg from stock, from production, or 
purchase); Arrange deliveries to customers; Respond to customer complaints; Promote safes 

13.9 Importing 

Unit 13.9.1 Importing from overseas 
This unit covers importation of goods from outside New Zealand. 

Element 1 Import goods from overseas 
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15.1 Sampling 

Unit 15.1 .1 SampliAg 
This unit covers taking of representative samples for analysis or retention, in accordance with standard procedures. It covers the taking of 
samples where aseptic techniques are not required. 

Element 1 Take a representative sample 

This element covers activities such as: prepare sample containers; take a sample; store product samples; clean sampling utenSt1s 

Unit 15.1.2 Aseptic sampl ing 
This unit covers taking of representative aseptic samples for analysis or retention, in accordance with standard procedures. Aseptic means 
prevention of microbiological contamination of product and sample. 

Element 1 Take an aseptic sample 

This covers use of sterile sampling equipment and use of sterile sampling techniques 

Unit 15.1.3 Develop/modify sampling methods 
This unit covers development of sampling methods, the modiffcation of existing sampling methods, and the recommendation of solutions to 
sampling problems. 

Element 1 Develop or modify sampling methods and recommend solutions to sampling problems 

Examples of sampling problems include receiving inco"ect samples; receiving unrepresentative samples; receiving contaminated samples; 
incorrect sampling schedules; inco"ect sampling points; incorrect techniques 

15.2 Sensory/Functional Analysis 

Unit 15.2.1 Basic sensory analysis 
This unit covers conducting a ffavour or odour assessment of product in accordance with standard procedures . Product includes any product 
relevant to the site such as mt7k, cream, buttetmilk, skimmDk, whey, vegetable oils, and products derived thereof. Flavour or odour 
assessment covers the ability to assess uncharacteristic, abnormal, or variances of flavour or odour. 

Element 1 Conduct flavour or odour assessment of milk or product 

This element covers activities such as: preparation of samples, performing the test, and recording the result 

Unit 15.2.2 Organoleptic analysis and Functional Testing 
This unit covers organoleptic assessment and Functional Testinf of product in accordance with standard procedures. Organoleptic 
assessment includes a tuB assessment of organoleptic features of a product such as odour, flavour, colour, texture, and body. Product 
includes any product relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Conduct organoleptic assessment of product 

This element covers activities such as: preparation of samples, performing the test and recording the result. An example of an organoleptic 
assessment of product is the assessment of ffavour, colour. body, texture, and free moisture of butter. 

Element 2 Conduct functional test following standard procedures 

This element covers activities such as: preparation of samples, performing the test, and recording the result. Examples of functional tests 
include sludge test, SOP, tumbler test, wettability, dispersibility, coffee, dilution appearance, suspension stabiBty. 

Unit 15.2.3 Sensory/functional test perfonnance identification 
This unit covers the abiDty to identify if a sensory or functional test has performed incorrectly. At this level, the person recognises that a 
condition arising from the sample, testing process, testing equipment, or other condition occuring wi8 or may have led to an incorrect result. It 
does not include the abiDty to identify the cause of the incorrect performance. 

Element 1 Identify if a sensory or funct ional test has performed Incorrectly 

Unit 15.2.4 Sensory/functional test perfonnance and validation 
This unit covers identification of the cause of a sensory or functional test not performing, and the validation of sensory or functional test 
procedures. 

Element 1 Identify the cause of a sensory or functional test not performing 

Element 2 Validate sensory or functional test procedures 

Validation means to develop proof that a test method produces results within the norrinated Omits when performed under the conditions 
speciffed. This element covers activities such as: conduct reference tests compared to control method and range of concftions; colate 
results; determine validity and reliabidty results; document/present results 

Unit 15.2.5 Develop sensory/functional tests 
This unit covers development of sensory or functional test methods. 

Element 1 Develop sensory or functional test methods 

This element covers activities such as: develop sensory/functional test procedures; modify sensory/functional test methods to ensure 
sensory defects are reliably detected; 
select the appropriate sensory/functional test tor an application 

15.3 Chemical Analysis 
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Unit 15.3.1 Chemical/hazardous substances, Preparation of reagents and chemical analys is. 
This unit covers handling and or storage of chemicals or hazardous substances, the preparation of chemical reagents and conducting a 
chemical or analytical test in accordance with standard procedures. Chemicals or hazardous substances includes any such chemicals or 
hazardous substances relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Handle or store chemicals or dangerous substances 

Element 2 Prepare chemical reagents 

This element covers activities such as: dry chemicals, weigh chemicals, mix chemicals, standardise chemicals, label, and store 

Element 3 Conduct a chemical or analytical test following standard procedures which involves up to 3 main stages 

Element 4 Clean labware to specified cleaning standards 

This element covers activities such as: soaking, washing, rinsing, draining, drying, sterilising (where applicable) 

Unit 15.3.2 Chemical analysis lla 
This unit covers conducting of a chemical or analytical test following standard procedures which involves 4 - S main stages such as 
preparation, weighing, extraction. dissolving, centrifuging, and testing. Examples of tests in this category are grav. fat, Vit. A, Kje/foss, Kjeldahl. 

Element 1 Conduct a chemical or analytical test following standard procedures which involves 4 • 5 main stages 

Element 2 Conduct a chemical or analytical test following standard procedures which involves 6 or more main stages 

Unit 15.3.3 Chemical analysis test performance identification 
This unit covers the ability to identify if a chemical or analytical test has perfonned incorrectly. At this level, the person recognises that a 
condition arising from the sample, testing process, testing equipment, or other condition occuring wil or may have Jed to an incorrect result. It 
does not include the ability to identify the cause of the incorrect perfonnance. 

Element 1 Identify if a chemical or analytical test has performed incorrectly 

This element covers activities such as: detect reference out of limits; duplicates not within limits; results uncharacteristic compared to 
historical data; detect procedure/concfttionslequipment abnormality during test 

Unit 15.3.4 Chemical analysis test performance and validation 
This unit covers identification of the cause of a chemical or analytical test not performing, and the validation of chemical or analytical test 
procedures. 

Element 1 Identify the cause of a chemical or analytical test not performing correctly 

This element covers activities such as: determine the cause of a chemical test not performing correctly; examine chemical test trends to 
identify uncharacteristic results 

Element 2 Validate chemical or analytical test method/procedures 

Vaidation means to develop proof that a test method produces results within the nominated Umits when performed under the conditions 
specified. This element covers activities such as: conduct reference tests compared to control method and range of conditions; coUate 
results; determine validity and reliability results; document/present results 

Unit 15.3.5 Develop/modify chemicals analysis methods 
This unit covers development of chemical or analytical test methods. 

Element 1 Develop chemical or analytical test methods 

This element covers activities such as: develop chemical analysis testing procedures; modify existing cherncal test procedures 

15.4 Microbiological Analysis 

Unit 15.4.1 Micro analysis Ia 
This unit covers conducting micro laboratory tests following standard procedures. which involve reconstitution and/or analysis. Examples of 
tests in this category are APC 30. Y&M, SPC SS , VRBA, starch, and other tests as in NZTM2. 

Element 1 Conduct micro laboratory tests following standard procedures, which involves reconstitution and/or analysis 

This also includes: recognise contaminated controls in micro tests (such as agar blanks) 

Element 2 Conduct micro laboratory tests following standard procedures, which involves reconstitution, analysis, and 
confirmation. 

Element 3 Prepare media for micro tests 
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Unit 15.4.2 Micro analysis lla 
This unit covers conducting micro '-boratory tests following standard procedures, which involve 4 or more steps such as reconstitution, 
analysis, resuscitation, treatment, and/or confirmation. Examples of such tests are AustraOan Standard Method for S. aureus; various 
Nutricia test methods; bacteriophage. 

Element 1 Conduct micro laboratory tests following standard procedures, which involves 4 or more steps such as 
reconstitution, analysis, resuscitation, treatment, and/or confirmation 

Element 2 Conduct analy1ical test following microbiological assay procedure 

Element 3 Test media performance 

Element 4 Identify uncharacteristic micro test results compared to historical data 

This element covers activities such as: Recognise atypical micro colony types 

Element 5 Handle/store stock cultures and pathogens 

This element covers activities such as: Handle/store stock cultures; handle/store pathogens 

Element 6 Prepare bulk starter or yeast inoculum 

This element covers activities such as: Maintain mother culture; Prepare inoculum; Test viability of inoculum 

Unit 15.4.3 Micro testing problems 
This unit covers determination of the cause of uncharacteristic micro test results, and the recommendation of solutions to micro test problems. 

Element 1 Determine the cause of uncharacteristic micro test results 

This also includes: Recommend solutions to micro test problems 

Element 2 Determine the cause of uncharacteristic microassay test results 

This also includes: Recommend solutions to microassay test problems 

Element 3 Check and grow cultures and subcultures 

This element covers activities such as: Check cultures for purity and pelformance; Grow sub-cultures; Reconstitute freeze dried cultures 

Unit 15.4.4 Micro test validation 
This unit covers validation of micro test procedures. 

Element 1 Validate micro test procedures 

VaHdation means to develop proof that a test method produces results within the nominated Omits when performed under the conditions 
specified. This element covers activities such as: conduct reference tests compared to control method and range of conditions; col/ate 
results; determine validity and reliability results; documenf/present results 

Element 2 Validate microassay test procedures 

VaOdation means to develop proof that a test method produces results within the nominated imits when performed under the conditions 
specified. This element covers activities such as: conduct reference tests compared to control method and range of conditions; collate 
results; determine validity and reliability results; documenf/present results 

Element 3 Identify unknown micro type 

Unit 15.4.5 Develop/modify micro testing methods 
This unit covers development or modiffcation of micro test methods. 

Element 1 Develop micro test methods 

This element covers activities such as: Develop micro testing procedures; Modify existing micro test procedures to cover new products 

Element 2 Develop microas.say testing procedures 

This element covers activities such as: Modify existing microassay test procedures to cover new products 

15.5 Product Grading 

Unit 15.5.1 Product grading 
This unit covers the assignment of a grade to product. 

Element 1 Assign a product a grade 

Unit 15.5.2 Grade document release 
This unit covers the checking and releasing of product grading documentation. 

Element 1 Check and release product grading documentation 

Unit 15.5.3 Product disposition 
This unit cove i-s the recommendation of a product disposition such as regrading, reworking, or disposal. 

Element 1 Recommend product disposition 

15.6 Lab Equipment Purchase and Maintenance 
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Unit 15.6.1 Lab equipment I 
This unit covers operation of labora1ory equipment for chemical and analytical testing using standard operating procedures. 

Element 1 Operate chemical and analytical testing equipment 

Operate testing equipment means: Operate laboratory equipment: Detect faults in laboratory equipment (eg lamp failure, gas leaks); Perform 
routine dally maintenance on laboratory equipment: Clean laboratory equipment. 

Element 2 Calibrate laboratory equipment 

Unit 15.6.2 Lab equipment II 
This unit covers replacement of laboratory equipment components to the level indicated in the unit, and the commissioning of laboratory 
equipment. 

Element 1 Replace laboratory equipment components 

This element covers activities such as: Replace bulbs (eg UV detectors, Spectrophotometers); Replace tubing, fenvles, septums, end 
connectors (eg Auto titrators, Milkotester. HPLC, Protein analyser. GFAAS. Auto pipettor); Align lamps (eg FAAS, UV detector); Replace 
megabore column (eg GLC); Replace valVe assemblies (eg MHkoscan, HPLC); Replace guard packs, analytical columns (eg HPLC); 
Replenish pH probes - renew crystals 

Element 2 Commission lab equipment 

Unit 15.6.3 Lab equipment Ill 
This unit covers servicing and fault-ffnding of laboratory equipment to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Service and fault-find lab equipment 

This element covers actMties such as: Rebuild injector/sample loading components (eg HPLC, Protein analyser); Rebuild inlet, outlet, check, 
switching valVes- 0 rings, springs, needles, ruby bal. magnets (eg Milkoscan. HPLC, Protein analyser); Repair, reassemble pump units (eg 
Milkoscan, HPLC); Clean Lenses. cuvette assembl es, (eg Mikoscan, UV detector Mi kotester); Unearity checks (eg HPLC) 

Unit 15.6.4 Evaluation & purchase of lab equip 
This unit covers evaluation of new or used laboratory equipment. and making of recommendations folowing such evaluation. 

Element 1 Evaluate which laboratory equipment to purchase 

15.7 Automated Laboratory Equipment 

Unit 15.7.1 Automated laboratory equipment I 
This unit covers operation of high throughput automated laboratory equipment using standard operation procedures and guidelines. High 
throughput automated laboratory equipment includes equipment such as Milkoscan 605, Fossmatic, and Bactoscan. Rectify means having 
the knowledge and abiity to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may b8 sought from others, but the essence of this skil 
is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolVe the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate high throughput automated laboratory testing equipment 

Operat8 high throughput automated laboratory equipment includes: Setup instrvment and check parameters; Start instrvment and place on 
product: Monitor and adjust instrument: Set instrument to standby during temporary d81ays; Shut down instrumtJnt at end of testing Perform 
routine daily maintenance 

Element 2 Clean lab equipment 

This element covers activities such as: Set/monitor intemal cleaning program 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This cov8rs conditions such as: communication errors; tJmpty chemical containers: rack mov8m8nt faults; minor intemal instrvment faults 
(8g cuvette temp highlfow, pnsm drum) 

Element <4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This cov8rs conditions such as: communication errors; empty chemical containers; rack movement faults; minor intemal movem~tnt faults; 
mnor int8mal instrvment faults 

Unit 15.7.2 Automated laboratory equipment II 
This unit covers operation of high throughput automated laboratory equipment whi8 d8alng with operating conditions of th8 nature identiffed. 
Rectify means having th8 knowledge and a~ to deal with a cont:ffion and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but 
the essence of this SX. is that the person has the knowledge and experience to resolve the concltion In most situations. 

Element 1 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: Achieve standby quickly when sequence error occurs; Adjust instrument to cope with sequence errors; 
Pressure faults; Leakage in system 

Element 2 Determine cause of abnormal operating condition 

This covers conditions such as: unusual results (eg high pilots, blanks, references, etc); pressure faults (eg container pressure); intake 
errors (eg pipette faults, empty bottle); mechanical faults (eg rack mechanism); leakage in system (eg leaking tube) 

Unit 15.7.3 Automated laboratory equipment Ill 
This unit covers operation of high throughput automated laboratory equipment while dealing with operating conditions of the nature identiffed. 

Element 1 Determine cause of abnormal operating condition 

This covers conditions such as: mec.IJRnical or electrical problem; temperature faults; calibration drift 
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16.1 Boi ler Operations 

Unit 16.1.1 Boiler operation I 
This unit covers operation of steam raising plant. This includes any such plant relevant to the site. Rectify means having the knowledge and 
ability to deal with a condition and restore it to normal. Assistance may be sought from others, but the essence of this sl<iJJ is that the person 
has the knowledge and experience to resolve the condition in most situations. 

Element 1 Operate boiler 

Operate boiler means: Monitor and adjust boiler to produce steam to specification; Stop/restart boiler for delays, interruptions, and 
fluctuations of steam demand; Secure/restart boUer after power/electrical failure; Shut down boiler 

Element 2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: control system malfunctions; teed pump faDure; insttvment failure 

Element 3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: stopped boUer feed water supply 

Element -4 Operate coal and ash handling plant 

Operate plant means: Start/stop, monitor and adjust coal and ash system; Grease and lubricate coal & ash system; Stockpie coal and 
monitor to ensure sufflcient coal on hand; Stockpile esh for disposal 

Element 5 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked hopper; incorrect operation of coaVash system (eg rams, valves, ploughs, conveyors, etc); incorrect 
filiing 

Element 6 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: blocked hopper; incorrect operation of coaVash system (eg rams, valves, ploughs, conveyors, etc); incorrect 
ff1/ing 

Element 7 Monitor and adjust boiler feed water treatment plant 

This element covers activities such as: Monitor and adjust boier water hardness, dissolved soids, a/kalnity, etc to speciffcation; Detect 
chemicsl pump faiure 

Unit 16.1.2 Boiler - cold start 
This unit covers checking and starting a boiler from cold, and bringng the boiler to operating condition within an approved cold start up 
procedure. 

Element 1 Start boiler from cold 

This element covers activities such as: Start boDer from cold, bring to operation according to speciffed procedures 

Element 2 Operate soot blower 

Operate includes: Preheat, start/stop, monitor and adjust soot blower; Operate by-pass dampers on baler 

Element 3 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: jammed or damaged soot blower; incorrect operation of valves and soot blower dJtves; problems wfth 
overloaded ash handing gear 

Element -4 Monitor combustion 

This includes: Monitor C02 and 02 levels to optimise combustion 

Element 5 Operate deaerator 

Operate deaerator means: Check and ffl deaerator; monitor and adjust deeerator; shut and drain deeerator 

Unit 16.1.3 Boiler fittings and equipment. 
Element 1 Prepare boiler for annual marine survey 

Element 2 Service boiler fittings and equipment 

This element covers activities such as: detect faulty or leaky ffttingslequipment; Isolate ffttingslequipment; dsmentJe, clean, inspect 
ffttingslequipment; rap/see gaskets/parts; reassemble end test ffttingslequipment 

Unit 16.1.4 Combustion optimisation/Boiler Water treatment 
This unit covers adjustment air to fuel ratios to opiimise combustion ellfciency, using oxygen end carbon cloxide meters end setting boier 
water treatment parameter levels such as hardness. total dissolved solds and alkafnity to maintain boHr condtlons. 

El ement 1 Adjust air ..fuel ratio to optlmlse combustion efftclency 

Element 2 Determine boiler water t reatment 

Element 3 Service boiler frttings 

This element covars activities such as: datect faulty or leaky boier type ffttings; isolate ffttings; dismantle, clean. inspect boier type ffttings; 
replace gaskets/parts; reassemble and test ffttings 

16.2 Ancillary Services Monitoring 
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Unit 16.2.1 Ancillary services monitoring 
This unit covers monitoring of ancillary services. Ancillary services includes ancillary services such as chemical dosing pumps, chlorine 
dosing systems, compressed air systems; hot/cold water systems, floculation tanks, jumbo wash, rapid-sand water filters, and refrigeration 
systems. 

Element 1 Monitor ancillary services 

Monitor ancillary services includes activities such as: checking that services are operating within established parameters, taking limited 
remedial action where appropriate, and refe"al of faults or abnormal conditions to appropriate person 

Unit 16.2.2 Ancillary services operation 
This unit covers operation of anciDary services. 

Element 1 Operate ancillary services 

Operate anciOary services means: Conduct pre-start check of ancillary system; Start anciUary system; monitor/adjust anciJJary system; Shut
down anci/Jary system 

16.3 Water Treatment 

Unit 16.3.1 Water treatment I 
This unit covers coagulation, filtration, and chlorination/pH adjustment of water to NZ Drinking Water Standards or equivalent. At this level the 
operator operates the plant as per parameters, guide6nes and specifications set by an experienced operator, supervisor, or management. 

Element 1 Operate water treatment plant 

Operate plant means: Check and start water treatment plant; Monitor/adjust water treatment plant; Shut down (eg for maintenance) water 
treatment plant 

Unit 16.3.2 Water treatment II 
This unit covers determination of water treatment operating parameters for the treatment of water to NZ Drinking Water Standards or 
equivalent. 

Element 1 Determine water treatment 

This element covers activities such as: Determine chemical types/brands etc for water treatment; Determine chemical mixing procedures, 
strengths, and dosing rates; Determine treatment flow rates, quantities, volumes, etc; Determine adjustments to cater for changes eg raw 
water quality, dosage rates, back-ffushing, etc 

Unit 16.3.3 Water treatment Ill 
This unit covers design and modiffcation of water treatment plant and retriculation systems for the treatment of water to NZ Drinking Water 
Standards. It also includes rectifying abnormal operating conditions such as those indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Design/modify water treatment system 

This covers: Design/modify water treatment & retriculation systems 

Element 2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

This covers conditions such as: organic off-/favours in treated water; mineral (eg manganese) staining; micro problems in treated water 

16.4 Refrigeration 

Unit 16.4.1 Refrigeration (CFCs or equivalent and amonia) I 
This unit covers basic servicing of CFC or equivalent type refrfgeration systems to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Test and repair leaks in CFC type refrigeration systems 

This element covers activities such as: Test and repair leaks In CFC systems; Handle CFC refrfgerant 

Element 2 Test and repair leak.s in anwnonia refrigeration systems 

This element covers activities such as: Test and repair teaks in Ammonia refrigeration systems; Handle Af!!monia refrigerant 

Unit 16.4.2 Refrigeration (CFCs or equivalent and amonia) II 
This unit covers servicing of CFC or equivalent type refrfgeration systems to the level indicated in the unit. 

Element 1 Service and fault-find CFC type refrigeration systems 

This element covers activities such as: Replace expansion valves in CFC refrigeration systems; Diagnose and remove foreign matter in CFC 
refrigeration systems (ie non condensabtes); Detect and resolve blocked driers In CFC refrigeration systems; Fault find on CFC air 
conditioning systems; Evacuate CFC refrigeration systems; Colect used refrigerant for reuse; Detect expansion valve faults in CFC 
refrigeration systems; Diagnose and repair compressor faults in CFC refrfgeration systems; Detect and resolve blocked capilary tubes in 
CFC refrigeration systems; Detect and resolve extemal blockages on condensers in CFC refrigeration systems 

Element 2 Service and fault-find anwnonia refrigeration systems 

This element covers activities such as: Diagnose and repair compressor faults in Ammonia refrigeration systems; Fault ffnd on Ammonia 
cooling systems (eg water towers, condensers, chillers, etc); Evacuate Ammonia refrigeration systems; Replace expansion valves in 
Ammonia refrigeration systems; Diagnose and remove for&ign matter in Ammonia refrigeration systems (ie non condensables); Detect 
expansion valve faults in Ammonia refrigeration systems; Detect and resolve external blockages on condensers in Ammonia refrigeration 
systems: Repair intemal blockages on condensers in Ammonia refrigeration systems 

Unit 16.4.3 Refrigeration design 
This unit covers design and mocfrffcation of refrigeration and air conditioning syst~ms, and the determination of specifications for new 
refrigeration and air conditioning systems. 

Element 1 Design or modify refrigeration and air conditioning systems 

This element covers activities such as: Design moditic!ffons to a refrigeration/air conditioning system; Determine the specifications of 
refrigeration/air conditioning systems ...--
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17.1 Documentation .... 

Unit 17.1.1 Food Safety 
Plant management are required to submft a monthly report detailing breaches of the product safety programme eg pathogen tracebacks etc. 

Element 1 Identify non compliances 

Element 2 Write an accurate concise report 

Unit 17.1.2 Audits 
The product safety/food safety programme is audited by MAF yearly, plant management must ensure compliance with standards. 

Element 1 Identify non compli;mce. 

Element 2 Main~in accurate records. 

Element 3 Detailed knowledge of plant quality system. 

Unit 17.1.3 HACCP 
At th& begnning of &ach season, prior to r&eommissioning. a h.rarri analysis critical control Point (HACCP) must be carri&d out by trained 
staff. 

Element 1 Records 

Maintain accurate r&eords of each insp&Ction 

Element 2 ActJon non-compliance. 

Unit 17.1.4 Business Plan 
Each hal manager is required to write a busin&ss plan for lrislt!er unit within which they must outfne quaity and trnancial obj&ctiws. th&y must 
also set an overal 5st of s&asona/ goals for the unit. 

Element 1 Write an accurate and concise report. 

Element 2 Objectives 

Writ& a cl&ar set of obj&ctiv&S using the SMART system as a guide. 

Unit 17.1.5 Cost Model Reviews 
Information must be gath&red for regular rei!Nrws of cost modelS that s&t peym&nt schflduies within th& industry. 

Element 1 Write a c:oncise and acxurate report 

Element 2 Interpret financial coatings 

Element 3 Utilize basic statistlcaJ techniques 

Unit 17.1.6 PAMS 
This unit cov&rs the input of f2W data into PAM$ system and the Jnte~tion of the information~ 

Element 1 Raw data 

Overs&e the input of f2W data into the system 

Element 2 Ptant Performance 

Monftor plant performance regarding downtime, prodUct grading, composition, /ossu etc using the WHidy repott3. 

Element 3 Feedback 

Devise a system to feed back thi$ information to plant staff. 

Unit 17.1.7 PROM IX 
This unit covers the us& of the company data base for stock control. eflfjnHring maintenance. bM coding and others. 

Element 1 Raw data and reports 

Be able to input niW data and run reports on the system. 
·, 

Element 2 Use of Information 

Use information generated from the systems to monitor th& performance of the unit against budgets. 
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Unit 17.1.8 PAs 
This unit covers the company system of product advice (the NZDB notify Kiwi to make a product against a specific tonnage) 

Element 1 Understanding PAs 

Understand the procedure set down to accept PAs 

Element 2 Monitoring production against PAs. 

DeVIse a system to monitor production against the PA 

Element 3 Procedures 

Understand/devise procedures to rectify problems with the PA. 

Unit 17.1.9 Wages and Salaries 
This unit covers wages and salaries as they relate to individual halls 

Element 1 Interface between ~yroll and staff 

To act as an interface between the payrol offfce and plant staff. 

Element 2 Procedures 

To put into place procedures to resolve anomalies between timelattemdance system and plant staff. 

Element 3 Monitor performance against budget. 

Element 4 Alterations 

To make recommendations regarding alterations to manning lewis within the plant. 

Unit 17.1.10 IPRAs 
This unit covers the operation of the compeny system for intemal product tKal. 

Element 1 Product Recall 

Maintain and document a system for product recal 

Element 2 NC/CA 

Develop and monitor an effective NCICA system for defective product 

Element 3 Rec:ord of withdrawals 

Maintain accurate records of al wittld171Wals. 

Unit 17.1.11 Spec Changes 
This umt covers the effective notification of impencing change$ of product specilfc:ation to ahcted departments.. 

Element 1 Notification of spec changes. 

Maintain an effective documented system for notifying change of spec (electronic:aly, verbaly or written). 

Unit 17.1.12 Results 
This untt covers the storage, retrieval and interpretation of results from the ~dng analysis of the product. 

Element 1 Filing System 

Maintain an ettrcient fffing system for hard copy re!Wits of ~dng tests. 

Element 2 Feedback 

ProvKte feedback loops of result$ to plant staff. 

Element 3 Traceback Procedures. 

Carry out traceback procedures when results incicate a problem. 

Element 4 Reviewing Data 

Institute a proactive response to ffnaJ gradng results by analy$ing trends. spec reYiews, promote company interrtSts by t"8gUUM1y reWewing 
product speciftcations for inefffciencies using basic stati:stical techniques to re'liew rrN dar.. 

Unit 11.1.13 Maintenance and Planning 
This umt covers the operation of the engneerin¢naintenence module of Promix. 

Element 1 Maintenance 

Identify and prioritise maintenance worlc to be done within the hal and laisa with plant reiabilty teams. 

Element 2 Monitoring Maintenance. 

Monitor maintenance spend aglUnst budget and take steps to rectify anomaes. 

Unit 17.1.14 Job Requests 
This unit covers the function of ordering maintenance worlc to be done. 

Element 1 Monitoring open jobs 

Implement a procedure to monitor the number of open jobs. 
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Unit 17.1 .15 Capitallmprovements 
This unit covers the capital improvement to plant and process. 

Element 1 Investigating Suggestions 

Promote an environment where suggestions for plant improvements are investigated via PRT Teams. 

Element 2 Accessing Information 

Gather or have access to technical information regarding latest developments within the industry. 

Element 3 Procedures 

Follow company procedures detailing steps to be taken for capital expenditure. 

Unit 17.1.16 Budgeting 
Plant management are required to set yearty budgets for departments covering speciffc areas. 

Element 1 Performance 

Analyse previous performances and set bench marl<s for performance. 

Element 2 SMART 

Set clear and measurable objectives using the SMART rules as a guide. 

Element 3 Write an accurate and concise report. 

Unit 17.1.17 Plant Reliability Teams 
This unit cove~S al areas of loss from within the hal. 

Element 1 Maintenance Issues 

Faciitate an environment where the PRT teams take responsibiity for the maintenance issues within the plant. 

Element 2 Monitor Progress 

Monitor progres:s of PRT teems within the product hals. 

Unit 17.1.18 Loss Monitoring 
This unit cove~S al areas of lo.ss from within the hal. 

Element 1 Feedback 

lmplem&nt a procedure to feedback results from PAMs losses to plant staff. 

Element 2 Minimising Losses. 
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Encourage an environment where losses are minimised, unexplained events are investigated and improvements to plant design to minimise 
losses are investigated. 

Element 3 Interpreting Results. 

Use basic statistical techniques to interpret results. 

Unit 17.1.19 Reading/Correspondence 
This unit covers inward mail and outward correspondence. 

Element 1 Maintain an effec:ttve ftllng system 

Element 2 Write accurate and concise reports. 
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18.1 Vehicle Servicing 

Unit 18.1.1 Daily vehicle inspection 
This unit covers daily inspection of vehicles in accordance with a daily vehicle inspection check Jist. Vehicles includes any vehicle relevant to 
the site such as tankers, trucks. cars, forklifts. 

Element 1 Conduct daily vehicle inspection and identify required maintenance 

This element covers activities such as: check oil, water and fuel levels, blinkers, headlights, brake lights, hom, wipers, oil or fuel leaks, 
Httings, window, screen, mirrors, tyres and wheel nuts, springs, brakes, steering, chassis cracks, etc 

Unit 18.1 .2 Vehicle servicing I 
This unit covers regular vehicle servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Vehicle includes any vehicle relevant to the site 
such as tankers, trucks, cars, forl<lifts. 

Element 1 Conduct routine servicing of vehicles (eg 5 or 8 day) 

This element covers activities such as: check instrument panel operation (fghts, gauges etc); repack wheel bearings; sample oi for 
contaminants; adjust throttle pedal travet. clean and replace air and fuel filters; grease truck and traier units; change oi filters 

Unit 18.1.2 Vehicle servicing II 
This unit covers vehicle servicing and maintenance of the nature idenritfed in the unit. Vehicle includes any vehicle relevant to the site such as 
tankers, trucks, cars, forklifts. 

Element 1 Conduct basic vehicle servicing 

This element covers activities such as: repair or replace slack adjustors; check and set vehicle Dghts to Ministry of Transport regulations; 
reDne brake shoes: check battery voltage, amperage, lead and terminal condition etc; replace brake pads 

Unit 18.1.2 Milk meters 
This unit covers minor servicing and caBbration of milk meters in accordance with procedures set by a quafiffed mechanic, supervisor. or 
management. It does not cover a ful mechanical overhaul of the meter. 

Element 1 Strip, service, and calibrate a milk meter 

This element covers activities such as: strip milk meter; replace faulty components; calbrate meter 

Unit 18.1.3 Vehicle servicing Ill 
This unit covers vehicle servicing and maintenance of the nature idenritfed in the unit. Vehicle includes any vehicle relevant to the site such as 
tankers, trucks, cars, forklifts. 

Element 1 Conduct intennediate vehicle servicing 

This element covers activities such as: fault nnd wiring loom; rewire vehicle and trailer; repair and service instrument panel (lights, gauges 
etc); check and replace drive shaft universals and hanger bearings; detect cracks and damage in brake drums; leak test and repair air and 
hydraulic systems; recondition duo coupling systems; overhaul traier coupings to MOT standards; repair towing pin wear and bushes on 
VBGs and ring feeders; remove and overhaul tum tables to manufacturers speciffcations; adjust suspension (eg U bolts, springs, hanger 
mounts); replace wheel studs. rod ends, brake shoes, disc pads, shock absorbers, etc; check and replace spring components (eg leaves. 
centre bolts. bushes, pins); check and replace shock absortJers, bushes. mounts etc; repair exhaust system (eg replace pipes); instal 
additional electrical equipment in vehicle (radio telephones, relays. audary ighting etc); service ca•pers; flush hydraulc brake systems; 
correct drive shaft misalignment/vibration; check and replace geartJox and differential mountings and supports; secure pinion flanges; repair 
air/electrical auxiliary switch faults; strip and overhaul1,2 & 3 stage forkiff masts 

Unit 18.1.3 WOF inspections 
This unit covers Warrant of Fitness inspections and issuing of warrant of fitness certiffcates. 

Element 1 Conduct W.O.F. inspection on vehicle 

Unit 18.1.4 Vehicle servicing IV 
This unit covers vehicle servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Vehicle includes any vehicle relevant to the site such as 
tankers, trucks, cars. fortdffs. 

Element 1 Conduct advanced vehicle servicing 

This element covers activities such as: Identify the cause of overly sensitive brakes; Overhaul foot valves, brake chambers, relay valves; 
Repair servo faults; Identify the cause of non-release of brakes; Set up brakes & pipes for Brake Coded vehicles & speciaised valves & 
pressure switches: Replace kingpins and bushes; Repair steering column components (eg top bush, yoke, universal joint); Renew 
suspension bushes (eg drag Bnk arm, walking beam); Diagnose bearing faiure (eg abnormal wear, clrt. water. corrosion); Identify the cause 
of brakes pulling to one side; Diagnose steering problems (eg wheel shimmy, steering wander, noises. tyre wear); Check and adjust wheel 
alignment (eg toe-in. camber. castor); Modify brake systems and plumbing; Fault nnd and repair power steering 

Unit 18.1.5 Gearboxes & drives I 
This unit covers vehicle gear boxes and drives servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Vehicle gear boxes and drives 
includes any vehicle gear boxes and drives relevant to the site. 

Elemerrt 1 Service and fault-find gearboxes and drives 

This element covers activities such as: Identify cause of lfnal drive noise under load; Identify cause of nnaJ drive vibration; Identify cause of 
nnal drive not changing from high to tow; Identify cause of gearbox jumping out of gear; Identify cause of gearbox whines; Identify cause of 
gearbox not changing; Identify cause of universal joint wear; Identify cause of drive shaft vibration; Maintain/repair PTO pumps and drives; 
Adjust clutches.· Replace and adjust clutch brakes; Rebuild/renew dutch fork, shaft, and bushes; Overhaul dutch assembly; Replace front 
wheel drive CV joints 

Unit 18.1.6 Gearboxes & drives II 
This unit covers vehicle gear boxes and drives servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Vehicle gear boxes and drives 
includes any vehicle gear boxes and drives relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Overhaul transmission differentials for manual and automatic drives, drive plate, and torque converter 

18.2 Enoines 
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Unit 18.2.1 Engine!i I 
This unit covers engne servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Engnes includes any engne relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Service & fault-find engines I 

This element covers activities such as: Check inter-coolers and after coolers and identify required maintenance; Check and adjust alternator 
voltage output, bearings, bushes, etc; Repair and maintain exhaust brakes (eg micro switches, cylinders); 
Identify and replace faulty water pump components; Repair and overhaul carburettors, petrol pumps, etc: Repair ignition circuit components 
(eg plugs, points, condenser, coil, leads); Check, repair and test distributors, including checking for cam bush and shaft wear and mechanical 
and vacuum advance, assembly, and testing; Manufacture exhaust systems 

Unit 18.2.2 Engines II 
This unit covers engne servicing and maintenance of the nature identiffed in the unit. Engnes includes any engne relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Service & fault-find engines II 

This element covers activities such as: Identify faults in lubrication system (eg oi pumps, oi passages, centrifuge); Identify and replace 
rocker gear faults; Identify wom cam followers; Identify and replace faulty f'(Jsh rods; Check and adjust starter motor (current draw, relays 
etc); Identify the cause of hard starting (eg faulty Injectors, bumt valves, faulty comf'(Jier wiling); Identify the cause of engne misffres; 
Diagnose abnormal noise in turbo, pump coupling, etc; Diagnose power loss (eg leaks, faulty injectors, turbo, air cleaner); Repair and 
overhaul turbo charger; Replace cam shaft and bushes/bearings; Top tune mechanical injection systems; Fit and setup engne brakes (eg 
jacob brake) 

Unit 18.2.3 Engines lila 
This unit covers dismantling of engnes, checking component wear, detemining whether to replace or recondition components, and 
reassembly of engne with replaced or reconditioned components. 

Element 1 Overhaul and rebuild engines 

This element covers activities such as: dismantle engne; identify excessive engne component wear (eg pistons. ring grooves, cam shafts, 
crankshafts); identify cyfnder block faults (eg warping, corrosion, wet lners etc); da~ose cause of component wear such as bearing, piston, 
piston ring, valve and valve seat faiure (eg through drt, overheating, overfuel, etc); replace or send components away for reconditioning 
reassembly of engne; running in and testing of overhauled engne 

Unit 18.2.3 Engines lllb 
This unit covers maching and repair of engne components such as identiffed in this unit. 

Element 1 Machine and re~ir engine components 

This element covers activities such as: cyfnder reboring; fine boring; cyfnder block or head surfacing; valve and valve seat refacing; valve 
guide replacement and repair; replacement of valve seat inserts; refacing valve bridges and rockers; mting and machining smal end bushes 
and aligning con rods; stripping and repair of Injectors and pumps; complete overhaul and testing of alternators and starter motors (off the 
engne) 

Unit 18.2.3 Engine fault diagnostics 
This unit covers diagnosis of abnormal noises, irregularities, and faults in engnes, without going through the process of dismantling in order to 
ffnd the cause of the fault. 

Element 1 Make diagnosis of abnormal noise, irregularity, or fault in engine 

This element covers activities such as: abnormal noise in turbo and pump couplng; engne power foss; engne noises caused by excessive 
fuel; bumt valves; interpreting noises and abnormalties as reported by others (eg tanker driver reporting engne power foss under load) 

Unit 18.2.3 Alternative fuel systems 
This unit covers instalation and servicing of alternative fuel systems. 

Element 1 Service/install alternative fuel systems 

This element covers activities such as: Instal alternative fuel systems (eg LPGICNG); Check operation of emission control; Repair and 
overhaul LPGICNG regulators, valves, solenoids etc 

Unit 18.2.4 Development of engine modifications 
The unit covers development of modiffcations to engnes to improve running etrlciencies and engne fife. 

Element 1 Develop and test modlftcatlons to engine 

This element covers activities such as: modify compressor air intake to prevent excessive oi burning mting singe-plate clutches to twin-plate 
clutches to improve clutch life; modify engne air intake and exhaust system to improve engne etrlciency 

18.3 Automotive Body Work 

Unit 18.3.1 Body work 
This unit covetS servicing and repair of body worl< of the nature identiiHKI in this unit. 

Element 1 Service and r~ir body work 

This element covetS activities such as: Rebush seat bushes; Weld seat bases; Repair cab steps; Repair/replace door locks; Renew weather 
strips; Fit/repair guard supports; 
Fit mud flaps; Realign doors; Repair rrinor panel cracks and strengthen (eg door mitror mounts); Renew cab mount bushes; Check/renew 
cab shocks 

Unit 18.3.2 Panel beating 
This unit covers panel beating and repair of body worl< of the nature identiffed in this unit. 

Element 1 Panel beat and repair body work 

This element covers activities such as: Reinforce door hinge mounts; Weld floor around seats; Replace window screens; 
Straighten/repair/renew trailer guards; Removelrepairlrefft panels; Remove rost or rep/ate units; Repair ffbre gass structures (eg cabs, 
doors); Reshape and ffnish panels 

18.4 Painting 
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Unit 18.4.1 Preparation for painting 
This unit covers preparation of surfaces for painting. 

Element 1 Prepare for painting 
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This element covers activities such as: Clean surface area for painting; Remove decals, logos, etc; Scrape/sand/bum/grind paint; 
Maskldemask area for painting; Degrease surface area (eg premsoltfhinners) prior to undercoating; Clean equipment 

Unit 18.4.2 Spray painting- primers and undercoats 
This unit covers application of primers and undercoating with spray painting equipment. 

Element 1 Spray paint primers and undercoats 

This element covers activities such as: Prepare/mix/thin paint; Apply primers/Undercoats; Dismantle/reassemble spray gun; Maintain 
respirators; Adjust/set air regulators to correct specifrcation; Clean equipment 

Unit 18.4.2 Brush/roller painting 
This unit covers application of primer and undercoats by brush or roler. 

Element 1 Apply primer and undercoat with brush or roller 

This element covers activities such as: Check surfaces prepared correctly for painting; Preparelmixlfhin paint; Apply paint; Clean equipment 
(brushes, roHers, etc) 

Unit 18.4.3 Spray painting -finish coats 
This unit covers spray painting of ffnish coats. 

Element 1 Spray paint finish coats 

This element covers activities such as: Detetmine quantity of paint required; Mix paint to correct colour; Mix paint with thinners/hardeners; 
Check undercoats correctly applied and sanded; Judge environmental conditions to obtain correct ffnish, etc; Apply ffmsh coats; Finish off (eg 
pin-striping, refft logos); Diagnose/repair faulty spray painting equipment 

Unit 18.4.3 Brush/roller painting -finish coats 
This unit covers application of ffnish coats of paint by brush or roler. 

Element 1 Apply finish coats with brush or roller 

This element covers activities such as: Determine quantity and type of paint required; Mix paint to correct colour; Mix paint with 
thinners/hardeners; Check undercoats correctly applied and sanded; Judge environmental conditions to obtain correct lfnish, etc; Cut in ffnal 
coats (eg whites to colours, ceilings to waHs, window sashes, etc); Supervise erection of scaffolding 

18.5 Vehicle breakdown/recovery 

Unit 18.5.1 Vehicle breakdown/recovery 
This unit covers recovery of immobiised or broken down vehicles. 

Element 1 Recover immobilised vehicle 

This element covers activities such as: Assess damage to vehicle; Recover immobiised vehicle 

18.6 Tyre servicing 

Unit 18.6.1 Tyre servicing I 
This unit covers servicing of tyres to the level Indicated in this unit. 

Element 1 Change wheels, repair tubes and remount tyres 

This element covers activities such as: Check condition of tyres; Change wheels, check wheel studs, rims; Slrip wom tyres (tubedtfubeless); 
Remount new tyres (tubedtfubeless); Repair tubes; Detect broken springs 

Unit 18.6.2 Tyre servicing II 
This unit covers servicing of tyres to the level indicated in this unit. 

Element 1 Conduct advanced tyre servicing 

This element covers activities such as: Strip/remount solid tyres; Strip/remount tractor tyre without balast; Repair tubeless tyres; Select 
new/replacement tyres 
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19.1 Mechanical- Gene~~al 

19.1.1 Mechanical -general I 
This unrt covers general mechanical servicing of plant and equipment of the nature identified in the unit. 

Element 1 Undertake minor mechanical servicing 

This element covers activities such as: Detect oil leaks in plant: Detect incorrect oil levels in plant: Use mechanical hand tools (eg hammer, 
hack-saw. spanners. screw-Cnvers); Measure length/diameter of materials using ruler or tape measure; Tighten nuts and bolts; Take face 
places off pumps for c:eantng; Decect water in compressed air; Detect noisy pumps, gearboxes, bearing, and mechanical items; Change pipe 
umon rubbers (eg RJT rubbers) 

19.1.2 Mechanical - general II 
This umt covers general mechamcal servicing of plant and equipment of the nature identified in the unit. 

Element 1 Undertake general mechanical servicing 

This element covers activities such as: Use pneumatic/powered hand tools for cutting, griming, drillng etc: Strip and clean hand valves; Use 
taps and dies for cleanmglcutting threads; Measutw dimensions and tolerances using instruments such as feeler gauges, combination set
square; Change lubncants. and lubncate bearings. geerooxes, shafts, and pistons: Replece ffttings on air pipes (&g speed ffttings, swage
locks); Cut a length of metal using mechanical or electrical tools (&g cut-off saw, power hack-saw, pipe-cutterj; Strip, clean and visually 
inspect plant macninery; Select and rig slings, eye bolts, shacJcJes, etc less than 500 kg; 

19.1.3 Mechanical - general Ill 
This unrt covers general mechanical servicing of plant and equipment of the natvre identified in the unit. 

Element 1 Undertake advanced mechanic:.a! servicing 

This element covers activities such as: Detect wom mechanical palts; Reassemble, recondition general plant machinery; Measure 
dimensions and tolerances using instruments such ss verniers, mierometer3, tale gauges; Select and rig sings, eye bolts, shackles, etc 500 
kg or over; Select and recommend CtJrrect lubricants 

19.1.4 Preventative maintenance 
This unit covers development and applcation of a preventative mllintenance programme for a CtJmplete manufacturing plant (ega mil< 
powder plant). 

Element 1 Develop preventative maintenance program 

Such a programme wil cover aspects such as: lubrication, plant checks, condition monitoring, plant history recolfi ktHping, planned 
maintenance. documentation of modifications and updating of records, and review of plant preventative maintenance programme 
effectiveness 

19.1.5 Maintenance Programming 
This unit covers the components of maintenance programrring from monitoring the plant to olfieringjob requests and the operations of the 
Plant Re/labiity Teams. 

Element 1 Plant Care 

Maintain and monitOr preventative mU1tenance programs and understand the implications of the systems on the plant 

Element 2 Job Requests 

Understand and implement procedures for mflintenance Job Requests. 

Element 3 Inspections and Testing 

Monitor PRT checklists. 

19.2 Machining 

19.2.1 Machining I 
This unit covers use of equipment such as mils. lathes, shtlpef3. drils, reemef3. to carry out machining ofthe natvre indicated in this unit. At 
this level, the machining is predotrrnantly to design and specilfcetion as pt'flf»red by others. 

Element 1 Machine tools and camponents 

This element covers activities such as: Cutting and bro.ching keyways; Us. •lathe for cutting grooves in shlrffs (ega-rings. drcJips); Boring 
flanges: Facinglsumcing; ParaMeltuming; Lappmg se~et; R.-rnechine used lfttlngs (eg RJT ffttlngs); Drifrtg and boring on radal •rm 
dril; Parting off pipe in lathe 

19.2.2 Machining II 
This unit covers use of equipment such as mills, lathes. shilpefS. drils, reemers. to carry out mechining of the nlltUre indcated In this unit. At 
this level. the maching is predomnantly to design and sped/ICIItion as prepared by others. 

Element 1 Manufacture and machine tools and components 

This element covers activiti•s such as: Manufacture of replace,.nt parts: Use a lathe for threed cutting using preformed tool: Taper turning; 
Surface rniling MiU key ways: Parting off bar in lathe; Use a lathe to bore h~s and internal grooves (&g sprockets, puleys, gears); 
Manufacture tools from high speed steel 

19.2.3 Machining Ill 
This unit covers use of equipment such as mils, lathes. shapef3. dlills, reamers. to carry out machining of the nature indicated in this unit. At 
this level, machining may be to own design, or to design and specitrcation as prepared by others. 

Element 1 Design and machine tools and components 

This element covers activities such as: Use lathe to cut thread using single point tool from high speed steel; Use miling machine to bore 
holes and grooves: Using toot post grinder on lathe: Manufacture form tools for lathe and mt1fing machine; Use rotary index heads; 
Design/modify and manufacture parts :;:-
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19.2.4 Machining IV 
This unit covers use of equipment such as mtUs, lathes, shapers, drills, reamers, to carry out specialised machining of the nature indicated in 
this umt. At this level, machining may be to own design, or to design and specification as prepared by others. 

Element 1 Design and machine specialised tools and components 

This element covers activities such as: Helical gear cutting; Spline cutting (male and female); Manufacture speciafised tools; Surface and 
cylindrical grinding 

19.3 Mechanical Fitting 

19.3.1 Mechanical fitting I 
This unit covers mechanical fitting to the /eve/ indicated in this unit. 

Element 1 Fit mechanical components 

This element covers activities such as: Fault ffnd and repair low pressure pumps (less than 6 BAR); Aign couplings using aignment 
equipment; Replace bearings in motors, pumps, etc; Aign end-float in gearboxes using dial indicator; Change seals in motor, pumps, valves; 
Algn puleys, fan belts, motors, conveyors, gearboxes, etc; At keys on shafts and coupings; Fault ffnd and replace mechanical seals 

19.3.2 Mechanical fitting II 
This unit covers servicing of gearboxes and high pressure pumps. Gearboxes and high pressure pumps includes any gearboxes and high 
pressure pumps relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Fault find and repair gearboxes and high pressure pumps 

This element covers activities such as: Dismantle, inspect, repair and fault ffnd high pressure pumps (more than 6 BAR); Recondition 
gearboxes; Determine mechanical seal specifications/requirements 

19.3.3 Mechanical fitting Ill 
This unit covers servicing of high speed/variable speed transmissions such as atomisers, decanters, separators, blowers. High 
speed/variable speed transrrissions includes any high speed/variable speed transnissions relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Fault find and repair high speed/variable speed transmissions 

19.3.4 Size and select pumps/fans etc 
This unit covers sizing and selection of pumps, fans, and other simiar equipment. 

Element 1 Size and select pumps, fans, gear boxes and similar equipment 

19.4 Hydraulics, Pneumatics, & Process Systems 

19.4.1 Fluid systems and valves I 
This unit covers servicing of hydrauk, pneumatic, and process valves and components to the level indicated in the unit. Hydraulic, pneumatic, 
and process valves and components includes any hydraulic, pneumaoc, and process valves and components relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Fault-find and service hydraulic, pnewmtlc, and process valves and components 

This element covers activities such as: Fault-ffnd and rekit hydraulclpneumatic ffow controls; Fault-ffnd and rekit hydrauic/pneumatic 
solenoid; Fault-ffnd and rel<it hydrau6clpneumaoc control valves; Fault ffnd and repair low pressure valves; Overhaul low pressure cyUnders 
(less than 6 BAR); Fault-ffnd and rekit hydrauHclpneumatic rams; Fault ffnd and repair actuators; Replace pressure gauges; Service pipe 
ffttfngs; Adjust pipe hangers/tension on steam lines 

19.4.2 Fluid systems and valves II 
This unit covers servicing of hydraulc. pneumaoc, and process valves and systems to the level indicated in the unit. Hydraulc, pneumatic, 
and process valves and systems includes any hydrauic, pneumatic, and process valves and systems relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Fault-find and service hydraulic, pnewmtic, process valves and systems 

This element covers activities such as: Dismantle, inspect. repair and fault find pneumatic systems; Dismantle, inspect. repair and fault ffnd 
hydraulic systems; Dismantle, inspect. repair and fault ffnd high pressure valves (more than 6 BAR); Overhaul control valves; Hydro test 
valves affer reassembly; Adjust pressure settings on steam and air systems 

19.4.3 Fluid systems and valves Ill 
This unit covers sizing and selection of hydrauic. pneumatic, and process valves and fittings, and the overhaul of hydraulic. pneumatic, and 
process systems. 

El ement 1 Size and select pneumatic, hydraulic:. stum and process valve.s, ftttlngs, etc 

Element 2 Overhaul hydraulic, pneumatic, and process systems 

This element covers activities such as: Overhaul pneumaoc compressors; Overhaul hydrauic pumps and motors; Overhaul air driers; Adjust 
and set safety valves: Prepare pressure vessel for MOT survey 

19.4.4 Fluid systems and valves IV 
This unit covers design and sizing of hydrauic, pneumatic, and process valves and systems. This covers systems relevant to the site such 
as pneumaoc systems. hydrauBc systems, process systems, steam and condensate systems, hot or cold water pumping and piping systems. 

Element 1 Design and size hydraulic, pneumatic, and process systems 

19.5 Condition Monitoring and Balancing 
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19.5.1 Condition monitoring data collection 
This unit covers coUection of condit'on monitoring data and condition monitoring of motors and bearings. 

Element 1 Condition monitor motors, bearings, and collect condition monitoring data 

This element covers activities such as: Condition monitor motors/bearings; Conect vibration analysis data; conect oil analysis data 

19.5.1 Static Balancing 
This unit covers static balancing of plant such as fans, motors, shafts. 

Element 1 Static balance motors, fans, shafts, etc 

19.5.2 Condition monitoring analysis 
This unit covers analysis of condition monitoring data and the recommendation of action to optimise and improve plant operation. 

Element 1 Analyse condition monitoring data (eg vibration/oil analysis) and recommend action 

19.5.2 Dynamic Balancing 
This unit covers dynamic balancing of plant such as fans, motors, shafts. 

Elem ent 1 Dynamic balance fans, motors, shafts, etc 

19.5.3 Condit ion monitoring program design 
This unit covers design and implementation of a condition monitoring programme for a dairy plant. Dairy plant includes any dairy plant relevant 
to the site such as a mik powder plant. 

Element 1 Design condition monitoring program for dairy plant 

19.6 Weld ing and Cutting 

19.6.1 Welding and cutting I 
This unit covers welding and cutting of the nature identiffed in this unit. 

Element 1 Braze, weld, solder, and cut 

This element covers activities such as: Brazing; Weld a bracket: Gas cutting; Soldering; Tack weld; Plasma gas cutting 

19.6.2 Welding and cutting II 
This unit covers welding and cutting of the nature identiffed in this unit. 

Element 1 Weld and cut 

This element covers activities such as: Non-ticketed stainless, alurrinium and copper welding; Down hand arc welding; Fabricate a non-load 
bearing structure (eg hand rai, pump base); Oxy-acetylene fusion weld mid steet, Rol, form, cut, bend, and poish sheetmetal of less than 3 
mm; Plastic welding; Profile gas cutting; MIG welding; TTG weldng 

19.6.3 Welding and cutting Ill 
This unit covers welding and cutting of the nature identiffed in this unit. 

Element 1 Weld and fabricate 

This element covers activities such as: Design and fabricate minor structural component (eg machine base, stair-wei, smaM balance tanks); 
Make transitions and vessels from plate; Metal spraying; Positional arc welding 

19.6.4 Stainless steel welding 
This unit covers welding to the level indcated in this unit. 

Element 1 Weld stain less steel process line to NZ4703 standards (or equivalent) 

19.6.4 Structural welding 
This unit covers welding to the level indicated in this unit. 

Element 1 Structural wetd to NZ4711 standards or equivalent 

19.6.4 Welding to ASME 9 or equivalent 
This unit covers welding to the level inclcated in this unit. 

El ement 1 Weld steamlhigh pressure gas or air lines/vessels to ASME 9 standards (or equivalent) 

19.7 Machine adjustment 

19.7.1 Machine adjustment 
This unit covers adjustment and setting of machines to the level indcated in the unit. Machines includes any machine relevant to the site such 
as paci<Jng machines, bucket elevators, ffuld beds, wincanton towers, roler mils, and mechanical variable speed drives. 

Element 1 Adjust and set machine operation 

This element covers activities such as: Machi~djustment and setting on paci<Jng machinery (eg size changes); Machine adjustment on 
dairy equipment (eg bucket elevators, ffuid beds, wincanton towers, roler mils. etc); Adjusting and setting mechanical variable speed drives; 
Setting air ram cylinder speeds 
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20.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard Skills 
' 

Unit 20.1.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard 
This unit covers basic computer and keyboard skilJs. Computer includes any type of computer relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Use a computer for basic data entry and information retrieval 

This element covers activities such as: Enter numerical data into a computer: Enter text into a computer; Locate the appropriate data entry 
screen within a computer application (eg use menus); Use a mouse; Use a touch screen; Use bar code scanners 

Element 2 Enter data at high speed 

This element covers activities such as: Enter numerical data into a computer at high speed (eg 500 characters per minute) 

Element 3 Type documents at 60 words per minute 

(Note: the typing speed would be assessed over a five minute period) 

Unit 20.1.2 Advanced Typing 
This unit covers advanced typing at 80 words plus per minute. 

Element 1 Type documents at 80 or more words per minute 

(Note: the typing speed would be assessed over a five minute period) 

20.2 Using Computer Applications 

Unit 20.2.1 Basic Wordprocessing 
This unit covers basic word processing. Word processing includes any wordproc11ssing package relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Use basic wordprocessing functions 

This elem~~nt covers activities such as: Backup wordprocessing documents; Type, spel check, format (eg change fonts. paper size, 
margns, and Ins spacing), print and proof read basic documents; Use a wordproc11ssing package to nnd and retrieve ties; Use 
wordprocessing software functions to insert, delete, copy and move text: Add and moaty document page numb11rs, date codu, headers and 
foot11rs,· Surch and replace text in a document 

Element 2 Use basic spreadsheet functions 

This el11ment covers activities such as: Change printer settings, fonts, and format of a spreadsheet; Copy and move numbers and text on a 
spreadsheet; Locate, save and retrieve a spreadsheet file; Set up a spreadsheet when gven detailed instructions by someone else; Type 
values into a spreadsheet that someone else has created; Use a spreadsheet to add, subtract, multiply and divide numbers 

Element 3 Use drawing/graphics software package 

This element covers activities such as: Produce a diagramldrawinftchart using a graphics program; Use a graphics package to nnd and 
retrieve ties: Use graphics software functions to copy and move parts of a dagram; Backup graphics ties 

Unit 20.2.2 Intermediate Wordprocessing and Spreadsheeting 
This unit covers intermedate wordprocessing and spreadsheeting to the level indcated. 

Element 1 Use intermediate worn processing functions 

This element covers activities such as: Exportlfmport data toll'rom another appication; Persona5se wordprocessing software (eg change 
preferences, screen colours); Produce documents that have headers, footers, or columns: Produce tables on a wordprocessing package; 
Split and join cells. rows. and columns in a table; Use a word processing package to merge text and graphics into one document 

Element 2 Use intermediate spreadsheet functions 

This element covers activities such as: Add to a spreadsheet that someone else has created; Copy or move Cl formula on a spreadsheet; 
Create, format, and modify a basic graph (two sets of data) on a spreadsheet; Develop a spreadsheet that uses functions and references; 
Exportlfmport data tolrrom another applcation; Use a spreadsheet to sort information; Use relative references on a spreadsheet 

Unit 20.2.3 Advanced Wordprocessing and Spreadsheeting 
This unit covers advanced wordprocessing and spreadsheeting to the level inclcated. 

Element 1 Use advanced woroprocessing functions 

This element covers activities such as: Create a macro to automate repeated keystrokes; Diagnose the cause of rare wordprocessing 
package problems; Set up a document template; Use a worr:Jprocessing peckage to merge multiple graphics, tables, and text onto one page; 
Set up and use the mail merge function on a wordprocessar: Set up and use /abel format; Use lne draw function; Set up and type scientitfc 
equations; Use a worr:Jprocessing package to produce and format a table with multi columns. multi fonts, and multi spacing (eg 
justify/centre/decimal align eels and columns. change column/row height/width, add and d11/ete fnes. change attribut11s etc) 

Element 2 Use advanced spreadsheet functions 

This 11/ement cov11rs activities such as: Develop a spreadsheet template: Unk information on one spreadsheet to another spreadsheet; Set 
up a database on a spreadsheet; Use advanced spreadsheet functions (eg Jogca/, trends); Write a spreadsheet macro that automat11s 
repeated keystrokes 

20.3 Reporting Applications/Software Design 

Unit 20.3.1 Use Reporting Application 
This unit covers use of database and Management Information Systems (MIS) reporting applcations. MIS includes any type relevant to the 
site such as Trident, PLDS, BOSS, MADCAP. 

Element 1 Use database reporting application 

This 11/ement covers ac!Mti11s such as: Select and produce appropriate report for a particular process requirement (eg production, energy, 
etrfciency); Use selection criteria to query report for a particular process requirement (eg date, time, exception, wmmary, datal) 
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Unit 20.3.2 Build Report Functions 
This unit covers building of databai:b or MIS functions. 

Element 1 Build report functions 
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This element covers activities such as: Design report layout: Develop query to generate report using a tun range of boolean functions; Identify 
data points/periods for data capture for report; Specify the requirements for a process report 

Unit 20.3.3 Administer MIS Applications 
This unit covers administration of MIS applications. 

Element 1 Administer MIS functions 

This element covers activities such as: Commission report and data capture mechanism; Configure data capture mechanism to meet 
reporting requirements; Configure databasetfables; Design database structure for reporting requirements; Perform or program databasetfable 
management (eg archive and delete redundant data); Write report programs 

Unit 20.3.4 Design MIS Software 
This unit covers design of MIS software applications. 

Element 1 Design MIS software applications 

This element covers activities such as: Design and document software applications to meet user specifications (such a system may include 
ffle server, networking); Determine and document user requirements; Recommend software solutions gven user requirements and available 
hardware; Write adVanced software application in a requested programming language gven a program specification; 

20.4 Operator Interfaces 

Unit 20.4.1 Operator interface 
This unit covers use of operator interfaces for PLC/computer control of process, plant or equipment. Interface includes any type of 
PLC/computer interface relevant to the site. 

Element 1 Use operator interface 

This element covers activities such as: Change data entry points (eg setpoints, outputs, targets. etc); Interpret screens and screen 
feedbacks (eg plant status, fault displays, alarms); Navigate through interface areas/screens; Select appropriate active points (start/stop 
selection, etc); Use operator interface tools (eg mouse, keyboard, trackbal) 

Unit 20.4.2 Operator interface screen design 
This unit covers design of operator interface screens. 

Element 1 Design operator interface screen 

This element covers activities such as: Build dynamic screens; Build static screens; Design screen layout and content using application 
software; Unk dynarric points with data points 

Unit 20.4.3 Operator interface function design 
This unit covers design of operator interface IIJnction design. 

Element 1 Design operator Interface function design 

This element covers activities such as: Backup operator interface system; Commission navigation through screens; Comrrission operator 
interface screens (dynamic, data entry, etc); Design operator interface database/text messagng; Document database, screens, etc; Map 
database to PLC points; Specify parameters and navigation methods to be used in operator interface screen design; Specify the number and 
function of operator interface screens to be designed for a PLC system 

20.5 Programmable Process Controllers 

Unit 20.5.1 PLC installation/setup 
This unit covers instalation and setting up of programmable process controler. Programmable process controler includes any type relevant 
to the site. 

Element 1 Install and setup PLC system 

This element covers activities such as: Diagnose feu/1 location of faults between VO modules, wiling, ffeld devices, software (eg VO data table 
matches real input); Download PLC lotjc; Edit variables within existing progrem (eg change conductMty level for dosing system); 
lnsta&lrep/ace hard wiring to VO Cards; Install/replace hardware (eg rack, power supply, dgtal vo, Analog VO, special functions, etc); Save 
PLC/ogc 

Unit 20.5.2 Basic PLC Software 
This unit covers basic PLC software design. 

Element 1 Write and commission simple PLC program 

This element covers activities such as: Commission/debug simple PLC progrem onine; Deterrrine VO module and processor status using 
engneering worlcstation (eg check selectable rimed interrupt set c01T8C11y to suit appication); Import documentation created from external 
source (eg impotted from a database application); Produce embedded documentation to make program understandable; Produce program 
fsting Write simple PLC loge using basic instruction set (eg XIO, XIC). For example, emulation relay loge, retrieval of core memory, 
download of core memory 

Unit 20.5.3 PLC Hardware/software design 
This unit covers configuration of PLC hardware and writing of PLC progarns. 

Element 1 Configure PLC hardware and write complex PLC program 

This element covers activities such as: Anocate new VO (for smal project) maintaining existing format: Commission software on-line: 
Conffgure additional rack or modules to worl< in PLC control system; Instal and conffgure specialist VO cards and equipment as required (eg 
high speed pulse counters. message display units, dedicated operator interface units, networl< adaptors); Produce structurelllow charts for 
program; Use simulation to check loge; Write complex PLC loge using adVanced instructions (eg data table manipulation, indirect 
addressing); Write PLC fault handing routines (eg to present current faults in common cisplay area); Write PLC program from functional 
description for large PLC system, following predeterrrined complex ladder/fie structure (eg process and CIP for a speciffc processing area); 
Write PLC program to communicate with other PLCs; Write PLC subroutines for commonly performed loge creating user deffned functions 
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Unit 20.5.4 PLC St~nd alone system design 
This unit covers design of PLC stand alone systems. 

Element 1 Design PLC stand alone systems 

This element covers activities such as: Design PLC fffeldata table sttucture for a stand alone system (eg peer to peer communication; main 
CIP operation); Design PLC program structure for a stand alone system (eg method for ensuring sub-routines shutdown when selection 
canceffed); Design specialised PLC loge (eg fault loggng routines); Write PLC program for data communication for different protocols (eg 
RS232 and PLC code); Produce structure/flow charts for program; Use simulation to check loge; 

Unit 20.5.5 PLC Multiple/complex system design 
This unit covers design of multiple and complex PLC systems. 

Element 1 Design multiple and complex PLC systems 

This element covers activities such as: Design layout of 110 for PLC system; Design networl<ing (eg PLC to PLC, intelligent devices such as 
electronic scales, variable speed drives); Design the interactions between a number of control systems; Select processor, memory size for a 
PLC system; Specify communication fink/modules to operator interface for PLC system; Write instaflation specifications for PLC systems (eg 
racks, 110 cards, UPS, networl<s, air conditioning. system documentation) 

20.6 Computer hardware/operating systems 

Unit 20.6.1 Computer hardware/operating systems I 
This unit covers instaUation of a computer and singe user operating system. 

Element 1 Install computer and single use operating system 

This element covers activities such as: Instal communication cables from a specification; Install computer and configure basic peripheral 
devices; Install singe user applications on a PC; Instal singe user operating system (eg DOS) 

Unit 20.6.2 Computer hardware/operating systems II 
This unit covers instalation of computer hardware and operating systems. 

Element 1 Configure, install and commission computer hardware and operation systems 

This element covers activities such as: Commssion a communications network; Configure and instal specia6s&d peripheral devices; 
Customise a singe user operating system; Select specialsed computer hardware (eg processor, coprocessor, memory, video adaptor); 
Setup and configure PC expansion cards (eg Etheme~ memory expansion, Comms etc) 

Unit 20.6.3 Computer hardware/operating systems Ill 
This unit covers configuration and instalation of multi user computer applications. 

Element 1 Configure and install a multi user computer application 

This element covers activities such as: Configure and adrrinister multi user applications; Instal and configure networl<ing (communications) 
applications; Install, configure, and admnister a multi user operating system; Specify hardware to meet performance restraints; Upgrade 
existing software across allevels 
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21.1 Electrical/Electronics 

Unit 21 .1.1 Elementary electrical servicing 
This unit covers elementary electrical servicing. 

Element 1 Replace plugs, leads, fuses, bulbs 

This element covers activities such as: Replace single phase electrical leads and plugs; Replace low voltage fuses; Replace florescent 
tubeS/light bulbs 

Unit 21.1.2 Minor electrical servicing 
This unit covers minor electrical servicing. The assembly of communication cabling plugs and running of electrical power and communication 
cables is to that designed by a suitably qualiffed person. 

Element 1 Carry out minor electrical fault-finding, repairs and installation 

This element covers activities such as: Fault find and repair lightinr; Change and replace low voltage field devices (eg relays, microswitches, 
solenoids, proximities); Repair low voltage electrical connections; Assemble communication cabling plugs; Run and support electrical power 
and communication cables 

Unit 21.1.3 Electrical fault-finding, repairs and installation 
This unit covers electrical fault-finding, repairs and installation to the level indicated. 

Element 1 Carry out electrical fault-finding, repairs and installation 

This element covers activities such as: Electrical fault finding on dairy equipment (eg thennostats, solenoids, photo-cens, isolating switches 
etc); Install electrical equipment (eg motors, pumps, tans, lighting); Electrical fault diagnosis on motors and other similar equipment; Fault find 
and repair electrical motors; Fault find and repair DOL type starters; Determine if motor or generator brushes are in good condition 

Unit 21 .1.4 Design of simple electrical circuits 
This unit covers design and speciffcation of simple electrical circuits. 

Element 1 Design simple power circuits 

This element covers activities such as: Design motor stop/start circuits; Specify appropriate electrical cabBnglroutinr; Design Dghting circuits 

Unit 21.1.4 Service electrical/electronic devices 
This unit covers electricaVelectronic fault-finding, repairs and installation to the level indicated. 

Element 1 Service, fault-find, install electricaUelectronic devices 

This element covers activities such as: Fault find and repair field device electrics; Identify and replace faulty electronic circuit boards/cards 
(eg PLC cards, digtal thennostats); Instal switchboard circuit breakers, bus bars, power supplies etc; Assemble chassis for electronic 
equipment and place cards/boards in the chassis; Set/adjust user parameters on electronic equipment and boards (eg trim pots, jumpers, dip 
switches); Identify and test an individual electronic component (eg capacitor, transistorj 

Unit 21.1.4 High voltage transfonners and switch gear I 
This unit covers operation and visual monitoring of extra high voltage transfonners and switch gear. 

Element 1 Operate and visually monitor extra high voltage transfonners and switch gear 

This element covers activities such as: visual checks of extra high voltage transfonners and switchgear (more than 660 volts/11 kV); plan for 
and carry out isolation of extra high voltage transfonners and switchgear 

Unit 21.1.5 Design minor electrical systems 
This unit covers design of minor electrical systems to the level indicated. 

Element 1 Design minor electrical systems 

This element covers activities such as: Select Bghtinr; Design power circuits; Determine speciffcationslrequirements for electrical 
motors/pumps/fans; Determine power factor correction requirements 

Unit 21 .1.5 Service complex electrical/electronic systems 
This unit covers electricaVelectronic fault-finding, repairs and instal ation to the level indicated. 

Element 1 Service and fault-find complex electricaUelectronic systems 

This element covers activities such as: Fault find and repair control circuit electrics; Fault find and repair switchboard circuit breakers, bus 
bars, power supplies, etc; Fault find and repair variable speed drives and multJ-stage starters; Identify and replace faulty electronic 
components on circuit boards: Fault ffnd and repair the electrics of dairy machinery (eg packing machines, separators, stretch wrappers, 
driers) 

Unit 21.1.5 High voltage transfonners and switch gear II 
This unit covers maintenance and repair of high voltage transfonnttrs and switch gear. 

Element 1 Maintain and repair extra high voltage transfonners and switchgear 

This element covers activities such as: Fault ffnd and repair extra high voltage transformers and switch gear (more than 660 volts/11 kV); 
Maintain high voltage transfonners and switch gear (more than 660 vo/ts/11 kV) 

Unit 21 .1.6 Design of hard-wired electrical control systems 
This unit covers design of hard-wired electrical control systems. 

Element 1 Design electrical clrc';lits with multiple pre-conditions or multiple actions/outputs 

For example: control circuitry, switchboards 

Unit 21.1.6 Electrics/electronics of dairy plant 
This unit covers maintenance and repair of electricslelectronics of dairy plant. 

Element 1 Fault find and repair the electrlcs of dairy plant 

This covers the interaction of several machines 
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Unit 21 .1 .6 High vo ltage transformers and switch gear Ill 
This unit covers determination of specifications and requirements for extra high voltage transformers and swftch gear. 

Element 1 Determine specificatlons/requirements for extra high voltage transformers and switchgear (more than 660 
volts/1 1kV) 

Unit 21.1.6 Energy management 
This unit covers determination of effective and efficient use of electrical energy and electrical equipment. 

Element 1 Determine cost effective electrical energy usage and electrical equipment use 

This element covers activities such as: Determine cost effective plant running limes tor off peak tariff savings: Conduct power use/savings 
analysis; Determine application of high efficiency motors, variable speed drive applications, etc 
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22.1 Instrumentation 

Unit 22.1.1 Instrumentation - general servicing and fault-finding 
This unit covers general servicing and fault-finding of instrumentation. 

Element 1 Conduct general servicing of instruments, cabling, and tubing 

This element covers activities such as: lnstalvterminate instrument cable and tubing; Mount and wire instrument power supply; Test insulation 
and wiring loop resistance on instruments (eg cu"ent signa/loop or RTD wiring); Leak test pneumatic signa/loop tubing and fittings; Check 
electrical signal wiring (eg co"ect polarity and destination)(include function check); Check pneumatic signal tubing (eg transmitter output 
connected to co"ect receiver input); Fit or replace a pressure gauge; Strip, clean, assemble and test pneumatic filter/regulator; Check 
pneumatic supplies and instruments for dust/water ingress; Remove an instrument from the process and replace it (eg DP ceU- silo /eveQ 

Unit 22.1.2 Pneumatic servicing and fault-finding 
This unit covers servicing and fault-finding of pneumatic instruments. 

Element 1 Strip, clean, and repair pneumatic instruments 

This element covers activities such as: Strip, clean. repair, reassemble pneumatic temperature transmitters, pneumatic flow transmitters, 
pneumatic pressure transmitters, pneumatic level transmitters, pneumatic vacuum transmitters, pneumatic density transmitters, pneumatic 
positioner, pneumatic gauges, pneumatic actuators, Inspect and repair process connections 

Unit 22.1.2 Electronic servicing and fault-finding 
This unit covers electronic servicing and fault-finding of field devices and field wiring. 

Element 1 Service field devices and field wiring 

This element covers activities such as: Strip, clean, repair, reassemble electronic temperature transmitters, electronic flow transmitters, 
electronic pressure transmitters, electronic level transmitters. reassemble electronic vacuum transmitters, electronic density transmitters, 
electronic positioners; Field test primary element wiring (eg magttow coriolis) polarity checks, shielding pairs, etc; Calibrate and check field 
wiring on TIC and RTD sensors (to ISO 9000 where required) 

Unit 22.1.2 Control valves 
This unit covers stripping, repair, and assembly of control valves. 

Element 1 Service control valves and actuators 

This element covers activities such as: Strip, clean, repair, reassemble control valves, relief valves; self regulating valves, valve actuators 

Unit 22.1.2 Filled systems 
This unit covers servicing and fault-ffnang of fiUed systems. 

Element 1 Service filled instrument systems 

This element covers activities such as: Strip, clean, repair, reassemble pressure transmitters, vacuum transmitters, level transmitters. D.P. 
transmitters, pressure gauges 

Unit 22.1 .3 Process measurement and control system design 
This unit covers design of process measurement and control systems. 

Element 1 Design and configure process measurement and control .systems 

This element covers activities such as: Conffgure a single loop programmable process contro8er, including any necessary input conditioning 
or loge functions (eg initial setup of Moore 352); Conlfgure the hardware for a singe loop process monitoring or control system, including 
alarms, interlocks, and emergency shutdowns as demanded; Determine alarm and shutdown settings and safety interlocks functions; 
Determine location of instroment sensors tor required accuracy (eg allowance for straight pipe tor flowmeter); Conffgure signal converter or 
transmitter (al classes. pneumatic, electronic, or software conlfgurable, setting input/output ranges); Conff{}UI!J signal characteriser, 
integrator, summator or tota8ser (all classes) setting input/output ranges and limits (eg square root extractors with low limits cut-off); 

Unit 22.1.3 Process measurement and control systems commissioning 
This unit covers configuration and commissioning of process measurement and control systems. 

Element 1 Configure and conwnission process measurement and control systems 

This element covers activities such as: Function check instrument input loop by applying suitable stimulus at measuring element (eg apply 
flow through flow tube or heat to RTD); Function check instrument signal loop by injection of suitable simulated input at transmitter (eg using a 
magnetic ffow calibrator input to a magnetic ffow converter and readng indicator); Function check instrument output single loop (eg manual 
operation of controUer conffrmed by noted position of ffnal actuator); Enter designed conffguration into programmable instroment (from 
speciffcation sheets provided); Check that correct conlfguration of instrument(s) has been provided; Adjust controler tuning parameter 
proportional, integral, and derivative, to provide stable process of required precision 

Unit 22.1.3 Process measurement and control systems servicing 
This unit covers servicing and fault-ffnding of process measurement and control systems. 

Element 1 Service process measurement and control systems 

This element covers activities such as: Function check instrument input loop; Check caibration of instrument using suitable practice and 
specific instruction where provided; Adjust calibration of instrument to required accuracy (except "critical instruments"); Service conductivity 
element: Service pH probe; Service turt>idity (solids meter) probe or eel: Service flue gas analyser (02 or S02) probe or cell; Service 
dissolved oxygen probe or eel; Service humdity or moisture sensor. Radioactive belt weigher 

Unit 22.1.3 Control valves - advanced 
This unit covers advanced servicing of control valves and actuators. 

Element 1 Service control valves and actuators 

This element covers activities such as: Precision machine valve parts; Manufacture valve and actuator parts; Bench set valves and 
actuators for process conditions: Install and commission new control valves 
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Unit 22.1.4 Calibration of critical instruments ,. 
This unit covers calibration of critical instruments. A critical instrument is any instrument so designated under the site quality management 
system (eg /SO 9000 series). 

Element 1 Calibrate critical instruments 

This element covers activities such as: Calibrate critical instruments to /SO 9002; Record details of calibration to relevant personS/location; 
Maintain updated records of installed instruments 

Unit 22.1.4 Complex measurement and loops -servicing 
This unit covers servicing of complex process measurement and control/oops. 

Element 1 Design complex measurement and control loops 

This element covers activities such as: Range change instrumentation (eg calculate ormce plate size for a new now rate); Design 
configuration of complex, multivariable or interactive loop (eg cascade, ratio or mu~fement control, including use of programmable logic 
controller and digtal control systems programs) 

Unit 22.1.4 Complex measurement and loops -design 
This unit covers design of complex process measurement and control loops. 

Element 1 Service complex measurement and control loops 

This element covers activities such as: Service complex or interactive/oops; Commission complex or interactive loops; Configure controller 
on interactive loops; Tune controller on interactive loops 

Unit 22.1.5 Selection of instruments 
This unit covers selection of instruments. 

Element 1 Determine specifications and select instruments 

This element covers activities such as: Determine required range and lmits (eg of flow, temperature, pressure, level, etc); Determine 
environmental design constraints (eg corrosive, high temperature, pressure, nuid contact); Select suitable materials of construction (eg 
wetted parts, environmental protection, pressure containment); Calculate orifice bore size and range of now transmitters; Determine normal 
and maximum Cv for a control valve for gven process demands; Select control valves; Select nowmeter type and size; Calculate caHbration 
details for required now range of selected size and type of now meter 

Unit 22.1.5 Advanced analog control design 
This unit covers advanced analog control design. 

Element 1 Design advanced analog control systems 
This element covers activities such as: Write setup software for analog configuration; Write scaling and communication for indication in 
engineering units; Write analog control logic for PID control, including auto/manual transfer/tracking, programmable output selection, face 
plate communication; Establish data files, symbols, and documentation to match instrument dbase; Commission control/oops 

-..,. 
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23.1 Market 

23.1.1 Product Mix 
This unit covers formulating programs of Product Mix in One with Company standards. 

Element 1 Production Programming 
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This element involves adhering to programs outfined by the Dairy Board and ensuring resources and personnel are adequately allocated. 

Element 2 Internal and External Liaison 

£nsuring program is communicated to those involved in production. For example, internal- laboratory, Milk Treatment, Callibration 
Personnel; external - Dairy Board. 

23.1 .2 Dealing with outside personnel 
Element 1 Liaison and convnunication 

This covers dealing with outside personnel such as customer visits eg Dairy Board, local marl<et customers, overseas visitors etc, and 
technical personnel. 

23.1 .3 Complaints 
This unit covers basic knowledge and understanding of handling complaints effectively. 

Element 1 Complaint Resolution 

This element involves operating NZDB complaints system, resoMng customer complaints and avoiding unnecessary fiability, maintaining a 
knowfedge of companyAndustry customer complaint handling, negotiating customer complaints, interacting with relevant parties to resolve 
customer complaints, determining "write-off" point in difficult customer complaints and establishing a timetable and objectives for dealing with 
complaints. 
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24.1 Accounting Basics 

24.1.1 Accounting Basics 
This unit covers learning the basics so as to gain a basic knowledge and understanding of accounting principles, including: source data, 
journals, ledgers, double-entty book-keeping, profit/loss accounts, balance sheets, cash flow and budgeting. 

Element 1 Basic Principles 

Leam and understand the basics of each principle 

Element 2 Links between principles 

Know and understand the links between the main principles 

Element 3 Generating reports 

Generate profit/loss accounts, balance sheets, cash flows from source data etc. 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 
This unit covers knowing what a budget is, the formulation of a departmental budget and using the budget as a control tool. 

Element 1 Understanding what a budget is 

Element 2 Formulate/set a departmental budget 

Element 3 Using a budget as a control tool 

Leam how to use the budget as a departmental cost efficiency control tool and know how to investigate any anomalies which arise. 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 
This unit covers knowing what costs are. the difference between ~ed and variable costs, having a basic understanding of CEU Models and 
learning the basics of cost control. 

Element 1 Main Costs 

Know what the main costs are. Understand which are ffxed, variable, direct and indirect costs. For example - wages/salaries, ingredients, 
packagng, quality, consumables, training, CIP!cleaning, laboratory, contracts, regulatory, utilities, travel, inventory/stock. 

Element 2 CEU Models 

Gain a basic understanding of what CRU Models are and how they affect company returns. 

Element 3 Investigation and Cont rol 

Covers investigation and control of cost over-runs. 

24.4 Financial Information 

24.4.1 Financial Information 
This unit covers knowing where and how to get financial information. It also covers the interpretation of the information and what to do with it. 

Element 1 Reports 

Leam how to inquire into and generate reports from Promix and PAMS. 

Element 2 Interpreting Information 

Know how to interpret the information/reports and know what corrective actions are needed. 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 
This unit covel$ knowing what Capital is, reasons for capital expenditure. capital proposals including justification and payback and capital 
project control 

Element 1 Know what capital is. 

Element 2 Writing up a proposal 

Know how to write up a proposal eg drawings, descriptions, costs, j ustification, payback etc. 

Element 3 Capital Project Control 

See Unit 1.4.3 Major Projects and Scheduling. 

24.6 Purchasing 

24.6.1 Purchasing 
Element 1 Aspects of purchasing 

This element cove~S knowing aspec.ts of purchasing such as how to get quotations, prices etc., spending limits, where to code purchases to 
and the affects of Inventory/Stock levels. 

24.7 Product Mix 
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24.7.1 Product Mix ... 
Element 1 Product Mix Financials 

This element covers knowing the basics of Product Mix Financials such as product penalties, product incentives, diversion costs/incentives, 
product differentials and product returns. 
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1.1.1 Baste Cofnpetenctes 
1.Wonrwllh others 

2.Recottl informauon 

3.Compty wtlh cnlical hygtene reQuirements 

4.Count. add and subtract numbers 

S.Follow safery and emergency procedures 

1.1.2 Seeking & providing information 
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1.Solw simple simultaneous equations 
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2.Control information quality data c:J D D tJ D i I 0 ~ 
3.Audil s1ngte procedure or document D D D D D ! I D CJ 
• .ldenuty opportunities to apply quality improvement leehnaques D D D D CJ l_j D ~ 
S.Use quality improvement data collection techniques [J D D D I I i I D c 
1.5.2 Operating procedures 
1.0evelop operating procedures [J D D I I I I : i n 1-
2Jmplement and standardise new or improved procedures n D 0 1- I! I ! I I I ' 
J.Anatyse~rev1ew quality data I ' 0 D I 1 I I I I G I . 

L-....,; 

' I • .Conduct a compliance audit CJ [J D [J I I L._j D 
S.Select quality improvement data collection methods D 0 D 0 I I I I D I I 
e.use quality Improvement tools to detennine problem cause and generate D D D D D CJ D D possable solutions 

1.5.3 Quality ~nagement Systems 
1.o.wlop/maant:ain quality management system D D D D D D D 0 
l.Assess. interpret. report and niCOmmend action following a production run D D D D CJ L] D Q 
analyai:a or product failure traceback 

3.Prepare product/material spec;ification D D D D D D D D 
4.Conduct system aud~s D D D D D LJ D D 
S.Setect and test possible solutions that have been generated u$lng OIP D D D D D D D D 
techniques 

S.lmplement succ:esstul problem solution D D D D D D D D 
1..5.4 Regulatory 
1.Proctuel Safely Program D D D D D D D 0 
2.Customet Audita D D D D D D D D 
J .Company Policies D D D D D D D CJ 
4.ContractorM$llor Control D D D D D D D D 
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1.1.2 St3tf development 
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2.Facilitale and altli1rate di1Ticult VoQtc group sihmlions 0 D D D D : I D CJ 
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1.Manage sUtf training D D D D D D D D 
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J.Oper.ate omprest che<:Jue account ... D D CJ D D CJ D 0 
• .Reeetve payment by cash or cheque D D D D D D 0 D 
%..2.2 Oeveloping & implementing nllng and record systems 

D D D D D D 0 D 1.0evelop new filing ano record systems 

2Jmplement new filing ana recoro systems D D D D D D D 0 
=~~:'Ra~cillatia~M~ci~~!:~a•wr:unstlf.M~ 
2.3.1 Oebtar3/Cre<litors invoices 

D D D D D D CJ D 1.Proc:ess deoto~ invotces 

2.Process credito~ invotces D D D D D D 0 0 
2.3.2 Reconciliations 

D 0 D D D D CJ D 1.Rec:oncde two different sets of data 

2.Adlon reconallation variances D D D D D D 0 D 
1.l.3 r.bMCJement inform~on reports 

D D D ·D D D D D 1.Prepare management information repoltS 

~fiii~~KI!ill~l~~itliWi~Jr[£f~if~Ntif~ffiiWl1~J!~~mhlli~illi~ 
2.4.1 Wagtlulary payments 

D D D D D D D D 1.C¢11ec:t tlmesheets. distribute wages and salaries. and rao1Ye pay queria 

1A..2 Proctss wage/salary payments 

D D D D D D D D 1.Procfta wagelsalaly payments 

2..4..3 Payroll admini~on 

D D D D D 0 D D 1.Administer payroll sys~em 

~~~~!~i~~1%1~~J~~~illBlWJ.lim~l1B._~~W4f&L~t~ 
2...5.1 Telephone switchboard PASX/Mail and cowttts/Receptlon and sita 

D D D D D D D D 1.0perate telephone PABX switchboard 

2.01stnbute/desj:~atch mad and pan:els D D D D D D 0 D 
l.Welc:ome lnSit~ and d.aal wrth ~~tarter queria D D D D D D D D 
4Ainnge and co-oroinate viSits to site D D D D D D D D 
13. Ancii~!Y duties 

51ii~~§~iif1WBll~ifb..~-:WN~®1~:~~~~~t."Wil$l\t~~~~=M-1 
3.1.1 E!Jttenw dunlng 

D D D D D 0 0 0 1.c:..n atemal building, equipment. and sutrOUI1ds 

~~~¥..i~~~~W2ff4~&~ 
3.2..1 Internal d unlnc;Ninyt dunlng and pollshtng. 

D D D D D 0 D 0 1.c:..n int.emal building areas and surfacea, and atema1 pl:lnl & equipment 
audaca 

2.0een. strip and polish vinyi SUifacn D D D D D D D D 
~~1~W~~~ii_fs_ 
3.3.1 Grounds, lawns and gM'dens 

D D D D D D D D 1.Maintain grounds, Lawns, and gard-

g~~~:!:~~J::(f;:~~~{-rr@~~&%.-~::-WJ~ ,.,....,~J>Ool'o •• -.. .-$'..«;r.;.::~~~V~~; ~ ~._. • j(. •••.o; ~· , h .J'.,.N' .... J'.C. .. ·?• • > 
3.4.1 tuue laundry; collect and d~ch soiled laundry 

D D D D D D D D 1.sort. fold and issue laundry 

2.C¢11ed and despatch dirty laundry D D D D D D D D 
3.4.2 l..aunder overalls 
1 J.aunder ov.r.affs etc D D D D D D D D 
-=--~~~-~"1:t[~1fE{~-~ ~,. ........... w.;; ............... s;.t,: :~ :~ ~ 

3..5.1 Cleaning equipment 

D D D 0 D D D D 1.Usa cleaning equipment 

~~~~mf:llilffi~ill~t~i&im~•mw~l~~Wt?t;g 
3.1.1 Pat control 
1.c-fop and tna~ntain pest control program D D D D D D D D 
a~~s.&~~~iiD!t~illt¥@t~•~nw.~ 
3.7.1 OpeRte lift hoist 

D D D 0 D D D D 1.0peme lift hoi:sl 

14. ~fllteria 
s§~lfmf%:W~~~;~~~l~f~l~:~ill~®i§~il~~tli:Z~1E1l~I~Miltii1tlt'm 
4..1.1 l"ood preparation & safes 

D D D D D D D CJ 1.Prepare food/beverages 

2.Sell and serve food and beverages D D D D D D D 0 
4.1.2 Special food preparation 

D D D D D D D D 1.Prepare food and beverages for special customer requirements 

[i:ommon Process Operation s 
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~iiPitiiiii:Piodue:i Stcracj~:,aoei.'i:j·~~j~~;g;z;:;r]iEID§lilillif~;& 
5.1 .1 Uquid product transfer 
t .TraM.Ier liQUid product 0 0 D D D D CJ D 
tC.P tanks, silos and lines CJ 0 D D D D CJ D 
5.1.2 Silo management 

D D D D 0 D D D !.Manage silo tilling and empl'(lng to optimise silo space and produd quality 

5.1.3 Abnormal milk or proauct 

D D D CJ D D D 0 t..Acatp1/Reject aonormal proauc:t 

P:~~~·r~~;~:-.-.-.·;~::::tt~~ii1~t~~~K~i~aMifli1~*'J~~~i~flm~;~*~Ic.&. 
U1 ~on/eJanfl~tlon I 
1 .Cpera~e S89arator or d anfier to separate or clanty produd D D D D D D CJ D 
1.ClP separatom:tanfler 0 D D D D D D CJ 
l.Strip, dean. and rassemble solid bowl separator D D D D D D D D 
5.l.l $ej)antlon/eJan11cmon II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Cear and rastu1 separatodelanfier 

Z.Cetect a.bnotmal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
3.Rec:tity abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
5.2.3 $ej)amonlelanflatfon Ill 

D D D D D D D D 1.Stnp and reassemble a separator or clarifier 

1.Rtldit1 abnorrmaJ operating conditions D D D D D D 0 D 
l.Cet.nnine cause of abnormcl operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
5.2.4 Separatlon/danflatlon rv 

D D D D D D 0 D 1.0etennine sepat2tionlc:Wlfication plant operating parameters and 
apec:itlc:alions to achi- produd specific::rtion 

1.Rtldlfy abnormal operating conditions D D D D 0 D D D 
g~·~ii~~~j~~~~*li£¥~~lfi1;ifktW.§-~it#~ 
5.3.1 Huttn9fcoollng I (dl~ & lndlred heaters & coolers) 
1.0perale heating and cooling plant&. equipment D D D D CJ D D D 
1.CIP h..UngJcooli"9 plant D D D D D D 0 D 
3.0etec1 abnormal operali"9 conditions 0 D D D D D D D 
5.3.2 HUUn9/COOIIng II (dl.-.ct & lndl~ hutets & coolers) 

0 D D D D D D D 1.Sirip and ~ble hea!ing/cooling plant/equipment 

1.0ettld abnormal openllng conditions 0 D D D D D D D 
3.Rtldify abnormal opeming conditions 0 D D D D D D D 
I.U HuUI19fcoollng Ill (dl.-.ct & Indirect nut.n & coo*'s) 

D D D D D D D D 1.0.Cermine healing/cooling plant operati119 ~and spec:iflc:adol~alD 
ldlie¥e product speciriC3tion 

I.A.1 Standardlstnglbatd'llngtmlxlng I 
1 .0~e standardlsing/batcninglmixing plant D D D D D D D D 
2.CIP ~inglmildng plant D D D D D D D D 
3.0ar and resQ.rt standatdising/batdllnglmilcing plant D D D D ·D D D D 
1.4.2 Sbndatdlsing/batd'llnglmlxlng lla 

0 D D D D D D D 1..Dettld abnormal operating conditions 

1.Rtldlty abnormal oper.lting eondltions D D D D D D D D 
l.Oper.ta mndardising/batctlinglmixing plant to mbt 3 ot mare su-n. D D D D D D D D 
....... and,._. product D D D D ·o D D D 
1.4.3 Standardbin;~batcnlngtmlxJng m 
1.o.t.rmine standaniisingtbatchinCJimixing plant operwllng perwnet- and 
speciflc:atlons to aeh'- product specd"ICation 

D D D D D D D D 
2.0etemt~ne cause ol abnormal o~ng conditions [J D 0 D D D D D 

:s~~~ii~#.~§!~•••t:?:f:l~rr&~ 
5.5.1 Oosing/appllatlon of produet or Ingredients I 
1.Cperate dOSUICJiapplication plant to dose or apply produd or lngradlents [J 0 0 D D D 0 D 
2.ClP dosinglaoplicatlon plant 0 0 D D D D D 0 
l.c:.r and restart dosin;~application plant D D D D D D 0 D 
4.0ettld abnormal operating conditions [J D D D D D 0 D 
5.Rec:tit-( abnorrn:al operating conditions 0 0 D D D D D D 
5.5.2 Oosinglappllc.ltlon of product or Ingredients II 
1.Rectity abnormal operating conditions 0 0 0 D D D D D 
5.5.3 Ooslngtappllc:atlon of product or Ingredients Ill 
1.Ceterm1ne dosinglaoolication operating par:ameters and specir~catlons to 
actio- product speeoflcation 

Q CJ D D D D D D 
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~Pf?C·ess·; sysiMJf&~(~~~:~f~V:~~f£1Wf:t§tm11tir~~fS1l 
5.1.1 Pro<:ess .systems I ... 
1.Cetect allnonnal operaung <:Qnditions D D CJ D D D CJ 0 
%.Rectify abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D 0 
5.1.2 Procus systems II 

D D D D D CJ CJ 1.Cececl abnonnal operating conditions 0 
2.Rec:tdy abnonnal ooerating <:Qnditions D D D D 0 D D D 
U .l Process systems Ill 
1.Ceted abnonnal openting co.nditlons D D CJ D D D CJ D 
2.RIIdlfy abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D 0 0 
s.u Process systems N 
1.o.termme cause of allnonnal proc:8sa sysl8m condition D D D D D D 0 0 
D _ .. ... , ........ ~y· ··---·.·.w"""'.~"',.,.,,..~~ !:! ' "~~~- li~·if: ~ 
*-v':-.~t;.~~~~~~&~~l;=;~~~~~~:~~;(:?~~-m:~>~~~3~~~;=Jtiif$C§ 
5.7.1 ell' ·general I 
1.o.tect abnormal C!P conditions D D D D D 0 D D 
%.Rectify abnotmaJ C:P conditlons D D D D D D D D 
L 7..% QP • g.neral II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Det.a a.bnonnal C!P conditions 

%.Determine cause of allt!otlrull CP conditions D D D D D D D D 
3..Redity allnonnal C:P conditions D D D D D D D D 
5.7 .l ell'- general Ill 

D 1.o..mine ClP cleaning regime D D D D D D D 

D D D D D D D D 
2.CIP ullratiltradon plant D D D D D D D D 
l.O«ed a.bnormal operating c:cnditlons D D D D D 0 D D 
4Decect ahnonnal operating conditions D . D D D D D D D 
1.1..% Ullntlltratlon II 
1~ uJirafiltmion plant from given Slaltlng ~ D D D D D D D D 
2.0aw and rwtllt ullratiltr=ion plant D D D D 0 D D D 
l..O«.a abnormal oper.lling conditions D D D D D D D D 
4..Redify abnormal operadncJ conditions D D D D D D D D 
1.1.3 Ultratlltr3tlon Ill 
1.c.c.mnn. UF oper.lling panm«.,. and apecillcatlana lD adliwe proclud 
~pe~ iftc:a~tc., D D D D D D D D 
~~md~~jy:~r~~ ·~,.,. ... -.-. .. "'"· .... £tlli:: ................. . ~~ .......................... -. ... . ..... ~ . ~. ·SL··JM 
1..%.1 Eledrod!alysts I 

D D D D D D D 1.0pera elec:trodlalysis plant D 
2.C!P eledrodlaJysia plant D D D D D D D D 
3.Dac:t abnormal opetallng condltlona D D D D . D o · D D 
4.Redlty abnormal operating condillon:a D D D D D D D D 
S.Diamande, clean, and ,...._,ble E.D. plant D D D D D D D D 
1.2.2~0 

D D D ' 0 D D D D 1.0aw and ,...., eledrodlalysia plant 

%.c.tect ~ ~ condi:llans D D D D D D D D 
l..Rectify abnormal operating condillona D D D D D D 0 D 
1..%.3 Eledrodl.alysfs m 

D D D D D 1.Determine E.O. plant oper:atlng param~ to ach'- produc:t ~ D D D 
2.Rectity abnormal oper:ating conditions D D D D D D D D 
!!Ji!t~~1~#.~;~~~""1%~¥£~:!~1%B~~ 
U1 ton ud'langel 

D D D 1.0per.ate ion exchange plant D D D D D 
Z..R.generate ion achan9• pl.ant D D D D 0 D D D 
3.0•.a abnotmal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
<4.0pera1e demin~isalion plant to deminllf'alise -ter D D D [] D D 0 D 
S..Regen Wllter demin plant D D D D D D D D 
S.Oecect abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
7.Rectify abnonnal operating conditions D D D ~ D D D D 
1.3.2 ton exchange ll:o~ 

0 1.Adjust ion fn<Change plant from given starting pal'3meten D 0 D CJ ("j ...__ Q D 
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l .Recttly abnormal operating conditions D D D D 0 D 0 0 
3.Recttfy abnormal operating conditions D 0 D D D D D D 
1.3.3 ion uchange Ill 
1.0etenntne ion exch~nge pl~nt operating p~rameteB to achi- product D D D D D D D D 
s;MIC!fi~uon 

2.Rectrty abnorm~l operating conditions D D D D D D D [J 

¥~~;~~#j!~ii&:tER:tt~~ti~~;gr~~;r~~w.m;w~•iffi*~ 
I.A..1 Reverse osmosu I 
1.Cperate tiMtrsa osmosis plant D D D D D D 0 D 
2.C:P revers. osmosis plant D D D D D D D D 
3.0etect aonormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
1.4.2 Revene osmosis II 
t..AdJusa- osmoaia plant from giwn stu11ng ~ers D D D D D D D D 
2.c:.r and recan ,_ OISillo.ia plant D D D D D D D D 
3.Redlty abnorrn'al operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
1.4.3 Reverse osmosis Ill 
t.Oetermine reverse osmoais plant oper.l!ing panm«ats to aero- product D D D D D D D D 
~ 

!f:~~ihl!ffifl[iW~-1~$~~$~~-;;-~-
1..5.1 Fllttr prt:SSing I 
t.Cpente Riter press D D D D D D D D 
1..Adjust filler presa plant from given star1ing ~ D D D D D D D D 
3.C:ear and res1a1t filter pres.a D D D D D D D D 
4.CP filler press D D 0 D D D D D 
5.Cec.ct & rectify abnonn2J o~ ccndit!ona D D D D D D D D 
1.5.2 Filter prt:SSing II 

D D D D D D D D t.O.Cec:t abnormal opet2ting conditlona 

2.Rectity abnonna.l o~ng conditions D D D D D D D D 
U3 Fllter pressing Ill 
t .o.termine Iiiier press plant ol*'llling pataiTMIIerS ID ach~ product D D D D D D D D 
~~don 

[!; C!:f Products 

asc~~~~Wt~i~• :.-.. ..... .. .r., .. .wJY~ ~~*'-:-~!~~-. •' ~-· :~ =«"' . •! :""':·:. • 7mzY:~:~ 
1.1.1 !Vapontton I 
t.Operace ~plant D D D D D D D D 
2.0? ~plant D D D .D D D D D 
J..C«.d aboormal opln!lng conciiUans D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectlty abnormal oper8ling COIIditlons D D D D D D D D 
1.1.2 !VaJM)ratton n 

D D D D D D 1..Adjusl ~plant from gi¥wt artlng ~ D D 
2.Cieer and ratart ....aporadon plant D D D D D D D D 
3.Cet«:t abnormal ~ c:ondltlona D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectlty abnormal operalfng conditlona D D D ·o D D D D 
a.u EVaporation IU 
1.Rectity abnormal oper.lling condltlons D D D D D D D D 
1.1.4 l!vapontton rv 
t.o.ermm. -PQIIIOoil plant openlting ~ 1D .em-~ 
tpeCitlcadon D D D .o D D D D 

iZ~if~~;w£~~~ 
1.2.1 HomogenluUon I 

D D D D D D D D t .Operate homogen'-ing plant 

2.CP homogenising plant D D D D D D D D 
J..C.tect abnormal o~g conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectlty abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
1.2.% Homogenlutlon II 

D D D D t.Sirip/aamble homogeniation plant D D D D 
2.0etec:t abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
3.Cetennine ~use of abnonnaJ operating conditions 0 D D D D D D D 
4.Rtctify abnonn~l operating condition• D D D D D D D D 
1.2.3 Homogeni~on Ill 
1.0etenntne homogenising plant operating parameteB to aChi- product D D D D D D 0 D spea(te:ation 

!i~~~~~~~i~.~~:~~.~f~:~:1:~ilif~tif:1&Yilifgi~.:iiZ[Jfll~~}~w;~~lmi 
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11.3.1 C~sein (wet-sldel I 
[J D D D D D D ,- , 1.01)e('3Ut wel·sade caseon plant 

3.C:P wet·side caseon plant D D D [] D 0 0 I I 
4D.cect abnormal operating conditions D D D [] CJ D 0 0 
5.Recuty abnotmal operating conditio~ [J [] [] [] 0 D 0 0 
l!.l.2 C.sein (wet-sldel II • silo coagullltlon (ladle: and ~W~na/minenl ad 

0 [] [] [] D CJ 0 0 1.Monrtor solo to produce coagulant to specrl"IC:I!Ion 

2.0-cect abnormal operating conditio~ [J [] 0 [] D D [] LJ 
J..Monrtor temperatures. skim-flow and pnteipit:allon pH to produce coagulant D [] D [] D D D r:--

to specofication LJ 
4.C.cect aonormal operating conditions [J D D [] D D D [] 
5.Redlfy abnormal opet3ting conditloM [] [] [] [] D D [] [] 
II.Operate cauinaling plant [] [] [] [] D D [] D 
7.0P c::aseinadng plant [] [] [] [] D D [] CJ 
I.Oetec:t abnotmal OC*"21ing ccnc:litlons [] [] [] D D D [] CJ 
1.3.3 C.uin (w.t-siclellll 

D [] D [] D D [] D 1.Adfusl wet-side c:aaein plant from giwn starting~ 

%.Adjust wet-side caaein plant when servic:a tluduale [] D [] [] D D D D 
3.C:..,. and ~ wet-.ide c:auin plant [] [] D D D D D CJ 
4.Redify abnonnal oper3IIng conditions [] [] [] [] D D [] D 
!Determine c:aaeina1ing pl2nt operaling ~ to acn;.... ptOduc:t [] [] [] [] D D D CJ apec:itlc:ation 

S.Redify abnormal operating condltlona [] [] [] [] D D D [] 
1.3...4 CUein (w.t-sideiiV 

[] D [] D D D [] [] 1.Cetermine wet-side casein plarn oper.tting ~to~ product 
spec:dlc:alion 

Yr~~:9.·~~~~~&.f&f~ 
U 1 Crying I 

D [] D [] D D D D 1.0per;~te drying plant 

l.Oetec:t abnormal operating conditions D . [] [] D D D D D 
l.Ritdity abnormal operaling conditions D [] D [] D 0 0 [] 
4.C:P dlying planl [] [] [] [] D D [] [] 
&A.l Crying II 

D [] D D D D [] D 1.Adjust dlying plant from giwn starting~ 

z.c:.... and r.lalt dtying plant .ut.r major~ failure D [] [] [] D D [] [] 
l.Ridity ahnonnal ~ condllklna [] [] [] [] D D [] D 
4.c:.nrtmall nazzlw [] [] D [] D D [] D 
S..O.ed a.bnonnal Ol*1llfng conditions D [] D D D D [] D 
I.Redltf abnarm111 opera1ing c:audlllol• [] o · [] [] D D D D 
7 ..JUmoot. allamiut, dean and instill in drier [] [] [] [] D D [] D 
a.Oeted abnormal Ofl'ltatlng conditions [] [] D [] D D [] D 
t.Ridity abnormal OC*"21ing c:onditlona [] [] [] [] D D . [] [] 
a...u Drying Ill 

[] 1.Ridity abnoonnaJ ~ condltlona [] D D D D [] D 
LU Drytno IV 

[]·- [] D [] D D D D 1.c.c.mine ~ plant oper-.dng ~to~ ptOduct specillc:8llan 

2.RIIdify abnorrnW ~ c:a~ldltb• [] [] D [] D D [] D 
l.RICtity abnormal Ol*8dng c:OIIditioi• [] [] D [] D D [] D 
4.Rec:Uty abnormal operating c:anditlons [] [] D [] D D [] [] 

l!~·~a~~-~t'·tii·§D .-.-.., ............. .,. ..... ....... ,.. · ···~s·&-:fi:~·~.-..z.;r.«-&¥0 

1.5.1 Powder blending I 
1.Siend pc7Mier to spec;iflc:ation CJ [] D [] D D D D 
~~~~~~~~~•tJ~BrtJ~•~xtr~ 
1.1.1 Sifting and conveying I 

D [] D D D D D I I 1.0perate powder sdting and c:anv.ying plant 

Z.Oetec:t abnormal opemlng conditions CJ [] D [] D D D D 
l.Rec:tity abnormal operating condition• D D D [] D D [] LJ 
1.1.2 Slntng and conveying II 

D [] [] D D D I 1 1.0-cec:t abnormal operating condition• [] 
%.Rectify abnonnal operating conditioM D 0 [] D D D [] LJ. 
8.8.3 Slntng and c:onveylng 111 

[J D 0 D D D ; I 1.Cetermine sifting and conveying plant operating paramete~ to achieve D produd specd"oc:atiOII 
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·~·C:Ua~'i=·=r:~'Pariii9~~-Mi@i9ffimRWi&fd=t~~~'["fj 
8.7.1 Tcmpenng & mrlllng I 

D 1.Cperate tempenng and mrlling plant D D D 0 D CJ D 
2.Rectify abnormal operating conditions D D D D 0 D D D 
8.7.2 Tempering & m illing II 

0 D D D D CJ D CJ 1.Detennrne rempenng and mrlling plant operating parameters to achi4MI 
proauct specrtication 

2.Rectdy ailnormal operating conditions D D D D D CJ D D 
19. Cream Products I 
i.1i:i~I~~~~;.~~~:·~~~a11Itfi~;f.:mWWWj 
t..1 .1 Oea.rtonlng 
1 .0pen~a dec:attoning plant D D D D D D D D 
2.0peme s1Wi119 and meltl119 plant D D D D D D D D 
l.Oelect abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.0perate butt« rwwortring plant D D D D D D D D 
5.Delect abnormal operating conditions 0 D D D D D D D 
Y:~a~~$:~;E~~m~~&Etmwm;.~%~twf~~1mr~r.~~~~~~1~t~ 
U1 Vaautlon I 
1.0perate vac:reation plant D D D D CJ CJ D D 
2.ClP vacreatlon plant D D D D D D 0 D 
l.Oetlld abnofmal operadng conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.Redity abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
1.2.2 Vacrutlon II 
1.0eer and restatt vac:nllllion plant D D D D D CJ D D 
2.Recity abnormal operating conditions D D D D CJ CJ D CJ 
U3 VKTUtlon Ill 
1.Delermine vac:reatlon plant operati119 parametws to ac:m- product D D D D CJ D D D 
spec:ific::.llion 

2.Redity abnormal operaling conditions D D D D 0 CJ D D 
P'M~~~~sm~l~T#}tt~~YA~W.t.~i:~~w~l!q~a 
U1 8ultermald"9 1 
1.0penre fritz buiWmalring plant D D D D D CJ D D 
2.0? fritz buttermaking plant D D D D D D D D 
l.Oec-=t abnormal operating conditiona D D D D D D D D 
4.Rczitt abnormal oper;lling c:onditlona D D D D D D D D 
1.12 ButtennaJdng 11 

D D D D D D D D t .op.nrr. fritz buU.-maldng plant (acManc:ed) 

~caw. ol a.bnotmal opMal:biQ c:ondlllona D D B D D D D D 
3.Redify a.bnonnal ~ ccndltlona D D D D D D D 
1.3.3 Buttennaldng Ill 
t ..De1ennine fritz buttermaki119 plant opeqtlng ~to adllwe product D D D D D D D D 
epeci1lc:aljon 

2..0etennine c:aUM of abnotmal operating <::onditioM D D D D D D D D 
=·,_..~~v~-·-~·m,.......,<<-»-·.,...msoc~ 
UF.atMiit~OJi~!~!!.5/"*'i~~;:;.:::.:;§;-~'-~3:.·· ~...,.;;. ~~-.... ~.-""""""' ... """""'"""'""" ~r.·.-.-... ~ .. -""'fYo,· ·~oQG • • • • • 

t.A..t !"at miX I 
t .Or-we far mixin9 plant D D D D D D D D 
2.0? fat mixing plant 

1 B D D B D 8 D D 
l.Oec-=t abnormal Ol)llfatlng conditlona D D D D D 
4.0..-rnine c:aUM ol'abnotmal ~conditions D D D D D D D D 
S.Redity abnonnal opeming ccndilfons D D D D D D D D 
5.A..l Fat miX If 
1.Adjust fat mixing plant f~t~m given Slatting parameters D D D D 0 D CJ D 
LAdjust faa mixing plant when $eMces nuctuate D D D D D D D D 
3.C:eat and restart faa mixing plant D D D D D D CJ D 
4.0.ect ailnonnal oper.~ting conditions D D D D D D D D 
5.Cetermine c:auae o( ailno~ operating conditions D D D D D D CJ D 
II.Rectify abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
tA3 Fat mix Ill 
1.R.ectlfy abnormal operating conditions D D D D CJ D CJ D 
t .. U Fat mix IV 
1.Cetermine fat mixing plant operating paramet.ers to achi- product 
SfleC!fic:arion D 0 D D D D Q D 
i'.S:Atiii~iaus:~'llllt. Fat· · : :::x=::l~=:t:-;:;:f~~t~fj:gf~e.Jtl.;:d?W~~~f~m~~&J1m 
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9.5.1 Annydrous milkfat I 

D 0 D D D D D CJ t.Oper3te ~plane 

2.c:P JIMF plant D D D CJ D D CJ CJ 
J.Oetect abnormal oper.aling conditions D D D CJ D D I I CJ 
9..5.2 Annydrous malkfat II 

0 D D D D D CJ CJ 1.Adji.ISl JIMF ;:~ lam from given stanlng par.amete~ 

2.AdjU$1 JIMF plam when sel'\llces nud\late D D D CJ D D li CJ 
J.Ceat and restan I'MF plane D D D D D D I I D 
4.0etect abnormal oper.ating conditions D 0 D D D D D D 
S.Redlfy abnormal oper.ating conditions D D D D D D CJ D 
t..5..l Annydro~a milkfu Ill 

D o · D D D D D D 1.0eterrnine ~ plam ope13ting par.ameter.s to achi- produd specifica:tlon 

W.errnine QU&e o( abnormal operating c:onc11t1ona D 0 D D D D D D 
3.Redify abnonnaJ operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
110. Cheese Making I 
~L~~J1Tw&::&itif@~~~1!BB@ 
10.1.1 BUlk surtet production I 

D D 1.Maka bulk sl:alter D D D D D D 
2.0P bulk sl:altllf plant D D D D D D D D 
3..0etect abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.Use direct vat set st:ut~ D D D D D D D D 
10.1.2 Butk starter produc:tlon II 
t.Decect abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
2.Rectiry abnormal operatJng conditions D D D D D D D D 
10.1.l Sbrtet' selection and cx:~ntrol 
1.Select stan~ and determine conditions for the manuCac:ture o( product to D D D D D D D D 
~ 

2.RIIdity a.tlnOmlaJ operating conditions D D D D D D D CJ 
~~t~¥.~~mtS11Mml~~Sll11lKi! 
10-2.1 CWU.S and Whey I 
1.oper;~~e en- curds and wney plant D D D D D D D D 
2.0P en-curds and wn., plant D D D D D D CJ D 
3.0eted abnonnal o~ condltlons D D D D D D D D 
11U.2 CUrds and Whey II 

D D D D D D 0 D 1.0.. and restart ~ curds and wn.y plant 

2.RIIdity abnormal operaling conditiona D D D D D D D D 
1CU3 CWtts and wtley 1R 

D D D D D D D D 1.c.c.rmine en-curds and wn., ~and c:andllloM 1D ~ 
product spec:ilblioo 

~~:l"(.<>.'*'~~'~mr~mJ~&.~= .. • ~~~~~~ficl~~~~oe~~i~~; .. _. _·.:;=~¥hva~tf;~~;;~:~ 
1CU1 Oralntng, ctleddattng. miW"9o md salting I 
1.0P8f* ~draining, d!eddaring, milling, and allng piMt D D D D D o · D D 
2.CIP ~draining, cheddaring, miWng plant 8 D D D D D D D 
3.0eted abnormal opemlng conditions D D D D D D D 
10.U 01'31nlng, ctleddatlng, milling. md saltin9 a 

D D D D D 8 D D 1.0pera cnining, cn.ddaring, milling,~ sa111ng piMt (~ 

2.Rectiry abnormal~ eondillona D D D D I D D D 
10.U 01'31ning, ctleddulng, milling, md saldncJ m 
1..Deterrnine ch- draining, cheddanng, milling, and allng pillnt ~ 
s-amecers to acm- produd ~ D D D D 0 D 0 D 
2.Rectlfy abnormal O!)ef"ating conditions D D D D 0 D 1- 1 - D 
m9.~lf~#§.~~~mw~~w~~~II~rt~!~tm~~~~mml&~~f-t{~m~ 
1U1 Cuomatlc or prus-Yat 1 

D D D D D D !l D 1.0pet31e ~or prnaing vats 

W.ect abnormal opentlng cotiCiitiona D D D D D D D D 
10A2 Casamatfc or prus-YU 11 

D D D D D D CJ D 1.Adluat pressing for down-stream specs 

2.Rec:tify abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D I I D 
~~~~~~~~~1Am~l~1l~~rrtfrmrM1tt?i•~~~~ 
10.5.1 Mold changing _ 

D D D D I 1 D 1.Change cheese molds - D D 
10.5.2 Srtne cneese molding 1 
1.0pefllle cheese molding plant D 0 D D 0 CJ ! I D 
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2.C:P ch..se molding plant D D D D D D CJ I 

3.0etect abnormal operating conditions " D D D CJ D D 0 i I 

10.5.3 Brine cheese molding II 
1.0etenn1ne cheese molding paramete~ to achi- product speciflcations D D D CJ D D D [J 
2.Rectity abnormal operating condilions D D D D D D D LJ 

·1!!¥••·s~~~·::·.·~·~:~~~~gt~~r:~·:·::!:::rg~\t;t;@~~~-~-mN.~t~ 
10.5.1 Chee.se bnnmg I 
1.Brine cheese D D D D D CJ CJ 0 
10.&.2 Chee.se brimng II 

D D D D 0 D CJ D 1.0etennme bnnmg paramete~ to achiwe produa specdlc::a!jcns 

2.RIIdity abnormal operating conditions D o · D D D D 0 0 
~~!.fE~~~~;]}~~£:m@;tJ~!twffi-t.1LW~~l~~f&iffi£i11£1l 
10.7.1 Parmesan ~ondftlonlng 
1.Rac:ondltion parmnan cheese D D D D D D D D 
2. Tum green pannesan D D D D 0 D D D 
l. Tum parmesan ch .... D D D D D D D D 
10.7..% Green pzrmu:.n curing 

D D D D D D D D 1.CUnt grwen ~rmesan to specniCalion 

2..0ctect abnormal opemng conditions D D D D D D D D 
l.Rectify abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.C.U. parmesan ch- D D D D D D D D 
5.0perate parmesan grating and drying plant D D D D D D D D 
S.O...a abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
10.7 •. 3 Parmesan curing IUgrattng and drying 

D D D D D D D D 1.0etermine parmesan curing paramet~ to ach~ product speciflc::atlon 

2.0e«ennine parmesan grating and drying plant ClpWIIIing parameters to D D D D D D D D acm- product specdiCZion 

J.oelect abnormal operating condltlons D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectity abnormal operating conditions o . D D D D D D D 
~\!8~1~~1f&t~I~fl1fillfJ~~~~t1~1\~Wt.~B 
1G..a.1 Molding, salting. and ripening I 
1.Mold Sf*:ialty ch- D D D D D D D D 
2.0iy salt and npen sp.aaJty ch- D D D D D D D CJ 
1G.!.% Moldlnc;, salting. ripening II and smar eft.-

D D D D D D D D 1.Monilor and adjust molding, salting, and ripening ot Sfi8Cialty ~ 

1..081-=t abnotmal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
l.Rectify abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.MIIlal up smear solution D D D D D D D D 
!.Apply smear D D D D D D D D 
1o.&.3 Molding, saltine;, and ripening ID 

D D D D · D D · D D 1.o.t.nnine specialty en- making parametera 1D actn.ve product 
II* ill. atlon 

112.Padd~ I 
~~~,~~~~ ""~~UN • .,., ., _. ••• .,,..., .-......-....... :;.,,., • .......,,..,....,. • ..,.,: ;;..,. ••• v:.::::.:.~ 'fl' ~<J' ~'>" ;::;,:.:: 
1%.1.1 Ory-aited ch- blodc.formlng I 
1.0pente con11nuoua dry-ulted ~ pr-mg pt.nt D D D D D D D D 
2.0P c:andnuous en-~ plant D D D D D D D D 
3..Detect abnormal operaling conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectify abnormal o~ conditions D D D D D D D D 
1%.1.2 Ory-attecl cheese bloclc.formlng II 
1.081ermlne prwssing, vacuum. and holding tim• D D D D D D D D 
2.C:- and restatt continuous ch- pressing plant D D 0 D D D D LJ 
3.Rectity abnormal operating conditions D D 0 D D D 0 D 
:§~?.~~)~fo.i~~~~~IW~~ieltr.@~~~t~~mim 
12.2..1 Rapid cooling of p;ac:Xed product 
1.0perate rapid cooling plant D D D D D D D D 
2.0eted abnormal operating conditions D 0 D D D D D D 
~~E.~~.§·~:~!fJ~~J~[~~l~Bi*-4}~~ViflB 
12.3.1 Oebinnlng, deboxing and stripping/cutting cheese blocks, cheese 

D D D D D D &i:=J 1.0ebin. debox and strip cheese 

2.Cut blocks of cheese to specified size and shape D D D D D D CJ 
l.Operate ch-se shredding plant D D D D 0 D 0 ;- 1 .__ 
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4.Cetec:t abnonnal operating condillons D 0 D D D D 0 I I 
S.Rec:tify abnonnal operating conditions ... D 0 D 0 D D 0 0 
8.Cetec:t abnonnal operaung conditions D D D D D D D 0 
7 ..Rec:trf'( 01llnonnal operaung conditions D 0 D D D D 0 0 
S.Manu.arly p3ck specralry cheese D 0 D D D D 0 0 
1Z.l.l Consumer cneese packing II 

D D D D D D CJ I I 1.Setup, monrtor and adjust consumer clleesa packing machine 

1Z.l.3 Consumer cneese p01cklng ill 

0 D D D 0 D D D 1.Gr.ade cneese for consumer cneese packing 

·l;~~!~:#~~~t<~:~~},~'t¥.~4fill¥f.!W:lt,~i1Jl 
12..4.1 U.quldlseml llqutd paa nlllng I 
1.0~te liqwdlsemi liquid pack nlllng plant D D D D D D D D 
Z.ClP liquid/semi liquid paclc filling plant D D D D D D D D 
~ abnormal openting conditions D D D D D D D D 
4..Redify abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D 0 
12.4.2 Uquldlsemlllquld paa nlllng II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Setupladjust llquidlsemi liquid pack filling plant 

Z.Setupladjust liquidlsemi liquid pack filler fOf dltfiHWit prodUct~ D 0 D D D D D D and ermronmental conditions 

12..4.3 Uquldlseml llquid paa tilling Ill 

D D D D D D D D 1.Cvemaul lfquidlsemi liquid pack filler 

2.0esign/modify liquid/semi liquid pack ffiler D D D D D D D D 
Pa~;;r~lldSP.~Icii~~w:mrw.-~~;m ._, •• ; .. w ., ... , ... ,,., •. _..r,.,.,. ,_ .. .-. ... · .. ·.·,·.,.v..-,, """'"'""'·'"'"' • >;(; ) (O o( «> 

11..5.1 Cry product pacX filling 1 
1.0perate d1y products pack filling plant D D D D D D D D 
2.Cecect abnotmal openting conditions D D D D D D D 0 
l.Rectity abnormal opwating conditions 0 0 D D D 0 D 0 
4.0per21e bag folding or presenting equipment D 0 D D D D D 0 
12.5.2 Cry product paa tilling 11 

D D D D D D D D 1.S.Up and :adjust d1y products pack tilling plant 

Z.Ste up and :adjua dry produd padc ffiler for different product en. acta iatlca D D D D D D D [J 
and erMrollmemaJ conditions 

11..5.3 Cry prodUct pac.k tilling Ill 

D D D D D D D D 1.o-ftaul d1y prodi.ICb paclc filler 

2l)ee;gn/modify dry products pack filler D D D D D 0 D 0 
~~~!l!f~!fs~~!~~:mf~ 
12.L1 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets I 
1.0per3te pack Maling equipment D D D D D D D D 
2...Detect abnonnal oper2tlng conditions D D D 0 D D D D 
12.1.2 Sunnv of bags, liners ana sachets n 

D D 0 D D o . D D 1..Redlty abn«mal ~ling conditions 

12.1.3 SuUng of bags, liners and sachets Ia 
1..Determine sealing parameters D D D D D D D D 
~..,...,.._. .. ""'-""""""H.mf•>:·>:·:·>Y.•>;•:•:;-~'>'·'>'·'·'·""·>~~~~1~ :· · · ~.~~d~~~!~~~~;Qo~;~~t~s£t1 .. :::)f~~~ ru-~$~ "L: ~ 
12.7.1 Gas ttushl"9 I 

D D D D D D D D 1.~ gaa tluailing plant to gas tlush product 

2.Rectify abnormal operating condltlons D D D D D D D D 
~·.,-·,:uv<'''"~'·''·'-»'«<'-'~~~:,:Aw.~~~~ !l~T~ ~=:.c:.ro · -~=:::;:-~~:::::;:;<~.::t.::::::*.:::i~M.f.«XC=~·#=tC£2·<~ v ·.v·· ······ ·· •• ••·,;~..,. · •... • . . :,..·.·,!'..,.,, • wo>:-X"..-·>.: •· n ·•· · -'(:: ' 
12.8.1 Mecnanisect and Manual artonlng I 
1.0p.rate mechanised cartoning plant D D D D D D D D 
2..-...nw.lly cal'ttln produd D D D D D D 0 CJ 
12.8..2 M41Chanised c::artoning II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Se!Up and adjust mech01nised canoning plant 

2.Redlty abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D 0 
12.!.3 Medlanised cartonlng Ill 

D D D D D D D CJ 1.0verttaul mecnanised cartoning maclline 

2.0esignlmodify mechanised canoning machine 0 0 D D 0 D 0 D 
~~-~~IC~~~i7&t~miDM~it1&-W&1},!t.J~@'!§ij 
12.!.1 Weiglling (automati c and manual ). 
1.0perate automated weighing equipment D D D CJ D D D D 
2.0eted abnonnal operating conditions D D 0 D D 0 D D 
l.Manuallv we•gn product or pack D D D D D 0 D I I 
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0 CJ D 0 
12.10.1 Manual coding or stamping 0 
1 .Manually code product or pack:lge D D D CJ D ------------------------------------------------12.10.2 Mecnanised coding, pnntfng, ~nd embOssmg II 
1.Set up coding or pnnting of product or pac:IQge 

2.Rectdy abnormal operating conoitions 

12.11.2 Metal Detection II 
1.~ibrale metal de1ector 

~1¥.~f.~!fg}~~i~~~~,;.;~~ml-::J!!WIPlt~l~1:lWEJ$.~ 
12.12.1 hlletlsing/Binnln9 (manual) 
1.Manuaily pallelise or bin pn:xiud, 311d/or aa.nble bins 

12.12.2 Palletlslng/Binnin9 (medlaniud) 
1.0perate palletiser or robot to palletlse Of bin product 

~1~i~~f~~~r.tt¥I~~iilW&N~~~~$~~~tat~BE®l~~ 
12.13.1 0.- Palletlslng/Bin tipping I 
1.0perale d~lletising or bin tippi119 planl 

2.0•ect abnormal opet2ting conditions 

12.14.1 Pallet snroualng/str.td'l-wnppinCJ 
1.Shroud « S1l"etdlwr..p pallets or bins 

12.1&.2 Cltnd'llng II 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
0 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

CJ 
D 

D 

D 

CJ 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

0 
CJ 

0 

D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

0 D D 

D D D 

D 
1.Setup and adjust can clincher 0 CJ CJ 

--------------------~~~~~------------------
D D D 0 D 

12.17 .%' Powder gassing d'lamber n 
1.~. adjua and ~ powder gaging c:flllmber D D D D 

D D D D 

D 

B 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
12.18.2 ~n seaming II CJ 
1.Seeup and adjust can seamer CJ CJ CJ 

--------------------~~~~==--~--------------
D D CJ D 

CJ D D 

D 
12.1!.2 Conveying II 
1.Setup, adjUSI and satVice conveyor.~ CJ CJ D 

--------------------~~~~==------------------
D D D 

D 
D 

CJ 
CJ 

D 
D 
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1.CI)ttr2te component handling machine 0 0 D D D D D I I 

12.:0.2 Component handling II 
1.Setup. ~djust and ser.nce component handling machine D D D D D D 0 D 
1:t:o.J Component handling Ill 
1.Ciaqnose fauns and rectlfycamponent handling machine D D D D D D CJ D 
2.Design~modify component handling machine CJ D D 0 D D D D 
113. Stores 

~~r.DrJjc4ct~~~(~0:~~;;~~~:~;::~t~~~ftri~J.tii:~1i~1!£Bi%\..~!1?It~tJJ 
13..1.1 Oty/cool stores I 
1.Rec:eive and store prndud or materials D D D D D D D D 
2.0Mect abnonnaJ oper.uing conditions D D D D D D D D 
3-Rec:lity abnormal oper2ting conctitlons D D D D D D D D 
13..1.2 Oty/cool stores II 
1.Rm-. traMfer, and d"l)atch product or materiaJa D D D D D D D D 
2.0Med :mnonnal operating conditions CJ D D D D D D D 
13..1.3 Oty/cool stores Ill 
1.Rec:lity abnonnal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
~·~~f~~iw.l@ti~lli\1HlW:851!~~1:iw$~W'%~£~ 
13.2.1 Fumigation 
1.Futmgale stores or buildings D D D D D D D D 
-.---••ttW'NJ'"Y-~,~-""""'0'."'''•"-"''Y'o""_. .. ~:-:::~~-
>l:U~,:,h-. ..:!.~~.Y!~-~~ [£fJ;;;<::;;-. ·· ~:.,~~ <>.&: •• · .,,t-}z. 
1U1 !.Dad shittlng vehicle I 
1.0perate load shifting vel'lic:Je D D D D D D D D 
2.De«ect a.bnotmaJ operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
13..3..2 !.Dad shifting vehlde II 
1.Cperate load shifting vel'licJe to shift di111cult goods or under difllcult situalions D D D D D D D D 
:~¥.~~~~~~~#~tm~~~~r&1fitij~1~WBl~L%ru~ 
13.4..1 Slip-sheeting 
1.Use pusll/pull unit to slip-sheet goods o · D D D D D D D 
2.Redity abnormal oper.lting conditions D D D D D D D D 
m~~~"i*~~t®1Bi~~~~ 
13..5.1 SWing-lifting/gantry 
U.cad and unload ISO containers D D D D D D D D 
l!!~~~,~~~'*&~~~r&~riWJMEI!i]E ~w·w·· ·. ····~;;t=Z:=:·~~~~:i~~·~J:~wz 
1'-L1 stlum!ng 
1.Shunt wagons on r.ail siding D D D D D D D D 
2.Redif( abnormal operating condillons D D D D D D D D 
m~~CJ;~=WJ'&~~~ ~-........ ~~:.(~~~~~··~~~x:J'"tj= 
13..7.1 Rectlval, storage & Issue at saocx ltema 
1.Rec:eN. and c:hec:lc goods D D D D D D D D 
1.Piace and store goods D D D D D D · D D 
3J.oc:ate and laaue goods from store D D D D D D D D 
13.7.2 Ordering, Stores Malntenanc:. and Sec:uttty. 
1.0rder stock items D D D D D D D 8 2.Miintain conclition and secunty o1 star. D D D D 0 D D 
1'-7.3 lnwntory levels 
1.Control inwntQfy lwels D D D D D D D D · 
13..7.4 Pun:nasing 
1.Purcnasa and control eritlc:al stoclc items D D D D D D D D 
~~!F.¥:~T£Fi@iitr~~ 
1U1 l.oc:al marttet sales 
1.SeU product on the local martcet D [J D D D D D D 
m~~:~%it~€r:ws•ilt~tm~~it•~ 
1U.1 Importing from over.seas 
1Jmport goods from oYeBea D D D D D D D D 
115. Laborato!}: 

i~1).~rffi'ft~~~!1t1~IIttlc7~~~rr~~~1t~~~ 
15.1.1 ~mpllng 

o · 1.Take a representative sample D D D D D D D 
15.1.2 Aseptic umpllng 
1.Take an aseptic sample 0 D D D D D D D 
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15.1.:1 Oeveloptmodlty sampling methods ... 
1.C~oo or modily sampling methods and recgmmend solutions to sampling 
proOillfM 

D D D D D D CJ 0 

i!~.~~-~~~:~~~~~::.~~~?:f~~::;il~1!~:J~~;a~~~k~11f~~~~l~1tlf~~ffiii~ruttrt1 
15.2.1 S~ic: sensory analysis 

D D 1.Conduct navour or odour assessment of milk or product D D D D 0 0 
15.2.2 OllJanoleptlc: :~nalysts and Func:tlonal Tes1lng 

[J [J 0 D D D D D 1.CondUCI organoleptic assessment of product 

2.Conduct functional test follOWing standard proc:e<lures D 0 0 D D D D D 
15..2.3 Sensoryttundlonal test perfor-manc:a ldentlftat!on 

D D D D D D D D 1 Jdantdy tf a sensoty or functional rest haa perlonned incomiCtly 

11.2.4 ~soryttunc:tlonaJ test pertormanc:a and vaJicUt!on 

D D D D D D D D 1 Jdantlfy rna c:auae ol a setiSOI'f or fundlonaJ lest not perlonning 

2.Valldzta sensoty or functional test procedures D D D D D D D D 
11.2.5 O.Velop sensoryttunc:t!onal tests 

D D D D D D D D 1.DeYeio9 sensory or functiotral test methodS 

m::~~!~t;itlftl?!lfiU~WM?il~iJf~i~}$1~~~~~ 
1U1 C1'1emiaUhu.atdous substances, Prepantfon ot rugents and d'la 

D D D 1 .Handle or stora cl'lemicals or dangerous subst:anc:es D D D D D 
2.Prapare chemical reagents D D D D D D D D 
3.Conduct a chemial or analytiQJ test following sl2ndard proceduras wnich D D D D D D D D irNo!Yw up to J main stages 

4.Ciean laDwar"e to specified cleaning standards D D D D D D D D 
15.l..l Chemialanatysi.s I~ 

D 0 D D D D 0 D 1.Conctuct a chemiQJ or analytical test following standard procedures wnic:h 
irwolvw <4 • 5 main stages 

2.Conctuct a cl'lemic:al or analytical test following standard proc:edurn wnic:h D D D D 0 D 0 D iiMliYw 6 or more main stages 

1U3 C1'1.miaJ analysis test perlormanc:a identtl'lcrt!on 

D · D D D D D D D 1.Jdentify if a cl'lemic:al or analytic:aJ re.: haa perlonned incot111d!y 

11..3.4 Ch.mlal analysis test pertor-manca and vaJicUt!on 

D D D D D D D D 1.Jdentity lha cause ol a chemical or analytlc:al t..a not pedorming c:otnldly 

2. Validate d'lemicat Ol analytlcal test rne<hod/procedures D D D D D D D D 
11.3..5 Oevtioplrnodlt'y d'lemlcaJs analysts IMU'Icxts 

D D D D D .D D D 1.o...lop c:hemial or analytic:al last methods 

I,P """'~""""""".v.·.:·:·:·:·'=<·'''·····::sm"""'"'*"''~""~-,lw.'>wm»·~<>~ ' lllt:tOtiiOI~fC3f~e£'t'W'"*'~''$«'M~'~~§;t?"~'1~~~· -~ w.-.~ •• ._ ,.,..,...,..,.,..., ... , .• , ,'!.•,•,y.t M •:,.::;..:~"':'~~~ ~ ' 
1 ..... 1 Micro analysis Ia 
1.Condud micro labor1ltory t..:s following standanl ~ wtDctl D D D D D D D D 
~ rec::onatituUon and/QT analysis 

2.Conduct micro laboratory tests following standanl proc:edUree.. wtrich 
~ I'8COMtitutlon, analysia, and c:onfllTTI1IItlon. 

D D D D D D D D 
~media for micro t..:S D D D D D D . D D 
11.A..2 M1ao analysl.s Ita 

D D D D 0 D D D 1.Condud micro labotatory tests following stlndatd pr'I)CIId1n8. wnic:h 
~ 4 or more~~ as rwc:onstitution, analysis. ..--ri'adan, 
INalment.. and/or confirmation 

2.Condud -¥leal tMt following mic:robiological aury ~ D D D D D D D D 
3. T Mt media pertormanc:a D D D D D D D D 
4Jdemify undlatadarisdc: micro tMt ...wts c:ompared to historic::al dala 8 D D D D D D D 
!.H811111Ws:101a stock cultura and pathogens D D D D D D D 
s~ bulk slaltlll' or yeaat inoculum D D D D D D D D 
15A.l Mlc:ro tasting probl.ms 

D D D D 0 D D D 1.Catennine the c:auae of uncharac:terislic micro te.: raults 

2.0etanmne the auae ot uncharacteristic microassay test results D 0 D D D D 0 0 
3.Chedt and grow c:ulturas and subculturas D D D D D D D D 
11.A.A Micro tHt vatlcUtlon 
t .Valid:ata mic:ro lest pmce<~urn D D D D D D D D 
2.Valldate mic:roauay test proc:e<lures D D D D D D D D 
l.Jdenlity unknown micro type D D D D D ·D D D 
15.4.5 Oeveloplmoc:tfty micro tutlng methods 

D D D D D D D o · 1.C~p micro rest metnods 
;:::-

2.C~p mictoa.ssay testing procedures D D D D D 0 D D 
Lu·ii.~i?#-~idinci~·~r:~_::~:ls:;_:.:iSNtt~~:~~t3JS;::rm~z~~~N% 
15.5.1 Product gr;ading 
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1.Asssgn a product a grade D D 0 0 0 D D D 
15.5.2 Grade document release 
1.Checlc and release pnxJuct grading documentation D D 0 0 D D D D 
15.5.3 Product disposition 

D 0 [J 1.Rec:cmmend product dispos11ion D D D 0 D 
J.~~~;_EcruiPmait~~~~~;.#.~~(~~~~~i~~r!OO:JM®tl1Witf&J~~ 
15.L1 Ub equipment I 
1.Cperare chemical and analytical testing equipment D D [J D 0 D D 0 
2.c.Jibrate laboratory equipment D CJ D CJ D D D D 
15.1.2 uo equipment II 

D 0 D D D D D 1.Reptxe labor:atOty equipment components D 
2.Commiaion lao equipment 0 D 0 D D D D D 
111.&.3 uo equipment Ill 

D D D D D D D D t.S.mc. and fautt.nnd lab equipment 

111.1.4 ev~u.adon & purchase of lab equip 

D D D D D D D D 1 .fvalu.ate which laboratOty equipment to purchase 

r-sr~~~~-.m~="¥~1~t{• ~.,..""'" ........... ,... .• , ..... , ... .. ....... ..... ,. . ....... .... · .....• ·,.,.,., .. , >~~ 
15.7.1 Automated lllbof2tory equipment I 

D D D D D D D D 1.0p«ate high throughput automaled labor.rtcry testing equipment 

2.Clan lab equipment D D D D D D D D 
l.Oeted abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.Rectity abnol'm2J operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
111.7.2 Automated laoor2tory equipment II 

D D D D D D D D 1Rectity abnormal opemlng conditions 

2.0etermine cause of abnormal oper3tlng condition D D 0 0 0 D D 0 
111.7.3 Automated laboratory equ~ment Ill 

D D 0 D 0 D D D 1.0411emnne cause ol abnormal o~ condition 

l1s. Anallaa Services 

~1~§~c¥.!~K~t~il~tlli~--:~ZW.iti 
11.1.1 Boiler opentton I 
1.~boiler D D D D D D D D 
2.0411ect abnormal operating conditions D D D D D D D D 
3.RectilY abnormal oper311ng conditions D D D D D D D D 
4.0perate coal and a.n handling plant D D D D D D D D 
5.DeciiCt abnormal oper3dng conditions D D D D D D D D 
e.Redity abnormal operating condltiona D D D D D D D D 
7J.tonitarand adJust boiler feed wat.r tr..onent _., D D D D D D D D 
11.1.2 8oller·ccld start 
1.start boiler from cold D D D D D D D D 
2.0l)enlla soot blower D D D D D D .D D 
3.0etect abnonnal operating conditions D D D D ·D D D D 
4.Monitot combustion D D D D D D D D 
5.Cperate d...ator D D D D D D D D 
11.1.3 BoUer ttUings met equipment. 

D D D D D D D D 1.Pf1tpere boiler fot annual marine sut\le'f 

2.S.W:. boiler fltlfngs and equipment D D D D D D D D 
11.1.4 Combustion opdmisatloniBcCierWat.truiiiMnt 

D D D D D D D D 1.Adjusl aif.(uef ratio to optimise combualan eftlc:iei1C7 

2.0411ermine boiler water treatment D D D D D D D D 
1s.Mce boiler (rttings D D D D D D D D 
[u~~Y~&S:'*iiiliw.···.,····-::%';~~:~~::·:::-:>;: w.;.~~~%tm ........ · ............ .. ; .......................... ~~:~i:.~wiD'"o.~~tt,..y;,y.:.,~ 
11.2.1 Ancillary savlces monitoring 
1.Mondor anallary semc:.. D D D D D D D D 
11.2.2 Ancillary sav1ces o penrtlon 

D 1.0perate ancillary sefVices D D D D D D D 
~~~~5fi~~~J@~1B 
11.3.1 Wllter treatment 1 
1.0perate water treatment plant D D D D D D D D 
11.3.2 Water trutment II 
1.Cetermine water treatment D D 0 D D D D D 
11.3.3 Wllter trutment Ill 
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1.0esignlmodlty water treatment S'f$tem D D D CJ D D D r---j ·-· 2.Rectity abnormal operating conditlons D [J D [J CJ CJ CJ I I 

}!~~~~~ili~~{tfb~£~J%Wt%~-®~$1?.~~&1t•;~~-
11..4.1 Refrigeration (CF~ or equivalent and amont.ll 
1.Tes~ and repair lealcs tn CFC type refrigeradon systems D D CJ D 0 D 0 D 
2. Test and rep<;atr lealcs in ammonia refrigeralion systems D D CJ [J CJ D CJ D 
11Lo4.2 Refr1ger<atlon (CFCs or equivalent and amont.l II 

D 0 D 0 D D 0 CJ 1.Semce ano fault..ftnd CFC type refrigeradon systems 

2.SeMee and fault..ftnd ammonl81'11frige~adon systems D 0 0 0 0 0 D CJ 
11..4.3 Retrfgeratlondeslqn 
1.o.;gn 0( modify nllrigwadon and ail' condllloning systerM D D D D D D D 0 

17 .1.1 flood Satllty 

D D D D D D D D 1Jd.mity non compliancea 

2.Write an accume c:onc:ise repott D D D D D D D 0 
17.1.2 Audits 
1.1dMtity non compliance. D D D D D D D 0 
VMintain aa:ura!e records. D D D D D D D D 
3.0etailed knowledge at plan1 quality ~ D D D D D D D 0 
17.1..3 HACCP 
1.Rec:onfs D D D D D D D D 
2.Adlon non<ompllance. D D D D D D D D 
17.1..4 BUSinu.s Pfan 
1.Write an ac::curale and ccncise rwport. D 0 D D D D D D 
2.0bjec:Uv.e D D D D CJ D D D 
17.1.5 Cost Model Reviews 
1.Write a alnCIM and aceur.ate ntpert D D 0 D D D D D 
2.Jnterprwt financial c:a.dngs D · D D D D D D 0 
l.Utlllz:e baclc: staUstlc::allechniquea D D D D CJ D D D 
17.1.1 PAMS 
1.!Qwdatl D D 0 D D D D 0 
1.PIMt Performance D D D D 0 D D 0 
3.hectbaclt D D D D 0 D D D 
17.1.7 PROMIX 
1.Raw data and repor1S D D D D D D D D 
2.U.. ol info! II !doll D D D D D D D D 
17.1.1 PAs 
1.Underslandi119 PAs D D D D D D D D 
2J.toni1Dting j)R)dudlon agaiMt PAs. D D D D D D D D 
3..Proc..:lura D D D D .o o ·o D 
17. u Wages and Salar1u 

D D D D D D D 1~ ~ payn)ll and.., D 
~ D D D D D D D D 
3.Monitor pert'ot II IWIC8 agaiMt budget. D 8 D D D D D 0 
o4.Mer.tions D D D D o:o D 
17.1.10 IPRAs 
1.Pnxlud Recall D D D D D 0 D 0 
2.NC.'C\ D D D D D 0 D D 
l.Reccrd o( withd,_,. D 0 D D D D D D 
17.1.11 Spec Changes 

D 1.Notiftcation of spec c:ttangn. 0 D D CJ D D D 
17.1.12 Results 
1.Fillng System D D D D CJ 0 CJ D 
%.Feedback D D D D CJ D D D 
l .Tracebac:k Procedures. D D D D 0 D D D 
4.Rrliewing Data D D D D CJ D D D 
17.1.13 Maintenance and PlaiJiling 

D D D D 0 D D D 1.Maintenance .,.-.. 

2-\tonitoring Maintenance. D 0 D D I I D 0 I I 

17.1.14 Job Requests 
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1~tlonng open jobs D D CJ D 0 0 0 l I 

17.1.15 C;aptt:allmprovements 

D D D D D D 0 I I 1.1nvestiq:ating SuggMUons 

~ng lnfonrnuion D 0 D D D D 0 I I 
3.Procedures D D D D D D D I I 

17.1.16 Budgeting 

D D D D CJ D CJ ! I 1.Perlormance 

%.SMART D D D D D CJ D ,- , 
1Write an aa:urate and concise report. D D D 0 D D 0 0 
17.1.17 Plant Rel~billty Tums 

D 0 D D D D D 0 1.Ma.intananc;e lssuea 

1.Monitor Pfoogresa D 0 D 0 D D 0 0 
17.1.18 L.oss Monitonng 

D 0 D D D D 0 D 1.Feedbadc 

2.Minimising Losses. D D D 0 D D D D 
3Jnterpreting Results. D D D D D D 0 D 
17.1.1S Rudlng/Corrupondenc:a 

D D D D D D D 0 1.Maintain an etfectiYe I'IDng system 

%.Write accurate and «:oncise repom. D D D D D D D D 
j11. Automotive Engineering I 
~~~~attrtWtmtW.~1tf£f!fP"M~~ 
11.1.1 Dally vehlde lnspedlon 

D D D D D D D D 1.Conduct daily Yehic:!e inspedion and identift l'llqUit-.d maintenance 

11.1.2 Vehicle =-viclng I 

D D D D D D D D 1.Conduct roU1Jne servicing of Yehic:l• (eg 5 « a day) 

11.1.2 Vehlde servid ng II 

D 0 D D D D D D 1.Condud bale venic:!e servicing 

11.1.2 Mille meters 
1.slrlp. ser«., and calibrate a mille meter o · 0 D D D D D D 
11.1.3 Vehlde S11Nidng Ill 

D D D D D D D 0 1.Condud iniMmediate Yehide -w:ing 

11.1.3 WO'f' Inspections 

D D D D D D D D 1.Conduct W.O.F. iftSI*:tion on ...mo. 

11. U Vehlde seMc1ng IV 

D D D D D D D D 1.Conduc:t adWnc:ad vehicle servicing 

11.1.5 Gatboxes & dJ1ves I 
1.S.W:. and fauii4Jnd gea~ and~ D D D D 0 D D D 
11.1.1 o.amoxes & drfVu II 

D D D D D D D D 1.0NrhU tran.miaion dl!ferwttlala f« m.IU8I and aull:lm8llc drtw.. diM 
pWe. and t.cwque c:onverter 

~~~~~~ 
11.2.1 !nglnes I 

D 1.S.W:. & fault.ftnd engi,_ I D D D D D D D 
11U% !ngtnes II 

0 D D D D D D D 1.s.rw:. & rautt..rllld ~ n 

18.2.3 !nglnes lila J 

0 1.o-Mul and rebuild engi,_ 0 D D D D D D 
1 8.2.3 Engines lllb 

D 1.M.:hine and repair engine c:omponenta D D D D D CJ D 
11.2..3 Engine fault d~gnostlcs 

D D D 1.Malce diagnosis oi :abnormal noiw, itTegularity, «fault In engine D D D D 0 
18.2.3 Alternative fuel systems 

D 1.S~install altemat!Ye fuel systems D D D D D D D 
11.2..4 Development of engine modlflc::nlons 

D 1.c-lop and test modifications to engine D D D D D D D 
!H:~~~1Y.~~~~~%B·~~~$iJKDM~ 
18.3.1 Body wortc 
1.SetVic:a and repair body 'NOI1c D D D D D G- 0 o · 
11.3.2 Panel beating 
1.Panel ~~and repatr body 'NOt1c D CJ D D CJ .o D CJ 
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1~~~intiliq ;::;.y:~:p~;~:~:~t.::;-::. '~~,;:l'~2~fri1fffiltt~~ 
1a.A.1 Prepar3tion tor patnting . 

D D D D 0 D 1.Prepare for paonung D [J 
18.4.2 Spray painting • primers and undercoats 

D D D D D D D D 1.Spray paont pnmers and undercoats 

11L&.2 Brusl\/roUer painting 

D D D D D D D 0 1 ~ pnmer and unaercoat woth brush or roller 

11!.4.3 Spray painting· nnish c:oats 

D D D D D D CJ 0 1.Spray paom finosn c:oars 

1Ul Brusl\lroUet painting • nnisn C:OUS 

D D D D D D D D 1 J\4lply finosn coats wrth brusn or roll« 

r.~~,~~~~Bit~~~,~~~~m 
11..5.1 Vehlde btulcdowntrec:ovwy 

D D D D D D D D 1.R_. immoOilised vehic:le 

[~~~iil~~~WJ~~~~SWk~~~&t~~-£&~~ 
18.1.1 Tyre seMdng I 

D D D D D D D D 1.Ciange wt!Mia. repair tubes and remount tyrn 

1S.U Tyre setVfdng II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Condud advanc:ed lyre servicing 

j19. Mechanical 

~~~£~M-~%-f~&*~-lf~f1 
1!.1.1 Mec:twtlc:al ·general I 

D D D D D D D D 1 .U~ minor mechanic:al servicing 

11.1..2 Med'lanlal-genenl u 

D D D D D D D D 1.Undettlke general mechanic:al servicing 

11.1.3 Mechanical - genenl m 
D D D D D D D D 1.Undettlke aavanc.d mech:anteal a.vic:ing 

11.1..4 ~malm.nanc:e o · D D D D D D D 1..o.v.lop ~ maintenanc:e program 

11.1.5 Malnt.nana Proqrammlng 
1.P!ant c.v. D D D D D D D D 
%.JoO Requau D D D D D D D D 
~and Testing D D D D D D D D 

D D D D D D D D 
1L2.% Madtlnlng u 

D D D D D D D D 1.Manutac:lure and madline tools and CQIIIpol-

1t.1.3 Mac:ftlnlng ID 

D D D D D D D D 1.c.ign and rnedline ~ and c:ompoi .. IIS 

11.2.4 Madtinlng IV 

D D D D D D D D 1.Daign and machine specialhled ~and CQIIIpOI!el'ds 

-~~~~;a-~~~ ,.. .. ,.,.,. ............... ~.,.,.,..,.,.~. ~ 
11.3.1 Mec:hanlcal fiU1ng I 

D D D D D D D D 1.Flt rnecha lical c:ompoii«<IS 

11.3..2 Medwric:al ntang II 
1hllllllnd and ~ g~ and high pr..ure purnpe D D D D D D D D 
11.3.l Mechanical nt!!ng Ill 
1.Fault find and repair high s~ ~ transrniaiona D D D D D D D D 
1t.l...4 Ske and seled pumpsttan• etc 

D D CJ D D D D D 1.S"IZe and select pumps. fans. g- boxBa and simar equipnerC 

~~-~~~i!ii.·=~~. Wiffit~ 
1tA.1 Fluid systems and vaiV .. 1 

D D D D D D D D 1.Fault~na and seMc:e hydr3uJic. pneum21ic. and procea ~and 
c:omponenrs 

1t.A.l l'lluld systems and valves II 
1.Fault-tind and setVice hydr3ulic, pneumatic, procea valva and systems D D D D D 0 D D 
11.4.3 Fluid system.s and valves Ill 

D D D D D D D 0 1.Size and select pneumatic:, hydraulic:, stnm and proc:ea valves, rdtlngs. etc: 

2.CwmauJ hydr3ulic:, pneumatic:. and proc:eu systems D D D D D D D D 
1t.4.4 Fluid systems and valves IV 
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1.Cesogn and s~e hydr:aulic. pneumatic. and process systems D D D D D 0 D 0 
4~C®difiOD:Moo~nng . .1nd: 'b.!~~~r.;~MJii~JMJW1fffi'Millltlf~W.~*N 
11.5.1 Condtt!on monotoring data collection 

D D D 1.Condition monotor motors. beanngs. and collect condition monitonng da!a D D D I I 0 
11.5.1 Static Balancing 

D D D D 0 D D 0 1.SQUC balance motors. fans. shafts. e1c: 

11.5.2 Condition monitonng .llnalysos 

D D D 0 D D D D 1.AIIat'fSe c:onoition monotonng dal<l (eg vibr:ationlool analysis) and recommend 
adlon 

11.5.2 Oynamie ~lancing 

D D D D D 0 D D 1.0ymamoc balance fans. motors. snans. ate 

11..5..3 Condition monitonng Pf09nn1 design 

D D D D D D D D 1.Ce&lcJn condition monitoring program ror daily plant 

~~~~~~~~~~~~f[;~~\~$&~m1Ti1.i~fW.:f~~~=;fW%~ 
11.&.1 Welding and Cl.lttfng I 

D D D D D D 0 D 1.8r.lze. weld. soldltl'. and C1Jt 

11.1.2 Welding and cutting II 
[J D D D D 0 D D 1.Weld and cut 

11.U Welding and cutting Ill 

D D D D D D D 0 1.Weld and fabnc:ate 

11..&.4 stalnlus steel welding 

D D D 0 D D D D 1.Wetd stainless ~HI process line to NZ4703 standards (or equivalent) 

11..&.4 Structur31 welding 

D D D D 0 D D D 1.Stnld\lral-'d to NZ4711 standards« eq11iv8Mnt 

11.1.4 Wek11ng to ASME s or equlval.nt 

D D D 0 D D D D 1.Weld stearn~high prassure gas« air lin~ to As.£ 9 stand3rds (« 
equiYalem) 

Kti:~~~~W.W@llififJOC1~j]~~:~F&~mcy:~~~Iffirt~~¥.1l 
11..7.1 Mad!lne adlustment 

D [J D D D D D D 1.Adj~ and s« machine oper:ation 

l:zo. Usinq CamEuter.s 

~8fi·fy~~~~iii;-~~.g~l?}~~mr.~rw.t~\¥! 
2D.1.1 Buic Computer/Keyboard 

D D D D D D D D 1.UM a computer for basic da~a .,uy and intounedUil racn.v.l 

2..Errter data 4111 high ~ D D D D D D D D 
3. Type documente at SO words per minute D D D D D D D D 
2D.1.2 Advanced Typing 

D D D 0 D D D D t.Type doalrnerds at 80 or mct'il warda per minulol 

·~·~~~~'i~r~~~mS>:.Rtmi ~ .......... ~ ... '"•"'···'"·" ...... · · ·"" ....... "" li 

2D.%.1 ISuic: Won:tprocessing 

D D D D 8 o. D 8 1.u .. buic word~ fundlons 

%.Use basic ~she« fUlld!one D D D D D D 
3.UM drawing/graphics software ~ D D D D D D D D 
20..2.% lnt.nnedt.te Wordprocesslng and Spfudshe.dn9 

D D D D D D D 0 1.U.. inWnnedlate word~ fundionil 

%.Use inlermedlate spradsheet functions D D D D D D D D 
20.%.l Advanced Wordprocasing and~ 

D D D D D D D D 1.u .. actvanc.d wotdproceqing fundiona 

%.UM adYanced spreadsheet fundions D D D D D D D D 
E%~l!'i~~~~~1~&*-W~ 
20.3.1 Use Reponing Application 

D [J D 0 D D D D 1.Uu database lllj:)Onlng application 

2D.3.2 Build Report Func:tlons 

D [J D D D D D D 1..Build rllj)Oft functions 

2D.3.3 Administer MIS Applications 
1.Administltl' MIS functions D D D D D D D D 
2D.14 Oesign MIS Sottware 

D D D D D t.Cesign MIS softw.are applications D 0 D 
~~~~~E~~~~~~Iti~t~~:,;~~~T~tmiWJill~~~-illm.D ;::;-
20.4.1 Operator Interlac e 
1.Uu opet"aror interface D CJ D D D D D D 
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20., .2 Operator Interface screen design 

0 D D D D D D 0 1.Ces.gn Opti:ltor interlace screen 

20.4.3 Opentor interface function design 

0 D D CJ CJ D D D 1.0esNJn operator interface func:t1on design 

.~~~~~!:.~.!~·~~~~~~~·~;~:~::·d~ili~[f@~~~~iiliill§HmmJ~I%~~~~~~r:lt~ 
20.5.1 PLC lnstalfatlonJsetup 

D D D D D 0 n D t .Jnstall and setuo PLC system 

20.5.2 Basic PLC Sottware 

0 [j D D D D D D 1.Writa and commission s•mpla PLC program 

20.5..3 PLC HardWaretsonware dulgn 

D D D D D D D D 1.Contigure PLC haruware and wrrta i:ompla PLC program 

20.5..4 PLC Stand alone system design 

D D D D D D D D 1..o.ign PLC stand alone systems 

2D.5.5 PLC MUltiple/complex system design 

D D D D D D D D 1~ multiple and complex PLC systems 

~~;r;.~~~~!iii~~1w~Wt£~~tt~ .. f:l~$~~&.r.;e~ 
20.&.1 Computer hardwarelopentfng systarns I 

D D D D D D D D 1.JnsQII computer and single use operating system 

20.1.2 Computer hardWare/openUng systems II 

D D D D D D D D 1.Conllgure, install and commission eomputef naru-r. and~..,._,. 

20.1.3 Computer hardwarelopent!ng systems In 

D D D D D D D D 1.Contlgln and install a multi user computer applicalion 

!i1. ElectricaJIElectronies I 
}f£~fi~~~lll~ii~lli§~W1~-;~~~~~~l&l~t~~~~ff&~ 
21.1.1 Elementuy efectr1al servicing 

D D D D D D D D 1.Repl8ce plugs, leadS. rus.. bulbs 

21.1.2 Minor tledJical servicing 

D D D D D D D D t.Cany oua minor elearical raull-llnding. ntpairs and installation 

21.1..3 l!lldl1caf fault-finding, ~and lnslailadon 

D D D D D D D D 1.Cany OUI eledricaf fault-llnding, ~ and installalion 

21.U Oafc;n at simple electncal drcuits 

D D D D D D D D 1.DeUgn sim!lie power circuits 

21.1.4 s.Mc:e aMc:tr1CliUelectronlc devicu 
1.s.nice, faull.tlnd. install eledricall-'eclranic ~ D D D D D D D D 
21.1.4 Hlgtt voltaqe transformers and swttdt gear I 

D D D D D D D D 1.0pena and '¥isually monitor llldra high ~ U'lll5'oitnera and ...en gear 

21.1.5 Oaf9n minor etectt1cat systems 

D D D D D D D D 1.c.ign minor .-:trical systems 

21.1.5 Servtca complu eledriCliUtiedronlc: systema 
1.s.Mce and f'auJt..(tnd ecmpla eledrical/eledranic syldema 0 D o · D D o · D D 
21.1.5 High volbv• tnnstormers and swltdt gar II 

D D D D D D D D 1.MM!tlin :and repair atra high YObge transfom."S 3ftd lllllitlc::hgew 

%1.1.1 DaiQn at hard-wired elec:utal ~ systMW 
1.0eaign elec:lric:ll circuita with mu111pe ~iditial• or muiiiPe 
8CdariSIOUipUIS 

D D D D D D D D 
%1.1.1 l!ladi1CS1etedronlc:s of dally plant 

D D D D D D D D 1.hulit ftnd and repair the eledrics ol daily plant 

21.1.1 Hlqh vobge transformers mel swltdt gear Ill 
1.0etermine spec:i1lc:adons/requi rements for llldra high voltage lr2nldonners 
:and switctlgear (more than 660 vol~111cV) D D D D D D D D 
21.1.1 Energy management 

D D D D D D 0 D 1.C.Cermtne cost etfecttve electrical enervy usage and elec:u1c:al equipment 
~ 

122.rnstrumentatlon 

~~~.iiZw.~;j~~t=l~~~tt~[~S!J•rr.~~*Wt~~ 
22..1.1 Instrumentation - genenl HfVIdng and fault-finding 

D D D D D D D D t .Conduct general sel'licing of instrumem.. cabling, and tubing 

22..1.2 Pneumatic servlcJng and fault-finding 

D D D D D D D D 1.Strip, clean, and repair pneumatic insttumenrs 

22..1.2 Electronic servicing .Jnd fault-finding 

D I I D 1 .Service field devices and field wtring D 0 D D D 
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22.1.2 Control v~lves 
1.5..-..::a control v:atves and actuators 0 D 0 0 D D CJ CJ 
22.1.2 Fllle<l systems 

D D 0 D D D I I D 1.SeMc:e filled insuument systems 

22.1.3 Process m~rement and c;ontrQI system design 

D 0 0 0 D D CJ D 1.0esiqn and configure process measurement and control ~ems 

22.1.3 Process musurement and =ntrol systems commissioning 

D D 0 D D 0 0 D 1.Contigure and com~ proc;aa meaa&1111ment and control syszems 

22.1.3 Proass mUAtrement ~ control syu.ms servicing 

D q 0 0 D D [J D 1.Semc:e process meuurament and contrOl systems 

%Z.1.l Control valva-~anad 
1.s.Mce contn)j ....,_ and adliZIXs D D 0 0 D D 0 D 
22.1.4 ~lbrat!on of crfUc:al ln.mument:s 

D 1.Cafilnte cnt1ca1 inmuments D D D D D D D 
22.1.4 Complu mUAtr.ment ~ loops- servicing 

D D 0 0 D D D D 1.o..ign complex maaurwment and controlloopll 

22.1.4 Complu musur.ment and loops ·design 

D D D D 0 D D D 1.SeMc:e complex ~ent and controJ loops 

22.1..5 Stiectfon of lnatruments 
1.0.Cermine spec::tlc:::atio and select instruments D D 0 D D D D D 
22.1..5 AdVanced ..wog control deS9n 

D D 0 D D D D D 1.o.ign adVanced analog control syAims 

~Mma . . I 
-~·.·==·"'"""-""'~w·=»&~,,.~~@*~w.:r,. .. ~~-~~ ~~~:~~·-:::":,.:._.-::::?.:~::~~~ .. ~:~w.u.:~ .. =~·*···· '->-~~:; •• -~-=~0»·~?:::;~ "' ~>'·v.· . ..... . • • . • ' • ,.v:VN»>,..x,._.;.:v,. < '( .;.c.~ 4 (; » ~ 

2:1.1.1 Product MIX 

D D D 0 D D I I D 1.Producdon Progrwnming 

2JnWnal and E:4ema.l Uaison D D 0 0 D D LJ D 
2:1.1.2 Cullng with outside~ 

D D D D D D D D 1.1Jai8on and c:ommunic:ation 

Z1.1.l ~nts 

D 1.Compiaint R..olution D D D D D D D 
I2A. Financ:W . . I 
~~ifummt%%~=~=~•~ 
2A.1.1 Acl::ounttn9 Basks 

D D D B 8 8 D D 1.a.ic: Prt ICiplw 

~ ~ prilleiplea D D D D D 
3.Gel•.ai!IQ reportS D D D D D D D D 

2A.2.2 lludgets 

D D D D D D · D D 1.Undenrandlng wn.r a budg.t ia 

u~ a depertmental budg« D D D D D D D D 
3.Uaing a budget aa a control tool D D D D D D D D 
~~~ ... ~~ • - •• •. ..-.. ..... .. :"'"!·~~::-;..~~~):.· . ..* .. :;w: 

.. 2A.3.3 Co8IS 

D D D CJ D D D D 1.Mein eo.ta 

2.C!\J Models D D 8 8 D 8 8 D 
3Jnwuigadon and Corrln)l D D D D 
;Bi!~f: ....,.,.,,.,,..""""~~*4~.;:.~~~;~~ ~ . · Jt~t~ . .-U¢<.!J.~""'*~'''··'»;;m;·,,,~·~w.:.·%"'&:::&}'¥W..&-~ - ........................ '"""'" ... ···· ·"···· ··......... jo;) »; 

2A.A..1 Flnanci.U lnfonnlltlon 

D D D D D D ,- , D 1.Reports 
\.._...,_; 

Z.lntarpnlcing Information D D 0 D D D ~-, D ,_ 

~~;?i©J:l~i~E:~~~fif~&~lWJ~ii~ 
2A.5.1 ~Expenditure 

0 D D D D D D D 1 J<now wftat c::apital is. 

1. Writing up a proposal D D 0 D D D LJ D 
l .Capital Project Control D D D 0 D D I I D 
~~~'!1!~1ilMEmiWmtJ~r••~wwmcrrat&J 
2A.I.1 Purchasing 

D D D D D I I D 1 .Aspects of purchasing ~ D 
!ft.~~~t:i:~i£.)f£Srl~~f~~;:1EW~ti~~if.i1it~ 
2A.7.1 Product Mix 
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APPENDIX4. 

Examples of Job Models. 



Job Model [Functio ns] 

Department. WPC 

JMName. Manager 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.2 Safety 

1.2.2 Accident investigation and prevention 

1 Investigate acc1dents 

Page 1 of 5 

2 Conduct safety aud1ts and 1dent1fy workplace health and safety hazards 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.1 Minor tasks and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule minor activ1hes 

2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule or m1nor activ1t1es 

1.4.2 Medium projects and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule medium proJects/actiVIties 

2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of med1um actiVIties 

1.4.3 Major projects and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule major proJecls/acuvihes 

2 Implement ana monitor progress or plan or schedule or major acliv•t1es 

1.4.4 Production Co-ord ination 

1 External Ua1son 

2 Internal Liaison 

3 Production Planmng 

4 Process Control 

6 Performance Monitoring 

7 Quality Control 

8 Other 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting procedures 

1 Document an existing procedure 

2 Control information quality data 

3 Audit single procedure or document 

4 Identify opportumties to apply quality improvement techniques 

1.5.2 Operating p rocedures 

1 Develop operating procedures 

2 Implement and standardise new or improved procedures 

3 Analyse/review quality data 

4 Conduct a compliance audit 

5 Select quality improvement data collection methods 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems 

1 Develop/maintain quality management system 

2 Assess. interpret. report and recommend action following a production run 
analysis or product failure traceback 

3 Prepare producVmaterial specification 

4 Conduct system audits 

5 Select and test possible solutions that have been generated using QIP 
techniques 

1.5.4 Regulatory 

1 Product Safety Program 

2 Customer Audits 

3 Company Policies 

4 Contractor/Visitor Control 

1.7 Training 

1.7 .1 Conducting on j ob training 

1 Conduct on-job training 

1.7.2 Managing training 

1 Manage starr training 

1.8 Workforce Planning 

Pnnted· 27 -May-96 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Cap1tal ProJects 
Restructure of department 

Function: 

Monitor 

MoMor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Mon1tor 

Function: 

Momtor 

Monitor 
---------·--- ---

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List : 

List: 

Function: 

SupeMse 

Superv1se 
-·----------- ---

Function: 

Superv1se 

Supervise 

Superv1se 

Supervise 

Mon1tor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Momtor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Supervise 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function : 

Monitor 

Supervise 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Supervise 



Job Model [Functions] 

Department: WPC 

JMName: Manager 

1.8.1 Workforce Planning 

1 Job Models 

2 Tratmng Needs Analysts 

3 Selectton and Development 

4 Rosters and Shtfts 

1.9 Personnel 

1.9.1 Performance Management 

1 Performance Management 

1.9.2 Employee Relations 

1 Employee Relations 

1.9.3 Industrial Relations 

1 lndustrtal Relations 

Page 2 of 5 

-------------------------------------------
2. Clerical 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 

2.2.2 Developing & implementing filing and record systems 

1 Develop new filing and record systems 

2 Implement new filing and record systems 

2.3 Invoices, Reconciliations, and Reports 

2.3.1 Debtors/Creditors invoices 

1 Process debtors invoices 

2 Process creditors invotces 

2.3.3 Management information reports 

1 Prepare management information reports 

2.4 Payroll 

2.4.1 Wage/salary payments 

1 Collect timesheets. distribute wages and salaries. and resolve pay quenes 

2.5 Public/Customers 

2.5.1 Telephone switchboard PABX/Mail and 
couriers/Reception and site visitors. 
4 Arrange and co-ordinate visits to site 

3. Ancillary duties 

3.1 External Cleaning 

3.1.1 External cleaning 

1 Clean external building, equipment, and surrounds 

3.2 Internal Cleaning 

3.2.1 Internal cleaningNinyl cleaning and polishing. 

1 Clean internal building areas and surfaces. and external plant & equipment 
surfaces 

3.6 Pest Control 

3.6.1 Pest control 

1 Develop and maintain pest control program 

5. Common Process Operations 

5.1 Liquid Product Storage and Handling 

5.1.3 Abnormal milk or product 

1 AccepVReject abnormal product 

5.7 CIP -General Operation 

5.7.3 CIP- general Ill 

1 Determine CIP clean1ng regime 

6. Filtration and demineralisation 

6.1 Ult rafiltration 

6.1.3 Ultrafiltration Ill 

1 Determine UF operating parameters and specifications to achieve product 
speci fiCation 

6.3 lon Exchange Demineralisation 

Prtnted 27-May-96 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Montier 

Monttor 

Actton 

Monttor 

Function: 

Actton 

Function: 

Actton 
-- - -----------

List: 

----- --- -- - - -

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Monttor 

Monttor 

Function: 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Function: 

A chon 

Function: 

Monttor 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Mon1tor 

Function: 

Monitor 
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Department: WPC 

JMName: Manager 

6.3.3 Jon exchange Ill 

1 Determtne ton exchange plant operating parameters to achieve product 
spectficatiOn 

6.4 Reverse Osmosis 

6.4.3 Reverse osmosis Ill 

1 Determine reverse osmosts plant operattng parameters lo achteve product 
spectficauon 

6.5 Filter Press 

6.5.3 Filter pressing Ill 

1 Determine filter press plant operating parameters to achieve product 
spectfication 

8. Dry Products 

8.1 Evaporation 

8.1 .4 Evaporation IV 

1 Determine evaporation plant operating parameters to achieve product 
spectfication 

8.4 Drying ·(Powders and Caseins) 

List : 

List: 

List: 

List: 

8.4.4 Drying 1\/ List: 

1 Determine drytng plant operating parameters to achteve product specification 

2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

3 Rectify abnormal operating condtlions 

4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

8.6 Powder Sifting and Conveying 

8.6.3 Sifting and conveying Ill 

1 Determtne sifting and conveytng plant operating parameters to achteve 
product specificalton 

12. Packing 

12.5 Dry Products Packing (Consumer/Bulk) 

12.5.3 Dry product pack filling Ill 

2 Design/modify dry products pack filler 

12.6 Consumer/Bulk Bag, Sachet, Sealing 

12.6.3 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets Ill 

1 Determine sealing parameters 

15. Laboratory 

15.5 Product Grading 

15.5.3 Product disposition 

1 Recommend product disposition 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.1 Food Safety 

2 Write an accurate concise report 

17.1.2 Audits 

1 Identify non compliance. 

2 Maintain accurate records. 

17.1.3 HACCP 

1 Records 

17.1.4 Business Plan 

1 Wnte an accurate and conctse report. 

2 Objectives 

17.1.5 Cost Model Reviews 

1 Write a concise and accurate report 

2 Interpret financial castings 

3 Utilize basic statistical techniques 

17.1.6 PAMS 

2 Plant Performance 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: · 

List: 

List: 

Pnnted 27 -May-96 

Function: 

Momtor 

Function: 

Montier 

Function: 

Momtor 

Function: 

Montier 

. ---------------
Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Montier 

Montier 

Function : 

Montier 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Action 

Action 

Function: 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Action 

Function: 

Monitor 
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Department: WPC 

JMName· Manager 

3 Feedback Superv1se 

17.1.7 PROMIX 

2 Use of 1nformat1on 

17.1.8 PAs 

2 Monllonng produCtion aga1nst PAs. 

3 Procedures 

17.1.9 Wages and Salaries 

1 Interface between payroll and staff 

2 Procedures 

3 Mon1tor performance aga1nst budget. 

4 Alterations 

17.1.10 IPRAs 

Product Recall 

2 NC/CA 

3 Record of wllhdrawals 

17.1.12 Results 

1 F1hng System 

2 Feedback 

3 Traceback Procedures. 

4 Reviewmg Data 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

-----------------------------------· 
List: 

----- ------ - -----------------· 
17.1 .13 Maintenance and Planning 

1 Maintenance 

2 Momtoring Maintenance. 

17.1.15 Capital Improvements 

1 Investigating Suggestions 

2 Accessing Information 

3 Procedures 

17.1.16 Budgeting 

1 Performance 

2 SMART 

3 Write an accurate and concise report. 

17.1.17 Plant Reliability Teams 

1 Maintenance Issues 

2 Monitor Progress 

17.1.18 Loss Monitoring 

1 Feedback 

2 Minimising Losses. 

17.1.19 Reading/Correspondence 

1 Maintain an effective filing system 

2 Write accurate and concise reports. 

19. Mechanical 

19.1 Mechanical • General 

19.1.4 Preventative maintenance 

1 Develop preventative maintenance program 

20. Using Computers 

20.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard Skills 

20.1.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard 

1 Use a computer for basic data entry and information retrieval 

20.2 Using Computer Applications 

20.2.1 Basic Wordprocessing 

1 Use basic wordprocessing functions 

2 Use basic spreadsheet functions 

3 Use drawing/graphics software package 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Superv1se 

Function: 

Superv1se 

Superv1se 

Function: 

Mon1tor 

Mom tor 

Superv1se 

Superv1se 

Function: 

Mon1tor 

Supervise 

Monitor 

Function: 

Momtor 

Momtor 

Mon1tor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monitor 

Superv1se 

Function: 

Action 

Monitor 

Supervise 

Function: 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Monitor 

Function: 

Monrtor 

Action 

Function: 

Supervise 

Action 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Action 

Action 
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Department: WPC 

JMName: Manager 

20.2.2 Intermediate Wordprocessing and Spread sheeting 

1 Use mtermed1ate wordprocess1ng functions 

2 Use mtermed1ate spreadsheet functions 

20.3 Reporting Applications/Software Design 

20.3.1 Use Reporting Appl ication 

1 Use database report1ng application 

23. Market 

23.1 Market 

23.1.1 Product Mix 

1 Production Programming 

2 Internal and External Liaison _____________ , _________ _ 
23.1.2 Dealing with outside personnel 

1 lia1son and communication 

23.1.3 Complaints 

1 Complaint Resolution 

List : 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

- --------- ---
24. Financial 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

2 Formulate/set a departmental budget 

3 Using a budget as a control tool 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

3 Investigation and Control 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

3 Cap1tal Project Control 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Printed 27-May-96 

Function: 

Act1on 

ActiOn 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Superv1se 

Supetv~se 

Function: 

ACtiOn 

Function: 

ACtion 

Function: 

Action 

ACtiOn 

Function: 

Monitor 

Function: 

MOnitOr 



,' 
Job Model [Competencies] 

Department: WPC 

JMName: Manager! 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.1 Working Together 

1.1.1 Basic Competencies 

2 Record rnformatron 

3 Comply with cntrcal hygiene requirements 

4 Count. add and subtract numbers 

5 Follow safety and emergency procedures 

1.1.2 Seeking & providing infonmation 

I Seek & provide information 

2 Write memos. letters or brief reports 
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List: 

List: 

--------------------------------
1.1.3 Facilitating & representing workgroups 

1 Facilitate a small group discussion 

2 Present and represent information 

list: 

Pnnted: 27-May-96 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 
-----------·----------------·---------------------

1.1.4 Fonmal meetings, reports & negotiation 

I Wnte formal reports 

2 Negotiate with others 

3 Chair meetings 

List: 

----------------------------------------------
1.1.5 Fonmal presentations 

I Conduct lectures and formal presentations 

1.2 Safety 

1.2.1 First aid 

1 Admmrster first aid 

1.3 Maths and Statistics 

1.3.1 Basic maths 

Perform basic calculations 

2 Calculate volumes, areas, square roots & legs 

3 Calculate averages & standard deviations 

4 Prepare graphs and charts 

1.3.2 Simultaneous equations 

1 Solve simple simultaneous equations 

2 Condense calculations 

3 Calculate significance, normality, and probability 

4 Perform statistical regressions 

1.3.3 Complex simultaneous equations and Analysis of 
Variance 
1 Complex simultaneous equations 

2 Analyse variance 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 

5 Specification Control 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting procedures 

5 Use quality improvement data collection techniques 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

1.5.2 Operating procedures list: 

6 Use quality improvement tools to determme problem cause and 
generate possible solutions 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems List: 

6 Implement successful problem solution 

1.6 Supervision 

1.6.1 Coaching & guiding 

1 Coach and guide people in their work 

1.6.2 Staff development 

1 Assess staff performance, and provide feedback & counselling 
to people 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 
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Department: WPC 

JMName: Manager 

2 Facilitate and arbitrate difficult work group Situations 

1.10 Team Leading 

1.10.1 Leadership 

t People Sk1lls • Leadership 

2. Clerical 

2.1 Office Equipment 

2.1.1 General office equipment 

1 Operate general office equ1pment 

2.1.2 Evaluation of office equipment 

1 Evaluate costs and specifications of office equ1pment 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 

List: 

List: 

List: 

2.2.1 Filing/Petty Cashllmprest cheque accounUReceiving List: 
Money. 
1 File records/information 

2 Operate petty cash system 

Pnnted. 27 -May-96 

Competency 

Function : 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 
----- -- ---- - --------

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 
------------------------------- -- - -

2.3 Invoices, Reconciliations, and Reports 

2.3.2 Reconciliations 

1 Reconcile two ditrerent sets of data 

2 Action reconciliation variances 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.1 Food Safety 

1 Identi fy non compliances 

17.1.2 Audits 

3 Detailed knowledge of plant quality system. 

17.1 .7 PROMIX 

1 Raw data and reports 

17.1.8 PAs 

1 Understanding PAs 

24. Financial 

24.1 Accounting Basics 

24.1.1 Accounting Basics 

1 Basic Principles 

2 links between principles 

3 Generating reports 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

1 Understanding what a budget is 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

1 Main Costs 

2 CEU Models 

24.4 Financial Information 

24.4.1 Financial Information 

1 Reports 

2 Interpreting Information 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

1 Know what capital is. 

2 Writing up a proposal 

24.6 Purchasing 

24.6.1 Purchasing 

1 Aspects of purchasing 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 



Job Model [Competencies] 

Department· WPC 

JMName Manager 

24.7 Product Mix 

24.7.1 Product Mix 

1 Product M1x Financ1als 

Page 3ol 3 Pnnted. 27-May-96 

List: Function: 

Competency 



Job Model [Functions] 

Department· Site w1de models 

JMName. Process Ass1stant 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.2 Safety 

1.2.2 Accident investigation and prevention 

1 Investigate acc1dents 

Page 1 of 6 

2 Conduct safety aud1ts and 1dent1fy workplace health and safety hazards 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.1 Minor tasks and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule mmor activities 

2 Implement and momtor progress of plan or schedule of m1nor act1v1t1es 

1.4.2 Medium projects and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule med1um proJects/actiVIties 

2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of medium activ1ties 

1.4.3 Major projects and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule major proJects/activities 

2 Implement and monJtor progress of plan or schedule of major actiVIties 

1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 

1 External Lia1son 

2 Internal Liaison 

3 Production Plann1ng 

4 Process Control 

6 Performance Monitoring 

7 Quality Control 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting procedures 

1 Document an existing procedure 

2 Control information quality data 

3 Audit single procedure or document 

4 Identify opportunities to apply quality improvement techniques 

1.5.2 Operating p rocedures 

1 Develop operating procedures 

2 Implement and standardise new or improved procedures 

3 Analyse/review quality data 

4 Conduct a compliance audit 

5 Select quality improvement data collection methods 

Pnnted. 27-May-96 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Supervise 

Mon1tor 

Function: 

Momtor 

Mon1tor 

List: Function: 

Superv1se 

Superv1se 

List: Function: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Action 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Action 

Act1on 

Action 

Action 

Supervise 

Function: 

Supervise 

Action 

Supervise 

Action 

Function: 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Action 

Action 

Action 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems List: Function: 

1 Develop/maintain quality management system 

2 Assess, interpret. report and recommend action following a production run 
analysis or product failure traceback 
3 Prepare producVmaterial specification 

4 Conduct system audits 

5 Select and test possible solutions that have been generated using QIP 
techniques 

1.5.4 Regulatory 

1 Product Safety Program 

2 Customer Audits 

3 Company Policies 

4 ContractorNisitor Control 

1.7 Training 

1.7 .1 Conducting on job training 

1 Conduct on-Job training 

1.7.2 Managing training 

1 Manage staff training 

1.8 Workforce Planning 

1.8.1 Workforce Planning 

1 Job Models 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Action 

Action 

Supervise 

Function: 

Supervise 

Action 

Supervise 

Supervise 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Supervise 



Job Model [Functions] 

Department: Site wide models 

JMName: Process Assistant 

2 Tra1mng Needs Analys1s 

3 Selection and Development 

4 Rosters and Shifts 

1.9 Personnel 

1.9.1 Performance Management 

1 Performance Management 

1.9.2 Employee Relations 

1 Employee Relations 

1.9.3 Industrial Relations 

1 lndustnal Relations 

2. Clerical 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 
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2.2.2 Developing & implementing filing and record systems 

1 Develop new fihng and record systems 

2 Implement new fihng and record systems 

list : 

List: 

list: 

List: 

- --------------------·------
2.3 Invoices, Reconciliations, and Reports 

2.3.1 Debtors/Creditors invoices 

1 Process debtors invoices 

List: 

Pnnted 27-May-96 

Superv1se 

Action 

Superv1se 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Act1on 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

2 Process creditors invoices Act1on 

2.3.3 Management information reports 

1 Prepare management information reports 

2.4 Payroll 

2.4.1 Wage/salary payments 

1 Collect timesheets. distribute wages and salaries. and resolve pay queries 

2.5 Public/Customers 

2.5.1 Telephone switchboard PABX/Mail and 
couriers/Reception and site visitors. 
4 Arrange and co-ordinate vis1ts to site 

3. Ancillary duties 

3.1 External Cleaning 

3.1.1 External cleaning 

1 Clean ex1ernal building. equipment, and surrounds 

3.2 Internal Cleaning 

3.2.1 Internal cleaningNinyl cleaning and polishing. 

1 Clean internal building areas and surfaces, and external plant & equ1pment 
surfaces 

3.6 Pest Control 

3.6.1 Pest control 

1 Develop and ma~ntain pest control program 

5. Common Process Operations 

5.1 Liquid Product Storage and Handling 

5.1.3 Abnormal milk or product 

1 Accept/Reject abnormal product 

5.7 CIP- General Operation 

5.7.3 CIP- general Ill 

1 Determine CIP cleaning reg1me 

6. Filtration and demineralisation 

6.1 Ultrafiltration 

6.1.3 Ultrafiltration Ill 

1 Determine UF operating parameters and specifications to achieve product 
specification 

6.3 lon Exchange Demineralisation 

6.3.3 Jon exchange Ill 

-- . - -------
List: Function: 

ActiOn 

List: Function: 

Superv1se 

List: Function: 

Action 

List: Function: 

Monitor 

List: Function: 

Monitor 

List: Function: 

Supervise 

List: Function: 

Supervise 

List: Function: 

Supervise 

List: Function: 

Supervise 

List: Function: 
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1 Determine 1on exchange plant operating parameters to achieve product 
scec1fica110n 

6.4 Reverse Osmosis 

6.4.3 Reverse osmosis Ill 

1 Determ1ne reverse osmos1s plant operating parameters to ach1eve product 
specification 

6.5 Filter Press 

6.5.3 Filter pressing Ill 

1 Determine filter press plant operat1ng parameters to ach1eve product 
spec1ficauon - - - - - _" _ _ _ 
8. Dry Products 

8.1 Evaporation 

8.1.4 Evaporation IV 

1 Determine evaporation plant operating parameters to achieve product 
specification 

8.4 Drying -(Powders and Caseins) 

8.4.4 Drying IV 

1 Determ1ne dry1ng plant operating parameters to ach1eve product specification 

2 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

4 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

8.6 Powder Sifting and Conveying 

8.6.3 Sifting and conveying Ill 

1 Determine sifting and convey1ng plant operating parameters to achieve 
product specificat ion 

12. Packing 

12.5 Dry Products Packing (Consumer/Bulk) 

12.5.3 Dry product pack filling Ill 

2 Design/modify dry products pack filler 

12.6 Consumer/Bulk Bag, Sachet, Sealing 

12.6.3 Sealing of bags. liners and sachets Ill 

1 Determine sealing parameters 

13. Stores 

13.7 Stock control 

13.7.2 Ordering, Stores Maintenance and Security. 

1 Order stock items 

13.7.3 Inventory levels 

1 Control inventory levels 

13.7.4 Purchasing 

1 Purchase and control critical stock items 

15. Laboratory 

15.1 Sampling 

15.1.3 Develop/modify sampling methods 

1 Develop or modify sampling methods and recommend solutions to sampling 
problems 

15.4 Microbiological Analysis 

15.4.2 Micro analysis lla 

4 Identify uncharactenstic m1cro test results compared to historical data 

15.4.3 Micro testing problems 

1 Determine the cause of uncharacteristic micro test results 

15.5 Product Grading 

15.5.3 Product disposition 

1 Recommend product dispos1tion 

15.6 Lab Equipment Purchase and Maintenance 

15.6.4 Evaluation & purchase of lab equip 
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List: 

List: 

List: 
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Superv1se 
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Supervise 
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Action 
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Department 

JMName 

S1te w1de models 

Process Ass1stant 

1 Evaluate wh1ch laboratory equ1pment to purchase 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.1 Food Safety 

1 Identify non compliances 

2 Wr1te an accurate conc1se report 

17.1.2 Audits 

1 Identify non compliance. 

2 Ma1nta1n accurate records. 

3 Deta1led knowledge of plant quahty system. 

17.1.3 HACCP 

Records 

2 Act1on non-compliance. 
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List: 

List: 

List: 

17.1.4 Business Plan List: 

1 Wnte an accurate and concise report. 

2 Objectives 

17.1.5 Cost Model Reviews 

1 Write a conc1se and accurate report 

2 Interpret financ1al castings 

3 Utilize baSIC statistical techniques 

17.1.6 PAMS 

2 Plant Performance 

3 Feedback 

17.1.7 PROMIX 

2 Use of information 

17.1.8 PAs 

2 Monitoring production aga1nst PAs. 

3 Procedures 

17.1.9 Wages and Salaries 

1 Interface between payroll and staff 

2 Procedures 

3 Monitor performance against budget. 

4 Alterations 

17.1.10 IPRA.s 

1 Product Recall 

2 NC/CA 

3 Record of Withdrawals 

17.1.1 1 Spec Changes 

1 Notification of spec changes. 

17.1.12 Results 

1 Filing System 

2 Feedback 

3 Traceback Procedures. 

4 RevieWing Data 

17.1.13 Maintenance and Planning 

1 Maintenance 

2 Momtonng Maintenance. 

17.1.14 Job Requests 

1 Monitoring open jobs 

17.1.15 Capital Improvements 

1 Investigating Suggestions 

2 Accessing Information 

3 Procedures 

List: 

List : 

List: 

List : 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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17.1.16 Budgeting 

1 Performance 

2 SMART 

17.1.17 Plant Reliability Teams 

Maintenance Issues 

2 MoMor Progress 

17.1. 18 Loss Monitoring 

1 Feedback 

2 M1n1m1s ing Losses 

3 Interpreting Results 

17.1.19 Reading/Correspondence 

1 Ma1ntain an effective filing system 

2 Write accurate and conc1se reports. 

19. Mechanical 

19.1 Mechanical- General 

19.1.4 Preventative maintenance 

1 Develop preventative ma1ntenance program 

19.1.5 Maintenance Programming 

1 Plant Care 

2 Job Requests 

19.3 Mechanical Fitting 

19.3.4 Size and select pumps/fans etc 
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1 Size and select pumps. fans. gear boxes and s1m1lar equipment 

19.4 Hydraulics, Pneumatics, & Process Systems 

19.4.3 Fluid systems and valves Ill 
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List: 
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List: 
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Action 
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Function: 
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Function: 

Supervise 

Function: 

Monitor 

Monitor 

Function: 

Action 
----- ------------------

List: Function: 

1 Size and select pneumatic, hydraulic, steam and process valves, fittings. etc Action 

19.4.4 Fluid systems and valves IV 

1 Design and size hydraulic, pneumatic, and process systems 

20. Using Computers 

20.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard Skil ls 

20.1.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard 

1 Use a computer for basic data entry and information retrieval 

20.2 Using Computer Applicat ions 

20.2.1 Basic Word processing 

1 Use basic wordprocessing functions 

2 Use basic spreadsheet functions 

3 Use drawing/graphics software package 

20.2.2 Intermediate Wordprocessing and Spreadsheeting 

1 Use intermediate word processing functions 

2 Use intermediate spreadsheet functions 

20.3 Reporting Applications/Software Design 

20.3.1 Use Reporting Application 

1 Use database reporting application 

20.4 Operator Interfaces 

20.4.1 Operator interface 

1 Use operator interface 

20.4.2 Operator interface screen design 

1 Des1gn operator Interface screen 

20.4.3 Operator interface function design 

1 Design operator interface function design 

20.5 Programmable Process Controllers 

20.5.2 Basic PLC Software 

1 Write and commission simple PLC program 

List: 

list: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

list: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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21 . Electrical/Electronics 

21 .1 Electrical/Electronics 

21 .1.6 Energy management 
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1 Determ1ne cost effective electncal energy usage and electrical equ1pment 
use 

22. Instrumentation 

22.1 Instrumentation 

22.1.5 Selection or instruments 

I Determme specifications and select 1nstruments 

23. Market 

23.1 Market 

23.1.1 Product Mix 

1 Production Programming 

2 Internal and External Ua1son 

23.1.2 Dealing with outside personnel 

1 Lia1son ana commumcalion 
--------------------

23.1.3 Complaints 

1 Complaint Resolutton 

24. Financial 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

2 Formulate/set a departmental budget 

3 Us1ng a budget as a control tool 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

3 Investigation and Control 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

3 Capital Project Control 
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Department: Site wide models 

JMName Process Assistant ' 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.1 Working Together 

1.1.1 Basic Competencies 

1 Work w1th others 

2 Record mformatlon 

3 Comply w1th cnt1cal hyg1ene reqwrements 

4 Count. add and subtract numbers 

5 Follow safety and emergency procedures 

1.1.2 Seeking & providing information 

1 Seek & provide Information 

2 Wnte memos. letters or bnef reports 

1.1.3 Facilitating & representing workgroups 

1 Facilitate a small group discussion 

2 Present and represent Information 

1.1.4 Formal meetings, reports & negotiation 

1 Write formal reports 

2 Negotiate with others 

3 Chair meetings 

1.1.5 Formal presentations 

1 Conduct lectures and formal presentations 

1.2 Safety 

1.2.1 First aid 

1 Adm1n1ster first a1d 

1.3 Maths and Statistics 

1.3.1 Basic maths 

1 Perform basic calculations 

2 Calculate volumes, areas. square roots & logs 

3 Calculate averages & standard deviations 

4 Prepare graphs and charts 

1.3.2 Simultaneous equations 

1 Solve simple simultaneous equations 

2 Condense calculations 

3 Calculate significance. normality, and probability 

4 Perform statistical regressions 
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1.3.3 Complex simultaneous equations and Analysis of 
Variance 
1 Complex simultaneous equations 

2 Analyse variance 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 

5 Specification Control 

8 Other 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting procedures 

5 Use quality improvement data collection techniques 

1.5.2 Operating procedures 

6 Use quality improvement tools to determme problem cause and 
generate possible solutions 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems 

6 Implement successful problem solution 

1.6 Supervision 

1.6.1 Coaching & guiding 

1 Coach and guide people in their work 

1.6.2 Staff development 
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1 Assess staff performance. and provide feedback & counselling 
to people 
2 Facilitate and arbitrate difficult work group Situations 

1.10 Team Leading 

1.10.1 Leadership 

1 People Skills • Leadership 

2. Clerical 

2.1 Office Equipment 

2.1.1 General office equipment 

1 Operate general office equipment 

2.1.2 Evaluation of office equipment 

1 Evaluate costs and specifications of office equipment 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 

List: 

List: 

List: 

2.2.1 Filing/Petty Cashllmprest cheque accounUReceiving List: 
Money. 

1 File records/information 

2 Operate petty cash system 

2.3 Invoices. Reconciliat ions, and Reports 

2.3.2 Reconciliations 

1 Reconcile two different sets of data 

2 Action reconciliat ion varrances 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.7 PROMIX 

1 Raw data and reports 

17.1.8 PAs 

1 Understanding PAs 

24. Financial 

24.1 Accounting Basics 

24.1.1 Accounting Basics 

1 Basic Principles 

2 Links between principles 

3 Generating reports 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

1 Understanding what a budget is 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

1 Main Costs 

2 CEU Models 

24.4 Financial Information 

24.4.1 Financial Information 

Reports 

2 Interpreting Information 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

1 Know what capital is. 

2 Writing up a proposal 

24.6 Purchasing 

24.6.1 Purchasing 

1 Aspects of purchasing 

24.7 Product Mix 

24.7 .1 Product Mix 

1 Product Mix Financials 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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Job Model [Functions] 

Department: WPC 

JMName: Pack1ng Superv•sor 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.2 Safety 

1.2.2 Accident investigation and prevention 

1 lnvest1gate acc1dents 
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2 Conduct safety aud1ts and 1dent1fy workplace health and safety hazards 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.1 Minor tasks and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule minor activities 

2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of m1nor acliv1t1es 

1.4.2 Medium projects and scheduling 

1 Plan and/or schedule med1um proJects/actiVIties 

2 Implement and monitor progress of plan or schedule of medium act1v1t1es 

1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 

2 Internal Ua1son 

4 Process Control 

6 Performance Mon1toring 

7 Quality Control 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting p rocedures 

1 Document an exist1ng procedure 

2 Control information quality data 

3 Audit single procedure or document 

4 Identify opportunities to apply quality improvement techniques 

1.5.2 Operating procedures 

1 Develop operating procedures 

2 Implement and standardise new or improved procedures 

3 Analyse/review quality data 

4 Conduct a compliance audit 

5 Select quality Improvement data collection methods 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems 

2 Assess. interpret, report and recommend action following a production run 
analysis or product failure traceback 

3 Prepare producUmaterial specification 

4 Conduct system audits 

5 Select and test possible solutions that have been generated us1ng OIP 
techniques 

1.5.4 Regulatory 

1 Product Safety Program 

2 Customer Audits 

3 Company Policies 

4 ContractorMsitor Control 

1.7 Training 

1.7.1 Conducting on job training 

1 Conduct on-JOb train1ng 

1.7.2 Managing t raining 

1 Manage staff training 

1.8 Workforce Planning 

1.8.1 Workforce Planning 

1 Job Models 

2 Training Needs Analysis 

3 Selection and Development 

4 Rosters and Shifts 

1.9 Personnel 

1.9.1 Performance Man agement 

1 Performance Management 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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1.9.2 Employee Relations 

1 Employee Relat1ons 

2. Clerical 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 
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2.2.2 Developing & implementing tiling and record systems 

1 Develop new filing and record systems 

2 Implement new filing and record systems 

2.3 Invoices. Reconciliations, and Reports 

2.3.3 Management information reports 

1 Prepare management mformallon reports 
---------

2.4 Payroll 

2.4.1 Wage/salary payments 

1 Collect timesheets, d1stnbute wages and sa lanes. and resolve pay queries 

2.5 Public/Customers 

2.5.1 Telephone switchboard PABXJMail and 
couriers/Reception and site visitors. 
4 Arrange and co-ordinate visits to Site 

3. Ancillary duties 

3.2 Internal Cleaning 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

3.2.1 Internal cleaningNinyl cleaning and polishing. List: 

1 Clean internal building areas and surfaces. and external plant & equipment 
surfaces 

3.6 Pest Control 

3.6.1 Pest control 

1 Develop and ma1nta1n pest control program 

5. Common Process Operations 

5.1 Liquid Product Storage and Handling 

5.1.3 Abnormal milk or product 

1 AccepUReject abnormal product 

12. Packing 

12.5 Dry Products Packing (Consumer/Bulk) 

12.5.1 Dry product pack filling I 

1 Operate dry products pack tilling plant 

2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

3 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

4 Operate bag folding or presenting equipment 

12.5.2 Dry product pack filling II 

1 Setup and adjust dry products pack filling plant 

2 Set up and adjust dry product pack filler for different product characteristics 
and environmental conditions 

12.5.3 Dry product pack filling Ill 

2 Design/modify dry products pack tiller 

12.6 Consumer/Bulk Bag, Sachet, Sealing 

12.6.1 Sealing of bags, liners and sachets I 

1 Operate pack sealing equipment 

2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

12.6.2 Sealing of bags. liners and sachets II 

1 Rectify abnormal operating conditions 

12.6.3 Sealing of bags. liners and sachets Ill 

1 Determine sealing parameters 

12.9 Product/Pack Weighing 

12.9.1 Weighing (automatic and manual). 

1 Operate automated weighing equipment 

2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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3 Manually wetgh product or pack 

12.10 Coding 
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12.10.1 Mechanised coding, printing, and embossing I 

1 Code. prtnt or emboss product pack 

Manually code product or package 

12.10.2 Mechanised coding, printing. and embossing II 

1 Set up codtng or prtnltng of product or package 

2 Recltfy abnormal operating condtttons 

12.11 Metal Detection 

12.11.1 Metal Detection I 

1 Operate metal detector 

12.11.2 Metal Detection II 

1 Calibrate metal detector 

12.12 Palletisingi Binning and Conveying 

12.12.1 Pallet isingi Binning (manual) 

1 Manually palletise or btn product, andtor assemble btns 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

-------------------
12.12.2 PalletisingtBinning (mechanised) 

1 Operate palletiser or robot to palletise or bin product 

12.13 De - Palletising/Binning 

12.13.1 De- Palletising/Bin tipping I 

1 Operate de-palletistng or btn tipping plant 

2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

12.14 Pallet Shrouding 

12.14.1 Pallet shrouding/stretch-wrapping 

1 Shroud or stretchwrap pallets or bins 

12.15 Cleaning Packing Equipment 

12.15.1 Cleaning packing equipment 

1 Clean packing equipment 

12.19 Conveying 

12. 19,1 Conveying I 

1 Operate conveyors 

12.19.2 Conveying II 

1 Setup, adjust and service conveyors 

12.19.3 Conveying Ill 

2 Design/modify/select conveyors 

13. Stores 

13.2 Fumigation 

13.2.1 Fumigation 

1 Fumigate stores or butldings 

13.3 Mobile load Shifting Vehicles 

13.3.1 load shifting vehicle I 

1 Operate load shifting vehicle 

2 Detect abnormal operating conditions 

13.3.2 load shifting vehicle II 

1 Operate load shirting vehtcle to shift difficult goods or under difficult 
sttuations 

13.7 Stock control 

13.7.1 Receival, storage & issue of stock items 

1 Receive and check goods 

2 Place and store goods 

13.7.2 Ordering, Stores Maintenance and Security. 

1 Order stock items 

List: 

List: 

list: 

list: 

List: 

list: 

list: 

list: 

list: 

list: 

List: 

List: 
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Department: WPC 

JMName: Packmg Supervisor 

13.7.3 Inventory levels 

1 Control mventory levels 

13.7.4 Purchasing 

1 Purchase and control cnhcal stock 1tems 

15. Laboratory 

15.1 Sampling 

15.1.1 Sampling 

1 Take a representative sample 

15.1.2 Aseptic sampling 

1 Take an aseptic sample 

15.1.3 Developfmodi fy sampling methods 
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1 Develop or mod1fy sampling methods and recommend solutions to sampling 
problems 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.1 Food Safety 

1 Identify non compliances 

2 Write an accurate concise report 
----------------

17.1.2 Audits 

1 Identify non compliance. 

17.1.3 HACCP 

2 Action non-compliance. 

17.1.4 Business Plan 

1 Write an accurate and conc1se report. 

2 Objectives 

17.1.5 Cost Model Reviews 

2 Interpret financ1al costings 

3 Utilize bas1c statistical techniques 

17.1.6 PAMS 

2 Plant Performance 

17.1.9 Wages and Salaries 

1 Interface between payroll and staff 

2 Procedures 

4 Alterations 

17.1.10 IPRAs 

Product Recall 

3 Record of Withdrawals 

17.1.12 Results 

3 Traceback Procedures. 

17.1.13 Maintenance and Planning 

1 Maintenance 

17.1.15 Capital Improvements 

1 Investigating Suggestions 

2 Accessing Information 

3 Procedures 

17.1.17 Plant Reliability Teams 

1 Maintenance Issues 

2 Monitor Progress 

17.1.18 Loss Monitoring 

1 Feedback 

2 Minimising Losses. 

3 Interpreting Results. 
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17.1.19 Reading/Correspondence 

2 Wnte accurate and conc1se reports. 

19. Mechanical 

19.1 Mechanical -General 

19.1.4 Preventative maintenance 

1 Develop preventative ma1ntenance program 

19.1.5 Maintenance Programming 

1 Plant Care 

2 Job Requests 

19.7 Machine adjustment 

19.7.1 Machine adjustment 

1 Adjust and set machine operat1on 

20. Using Computers 

20.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard Skills 

20.1.1 Basic Computer/Keyboard 
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1 Use a computer for basic data entry and Information retneval 

20.2 Using Computer Applications 

20.2.1 Basic Wordprocessing 

1 Use basic word processing functions 

2 Use basic spreadsheet functions 

3 Use drawing/graphics software package 

20.2.2 Intermediate Wordprocessing and Spreadsheeting 

1 Use mtermediate wordprocessmg functions 

2 Use mtermed1ate spreadsheet functions 

20.3 Reporting Applications/Software Design 

20.3.1 Use Reporting Application 

1 Use database reporting application 

23. Market 

23.1 Market 

23.1.1 Product Mix 

2 Internal and External Liaison 

23.1.2 Dealing with outside personnel 

1 Liaison and communication 

24. Financial 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

2 Formulate/set a departmental budget 

3 Using a budget as a control tool 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

3 Investigation and Control 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

3 Capital Project Control 
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List: 
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List: 
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List: 
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Function: 

Action 

Function: 

ACtiOn 

Function: 

Superv1se 

Action 

Function: 

Superv1se 
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Action 
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Action 

Action 

Action 
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Act1on 

Action 

Function: 

ACtiOn 
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Action 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Action 

Function: 

Action 

Function: 

Action 



Job Model (Competencies] 

Department: WPC 

JMName Packing Supervisor 

1. Generic Competencies 

1.1 Working Together 

1.1.1 Basic Competencies 

1 Work \'lith others 

2 Record mformalion 

3 Comply w1th cnt1cal hyg1ene requirements 

4 Coun1. add and subtract numbers 

5 Follow safety and emergency procedures 
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- ----- --------
1.1.2 Seeking & providing infonmation 

1 Seek & prov1de mformatlon 

2 Wnte memos. letters or bnef reports 

List: 

List: 

----------------------------
1.1.3 Facilitating & representing workgroups 

1 Fac1htate a small group discussion 

2 Present and represent 1nformahon 

1.1.4 Formal meetings. reports & negotiation 

1 Wnte formal reports 

2 Negotiate w1th others 

3 Cha1r meet1ngs 

List: 

List: 

Pnnted· 27-May-96 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 
------

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency ------------------------------------------
1.2 Safety 

1.2.1 First aid 

1 Adm1mster first aid 

1.3 Maths and Statistics 

1.3.1 Basic maths 

1 Perform basic calculations 

2 Calculate volumes, areas, square roots & logs 

3 Calculate averages & standard deviations 

4 Prepare graphs and charts 

1.3.2 Simultaneous equations 

1 Solve s1mple simultaneous equations 

1.4 Planning and Organising 

1.4.4 Production Co-ordination 

5 Specification Control 

8 Other 

1.5 Quality 

1.5.1 Documenting procedures .. 

5 Use quality improvement data collection techniques 

1.5.2 Operating procedures 

6 Use quality improvement tools to determine problem cause and 
generate possible solutions 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

1.5.3 Quality Management Systems List: 

6 Implement successful problem solution 

1.6 Supervision 

1.6.1 Coaching & guiding List: 

1 Coach and guide people in their work 

1.6.2 Staff development List: 

1 Assess staff performance. and provide feedback & counselling 
to people 

2 Facilitate and arbitrate difficult work group situations 

1.10 Team Leading 

1.10.1 Leadership 

1 People Skills • Leadership 

2. Clerical 

2.1 Office Equipment 

2.1.1 General office equipment 

List: 

List: 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 
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Competency 

Competency 

Function: 

Competency 

Function: 
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Department· WPC 

JMName Pack1ng Superv1sor 

1 Operate general office equipment 

2.1.2 Evaluation of office equipment List: 

1 Evaluate costs and spec1ficat1ons of office equ1pment 

2.2 Filing, Money, and Clerical Systems 

2.2.1 Filing/Petty Cash/lmprest cheque accounUReceiving List: 
Money. 
1 File recordsilnformatlon 

2.3 Invoices, Reconciliations, and Reports 

2.3.2 Reconciliations List: 

1 Reconc1te two different sets of data 

2 Act1on reconciliation vanances 

17. Documentation 

17.1 Documentation 

17.1.2 Audits 

------------ -

List: 

3 Detailed knowledge of plant quality system 

17.1.7 PROMIX 

1 Raw data and reports 

17.1.8 PAs 

1 Understanding PAs 

24. Financial 

24.1 Accounting Basics 

24.1.1 Accounting Basics 

1 Basic Principles 

2 Links between pnnciples 

3 Generating reports 

24.2 Budgets 

24.2.2 Budgets 

1 Understanding what a budget is 

24.3 Costs 

24.3.3 Costs 

1 Main Costs 

2 CEU Models 

24.4 Financial Information 

24.4.1 Financial Information 

1 Reports 

2 Interpreting Information 

24.5 Capital Expenditure 

24.5.1 Capital Expenditure 

1 Know what capital is. 

2 Writing up a proposal 

24.6 Purchasing 

24.6.1 Purchasing 

1 Aspects of purchasing 

24.7 Product Mix 

24.7.1 Product Mix 

1 Product Mix Financials 

List: 

--- ------··- - --
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List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 

List: 
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Competency 
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Competency 



APPENDIXS. 

Job Description developed from Job Model 



POSITION DESCRIPTION: PROCESS ASSIST ANT 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Process Assistants are responsible for the function below as well as other 
duties as may be required from time to time by the Manager. They will share 
on call duties with the Manager and will undertake other technical and 
administrative functions described in this Position Description. 

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Process Assistant in WPC Hall. 

TEAM BUILDING & STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

To ensure that work in the WPC Department is carried out by appropriately 
trained and motivated work teams. Cross functional teams are working on 
specific problem areas. Staff are setting their own performance standards that 
are in excess of requirements. 

Responsibility Analyse the identified training needs (ie assess whether on-the
job or off-the-job training is required). Plan and implement 
training in coordination with the ODT. 

Standard: Ensure that suitable and timely courses are available. 

Responsibility Effective member of supervisory management, PRT and Proces 
Control Teams. 

Standard: 

QUALITY 

Teams work co-operatively together and team output to exceed 
requirements. Teams are to be involved in improvement 
projects. 

Quality systems are to be maintained and reviewed as necessary so that 
product quality ensures maximum revenue. 

Responsibility To develop Quality Documentation of Process Control systems 
and ensure QC 1 product is manufactured. 

Standard: To ensure that systems are appropriate to meet QCI 
requirements. 



Responsibility Quality systems are developed, administered, utilised and kept 
up to date. 

Standard: Ensure ISO 9002 is maintained at all times. 

PRODUCTION 

Production is planned and discussed in conjunction with WPNZ, Production 
Assistant, Packing Supervisor and Technical Officers and all associated 
departments are informed in advance of the plan and any changes thereto. 

Responsibility:To ensure the production plan is available for staff. 

Standard: In accordance with WPC Procedures Manual. 

Responsibility Key staff and other departments and relevant organisations are 
kept informed. 

Standard: 

Set up systems which allow materials and ingredients usage to 
be monitored. 

To ensure that targets are identified and systems implemented. 

Responsibility:To develop and implement a system which monitors tonnage vs 
PAs. 

Standard: To ensure that production meets PA requirements. 

YIELDS AND LOSSES 

To ensure the maximum use is made of the valued components supplied. 

Responsibility:As a member of PC Team, ensure composition targets are 
achieved to maximise yields. 

Standard: Establish and maintain systems to ensure the optimum 
combination of yield and quality are achieved. 

Responsibility:Establishment of targets to control losses. 

Standard: Targets are established that reflect excellent manufacturing 
practise for the plant available 

Responsibility: Use loss targets to establish a reduction programme. 

Standard: Loss reduction programme is established and monitored. 



Responsibility:Establish departmental KPis in conjunction with Manager, 
Production Assistant and Departmental Accountant. 

Standard: Departmental KPis are established and monitored. 

COSTS 

To ensure maximum use is made of ingredients, consumables, packaging 
and cleaning/CIP costs to maintain budgetary requirements. 

Responsibility:Establish KPis for ingredients, chemicals, consumables 
and packaging materials. 

Standard: Monitoring systems to identify areas where usage exceeds 
budget in a timely manner. 

Responsibility:Minirnise usages in line with KPis. 

Standard: Teams aware of usages and working to minimise the same. 

Responsibility:Ensure costs are charged under the correct cost centre. 

Standard: Ensure centres accurately reflect the actual costs. 

BUDGETS 

Budgets reflect the planned production and budget monitoring accurately 
reflects actual WPC operations. 

Responsibility:Budget usages for all major expense items are established. 

Standard: Usages reflect excellent manufacturing practise within the 
limits of the plant. 

Responsibility:Information on plant operations is available as required. 

Standard: Accurate information is provided in a timely manner. 

Responsibility:Published records of plant performance are an accurate 
reflection of plant operations. 

Standard: Records are accurate. 



SAFETY 

A zero accident rate is achieved and all Company Health and Safety initiatives 
are supported and implemented. 

Responsibility:Safety management systems are developed, implemented and 
maintained. 

Standard: All staff are involved and a zero accident rate is achieved. 

MAINTENANCE 

A Plant Reliability Team is managing plant availability, planning maintenance 
and controlling costs. 

Responsibility:To ensure all plant downtime and remedial actions are 
monitored. 

Standard: To ensure plant downtime and remedial actions are defined, 
recorded and rectified. 

Responsibility:To establish a preventative maintenance programme in 
conjunction with PRTs. 

Standard: To ensure a preventative maintenance programme is in place 
and functioning effectively. 

CUSTOMER SERVICING 

Internal and external customers are satisfied with the products and services of 
the Whey Products Department. 

Responsibility:The requirements of internal customers are defined and systems 
are in place to monitor that these requirements are being met. 

Standard: Customer requirements are met. 

Responsibility:Establish systems which monitor performance against service 
agreements, PAs and specifications to ensure external customer 
requirements are met. 

Standard: External customer requirements are met. 



I • 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

Responsibility:In conjunction with PRTs and winter maintenance (including 
capital projects) is effectively planned and carried out. 

Standard: Winter maintenance and capital projects are completed within 
budget. 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECTS 

Work with WPNZ, DRI, customers and other groups as required to ensure 
new products are developed which benefits both KIWI and New Zealand 
Dairy Industry. 

Responsibility:Co-ordinate product development effectively. 

Standard: All groups are well informed and trials run to plan. 

Responsibility: Work with suppliers to ensure appropriate purchasing for 
product development and projects. 

Standard: Ensure good relationships are achieved, leading to effective 
purchasing. 

Responsibility: Where appropriate, develop and manage small to medium sized 
capital projects. 

Standard: Projects are successfully completed. 



POSITION DESCRIPTION: PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 

AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY 

Production Assistant in WPC Hall 

TEAM BUILDING & STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

To work as a key member of the Whey Products Department management/ 
supervisory team. Coach the shift teams and ensure they are setting and 
achieving perfonnance standards in excess of requirements. Ensure effective 
communication by encouraging the flow of infonnation up, down and across 
department structure. 

Responsibility:To ensure training needs analysis and records are maintained 
and training plans are co-ordinated and implemented. 

Standard: To ensure all staff have up to date training needs analysis 
records and training is made available, timely and effective. 

Responsibility: Shift teams are working effectively both within the teams and 
also cross-functionally with the other teams. 

Standard: 

QUALITY 

Teams work co-operatively together and team output exceeds 
requirements. Team members are involved in the Process 
Control and Plant Reliability Teams as well as capital projects. 

Quality systems and documentation are maintained and operated effectively. 
Process Control systems are used in daily production. Product quality 
ensures maximum revenue is achieved. 

Responsibility: Quality, Documentation and Process Control systems are used 
to ensure that QC 1 product is produced. 

Standard: Exceed QCI budgeted tonnage and ISO 9002 accreditation is 
maintained. 



PRODUCTION 

Production requirements are discussed and planned with both the Process 
Assistant, Shift Supervisor and Packing Supervisor to ensure WPNZ 
requirements are met. 

Responsibility:Production Plan and specification changes to be communicated 
to appropriate staff and departments. 

Standard: In accordance with WPC Procedures Manual. 

Responsibility:All staff are kept informed on all appropriate matters. 

Standard: To ensure that all staff are well informed. 

Responsibility:Materials and ingredients for production are available as 
required. 

Standard: Materials/ingredients available without holding excess stock. 

Responsibility:To conduct on-the-job assessment and be able to report on all 
training. 

Standards: Timely on-the-job assessments to be completed. 

YIELDS AND LOSSES 

To ensure the maximum use is made of the valued components supplied to the 
Department. 

Responsibility:Implement and maintain composition target control systems 
as set by Process Assistant and Process Control Teams. 

Standard: The systems are used effectively to ensure optimum yield and 
quality. 

Responsibility: Implement and monitor loss targets control systems as set 
by Process Assistant and PC Teams. 

Standard: The systems are working effectively ensuring loss targets 
are met or improved on. 

Responsibility:Loss reduction programme is implemented and monitored. 

Standard: Work with shift teams and individuals to identify and 
resolve loss problems. 

Responsibility:K.Pls are monitored and communicated to all staff. 



Standard: KPI performance known by all staff. 

COSTS 

Maximum use is made of ingredients, consumables, packaging and 
cleaning/CIP chemicals. Costs are maintained according to budget. 

Responsibility:Monitor the use of ingredients, chemicals, consumables and 
packaging materials using established K.Pis. 

Standard: Monitoring systems to identify areas where usage exceeds 
budget in a timely manner. 

Responsibility:Minimise usages in line with KPis 

Standard: Work with the teams to minimise usages. 

BUDGETS 

Budgets reflect the planned production and budget monitoring accurately 
reflects actual Whey Products operations. 

Responsibility:Budget usages for all major expense items are monitored 
against K.Pis. 

Standard: Usages reflect excellent manufacturing practise as identified 
by the KPis. 

Responsibility:Information on plant operations is supplied as required. 

Standard: Accurate information is supplied in a timely manner. 

SAFETY 

A zero accident rate is achieved. All Company Health & Safety initiatives are 
supported, implemented and monitored. 

Responsibility: Work with the Process Assistant and departmental Health & 
Safety representatives to develop, implement and maintain 
safety management systems. 

Standard: All staff are involved and a zero accident rate is achieved. 



MAINTENANCE 

The Plant Reliability Team is managing plant availability, planning 
maintenance and controlling costs. 

Responsibility:Plant downtime and remedial work is reported. 

Standard: Causes of downtime are defined and rectified. 

Responsibility:Function as an effective member of the PR Team. 

Standard: To attend and contribute to all PR Team meetings 

Responsibility:Monitor and implement winter maintenance and capitalprojects 
as required. 

Standard: Winter maintenance and capital projects are completed within 
the budget. 

CUSTOMER SERVICING 

Internal and external customers are satisfied with the products and services of 
the Whey Products Department. 

Responsibility:To ensure that systems are in place for monitoring internal 
customer requirements are used to meet expected standards. 

Standards: Internal customer requirements are met. 

Responsibility: Systems are used to monitor performance to ensure external 
customer requirements, in the form of CSAs, Pas and product 
specifications. 

Standards: To ensure external customer requirements are met. 

SUPPLIER LIAISON 

Establish working relationships with all company representatives who supply 
Whey Products. 

Responsibility: Establish and maintain good working relationships with 
suppliers to ensure effective purchasing of materials, 
ingredients and labour. 

Standard: 
purchasing. 

Good relationships are achieved, leading to effective 



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECTS 

Work as required with the Process Assistant and other groups for product 
development and projects. 

Responsibility:Communicate and co-ordinate with production staff. 

Standard: All staff are kept well informed. 

Responsibility: Work with Process Assistant to manage small and medium 
sized capital projects. 

Standard: To ensure that projects are successfully completed. 


